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INTRODUCTION

The Conflict between Creoles and Spaniards
in the Early Nineteenth Century

The principal focus of discontent in early nineteenth century

Mexico was to be found in the Creole segment of society. Historians

of the independence movements have emphasized the Creole's dissatis-

faction with his minor role in the colonial government and Church. The

Creole was prone to make invidious comparisons between his own polit-

ically subordinate position and the advantageous position traditionally

enjoyed by the European Spaniard.

The conflict dated back to the sixteenth century when:

The widening rift between the descendants of the conquerors
[Creoles] and Spanish officialdom was one of the most active
ingredients in the nascent nationalism which split New Spain
permanently into two factions, cr iol los and gachupi nes .

^

Luis Gonzcilez Obreg6n has actually attributed the independence movement

of the nineteenth century to the Spanish officials supression of the

encomiendas held by the Creole descendants of the conquerors in the

k
sixteenth century. The conflict did not cool in the seventeenth century

as Thomas Gage bears witness:

This hatred is so great that I dare say nothing might be more

advantageous than this to any other nation that would conquer
America.

5

Hugh M. Hami 1 1
, exploring the creole-Spaniard conflict in its

late eighteenth century manifestation, decided that the most concise

exposition of Creole grievances and charges against the Spaniards were

1



to be found ?n two appeals drawn up by the creole-dominated cabildo

(municipal council) of Mexico City for presentation to Charles III in

1771 and Charles IV in 1792.^ Hamlll concludes from the fact that the

two appeals are basically similar that little or no action had been

taken to redress creole grievances during the intervening 21 years.

^

Creole complaints against the Spaniards were many and varied.

Perhaps the most disturbing fact for the creole was his awareness that

the mere geographical location of his birth hampered his efforts at

obtaining political or ecclesiastical office, even though he might be

qualified by wealth and education. Important appointments were usually

distributed in Spain and the recipient of royal favor was, more often

than not, a Spaniard. The practice of granting offices to Spaniards

was crown policy, adhered to throughout the colonial period, and the

monarchy made no secret of the fact that it considered this to be the

safest pol icy.

In the matter of of

f

iceholdi ng, written law allegedly favored the

Creole of ability, particularly if his lineage included a conquistador
o

or early colonist. In this, as in other colonial matters, Spanish

law was no reflection of Spanish practice. The common belief in Europe

that Creoles were inferior to Europeans by virtue of their American

birth provided the rationale for the superior positions acquired by

Spani ards

.

The appeals submitted to the crown by the cabildo of Mexico City

in the late eighteenth century focused on of f i ceholdi ng as "the

greatest and most enormous injustice. "^ An example cited by the



reqjdores (council members) was the newly created tobacco monopoly

( renta de tabaco) which was operated as a section of the royal treasury.

Though it had been planned by a Creole, only one-twentieth of the ranking

officials of the monopoly were Creoles.

Creoles felt that the typical Spanish official was incapable of

fulfilling his duties in America. They pointed to the expense of

maintaining a foreigner and his entourage and bemoaned the fact that

a newly appointed Spanish official soon filled the subordinate offices

at his disposal with his hangers-on who had followed him to America.

Qualified Creoles who had waited patiently to fill a vacant position

in Church or state were brusquely shunted aside by an unqualified

Spaniard who came as the friend of a prelate or a government minister.

The crown moved slowly and too late to ameliorate creole dis-

satisfaction with their disproportionately small share of offices. A

royal order of February 21, 1 776^ guaranteed that one-third of the

canonships and benefices in Spain as well as in America would be re-

served for Creoles. But in 1777 "all the prelates, archbishops, bi-

shops, viceroys, presidents of audiencias (higher courts), and governors

in the capital cities were [Spaniards] and . . . these were all royal

1 ?appointments."^ The creole actually acquired fewer high offices in

the eighteenth century than his fellows had enjoyed in the sixteenth

and seventeenth. ' The regular ecclesiastical orders, led by the

Franciscans in I6l8, had adopted a system of alternating a Spaniard

with a Creole in all benefices, but here too

to Spaniards in the late eighbeeoth century.

with a Creole in all benefices, but here too preference was being extended



HamI 11 noted a further reason for creole dissatisfaction with

the status quo:

The wealth which some gachupines were able to command, due to

their high positions in the government and commerce as well as

in mining and the operation of haciendas, was a cause of envy

among those criollos who were less prosperous. -*

Social position was denied the creole who possessed neither wealth

nor an honorific position in society.

The Creole's complaints and petitions to the crown produced no

solid results in the colony. By I8O8 little had changed with respect

to of f

i

ceholdi ng : one bishopric had fallen to a creole but no other

high office in either Church or state was held by an American. The

Spaniards of New Spain were aware of creole discontent but they seem

to have taken a light view of its importance. Archbishop Alonso

Nunez de Haro obstructed a royal order of 1792 granting additional

1

8

ecclesiastical posts to Creoles. The Spaniards were obviously reacting

from a position of strength within the state and the Church.

Moreover, the Spaniards of New Spain had their creole supporters,

many of whom did not desert the Spanish cause even after independence.

Hami 1 1 suggested, in light of the division which existed within the

Creole sector, that in discussions of social reality on the eve of

independence, a distinction must be made between two basic creole

19
types. The first type, the "European criollo" was drawn toward Spain.

Hami 1 1 expl ai ns

:

He was usually the son of a gachupfn or closely related to some

prominent peninsular family. He often enjoyed the distinctions
of the nobility. He was, perhaps, sent to Spain for his educa-
tion. His devotion to his king was traditional and the Divine



Right was uncritically accepted. Europe was the distant core
of his universe and whatever culture existed in America was of
little importance. The European criollo was apt to have com-
mercial or financial connection with the mother country. The
chances of his being rich were good . . . his vested interests
in the economy were of such importance that he was unwilling to
see a change of government which might jeopardize his material
possessions.

The size of the "European creole" population is uncertain, but it must

have been a small percentage in view of the fact that the majority of

Creoles were not well placed in society.

The Creole majority, then, falls into Hamill's second type—the

"American creole":

Unlike the European criollos, they were not usually rich. Since
. . . the Mexican elite was based almost exclusively on wealth
. . . American criollos did not belong to this aristocracy . . .

it was characteristic of them to have been long associated with
America. But if their forebears had been fortunate enough to form
an entailed estate, succeeding generations were likely to have
wasted the founder's wealth and position to which they were heir
. . .. The Mayorazqos . . . might remain in the hands of the
eldest born, but the properties were inefficiently maintained
.... Racial purity among the American criollos was not in-
variable .... A large portion of the criollo population was
made up of petty municipal officials, artisans, night watchmen
and unemployed . . . owners of ranchos, provincial shopkeepers,
and little businessmen . . . some, who had no real estate at all,
made their living by administering the haciendas of absentee land-
lords .... They were attracted by the law, the Church, education,
and the mi I itary.^^

The poorest of the American Creoles were known as "criollos de la plebe.'

The Spaniard's presence was tolerated by the American creole only

because the latter was powerless to alter the status quo. Political

revolution did not represent the awful spectre to the American creole

that it raised in the minds of the Spaniard or the European creole.



The Creole was "the crux of the social and political organization

of New Spain," according to Hami I 1 .
-^ Due to their location in the

small villages and in the countryside, "a fact which stemmed from

their holding the magistracies and curacies of lesser importance," the

Creoles held sway over the mestizos and Indians in the provinces.

Should the Spaniard be removed from the scene, the Creole would in-

herit the entire apparatus of control intact and without serious social

disorganization.

The American creole--European creole division, which will be used

throughout the study, should be understood as a cultural phenomenon.

The American Creole was culturally Mexican and his identity as such was

a source of pride to him. His image of Spain and Spanish culture was

largely negative. His counterpart, the European creole, consciously

attempted to become culturally Spanish. He admired and approved of

Spanish culture, as he understood it. Consequently, the European creole

lacked faith in the future of a non-Spanish Mexico. In the l820's he

would see ruin for Mexico in the expulsion of the Spaniards. The Amer-

ican Creole would see, in the act of expulsion, the salvation of Mexico--

his Mexico.

The Three Guarantees Contained in the Plan of Iguala

On February 2k, 182V Agustfn Iturbide made public his plan of Iguala

which was directed to the "Mexicans," a term which included "the Europeans,

2k
Africans and Asiatics" who resided in Mexico. The plan contained three

principal articles or essential ideas, which were 1) the conservation of



the Apostolic Roman Catholic religion, without tolerance of any other,

2) independence under the "moderate monarchical form of government, and

3) union between Americans and Europeans. -^ These were the "three

guarantees," which the officials and troops of Iturbide's army swore to

uphold. The guarantees were represented by the three colors on the

banner adopted for the cause: white, red, and green. Red symbolized

the guarantee of union between Spaniards and Mexicans, or the third

26
guarantee.

The guarantee of union was embodied in articles 13, 15, and 17

of the plan of Iguala.^' These three articles promised the Spaniard

security in the ownership of property, permanence in his civil or

military post and, finally, conservation of his military ranl<. The

Spaniard could see in the plan of Iguala a guarantee of Mexican citizen-

ship and, aside from the severing of formal ties with the peninsula, the

continuity of institutions which offered him a secure future in Mexico.

These were the guarantees which the Spaniard who supported Iturbide

28
desired. Spanish liberals supported Iturbide out of their belief in

the virtue of independence while, on the contrary, the Spanish upper

clergy gave his movement their support in order to remove the dangerous

influence of the liberal government in Spain. The plan of Iguala en-

countered the Spaniards divided into three camps: liberals, upper

clergy, and supporters of the viceregal government. The revolutionary

plan was designed to attract the first two of these groups away from

their dependence upon the third, or the government. Iturbide's plan

was attractive to the European creole and the Spaniard because of its



guarantees. The plan of Iguala was attractive to the American Creole

as a means of achieving independence.

iturbide's plan may have been of his own design, but it is evident

that he operated in accord with influential Spaniards and Creoles. ^9

Manuel G6mez Pedraza, a friend who never abandoned Iturbide, revealed

the important role played by the Spanish general Pedro Celestino Negrete

in the movement:

._. . when I was commissioned by [Iturbide] to arrange the capitula-
tions, he told me with the accent of truth which never deceives-
tell Negrete that what I have done has been by his counsel or withhis approbation": I shall never forget this remarkable message. 30

The conciliatory direction which the revolution took disarmed its op-

ponents and united all those with interests to defend. The gradual

transition prescribed by the plan from a colonial to an independent

government was designed to avoid any taint of illegitimacy which might

jeopardize titles to property or ancient pr i vi leges.^'

The treaty of C6rdoba, which resulted from the conference between

Captain General Juan 0'Donoj6 and iturbide on August 2k, 1821, was a

reaffirmation of the plan of Iguala, with two basic changes. Should

the ruling fanily refuse the proffered crown, the ££rtes. would be free

to select a monarch of its choice without being restricted to the

Bourbon house. This alteration, noted Alam^n, left the way open to

Iturbide's ambition. ^2 The second modification in the plan of Iguala

to appear in the treaty of C6rdoba concerned the Spaniards. All

"Europeans" who were opposed to Mexican independence were to be allowed

to remain by articles 15 and 16.^3 Article 15 of the treaty declared

also that Spaniards were to be allowed to leave the country with their



fortunes if they so desired. Article 16 required the "notoriously

disaffected" among the military officials and public employees to

depart within a time period to be set by the regency. By the terms

of article 17i O'DonojCj agreed to employ his authority to arrange

the capitulation and departure of the expeditionary troops located

i n the capital .35

Each Spanish soldier was issued a document at the time and place

of his capitulation which would serve him in the future as proof that

he had surrendered in 1821. In 1828, following the passage of the first

expulsion law, these documents were required of the former soldiers by

the federal government as proof that they had not entered the country

after 1821.^^

Numerous Spanish military officials were participants in the

independence process in New Spain. For Spaniards of established

position, the guarantee of union offered by Iturbide's movement provided

the necessary assurances to allow them to support independence as a

feasible solution to the problems posed for them by the Spanish consti-

tutional government of 1821. AlamSn summarized the Spaniard's role

succinctly:

A Spanish [cleric] was the first to place in practice an effective
means of achieving independence: a Spanish merchant is credited
with having enabled Iturbide to seize the funds destined for

Manila . . .; numerous Spanish chiefs and officials signed the
acts and pronouncements of Iguala and Sul tepee; a Spaniard con-
vinced Iturbide to march to the ba i To: a Spaniard proclaimed the
independence of Guadalajara, caused it to be proclaimed in all

the provinces of the north, and was the only one of the principal
chiefs to receive an honorable wound . . .; a Spaniard opened
the gates of Mexico without the loss of blood to the Army of the
Three Guarantees; and, finally, a Spaniard loaned the necessarv -

money to solemnize the triumphal entry into the capital . .
..•''



The significant military engagements were often sustained by Spanish

expeditionary units who had defected. It is probably correct that there

were more expedi t i onar ies in the ranks of the army of the three guaran-

tees which besieged Mexico City than were in the city itself at the side

of the government.

Untold numbers of Spaniards would remain in Mexico, anticipating

personal security under the protection of the "third guarantee." Many

of the expeditionary troops would remain, marry Mexican wives and begin

raising families in towns and villages across Mexico. Their future

seemed assured in a land where Spanish immigrants had made their way for

three centuries. Expedi t i onar ies who had joined the army of the three

guarantees expected financial rewards and promotions in the new military

establishment. The upper clergy anticipated greater freedom from the

Church, protected from the reforms decreed by the Spanish cortes. The

Spaniards in general must have anticipated favor and position under the

new regime, although many who held posts under the viceregal government

may have feared for their sinecures. Spanish liberals and masons, no

doubt, hoped to secure the installation of a constitution similar to

that of Spain. For the American Creole, however, the achievement of

independence was merely the first step in his conflict with the old order.

The Spaniards who had played a leading role in the success of the Itur-

bidean movement would now be confronted with threats posed by the Amer-

ican Creoles far more serious than those created by the Spanish cortes.
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(Nueva Orleans, n.d.) , pp. 16-17.

^^AlamSn, V, 120.

^^ Ibid .. V, 261; Cuevas, p. 7^+.

33 Galv5n Rivera, I , 9-10.

^^A decree of October 21, 1821 reiterated this provision. Galv^n
Rivera, I, 18-19.

^^AlamSn, V, 267.
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36
A number pf these capj tulaciones submitted by former expedi-

tionaries in 1828, have been preserved in Mexico. Archivo General de
la Naci6n. Ramo de espulsi6n .

3^Alam5n, V, 333-3^+.



CHAPTER I

THE SPANIARDS OF MEXICO IN 1827

The Spaniards Remaining in 1827

An untold number of Spaniards fled Mexico following independence

and during the empire of 1821-23- A second wave departed following the

declaration of a republic in late 1823. In spite of the separation

from Spain, however, a substantial number of Spaniards were resolved

to remain in the republic. More than 6,000 were still present in

December, 1827, when the first expulsion of Spaniards was legislated.

The purpose of the present chapter will be to examine the Spanish com-

munity of Mexico in 1827 in order to discover the economic and social

position of the former colonial elite. Our analysis of the general

expulsion movement in subsequent chapters may then be considered in

light of the data presented here on the position of the Spaniard in

Mexico on the eve of the first expulsion.

Spanish immigration to Mexico did not cease with the achievement

of Mexican independence in 1821. While complete data on this immigration

are lacking for both the colonial and post-independence periods, an

examination of statistics for one region of Mexico may prove helpful.

Lists preserved in the Ramo de espulsi6n were found to contain immigra-

2
tion data on 55 per cent of the Spaniards residing in Oaxaca in 1827-

While this state may not have been typical, since regional variations
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are to be expected, the general pattern is nonetheless suggestive.

For example, immigration was heaviest for a single year in I8l2, the

year of the Liberal Spanish Constitution. Immigration declined but

did not halt between 1819-26. Santander appears to have been the

most important single source of immigration to Oaxaca for most years

between 1 762-1 826.

Government statistics on the arrival and attempted entry of

Spaniards during the period 1826-27 are less than complete.'^ Ministerial

reports of 1827 and I828 indicate that legal passports for entry were

extended to somewhat more than 8k Spanish males while passports for

departure were granted to 55 in I826 alone. During the year 1827, at

least 35 Spaniards were prevented from entering the republic after

having arrived at the ports.

A report submitted to the congress by Minister of Relations Juan

J. Esplnosa de los Monteros on December 31, 1827» Indicated that ten

Spaniards had been admitted With passports in 1827, while 207 had

L
departed with passports during the same year. Of the 207 Spaniards

departing In 1827, 113 were ecclesiastics and all but eleven of the

latter were regular clergy. The departing Spaniards were accompanied

by 186 family members and no less than 5^ servants. These departures

resulted from the intensification of anti-Spanish feeling and activities

throughout 1827. Merchants were prominent among the departing Spaniards

but the regular clergy constituted nearly half of those who chose to

leave the republic legally In 1827.
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The effects of the expulsion law of December 20, 1827, fell upon

an estimated 6,015 Spaniards who were still residing in Mexico on that

date.
5

Their geographical di stri but ion throughout the republ ic i

s

shown in Table k. More than one-fifth of the Spanish community resided

in the Federal capital. The actual Spanish population of the Federal

District was increasing throughout 1827 as a result of the intensifica-

tion of persecution and legal sanctions in the states. Aside from the

capital, some states had comparatively large Spanish populations.

Particularly notable were the Spanish communities of Puebla, Oaxaca,

and Yucatan, in that order. Puebla contained over 12 per cent of the

Spanish population of Mexico while Oaxaca and YucatSn contained over

10 per cent and 7-5 per cent respectively. The comparatively small

percentage of the national total residing in Veracruz (3-7 per cent)

would seem to indicate that a considerable part of the Spanish mercantile

colony of that important port had migrated to Havana since 1821.^

The total Spanish population of 6,015 constituted only 0.09 per

cent of the estimated total Mexican population of 8,000,000 in 1827.7

The importance of the Spaniard in Mexican society clearly did not depend

upon his numbers. Rather, his prominence in government posts, military

positions, ecclesiastical sinecures, and commercial enterprises gave to

him an importance which reflected his pre-i ndependence status in a man-

ner which could not have failed to attract the notice of American

Creoles. In the section which follows, the occupational distribution

of the Mexican Spanish population in 1827 will be considered at some

length.
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TABLE 2

SPANIARDS ENTERING, DEPARTING, OR DENIED ENTRY
INTO THE REPUBLIC, 1826-1827

1826 April 26, I826- 1 1827
December 20, 1827

Spaniards entering with
passports issued by
the Federal Government 84^ 62''

Spaniards departing with
passports issued by
the Federal Government 55^

Spaniards detained in the
ports of Mexico and
forced to reembark - - 35<

Note: Blank spaces indicate that data were unavailable.

Ministerio de Relaciones Interiores y Exteriores, Memoria del
minlstgriO . . . 18?7. (Mexico: Imprenta del Gobierno, 1827),
Cuadro Hdm. 1

.

^Memoria del ministerio . . . 18
;
?R , Cuadro N(jm. 2.

*^Memoria del ministerio . . . 18^8 . Cuadro N(jm. 1

.
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TABLE 3

A REPORT BY THE SECRETARY OF RELATIONS
ON DECEMBER 31, 1827

(Manifesting the entry and departure of Spaniards from the republicduring the present year, indicating also the members of their familiesservants, their occupations and distinguishing those who pertained to
*

the clergy, according to the passports Issued by this secretariat )

ENTRIES

Months

January
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TABLE 3 (com.)

DEPARTURES
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TABLE U

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTIMATED SPANISH
POPULATION OF MEXICO IN 1827

Political Divisions Spaniards
December, 1827

Number Per Cent of Total

California, Terr. da.

Chi apas
Chi huahua
Coahui 1 a y Tejas
Col ima, Terr, de

Distrito Federal
Durango
Guanajuato
Jal i SCO
Mexico
Mi choacSn
Nuevo Le6n

Nuevo Mexico, Terr, de

Oaxaca
Occidente (Sonora y Sinaloa)
Puebia
Q.uerltaro

San Luis Potosf
Tabasco
Tamaul i pas
Tlaxcala, Terr, de
Veracruz
Yucatan
Zacatecas

Totals 6,015 100.00

Sources: Lists submitted by the governors to the Minister of Relations
in compliance with the law of December 20, 1827, found
throughout the AGN:RE. The statistics resulting from the

author's count of the names present in these lists can only
be termed an "estimate" because of the uncertainty which he

entertains concerning the presence of all the original lists

in the AGN:RE. Legajos 2, 3» 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 contained
numerous lists of Spaniards, £j 1 of which were used in the
compilation of the above figures.

69
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The Spaniard^' Occupations in 1827

The expulsion movement of 1827 attacked an economically important

segment of Mexican society. The Spaniard's occupational pursuits were

by no means limited, though they were primarily commercial, military,

g
and ecclesiastical. The Spaniards listed in the governors' reports

to the ministry of relations were engaged in over 100 different occu-

pations, and their social ranks ranged from bishop to beggar. The data

contained in Table 5 represent the occupations of roughly ^+0 per cent

of the minimum figure of 6,015 Spaniards who were still in Mexico in

1827. While the unavailability of evidence concerning the occupations

of 60 per cent of the Spaniards is disturbing, some general patterns

of employment are indicated by the available data. Fortunately, the

charts for Spanish occupations in eight states are very nearly complete.

°

in Tables 5-12 the numerical importance of occupational groupings

has been shown by ranking them according to the number of Spaniards in

each group or category. Table 5» which attempts to present the occupa-

tional picture for the roughly kO per cent of Spaniards in the republic

whose occupations are known, demonstrates that commerce attracted more

than any other economic pursuit. The military ranked second and the

Church third.

Relatively complete occupational data were available for eight

states of the federation. In the northern states of Chihuahua and

Durango, mining ranked second behind commercial occupations. Laborers

and the unemployed ranked second in Jalisco and Nuevo Le6n, while land

owners and wheat farmers held second place in Tabasco and Oaxaca
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TABLE 5

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS RESIDING IN

THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO IN 1827

(Derived from reports submitted by the governors of the states, ter-
ritories and Federal District in compliance with the law of December

20, 1827.)

Commercial Occupations:
Co.nerci antes
Mercaderos
Dependientes de comercio
Tenderos
Pul peros
Panaderos
Traf i cantes
Carni ceros
Tratantes
Vendedores
Importador
Estanquero de tabaco
Bodeguero

Sub-Total

662
62

32
31

9
7

5

3

3

3
1

1

.1.

820

Mi 1 i tary Personnel :

Generales de divisi6n
Generales de brigada
Oficiales ret i rados
Sargentos ret i rados
Sol dados ret i rados
Cirujanos militares retirados
Capel 1 an mi 1 i tar

Sub-Total

2

3
160
61

247

3

1.

477

Ecclesiastics:
Rel igiosos
Seculares
Legos

Sub-Total

309
55

373

Land Owners:
Laboradores
Mi neros
Hacendados
Duenbs de fincas urbanas
DuerTos de fincas rurales

193

89
50
k
3
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TABLE 5 (cont.)

Dueno de rancho de pesquicia dependiente 1

Dueno de engeTfo de azficar 1

Rico L
Sub-Total 343

Marine Occupations:
Marineros 59
Pi lotos 26
Contramaestres 13
Pescadores ' k
Barqueros 3
Calafates 3
Navegantes 2

Sub-Total 110

Professional Occupations:
Empleados federales cesantes 23
Midi cos 9
Escribientes 8
Cirujanos k
Preceptores k
Curanderos practicantes 2

Agrimensores 2
Admi ni stradores generales de rentas 2

Facultativo en medicina y sirugfa
Procurador de la aduana
Tutor de menores
Empleado estatal cesado
Maestro de primeras letras
Director de primeras letcas
Profesor
CatedrSt ico
Contador de rentas federales
Recontador de rentas federales
Ministro federal cesado
Admi ni strador de diezmos
Abogado
Boticario
Arquitecto

Sub-Total 69

Servants:
Sirvientes dom^sticos 32
Corredores 12
Sirvientes mineros 5
Sirvientes rurales i k
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TABLE 5 (cont.)

Guardas federales cesados 3

Porteros 2
Criados 2

Sereno 1

Guarda de Almacin 1

Calafate _J_
Sub-Total 63

Industrial Occupations:
Fabricantes de panos 6

Sastres k
Carpinteros k
Hortelanos 3
Tabaqueros 3
Dependientes de mines 2
Sigarreros 2

Zapateros 2
Herrero
Ferrero
Grabador
Fabricante de aguardiente
Tejedor
Curt idor

Carretero
Alambiquero
Estampador
Albani 1

Refinador de azGcar
PI astero
Artesano 1

Sub-Total 39

Labores 19

Agricultural Occupations:
Admi ni St radores de haciendas 7
Dependientes de haciendas 3
Arrendatario 1

Dependiente rural I

Part6n de cerdos 1

Mayordomo J_
Sub-Total \k
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TABLE 5 (cont.)

Miscellaneous Occupations
Barberos
Arrieros
Cosmero [sic]
Dut i 1 ador [sic,

]

Organito [sic]
Ruador [sic]
Utinero [sic]

Sub-Total

Unemployed Persons:
V^gos
Viandantes
Torni

1

leros
Mi serables
Sin empleo
Dementes
Anci anos
Pordiosero
Mendigante
Demandante
Ynsol vente
Bald ado

Grand Total

Sub-Total

28
18

14

5

3

3

2

78

2,416

Spaniards
Occupations
Unknown

6,015
2,416

3,599

Sources: Occupations were listed in reports from the governors to the

federal government on the progress of enforcement of the

federal expulsion law of December 20, 1827. AGNrRE, leg. 1,

Vol. 4; leg. 2, Vob. 4, 5, 8; leg. 3, Vols. 7, 8; leg. 4,

Vols, 7, 9; leg. 5, Vol. 11; leg. 6, Vol. 13; leg. 7, Vol. 16;

leg. 8, Vols. 18, 19; leg. 9, Vol. 22; leg. 10, Vols. 20, 23;
leg. 13, Vol. 28.
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TABLE 6

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF CHIHUAHUA IN 1827

(Derived from lists submitted to the secretary of relations by the

governor of Chihuahua following the passage of the law of December

20, 1827.)

Comerci antes 60

Mineros 28
Sirvientes ]k

Ecles iSst icos

:

Rel igiosos 13

Seculares J_
Sub-Total \k

Laboradores 9
Hacendados k
Empleados federales cesantes 3
Oficiales cesantes 2

Cirujanos mill tares cesantes 2
Sargento cesante 1

Capel l5n mill tar 1

Alquilote 1

Carpintero 1

Grand Total ]kO

Spaniards 1 78
Occupations 140
Unknown 38

Source: Occupations were noted on lists of Spaniards expelled or
excepted from the law. Lists of the expelled were found
in AGN:RE, leg. 2, Vol. 4, exps. 1, 12 and 16. Lists of
those excepted were found in expedients 1 only.
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TABLE 7

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF JALISCO IN 1827

(Derived from lists submitted by the governor of Jalisco to the
secretary of relations in compliance with the law of December 20, 1827.)

Commercial Occupations:
Comerciantes
Dependientes de comercio
Importador

Laborers

EclesiSst i cos religiosos

Military Personnel:
Oficiales cesados
Sargentos retirados
Soldados retirados

Professional Occupations:
Empleados federales
Empleados federales cesados
Preceptores de escuela
Profesor
Mini St ro cesado^''

Escribiente

Land Owners:
Hacendados
Mi neros
Dueno de fincas urbanas
Rico

Other Occupations:
Corredores
Hortel ano
Zereno
Si rviente
Guarda cesado
PI astero
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TABLE 7 (cont.)

Unemployed Persons:
Mi serables
Loco 3

ln(jti) '

Ynsolvente '

Si n of icio

Sub-Total

Grand Total

^'^-Francisco de Paula Martfnez.

7

206

Spaniards
Occupations 22^

Unknown 205

Source: Occupations were noted in lists of Spaniards expelled anexempted from the law in AGN:RE. leg. 2. Vol. 4, exps. 1
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TABLE 8

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS
OF NUEVO LEON IN

IN THE STATE
1827

(Derived from lists submitted by the governor to the secretary of

relations following passage of the law of December 20, 1827.)

Commercial Occupations:
Come re i antes
Dependientes de comercio
Mercadero

Unemployed Persons;

Torni

1

leros

Vago

Ecclesi est i cs :

Regulares
Secul ares

Professional Occupations:
Oficiales retirados
Admi ni stradores de haciendas
Admi ni strador de diezmos
Escr i biente

Servants:
Si rvientes
Cr iados

Ski 1 led Laborers:
Barberos
Curanderos practicantes
Zapatero

Laboradores
Retired Soldier
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TABLE 8 (cont.)

Spani ards 83
Occupations 76
Unknown 7

Source: Occupations were found in lists of Spaniards excepted or
expelled from Nuevo Le6n in AGN:RE, leg. 2» Vol. k, exp.
]k; leg. 2, Vol . 5, exp. 53.
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TABLE 9

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF OAXACA IN 1827

(Derived from lists submitted by the governor of the state to the
secretary of relations in compliance with the law of December 20, 1827.)

Commercial Occupations:
Comerci antes
Vendedores
Tratante

Laboradores

Sub-Total

161

2

I
164

61

Military Personnel?
Oficiales retirados
Sargentos retirados
Sol dados retirados
Cirujano mill tar retirado

Ecclestast ics

:

Rel igiosos
Secul ares

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

15

2

9

J_
27

22

J_
23

Professional Occupations:
Empleados federales cesados
Agr imensor
Procurador de la aduana
Admi ni strador de rentes
Mid i CO

Sub-Total

7
1

1

1

_l.

11

Other Occupations:
Corredores
Mi neros
Jornaleros
Herreros
Mar ineros
Si rviente
Estampador
Ut i nero [sic. ]

Guarda de tabaco
Dueno de engerio de azfjcar
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TABLE 9 (cont.)

Arriero
Alban"! 1

Sastre
Refinador de az(jcar

Castrero
Portero
Barbero
Zapatero

Sub-Total 34

Unemployed Persons:
Vi andantes
Torni 1 leros
Vagos
Demandante

Sub-Total

15

10

9

J.
35

Grand Total 355

Spani ards
Occupat ions

Unknown

615

355
260

Source: Lists of Spaniards residing in the state were found in AGN:RE,
leg. 2, Vol. k, exps. 9 and 10; leg. 3, Vol. 7, exp. 5. A
list of Spaniards wlio requested passports voluntarily in early
1829 was found in Correo de Federaci6n . VM (March 8, 1829), 4.
Lists of Spaniards given passports by the governor were found
in AGN:RE, leg. 2, Vol. k, exp. 3; leg. 3, Vol. 7, exps. 2 and

5. Lists of Spaniards excepted were found in leg. 2, Vol. k,

exp. 9; leg. 3, Vol. 7» exp. 5; leg. 3» Vol. 8, exp. 1.
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TABLE 10

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF QUERETARO IN 1827

(Derived from lists of Spaniards expelled or excepted from the law
of December 20, 1827» submitted by the governor of the state to the
secretary of relations.)

Comerci antes

Ecclesiast i cs

Rel igiosos
Seculares
Legos

Laboradores

Other Occupations
Fabrlcantes de panos
Mill tares retirados
Vagos
Empleado cesado federal

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

103

43

6

55

37

6

2

2

J_
11

Grand Total 205

Spani ards

Occupat ions

Unknown

2^5

205

Source: Lists of Spaniards expelled or excepted from the law who
had lived in the state of Q,uer€taro were found in AGN:RE,
leg. 2, Vol. k, exp. 29; and leg. 13, Vol, 28, exp. 1.



Source: Lists of Spaniards expelled from Tabasco were found in

AGN:RE, leg. 2, Vol. 4, exp. 27. Lists of Spaniards
excepted from the law were found in the same expediente,
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TABLE 1

1

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF TABASCO IN 1827

(Derived from lists of Spaniards residing in and expelled from the

state, submitted by the governor to the secretary of relations in

compliance with the law of December 20, 1827.)

Commercial Occupations:
Comerciantes 16

Mercaderos 8

Traficantes 1

Depend iente de comercio 1

Panadero 1

Bodeguero _1.
Sub-Total 28

Land Owners

:

Hacendados 1^

Laboradores 6

Dueno de rancho _L
Sub-Total 21

Other Occupations:
Oficiales retirados ^
Ancianos 2

Pi lotos 2

Gal afate
Admini strador General de Rentas
Dueno de fSbrica de aguardiente
Facultativo en medicina y sirugia
Maestro de primeras letras
Contramaestre
Escr i biente
Corte de palo triste
Depend iente de labor de cana
Sordo
Vago

Sub-Total 19

Grand Total 68

Spaniards 77
Occupations 68

Unknown 9
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TABLE 12

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF YUCATAN IN 1827

(Derived from lists of Spaniards expelled or excepted from the law
of December 20, l827f submitted by the governor of the state to the
secretary of relations.)

Commercial Occupations:
Come re i antes
Mercaderes
Tenderos
Dependientes de comercio
Traf icantes
Panaderos

Sub-Total

116

35
31

5

k
k

195

Maritime Occupations:
Mar i neros
Pi lotos

Contramaestres
Pescadores
Cal af ates
Navegantes

Sub-Total

55
22

12

k

3

-2.

98

Mi 1 i tary Personnel :

Oficiales ret i rados
Sargentos ret i rados
Sol dados ret! rados

Sub-Total

15

2

]±
28

Land Owners:
Labradores
Hacendados

Sub-Total

15

12.
28

Ski I led Craftsmen;
Sastres
Carpi nteros
Tabaqueros
Si garreros
Hortel anos
Di buj ante
Tejedor
Curt idor



Source: Lists of Spaniards expelled and excepted from the law were

found in AGN:I^E, leg. 2, Vol. 4, exp. 25.
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TABLE 12 (cont.)

Agr iniensor

Carretero
Al ambiquero
Arqui tecto

Sub-Total

1

1

1

J_
20

Professional Occupations:
Empleados federales cesados
Medicos
CatedrSt icos

Ci ruj anos
Preceptores de primeras letras
Abogado
Bot icar io

Contador de rentas (federal)

Recontador de rentas (federal)

Eel es i5st i cos :

Secul ares
Rel igiosos

Other Occupations:
Torni 1 leros
Tratantes [sic,]

Dutilador [sic]
Guarda de almacin
Mozo de tienda
Portero
Mayordomo
Arr iero
Si rviente
Organito [sic,]

Ruador [sic]
Pordiosero

Grand Total

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

k
k

3

2

2

1

1

1

JL
19

13

17

15

^20

Spaniards
Occupat ions

Unknown
^20

29
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respectively. In Quer^taro ecclesiastics constituted the second largest

group while in YucatSn maritime occupations were second in importance to

merchandising. Third position was held by the military in Q.uer^taro,

Tabasco, Yucatin, and Oaxaca. In the case of Nuevo Le6n, the occupations

of all but seven Spaniards were noted in the lists. But the lists of

Spaniards from Oaxaca only revealed roughly 60 per cent of their oc-

cupations.

Commercial occupations characterized the economic activity of a

major segment of the Spanish community. In some cases, for example In

Oaxaca, the overwhelming majority of the Spaniards were so engaged.

In each of the eight states analyzed here commerce attracted between

kO per cent and 50 per cent of the Spanish male population. The Church

attracted from k per cent to 10 per cent of the Spanish population in

those same states, excepting only Q.uer6taro. The state of Quer^taro

provided a striking exception; 25 per cent were ecclesiastics, while

in Tabasco there were no Spanish clergy.

The Spaniards were evident among the lower ranks as well as in

the officer corps of the Mexican army in 1827. Among the Spaniards

reported as active or suspended military personnel in 1827, ap-

proximately one-half were officers and one-half soldiers. The majority

of the capjtulados had apparently melted into the general civilian pop-

ulation. They increased the ranks of the unemployed, as well as the

class of laborers and agricultural workers. In the eight states

analyzed here, Spanish military men varied In number from a reported

low of one in Chihuahua and Durango to a reported high of 28 in Yucatan
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and 27 in Oaxaca. The state of Mexico and the Federal District un-

doubtedly contained more Spanish officials than other areas but the

reports from these locations were incomplete in the Ramo de espu]si6n «

The weakness of the data for the republic as a whole (^0 per

cent of Spanish occupations) Is overcome by the more complete data

compiled for the eight diverse states. The pattern is similar in each

region: Spaniards were usually to be found in positions of economic

and social importance but seldom or never occupying political offices in

1827. Their condition was strikingly similar to that of the Creoles in

early 1821, if one momentarily overlooks the obvious fact that the

Spaniards were a numerically insignificant minority in 1827. It would

be highly desirable at this point to compare the occupational positions

of Creoles and Spaniards in order to locate foci of stress or competi-

tion. While data on the Creole population are notably lacking for the

post-i ndependence period, useful information was located by the author

for Durango. In the section which follows a comparison of the relative

economic positions of Durangan Spaniards and Creoles will be attempted

and some conclusions concerning the position of the Spaniards In the

Mexico of 1827 will be considered.

A Comparison of Spanish and Creole
Occupations In Durango

Durango provides a fruitful area for analysis of the creole-

gachupfn dichotomy in its post-independence and pre-expul s ion manifesta-

tion. Governor Sahtiago Vaca presented a report on the occupational

distribution of the men of Durango, as of June 1, 1827, to the state congress
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on September 5» 1827. The report provides a breakdown of the occupa-

tions of Durangans without distinguishing between Spaniard and creole

(Table 13). Data were derived from the Ramo de espul s i6n to reconstruct

the occupational distribution of Durangan Spaniards'^ (Table 14). By

utilizing these two sets of data, a comparison of Spaniard and creole

in the microcosm which was Durango becomes possible (Tables I5-I6).

The Spaniards constituted less than one-third of 1 per cent of

the Durangan population in 1827. The ratio of Creoles to peninsul ares

was roughly 311:1. The 240 Spaniards who resided in the state consti-

tuted a numerically insignificant minority. The true naeasure of their

importance rested, not in their numbers, but in their position, wealth,

family ties, education, and all the other attributes of membership in

a dominant (or formerly dominant) ruling elite. The Spaniard's

importance may be gaged by observing his participation in the occupa-

tions most respected and coveted in those days.

If a line were arbitrarily drawn on Table 15 between the

categories dependientes rurales y de minas and artesanos y jornaleros .

a division would result which may very well have approximated the

contemporary view of society expressed in the terms, so frequently

used in the l820's, qente decente and el pueblo . The preserve of the

gente decente, of course, would rest above the line. Although informa-

tion does not allow for a better division than the imperfect one proposed,

nevertheless a comparison of the relative positions of criollos and

peninsulares may be made.
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TABLE 13

POPULACION DE TODAS LAS PART I DAS DEL ESTADO DE DURANGO

Distinci6n de clases

Ecles i5st i cos seculares

Ecles i5st icos regulares

Militares, inclusos los cfvicos

Empleados en rentas de la federaci6n

Empleados del estado

Abogados

Escr i banos

Midi cos

Bot i car ios

Comerciantes

Artesanos y jornaleros

Si rvi antes domlsticos

Presos

Suma

113

Mt3

375

2k

3k

12

3

2

5

1,1^3

60,446

12,967

139

75,706

Note: The actual population of Durango in June, 1827 was reported to
be 149,421, including 74,115 women and children, according to
the Mernoria prepared by Governor Vaca.

Source: "Memoria de los ramos que son a cargo del Gobierno del Estado
de Durango . . . lefdo ante el Segundo Congreso Const itucio-
nal . . . 5 de septiembre de 1827," AGN:RE, leg. 13, Vol. 29,
exp. 28b, fol. 69.
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TABLE 1^

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS IN THE STATE
OF DURANGO IN 1827

Comerci antes 57

Dependientes de Comercio 21

Mineros 31

Dependientes de minas 2

Labradores 32

Sirvientes , 21

Ecles i 5st i cos seculares 5

Ecles i5st i cos regulares 2

Empleados federal es cesados 3

Empleados estatales cesados 1

Escribanos 3

Cirujanos 2

Director de primeras letras 1

Dependientes rurales 2

Guarda de la federaci6n 1

Ferrero 1

Part6n de cerdas 1

Barbero 1

Corredor 1

Sargento 1

Preso 1

Total 210



Span! ards

Occupat i ons

Unknown

46

TABLE |i+ (cont.)

240

2)0

30

Source: Lists of Spaniards residing in Durango, found in AGN.-RE,
leg. 2, Vol. k, exps. 3 and 5; leg. 3, Vol. 7, exp. 2; and
an article in El Aouila Mft^jr^^n^, vi (July 16, I828), 3.
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TABLE 16

THE OCCUPATIONS OF CRIOLLOS AND PENINSULARES
IN DURANGO IN 1827 SUMMARIZED

Criollos PeninsuJares Totals Per Cent
of Total

Ecclesiastics 5^9 7

Military Personnel 374 I

Government Employees 54 5

Lawyers ]2 -

Scr i bes
3

Medical Practitioners - 2

Druggists 5

School Master -
]

Merchants £• dependents 999 145

Artesans & laborers 60, 409 4

Domestic servants 12,946 21

Prisoners I38 ]

Unemployed - 20

Occupations Unknown - 3O

Totals 75,553 240 75,793 100.00

556
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Roughly 2.6 per cent of the crioHos were to be found among the

gente decente, while 68,3 per cent of the Spaniards had achieved that

distribution. The following table illustrates the point:

^ri9llos Peninsulares

Gente decente (2.224) 2,060 164

Pueblo (73,569) 73,493 76

It should be noted that the number of penlnsulares in the gente decente

category may have been still higher since 30 Spaniards whose occupa-

tions were unknown have been relegated to the lower category, though

they may have held positions according them gente decente status.

In a majority of occupations the crioilos enjoyed an impressive

numerical advantage. Two noteworthy examples were the regular clergy,

with two Spanish friars, and the military, with a single Spanish

'^''^^nto . Governor Vaca's inclusion of the cfvicos in the military

figure may indicate that the urban militia, which In colonial times

had been drawn primarily from the commercial sector, was recruited

from the ranks of the gente decente, though some recognized artesanos

were probably present in the ranks.

In six occupational categories the penlnsulares enjoyed not only

a majority but a monopoly of positions. Apparently, the only primary

school in Durango was directed by a Spaniard, No one who has read

Lucas Alam5n'3 or Lorenzo Zavala^^ will be surprised to observe that

the Spaniards were supervisors on haciendas and in the mines, or that

they were scribes and medical practitioners. But the presence of 31



Spanish mine owners in a silver mining region without mention of a single

miner in Governor Vaca's report demands explanation. Perhaps the governor

included mineros among the comerci antes who constituted roughly 1.5 per

cent of the Durangan male population. If indeed this was the case, any

attempt to determine the number of Creole miners will be frustrated.

Could this also explain the absence of creole labradores -* (grain farmers)

in the report? It seems highly unlikely that Governor Vaca could have

overlooked mineros and labradores in Durango where! they gave direction

to the economy.

The fact that Durangan society utilized nearly 13,000 male domestic

servants tends to indicate that Durango was indeed a traditional society.

Had these been distributed evenly among the male members of the gente

decente category, there would have been six for each employer.' Some male

domestics may have been employed by successful artisans. But wealthy

Spanish and criollo families probably employed the great majority as

personal servants, guards, coachmen, footmen, and messengers. It is

probable from the testimony of Lucas AlamSn, that Spanish domestics were

attached to a number of Spanish households.

Viewing the occupational data as a whole, one is impressed by

the full height of the social pyramid in Durango. The gente decente,

as defined above, consisted of approximately 3 per cent of Durangan

society. A minimum of 68 per cent of the Spaniards of Durango was a part

of that 3 per cent. While 17.1 per cent of Durangan males were domestic

servants, only one-third of 1 per cent of Durangan men were peni nsulares.

Representing nearly 7.4 per cent of the gente decente, the Spaniards were

more in evidence than their numbers might suggest.
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Competition between peninsular and criollo gente decente in the

economic sphere may have been more important than the charts would in-

dicate at first glance. If figures for comerciantes were adjusted on

the apparently sound assumption that Governor Vaca lumped hacendados,

labradores, and mineros under that category, the following results would

be noted:

Criollos PeninsMlares

Merchants and their employees 999 1'+5

Spaniards constituted 12.7 per cent of the redefined commercial sector.

Apparently, this was the locus of competition in 1827 between Creole and

Spaniard in Durango. Table 16 Illustrates the point more closely by

simplifying the occupational picture.

The Spaniard was viewed as a threat and an obstacle to upward

social mobility by the criollos of Durango in 1827. It would seem that

the resentment of the creole gente decente and the frustrations of the

criollos de la plebe who found themselves yet on the margin of or excluded

from the gente decente, derived from the presence of the Spaniards. in

this respect, Durango was no different from the other states of the Mexican

federation. Provincial landlords and state officials in the federal

entities worked to extricate their ecological power bases from the tradi-

tional authority of the Mexico City-Veracruz axis. This did not prevent

their looking to this populous and more cosmopolitan region for profitable

markets for provincial agricultural products. The Spaniard, whether he

resided in the capital or in the provincial cities and towns, represented
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for Creole political elites an objectionable reminder of the colonial

past and an enduring threat from the networl< of special interests which

continued to characterize Mexico City.

Conclusions i

Deprived of political office by 1827, the Spaniards retained,

nevertheless, their economic importance in Mexico. Without them, the

stagnation which already characterized the post independence Mexican

economy would be accelerated. ' It was precisely the fact that the

Spaniard was still an important, visible and comparatively prosperous

beneficiary of the economy in an era of stagnation, that excited Creole

1

8

jealousy and hostility. The continued presence of a significant number

of peninsulares within the gente decente sector of Mexican society, fol-

lowing the separation from Spain, was of greater importance for determin-

ing social tensions than the Spaniard's meager numbers would appear to

warrant.

The contemporary designation of pulperos (peddlers of oil and

vinegar), which was frequently applied to the Spaniards en masse is

indicative of the source of their unpopularity. The decline of the

mines and of the principal export enterprises by 1827 as well as the

Spaniard's heavy export of specie contributed greatly to the economic

19
difficulties of the time. The Spaniard provided a useful scapegoat

for Creole explanations of the cause of the nation's ills. The state

of public opinion indicates that the American Creoles accepted the "guilt"

of the Spaniards in this matter and, consequently, foresaw a splendid

economic future for Mexico, once free of the remaining peninsulares.
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Empleomanfa , the desire for public office, was also a factor in Creole

frustrations in 1827. The Spaniards continued to occupy positions

stemming from the colonial regime. A number of these posts were no

longer "functional." In the bureaucracy, as in commerce, the penin-

sulares were prominent occupants of numerous "inalienable" posts.

Viewed from this perspective, the Spaniard's position in 1827

would appear to have been tenuous at best. The difficult international

questions confronting Mexico made the situation even more unpromising

for the peni nsul ares. Mexico's dependence upon foreign loans and

fluctuating customs receipts for her solvency; Spain's refusal to

recognize the independence of her former colony and the interruption

of customary lines of commerce which this entailed; British insistence

upon free trade in her commercial negotiations with the young republic,

all contributed to the complexity of the problems facing the American

Creoles as they sought to organize and regulate their nation. Each of

these factors would play a role in the criollo decision that the Spaniard

could not be tolerated in the Mexican republic.
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Notes

'See Table k.

^See Table I

.

3see Table 2.

^See Table 3.

5See Table k.

Evidence for this migration may be found in the petitions of
Spanish merchants, formerly resident in Veracruz, directed to the captain
general of Cuba, Francisco Dionisio Vives. See Jos^ L. Franco, Docu -

mentos para la historia de Mexico existentes en el Archivo Nacional de
Cuba (Havana, I96I), pp. Ixxvi i -Ixxix.

'The Mexican population in 1827 was generally said to be 8,000,000
by the popular press, though no attempt was made by the government to
verify the figure.

8see Table 5.

^See Tables 6-12.

Chihuahua, Durango, Jalisco, Nuevo Le5n, Oaxaca, Q,uer^taro,

Tabasco, and Yucatan.

''"Memoria de los ramos que son 5 cargo del Gobierno del estado
de Durango . . . lefdo antes el segundo congreso const itucional . . .

5 de setiembre de l827f" in Mexico. Archivo General de la Naci6n. Ramo
de espu1si6n . leg. 13, Vol. 29, exp. 28b, fol . 69 [cited hereafter as

AGN:RE].

^Lists of Spaniards residing in Durango were found in AGN:RE,
leg. 2, Vol. U, exps. 3, 5; leg. 13, Vol. 29, exp. 28b, fol. 69; and in

one issue of El Aqui la Mexicana . Vi (July I6, I828), 3.

'^Ensayo hist6rico de las revoluciones de Mexico desde 1 808 hasta
1830 (2 vols.; Paris, I83I), I, passim .

-"On labradores and their importance see Robert C. West, The

Mining Community in Northern New Spain: The Parral Mining District
(Berkeley, 19^9), p. I66.

'^Historia de Mliico (5 vols.; Mexico, 1849-52), 1,1?.

'/For an introduction to the Mexican economy of the l820's see
Robert A. Potash, El banco de avfo de Mexico. El fomento de la industria.
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(Mexico, 1959), pp. 7~68; Luis ChSvez Orozco, Historia de

M6xico (1808-1836) (Mexico, 19V).

Lorenzo Zavala emphasized this point in his Juicio imparcial
sobre los acontecimientos de Mexico en 1828 v 182<3. (Mexico. I83O), pp. 8-9.

19
H. G. Ward treated these matters in detail in his Mexico in

1827 (2nd ed., 2 vols.; London, 1829).



CHAPTER I I

THE SPANIARDS AND THE ITURBIDEAN EMPIRE

In order to attack the historical questions raised by the expul-

sion of the Spaniards, it will be necessary to first survey the status

of the Spaniard during the Iturbidean period, 1821-23. The Spaniards

drifted into the opposi t ion--f i rst the merchants, then the military

off i cers--for a number of complex reasons. The third guarantee had

attracted the support of prominent Spaniards to the cause of independ-

ence. Iturbide had favored Spanish military officials and continued

to do so following June, l82l. Their defection from the Iturbidean

cause should be approached first through an inquiry Into the role of

the Scottish Rite lodges In early nineteenth century Mexico. As the

economic Interests of important sectors of the Spanish community came

to be threatened by the empire, they tended to Identify their Interests

with those of the escocis lodges. Ultimately, their fate would be

shared by the Scottish party.

The Introduction of the Scottish Rite and Its

Link with the Spaniards

The introduction of masonry into Mexico Is clouded in mystery,

due, in part, to the secret nature of the movement and, in part, to

the existence of the Inquisition prior to independence. Frank

Brandenburg, who claimed to have seen sources "unavailable to the

57
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historian," found some evidence for the existence of masonry in Mexico

from the mid-eighteenth century.' Felix Navarrete, a Catholic op-

ponent of Mexican masonry, found no evidence for the existence of a

regular lodge prior to I806.2 Navarrete supported the position of

Dr. Richard E. Chism and Jos^ Marfa Mateos , both of whom were Masons,

in this matter. 3 Brandenburg noted the "existence of 'Masonic group-

ings' during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries" who

allegedly utilized "rituals adopted by Spanish lodges under original

patents from Great Britain."^ Asserting that these informal lodges

followed "Scottish or Ramsey rituals," Brandenburg concluded that:

... it was not until after Napoleon invaded Spain in 1808 that
regular lodges began to mushroom in New Spain--first in Mexico
City, Yucatan, and Veracruz, and later spreading into many regions.
Some of these lodges followed Spanish rituals; others drew their
patents from Cuba, France, New Orleans, and from lodges in the
United States. -^

All authorities seem to agree that the first formal lodge was

founded in 1806 and met in a house owned by Reg i dor Luyando at No. k,

Calle de las Ratas (now BolTvar) in Mexico City.^ The origin of this

lodge is obscure since so little is known concerning the transfer of

masonry to Mexico. A brief look at the origins of Spanish masonry

should throw light on its Mexican counterpart.

in 1801, the "Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite" was founded

in Charleston, South Carolina. The new rite was a prototype of

"French Templar Masonry, in combat for the Natural rights of Man

against the so-called religious and political despotisms . .
.."^ The

Count de Grasse-Tilly, of French origin, was one of the founders of
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the lodge. His brother, the Conde de Tilly, was a General in the

Spanish army. Assisted by two other Spanish generals, the Conde de

Tilly organized "Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite" lodges in Spain.

Spain had already developed her own peculiar masonic institu-

tions. ^ Among the most interesting of these were the trincheras . or

military masonic lodges. Mariano Tirada y Rojas, a Spanish historian

of masonr'^ explained:

The organization of the military lodge differed . . . [It] was
not called 'lodge,' but Tr i nchera ; the chief was not called
Venerable , but Gran Capit^n : the Master of ceremonies, Ayudan -

te : the Expert, Maestro de Armas or Preboste : and the Guarda -

templos . Escuchas . The writings which in the jargon of the lodges
were called pi anchas . in the primitive military lodges were called
sal vas : the labors commenced not a medio d1 a en punto . as they
say in the lodges, but al toque de diana . and consequently, ended
al toque de retreta .

Whether these military lodges came to Spanish America Is not certain.

Probably, they did come, brought by the Spanish officials who entered

the colonies in large numbers during the wars of independence. This

was an age of intense masonic activity, in harmony with the liberal

movement which produced the Spanish Constitution of 1812. Liberal

Ideas were widely held among the officer corps which came to America

with the expeditionary forces. But, as Brandenburg has warned, to

demonstrate that an individual possessed Ideas which were In harmony

12
with the "landmarks" of masonry, Is not to prove that he was a mason.

The Cortes of C5dlz, which produced the Liberal Constitution of

1812, contained numerous representatives from the American colonies.

It also provided a platform for Spanish masonry. Vicente de la Fuente

declared that, in I8l2:
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. . . there was in C5diz a lodge of the first and most important

in Spain, not only because of its antiquity, but also due to the

wealth of its members, the fact that most of the maritime chiefs

of Spain belonged to it, and the influence of many other members,

not only in local government but in the governments of populous

areas throughout Spain. [The lodge's) importance reached its

peak in the period 1809-12, during which time it was the center
of Spanish masonry, in counterposi t ion to the 'Oriente Afrance-
sado de Madrid. '

'-^

CSdiz, as the agent for a large part of colonial commerce and ship-

ping, was in a position to exercise a strong influence in America.

The masonic lodges of CSdiz, according to Navarrete, were of the

"Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite."

Little is known about the introduction of masonry into the

Spanish Colonies. Lorenzo Zavala, commenting on its origins in New

Spain, said only that:

We have seen established from the beginning of independence a

secret society, which was called "Ancient Scottish Rite," in

which the generals Bravo, Negrete, Echavarri had joined, and

many others who formed this party, which took the name of the

rite to which their masonic sect pertained. -*

Mateos, the founder of the Mexican National Rite in 1825, traced the

origin of the Scottish lodges to I8l3:

The Mexicans began to abandon their Lodges (l8l3) and to attach
themselves to the division commanded by Gral . D. NicolSs Bravo,

where the first purely Mexican Lodges of Scotland were formed;

these were the nucleus of those which were later diffused
throughout the Republic.'"

It is clear that during the period l821-27f if not earlier,

Spaniards joined the Scottish Rite lodges and, consequently, the

party of the same name. Whether these lodges were of the "Ancient

and Accepted Scottish Rite," as Navarrete contends, or of the Ramsay

ritual, as Brandenburg insists, cannot be resolved here. ' The
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origins of the escoc^s party, and the ties of the Spaniards with that

party, stem from events in 1821. The achievement of national in-

dependence and, subsequently, the coronation of Iturbide in 1821

terminated Spanish control of affairs in New Spain, but Spanish

influence was not to be destroyed so quickly.

The ideas of Liberal Spain and the Constitution of I8l2 were

present in the escoc^s lodges, brought by the Spaniards who immigrated

to Mexico and by American deputies who returned from the Cortes of

Cidiz in 1821-22. Lucas AlamSn emphasized the impact of Lt . General

Juan de 0-Donoj(j, the Irish-born Captain General sent to New Spain

by the Junta of CSdiz in 1821. 0-Donoj6 was reputed to be:

... a person of great importance in masonry, and he was even
credited with trying to form a new sect of masonry, in order to

rival Riego, whose glories he viewed with envy and jealousy.

Alamln attributed considerable Influence on Mexican masonry to the

Spaniards who came with 0-Donoj(j:

. . . the persons who accompanied him were incorporated into the

lodges already existent and formed other new ones, all under the

Scottish Rite. Of these latter, one was called del sol . to which

the periodical of the same name pertained, edited by D. Manuel

Codorniu, a medical doctor who came with 0-Donoju, whose object it

was to sustain the plan of Iguala, and. to propagate the liberal

principles established in Spain . . ..

The periodical El Sol

.

the outspoken defender of the Spaniards in

Mexico during the troubled l820's, was the organ of an escoc^s lodge

in Mexico City. The earliest Lancastrian schools for popular educa-

tion in Mexico were dependent of the lodge del sol . Alamlin lamented

that "From this time forward, the Franc-masons came to be a powerful

force, which we will see in action In all subsequent events."^'
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The Escoc^s Opposition to the Iturbidean Empire

The return of the deputies sent to the Cortes of CSdiz and of

Mexican military officials who had served in Spain, contributed to

the strengthening of the escoc^s lodges. Alamln noted that those

influential individuals aided greatly in "the establishment of the

Scottish masons, who came to form almost the majority of the congress

and were growing in the provinces and, above all, in the army." -^

Among the last to return was Jos^ Mariano de Michelena, who had been

sent to serve in Spain following his involvement in the conspiracies

of l8lO, and who would, according to Alamln, play a vital role in the

rapid spread of the escoc^s lodges during the reign of Iturbide.

The multiplication of the escocis lodges and the development

of the ideas associated with the so-called "party of progress"

owed much to the opposition felt by many European Creoles and

25
Spaniards to the erection of an American throne by Iturbide, -^ The

escoc^s lodges recruited constitutional monarchists and republicans

alike, provided that the social credentials of the latter were ac-

ceptable to the aristocratic membership. Opposition to Iturbide,

first as president of the regency, then as Emperor, was instrumental

in bringing about temporary cooperation between liberal Spaniards,

republicans and old insurgents. Alam^n explained the complex make-

up of the opposition in this manner:

To those who sustained the plan of Iguala and liberal principles,
had been added the Spaniards who could not think of emigrating
and who saw no other salvation for themselves but in the comple-
mentation of the plan . . . what seems more strange, the republicans
had joined because they thought chances remote that the
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[monarchical] plan could be carried out and they feared the
ambition of Iturbide as a more immediate danger . . . the old
insurgents . . . hated him. 26

Zavala viewed the rise of the escoc^s party from a different per-

spect i ve

:

The individuals of the opposition formed a party which acquired
greater force with the establishment of the masonic lodges which,
under the title of 'Scottish Rite,' was established for them and

their followers. A group of people became affiliated with these
lodges who hoped to become deputies or employees of whatever type:
the existing employees joined also, in order to preserve their
posts .27

Spaniards who had received government posts in New Spain from the

Bourbons or their ministers must have found the plan of Iguala at-

tractive. Aside from its guarantees of union and of respect for the

property of foreigners, the plan promised them a Bourbon prince who

could make use of their services. Members of the many sections of

the colonial bureaucracy, considering their posts as personal property,

were uncertain of their future in Mexico.

Spaniards who had recently arrived in Mexico, particularly those

who came with 0-Donoj6, were strongly opposed to Iturbide's imperial

aspirations. They spoke out against Iturbide in the lodge meetings

in Mexico City. Zavala, a member who was present at these meetings,

reported two such incidents:

In one meeting ... a colonel in the heat of his discourse,

shouted: 'If a Brutus is lacking to take the life of this tyrant,

he would offer his arm in the service of the fatherland.' In an-

other, presided over by the Spanish colonel Antonio Valero, one

of those who had come with 0-Donoj6, it was decided that Iturbide

must be assassinated. 2°

Zavala reports that Iturbide, having learned of the masonic resolu-

tion, undid Colonel Valero's plan by confronting the escoceses with
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his knowledge of the resolution and by promoting Valero to brigadier.

These actions on the part of Iturbide led the masons to believe that

Valero had betrayed their secret and the new brigadier beat a hasty

29
retreat to Spain.

The nucleus of the escoc^s lodges was not united simply on the

common ground of opposition to Iturbide. The spirit of nineteenth

century liberalism united them, attracting members whose attachment

to modern ideas was more apparent than their interest in masonic "land-

marks." For this reason, the escoceses were known as the "party of

progress" or even the "popular party" in 1821. The man most qualified

to express the liberal idea, as it was understood in Mexico during her

first century of independence was Jos6 Marfa Luis Mora. Dr. Mora

defined his conception of liberalism, on one occasion, in the follow-

ing manner:

In order to avoid disputes over ill-defined words, I shall state
immediately that by 'march of progress' I understand that which
tends to affect, in a more or less rapid manner, the occupation
of the ecclesiastical properties [bienes ] : the abolition of the
privileges ffueros ] of this class and of the military; the dif-
fusion among the popular classes of popular education, absolutely
independent of the clergy; the supression of the monopolies; [and]
the absolute liberty of opinions . . .

.^

These were, in brief, the ideas which were circulating in Mexico City

and in the provincial capitals among the literate sector of society

in the l820's and l830's. AlamSn noted that liberal ideas were being

spread through translations of French works made in Mexico by Spanish

af rancesados , or supporters of King Joseph Bonaparte who had emigrated,

following the fall of the Francophile party in Madrid. These translations.
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said to be financed by book sellers in Mexico, were devoted to "all

the works most pernicious for politics, religion and customs, cor-

rupting at the same time not only these but the language."^'

That the fate of the Spaniards residing in Mexico in 1821 was

entrusted to the escoc^s party, must be understood in light of what

has been said above. In exchange for their support in the removal

of Iturbide, the liberal or escoc^s party afforded the Spaniards

protection for their property and the hope of future success in

independent Mexico. What the Spaniards could not have known was

that once Agustfn I was removed, the potential for disunion, which

was inherent in the alliance of the opposition, would divide Mexican

society into i rreconci

1

iable factions, making constitutional guarantees

unenforceable and, therefore, residence in Mexico virtually impossible

for Spaniards. Peni nsulares , in turn, would conspire to return the

former colony to Ferdinand and, as a result, contribute to the

expulsion of their fellow countrymen from Mexican soil. For the

majority of Spaniards, who did not participate in the political struggle,

it would mean exile from families and death in an alien land. These

Spaniards, or the majority of them, had lacked the social standing to

belong to the escocis lodges.

The Fall of the Iturbidean Empire

The leaders of the opposition to the empire found support for

their goals within the military hierarchy, in MichoacSn, Brigadier

Joaqufn Parr^s, a creole, planned a republican revolt but was arrested

and imprisoned in Mexico City. Deputy Juan Pablo de Anaya of Guada-

lajara, a field marshal during the original insurrection, headed a
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republican conspiracy in the capital with Padre Servando Teresa de

Mier and Miguel Santa Marfa, a native of Veracruz who had been named

minister of Colombia. Support for their conspiratorial plan centered

in the congress and in the military.-^^ On the night of August 26, 1822,

iturbide ordered the imprisonment of a number of persons who had been

implicated by government agents in the conspiracy. The deputies ar-

rested included republicans and liberals alike, five of whom were

Spaniards while more than ]k were Creoles. The Spanish deputies

implicated were Jos^ Marfa Pagoaga, Juan de la Serna Echarte, General

Juan Orbegozo, and Manuel Carrasco, of Mexico City and Rafael Leandro

de Echenique of Yucatln. The Spaniards, Brigadier Jos^ Antonio Echa-

varri and Colonel Francisco de Paula Alvarez, were in charge of the

7 7
arrest and prosecution of the conspirators."^-^

A policy aimed at preserving their traditional privileges might

have attracted additional Spanish supporters to the emperor's cause.

But protect ive legi s lat ion was notably lacking under the empire. On

September 17. 1822, the constituent congress passed a measure designed

to prohibit the classification, in official documents, of citizens by their

origin. -^^ The decree was intended to fulfill the promise contained in

article 12 of the plan of Iguala concerning the eligibility of all

residents for government posts with merit the sole criterion. The

measure established the equality of rights required for a more

broadly based bureaucracy rather than assuring citizenship or residency

privileges to Spaniards.

The peninsulares were not yet wholly united in their opposition

to the government. The congress insisted that deputies were immune
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from arrest, recognizing in the events of August 26 an indication

of its impending dissolution. Armed revolt threatened in New

Santander, where Brigadier Felipe de la Garza had called for the

establishment of a republic by congressional decree. Garza was

said to be under the influence of Miguel Ramos Arizpe whose republican

sentiments were well known. When other provinces failed to respond,

the attempt failed completely. The government charged that the revolu-

tion was to have been financed by deputies; the miner Jos^ Marfa

Fagoaga, the merchant Rafael Leandro de Echenique, both Spaniards,

and the creole jewel merchant Joaqufn 0breg6n of Mexico City. A

number of the prisoners were held due to their revolutionary potential

37when evidence implicating them could not be uncovered.

The arrest of Bourbonists and republicans alike contributed,

according to Alam5n, to the union of the two camps against the

emperor.-^ Iturbide attempted to introduce a system of provincial

courts for the castigation of seditious persons but his move was

checked by the congress. The emperor attempted to reform the congress,

which was illegally constituted, having been organized in a single

chamber rather than two as prescribed in its instrument of convocation.

Deputy Lorenzo de Zavala advocated congressional reorganization.

The Creole military leadership agreed with the emperor concerning the

necessity of dissolving the congress. On October 31 this was ac-

complished by Brigadier Luis Cortazar with the cooperation of the

39
captain general Jos^ Antonio Andrade.
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In order to avoid the charge that he had usurped the legislative

function, Iturbide named an "instituting junta" ( junta i nst i tuvente) .

composed of one or two deputies from each of the provinces. The

new deputies were selected from among the iturbideans in and out of

the former congress. On November 2 the junta was formally installed

and the bishop of Durango was named its president. The awesome

financial problems of the empire awaited the attention of the junta.

Spaniards had continued to depart from Mexico following in-

dependence, shipping their specie to Havana whenever possible. In

July, 1821, the Cuban government had received a petition from 75

Spanish merchants who had emigrated from Mexico to Havana, ^ Their

nearly 20,000,000 pesos of valuables and merchandise were being

detained at the Castle of San Juan de Ulfia by General JosI DSvila

due to a shortage of soldiers and warships for the transportation

of the fortune to Cuba. Spanish merchants converted the Castle of

San Juan into a black market by the act of extracting their wealth

from Mexico. In his correspondence with Havana General D^vila

revealed the grave incidents and risks taken by those who attempted

to escape from Mexico with their money and jewels by means of

disguises and subterfuge. -^

The instituting junta, while considering the state of the

treasury, learned that a shipment of specie bound for Veracruz had

been detained at Perote. The greater p>art of it belonged to

Spaniards who either had left or were leaving Mexico. The serious

state of the treasury and the slowness of negotiations for loans from
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English bankers led the junta to consider new sources of income. On

November 5, the junta decreed a new forced loan of 2,800,000 pesos

to aid the government in meeting its immediate obligations. Once

again wealthy Spaniards, principally merchants, were to be subjected

to financial exactions by the imperial government. In order to meet

the most pressing immediate expenses, the government decided to seize

the funds detained at Perote. -*

Jos^ Antonio Echavarri had been appointed to fill the post of

captain general vacated at Puebla by the death of the Spanish Field

Marshal Luaces in September. Echavarri, who was trusted explicitly

by the emperor, was ordered to accompany a convoy of specie which was

departing the capital for Veracruz. Spanish merchants who had hesitated

to risk their capital on such a convoy were encouraged to do so by the

presence of Echavarri. A similar convoy had been robbed previously

at Tortolitas. Echavarri reached Perote where he was ordered on

October 9 by the ministry to deposit the funds in the castle and to

retrieve a convoy that had departed Perote for Veracruz, least the

latter fall into the hands of Brigadier Francisco Lemaur at Ul6a. An

order of October 19 advised the consulado of Mexico City to keep on

deposit at Jalapa, in the power of the Spanish merchant Pedro Miguel

de Echevarrfa, 557|000 pesos and at Perote 7^0,200 pesos, a total of

1,297,200 pesos. ^7

Brigadier Echavarri was then ordered by Minister of the treasury

Antonio Medina to send the 7^0,200 pesos to Mexico City, depositing a

small part in Puebla en route, for the use of the treasury. Of the

557.000 pesos deposited in Jalapa, 200,000 were to be sent to C6rdoba
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and Orizaba for distribution to the tobacco growers. The remaining

337»000 pesos were to be used for government expenses in the

province and City of Veracruz. In his manifesto, Iturbide at-

tributed the seizures of capita) to the congress. ^ The treasurer

Medina, however, said that the decision was made by the instituting

junta. The actions were tantamount to a declaration of war on

the merchants. By this act the government's credit was destroyed

and the wealthy Spaniards no longer doubted that the government was

their enemy.

Echavarri was next ordered to Veracruz, where he arrived on

October 25» to consult with Santa Anna concerning a plan reportedly

conceived by the latter for the capture of the castle of San Juan

de Ulua. While the plan was in the process of execution, a

detachment of Spanish soldiers from the fortress landed and attacked

the city, frustrating the arrangements allegedly made by Santa Anna.

The expeditionary troops were forced to reembark for the castle,

leaving behind a small number of prisoners. These developments

resulted in an appeal by the emperor to the junta for strong measures

to be taken against Spaniards who wished to emigrate. A new decree

prohibited a Spaniard departing Mexico from either shipping or taking

with him specie and jewelry. He could depart with his personal lug-

A .U- 52
gage and nothing more.

In either November or December 1822 an order was issued by the

emperor demanding that all Spaniards who had served in the royalist

army and obtained a discharge present themselves to local authorities
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to give an account of their political conduct. ^^ The Spaniards were

ordered to provide evidence of their allegiance to the empire, their

mode of employment, and their marital status. Local authorities were

ordered to respect the rights of those whose families were born in

Mexico and who possessed employments or property (bienes). A Spaniard

found to have no employment or who could not obtain employment within

three days, was to be handed over to the local jefe polftico (pro-

vincial governor) who should attempt at the expense of the imperial

treasury to find employment for him. in Puebia and Veracruz those

in this category were to be sent to the governor of the province of

Mexico. Former officers of the Spanish army were also covered in the

decree. The governors of the provinces were instructed to compile

data, to be relayed to the minister of war, on each former officer.

Discharged Spanish soldiers were invited to join the Mexican ranks

where they were promised fair treatment and promotions according to

merit. Those residing in Puebia or Veracruz who wished to accept

this offer were instructed to report to the captain general at Mexico

City.-' iturbide must have desired to incorporate into the imperial

army all Spaniards who might take up arms against him.

iturbide recommended to the junta that war be declared on

Spain and a decree to that effect was issued on December 21, 1822.

In addition, the junta of government and the emperor issued a demand

to Brigadier Lemaur that the fortress of UlCja be surrendered within

48 hours or an embargo would be placed on the "property and possessions"

of all Spanish subjects. Severe measures were to be instituted for
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the discovery of all such property. These threats had an immediate

effect, not on Lemaur, but on the Spaniards of Mexico whose security

and commerce was now further jeopardized. A new wave of Spaniards

attempted to depart with their realizable wealth. '*'

Reports in the periodicals of the capital had treated the

fighting at Veracruz as a surprise assault by the Spaniards who

had been repelled by the Mexicans.-' The emperor promoted the

principal officials involved in the affair. The Spaniards Echavarri

and Gregorio Arana attained the ranks of field marshal and brigadier

respectively. But in a secret report Echavarri informed the emperor

that the affair seemed to have been contrived by Santa Anna who had

been ignored in the selection of a captain general at Puebla to replace

Luaces.59 Santa Anna was suspected of plotting to remove Echavarri,

by capture or death, even if it meant the loss of the city of Vera-

cruz. As a result of complaints against Santa Anna, Iturbide, ac-

companied by Echavarri, went to Jalapa in person to meet and depose

the brigadier from command at Veracruz. The attitude and influence

of the Spaniards in the province of Veracruz were readily apparent

60
at Jalapa where the emperor received a hostile reception.

Following the interview, Santa Anna returned to Veracruz, where

he announced his adherence to the republican cause and organized an

armed force with which he hoped to retain his control over the

province and end the Iturbidean empire. While the Spaniards of

Veracruz had little liking for Santa Anna, there can be no doubt

that their disapproval of Iturbide was of greater consequence.
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Spanish trade with Havana and the export of specie through Veracruz

resumed immediately. ^ The cause of the peninsulares of Veracruz was

identified with the revolution, despite its republican theme.

While General Santa Anna organized his movement the financial

difficulties of the empire were being debated by the instituting

junta in Mexico City. According to a new plan it prepared, the

government's monetary difficulties were to be overcome by funds from

four sources: the government monopolies, a head tax on individuals,

a 10 per cent tax on consumption, and an issue of paper and copper

money. Beginning on January 1, 1823, all office workers, government

and private, were to be paid one-third of their salaries in paper.

All sales of three pesos or more were to be transacted in the same

proportion of paper money. Paper money to the value of 4,000,000

pesos and 500,000 pesos of copper money was placed in circulation. "^

A general lack of faith in the government affected the public ac-

ceptance of the paper currency, causing it to be discredited im-

6f^
mediately.

In the meantime, the republican revolt in Veracruz was joined

by Miguel Santa Marfa, the minister of Colombia who prepared the main

6? 68
plan. ' General Lemaur offered financial aid to the revolutionists.

The local political authorities joined in support of the plan which

demanded the reestabl i shment of commerce with Spain, the restoration

of the privilege to export specie, and the necessity of arranging an

armistice with General Lemaur. ° The wishes of the merchants of

Veracruz were clearly set forth in these demands. Guadalupe Victoria
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had escaped from confinement in Mexico City with the aid of the

Spanish merchants Echarte and Carrasco, former deputies in the

congress. When the revolt commenced, Victoria was hiding on an

hacienda belonging to the Spanish merchant Francisco de Arillaga,

as the old insurgent had done from I8I8 until the proclamation of

70
Iguala. Victoria emerged to join the revolt in Veracruz. Vicente

Guerrero and NicolSs Bravo fled Mexico City to join the movement,

abandoning the empire which they had served as field marshals.'

As the rebel force took shape, it appeared that the revolt would

be carried out by the old insurgents with the financial aid of Vera-

cruz's Spaniards and wealthy Creoles.

With the province of Veracruz in revolt, a delegation of Spanish

diplomatic agents arrived at San Juan de Ul6a, appointed by the cortes

to treat with the governments established in America, "excepting

those that prevent or limit in any way the freedom of the Spaniards

or Americans to remove or dispose of their persons, families or

properties."'^ Negotiations proved to be impossible, however, due

to the fact that neither side would concede on the principal issue,

that of independence itself.

The revolution seemed under control, or at least limited to

the state of Veracruz.'-^ Santa Anna was operating within the city

itself, Guerrero was presumed dead from a severe wound which he had

received and Bravo's whereabouts was unknown. Field Marshal Echavarri

departed Puebla to regain Veracruz, leaving Jos^ MorSn in charge of

the captaincy general. Echavarri established his general headquarters
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at Casa Mata near the port city. The Creole brigadiers Luis Cortazar

and Jos^ Marfa Lobato were camped to the north of Veracruz, awaiting

7k
orders from Echavarri.

At this point, the political and military situation was dras-

tically altered when the masons entered the movement, determined to

end the empire. This was to be done by turning the army against

the emperor. Iturbide had complete confidence in Echavarri, as he

76
later revealed in his manifesto. The purpose of the plan of Casa

Mata was to end the empire while respecting the person of Iturbide

and leaving the question of the type of government to be established

to a new congress.'' The plan, which was published on February 1,

l823f called for the convocation of a new congress, the maintenance

of the army as constituted under the empire, and pledged its sup-

78
porters to sustain the congress at all costs. The escoceses ap-

parently anticipated a leading role for themselves in the new congress,

after winning the resultant elections by means of their growing organ-

ization. The masonic officers who had adhered to the plan of Veracruz

joined the plan, dropping all reference to a republic as the goal of

the revolt.'" Since the lodges were comprised of persons with widely

differing commitments, it was essential to postpone political deci-

sions until the revolt had succeeded.

The leadership of the escoc^s lodges included Creoles such as

Mariano Michelena and Miguel Ramos Arizpe, as well as Spaniards.

Casa Mata was a movement supported by a number of Spanish liberals,

but it was not led solely by Spaniards or for the peninsular cause.
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The two months which passed between the Plan of Veracruz and the Plan

of Casa Mata, according to a report by a Colonel Arana at San Juan

de Ul(ja:

. . . favored in an extraordinary manner the interests of the

European Spaniards, who accomplished the embarkation of their

fortunes, which had been prohibited by the declaration of War

made to the Nation on November 9 of the said year of 22; since

then Santa Anna, in order to gain the respect of the Peninsula-
res as well as that of his countrymen, has permitted all com-

merce, exhibiting a conduct different from that of Yturbide,

the recent abductor of 1,400,000 pesos which had been charged „

to the well-known conductors Solabarrieta, Guerrero and B. Rueno.

The Spanish and European Creole supporters of Casa Mata shared two

things In common; their dislike for the imperial government under

Iturbide and their conviction that Mexico was well on its way to

economic ruin.

The old insurgents Brigadier Antonio Le6n of Oaxaca and NicolSs

Bravo joined forces in the south, but without adopting the plan of

Casa Mata."^ At Jalapa, however. Brigadier Jos^ Marfa Calder6n

adhered to it. Iturbide sent a commission headed by the Spaniard

Lt. General Pedro Celestino Negrete to treat with Echavarri , hoping

to terminate the revolt on the basis of a promise to reconvene the

congress. In Puebla, the avuntamientO i the provincial deputation and

the commander, JosI de MorSn, elected to support the plan on February

]k, Casa Mata was adopted rapidly by provincial deputations through-

8?
out the country in February. Military commanders who resisted en-

countered stiff opposition from the provincial deputations and political

officials of their provinces. The commanders Jos6 Gabriel Armljo in

Cuernavaca, Miguel BarragSn in Q,uer^taro, and Pedro Otero in Guanajuato

rapidly abandoned the government. ^
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The parties to the conflict agreed that their purposes would

be best served by avoiding civil war. A means to this end would

be the reestabi I shment of the congress, but the representatives of

the two sides were hard pressed to agree on a means of convening it.

Iturblde's ministers had resigned from the government following the

revolutionary proclamation. Jos6 Manuel Herrera, minister of rela-

tions, went into hiding in Guadalajara, having been charged publicly
Or

with conceiving the financial exactions declared by the junta.

Iturbide's secretary, the Spanish colonel Francisco de Paula Alvarez,

became universal minister. The emperor situated himself at Iztapa-

luea on the road to Puebla with a body of troops to await the results

of the negotiations.

Desertion occurred on a grander scale than during the revolt of

Iguala as entire bodies of troops with their officers joined the

o/r

revolt of Casa Mata. " In the capital militia marched to the Inquisi-

tion where they released political prisoners, with the exception of

Anastasio Zerecero whose views they considered suspicious. Zerecero

would later prove himself to be a vocal enemy of the Spaniards in

congress. ' The junta forwarded a plan for the selection and instal-

lation of a congress to the emperor at Iztapaluca with the observa-

tions of the Creole liberal Andres Quintana Roo, who had published

his views prior to relaying them to Iturbide. Since Q,uintana opposed

placing restrictions on the matters to be treated in future congres-

sional deliberations, the way would be left open for discussion of

religious toleration, which would have alienated the Church, and the
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form of government, which could not please Iturbide. Q,Liintana was

forced to flee to Toluca, following his attempt to reconcile the

88
government to the liberal's demands.

An effort was made by the supporters of Iturbide to portray

the revolt as a conspiracy led by Spaniards who were in communica-

tion with the castle of San Juan de Ul6a. The rumor was sanctioned

by the junta which, since the announcement of Casa Mata, had been

89
diligently seeking a means of saving the government. This inter-

pretation of the movement would become the theme of the Iturbidean's

attack on the Spaniards in subsequent years. The "conspiracy of the

Spaniards" hypothesis, however, was weakened by the presence of

Mexicans in the movement and by the presence of Spaniards like Bishop

Cabanas, Miguel Cavaleri, the colonels Francisco de Paula Alvarez,

and Jos^ Antonio Matiauda and even the merchant Antonio TerSn and

others in the camp of the emperor.

The Liberating Army, as it was called, moved to Puebla, where

Echavarri ceded command to JosI de MorSn, the marquis of Vivanco.

When Iturbide's commissioners departed for Mexico City without

achieving a diplomatic solution, Lt. General Negrete remained in

Puebla.-' The government attempted to quiet the rumors which this

event produced, but Negrete 's adherence to the revolt was confirmed

91
by the general himself on March 8, 1823. Three paths of action

were now open to Iturbide: he could recall the old congress, summon

a new congress, or surrender his title and depart for Puebla where

the generals had offered to accept him as their commander, but not

92
as their emperor. Iturbide chose to recall the old congress.
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knowing that it would be his enemy. On March 7. 58 of the original

150 deputies convened, but decided to await the arrival of the neces-

sary majority before attempting to pass legislation. Jos^ Marfa Fa-

goaga and Manuel Sanchez de Tagle soon rejoined the body, which they

had left following the imperial proclamation, and the number of

deputies rose to no more than 70. "-^ The plan of Casa Mata had called

for the establishment of a new congress. The first constituent

congress had cause to fear that it might not gain recognition by the

provinces which had adhered to the plan.

At this time Iturbide summoned Brigadier Manuel G6mez Pedraza

from the Huasteca to Mexico City to become commanding general and

governor of the capital. Pedraza had made public his allegiance

to the emperor and his views that republicanism was inappropriate

for Mexico, that the Spaniards were responsible for the revolt, and

that the movement would rebound to the discredit of the peninsula-

res.^ These statements by Pedraza would give rise to future ac-

cusations that during his subsequent tenure in public office he

sought to avenge Iturbide by persecuting the Spaniards.

In the capital, armed groups from the lower class barrios (wards)

95
had been raised to defend the empire. The congress, sharing the

fear of persons of property in Mexico City, had demanded that the

emperor "disarm the people," raising instead a national militia. The

military junta at Puebla decided. In response to the proposal of Ne-

grete, to draw nearer to the capital. Santa Anna sailed with his

regiment from Veracruz, where Victoria was in charge, toward Tampico,
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In order to aid the revolt in San Luis Potosf. Jos^ Mariano Mlchele-

na, a member of the provincial deputation of Michoacein, acted as the

escoc^s liaison in the revolutionary junta.

Iturblde offered to withdraw from the capital while the congress

97
prepared a constitution. Delegates from the congress proceeded

toward Puebla to confer with the revolutionary junta. Generals MorSn

and Negrete met with the emissaries and, following a lengthy discus-

sion, the revolutionists agreed to recognize the old congress if its

ranks were sufficiently replenished to pass laws. The generals agreed

to obey the congress as long as it was permitted to operate with

complete freedom. Iturblde, learning of this resolution, called the

body into extraordinary secret session on the night of March 19, in

order to announce his resignation and his determination to leave the

country within a few days. Iturblde asked only that the congress pay

the debts incurred by his household, since he had devoted his own

Income to the payment of the army and the government employees.-'''

The military junta proposed that Iturblde depart with his

family from Tulanci ngo."^ The revolutionary army occupied the

capital and the congress increased Its numbers to 103 when deputies

who had fled the capital from fear of public disorders returned to

their seats. The congress decreed on March 31 the establishment of

a provisional government, or Executive Power, composed of three men

who would alternate the presidency among them on a monthly basis.

Elected to the Executive Power were generals Negrete, Bravo, and

Victoria. Due to the absence of Victoria and Bravo, two substitutes.
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JosI Mariano Michelena and JosI Miguel Domfnguez, were also elected.

Jos^ Ignacio Garcfa Mlueca was named sole minister of the provisional

government. Among the members of the new government, only Negrete

was a Spaniard.

The congress next resolved the question of Iturbide's future,

adopting a proposal, opposed by the spolcesman for the Church, Jos6

Miguel Guridi y Alcocer, that the emperor depart for Italy with a

102
yearly subsidy *of 25,000 pesos. The ex-emperor was accompanied

into exile by his secretary, the Spaniard Colonel Alvarez. His needs

during the voyage were supplied by the Spanish merchant of Veracruz,

Pedro del Paso y Troncoso. Iturbide embarl<ed on May 11, 182^ with his

family, including his Spanish cousin. Brigadier Jos^ Ram6n Malo, and

his retainers. "The course of events surrounding the fall of Itur-

bide," observed Alamln, "was remarkably similar to that of the

previous revolution, which Iturbide himself had led."

The Spaniards under the Executive Power

A cabinet was erected, composed of prominent persons from the

province of Veracruz but headed by Lucas Alam4n. Dr. Pablo de la

Llave of C6rdoba accepted the ministry of justice and the Spanish

merchant of Veracruz, Francisco de Arillaga, who had concealed Gua-

dalupe Victoria on two occasions, became minister of the treasury.

Jos^ Joaqufn de Herrera of Veracruz assumed the ministry of war.

The captains general created by Iturbide were eliminated and a com-

manding general was placed in each province. Compared with the epoch
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of the empire few Spaniards remained in high places in the new order.

Negrete was in the Executive Power; Arillaga in the treasury ministry;

Echavarri was commander of the province of Puebla, and a few Spaniards,

such as Fagoaga, remained in the congress. The victory belonged to

the masonic, or liberal party, whose membership included prominent

Creoles as well as a number of Spaniards, and to the provincial

deputat ions.

The first acts of the Executive Power were designed to eliminate

105
the decrees of the empire which had injured the opposition. The

release of all remaining political prisoners was ordered and the

exportation of specie wis allowed to resume, with the proviso that

the duty prescribed in the tariff schedule must be paid. The issue

of paper money was suspended and the paper in circulation was retired.

The institutions created by Iturbide, such as the council of state

and the Order of Guadalupe, were suppressed. On April 8, the

congress officially nullified the plan of iguala, the treaty of

C6rdoba and the imperial proclamation of February 22, 1822. By

article two of the decree of April 8, "the three guarantees of religion,

independence and union" were declared to be in force "by the free will

107
of the nation." By the terms of article three, all the provisions

of these documents not specifically referring to the type of govern-

ment Mexico should enjoy were declared to remain in force. This

qualification preserved the safeguards for government posts and

personal property which had been written into the plan of Iguala and

the treaty of C6rdoba In 1821. The preservation of the third guarantee
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provided the Spaniard with a legal claim to Mexican citizenship.

The escoc^s political program was determined with the preservation

of the third guarantee In mind.

The Church had lost the revolution, inasmuch as the new govern-

ment was responsive to liberal demands. As the principal banker and

property holder of the nation, the Church's financial position would

be severely damaged by the type of liberal legislation enacted in

Spain. The legislature soon turned to the Church's possessions as a

1 08
possible source of revenue. Congress ordered the sale of the

temporalities pertaining to the Jesuits, Hospl talar ios and the inqui-

sition. But when the sale of these properties proved impossible,

the Executive Power, like Iturbide before it, turned to the English
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bankers for a loan to support their government. Forced loans were

not decreed by a government established to prevent that expedient.

The funds obtained from the English bankers were used for military

purposes, principally for the construction of two warships to be used

against the Spaniards at San Juan de Ulfia. The Spanish merchants of

Mexico benefited indirectly by the foreign loans. A part of the

customhouse revenues was freed for the repayment of the funds owed

to Spanish merchants who had lost vast sums in the Manila convoy, in

the funds detained at Perote, and in the forced loans.

Political divisions emerging after the fall of iturbide attained

a level of complexity which had not previously been apparent. The

republicans divided over the republican alternatives of centralism
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and federalism. The escoceses in the coaiition of government supporters

would cause federalist republicans to band together in new masonic

organizations which, in turn, converted the older masonic body into a

defender of the old mercantile elites of Mexico City and Veracruz.

The Iturbideans joined the federalist camp, partly to separate

their provincial strongholds, such as Guadalajara, from the grasp of

Mexico City, and partly to oppose more effectively those who had

defeated Iturbide. Each faction, or party, established periodicals

in Mexico City and in the provincial capitals. El Sol reopened in the

capital to speak for the escoceses in their quest for a centralized

republic. '' The federalists, aided by the Iturbideans, began a

periodical in the capital called, at first El Archivista. and later

1 1 2
Aqui la Mexicana . The federalist periodical was edited by a

prominent Iturbidean, Juan G6mez Navarrete, while the centralist organ

often featured articles written by the Colombian minister, Santa

Marfa, who wrote under the name "Captain Chinchilla." ^

El Sol began its renewed existence, on June 15, with an editorial

defense of the Spaniards' role in the recent revolt. The editors noted

that the Europeans aided independence in order to protect their posi-

tions and properties, and wisely so. The Spaniards had prevented much

loss of life by their cooperation, which had shortened the war. The

/ first congress had, wisely disregarding the question of origins, a

policy which had given confidence to the Spaniards. The editors as-

serted that many Spaniards had remained with their interests while

only a few had left Mexico following Independence. This fact had been
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Instrumental In the reestabi I shment of commerce following the treaty

of C6rdoba. El Sol charged that Iturbide attempted to drive out the

Spaniards. Those he attacked had caused all business activities and

began to collect their interests in order to depart. Commerce had

been threatened with destruction, the editors concluded, and for that

_, . 114
reason Iturbide was driven out.

The present danger, according to the editors of El Sol . stemmed

from the federalist threat. Civil war would result from the adoption

of the federal system, while the good of the nation rested in the quest

of "union and brotherhood." The editors appealed to all Mexicans to

accept the presence of the Spaniards. It was only by doing so that

Mexico could live in peace and, consequently, commerce would prosper

once again.

The federalists had machinery in the provinces already In opera-

tion which favored their cause. The provincial deputations were. In

a concrete sense, the beneficiaries of federalism. The provincial

deputations lacked faith in the reestablished congress, which was

suspected of furthering the cause of centralism in the capital.

Guadalajara was among the most insistent of the provinces in demanding

a new congress. ' The congress. In turn, attempted to forestall the

movement by granting the provincial deputations additional powers,

such as the right to nominate jefes polftlcos (provincial governors)

and virtually all the employees of the provincial governments, as well

as control over the tax revenues collected In the provinces. But the

will of the provincial deputations prevailed and an election was called
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for a new constituent congress, which was to be installed on October

31, 1823.'^^

In Guadalajara the Iturbideans, led by the Creole generals Luis

Qulntanar and Anastasio Bustamante, were planning to resist the

1 19
authority of Mexico City. The Iturbidean party published Iris de

Ja] i SCO in Guadalajara, a periodical which attacked the Spaniards for

their role in the fall of Iturbide and in the new government. It

should be recalled that Iturbide's most faithful and generous patron

had been the Spaniard Bishop Juan Cruz Ruiz Cabanas of Guadalajara.

The Executive Power organized a two thousand -man army to restore the

1 20
control of Mexico City over Guadalajara. General Negrete was

selected for the task in view of his connections in Guadalajara, but

due to the anti-Spanish feeling which was being propagated there.

General Bravo assumed command of the army, while Negrete accompanied

101
him during the march. ^

The presence of Negrete and Bravo in the west and Victoria in

Veracru:^ where he had remained to prevent Santa Anna from renewing

his revolt, deprived the Executive Power of its principal members.

Vicente Guerrero was added to the Executive Power as a suplente

(substitute) in July. Neither General Guerrero nor the aging Jos^

Domfnguez could reduce the influence of the escoc^s Michelena and

122
the Colombian minister Santa Maria in the government. The

expedition against Guadalajara was successful. Negrete ordered the

district of Colima separated from New Galicia in order to weaken

Guadalajara. General Bravo reached an amicable agreement with

Cortezar in an interview at Lagos.
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The congress reorganized the army and prescribed new grades

1 23
for general officers. Generals were now of two classes: general

of division and brigadier. The lieutenant generals and field marshals

of the empire became the generals of division under the republic. The

brigadiers "with letters" of the empire became the brigadiers of the

republic. Bravo and Victoria were named generals of division by the

congress while the escoc^s political figure Mariano Michelena was made

a brigadier. Mexican officers newly returned from Spain, such as Jos^

Antonio Facio and Jos^ Joaqufn Ayestar^n, were made colonels and given

units to command.

The congress passed a law on September 27 > l823t designed to

punish "conspirators and thieves" who appeared in armed groups of

1 2S
four or more men (en cuadrl 11a) . These persons 'Vvhatever their

condition or class" were to be judged by "ordinary council of war"

rather than by a civilian court and the decision of the court was to

be placed In effect immediately. This law would serve the various

parties in the future in their political conflicts. The congress was

stimulated to pass such a law by the revolutionary efforts of the

Iturbideans since the emperor's departure. The most serious of these

conspiracies was discovered on October 2, resulting in the arrest of

a number of officials and troops, as well as a certain Lorenzo Za-

valsa [sis.].
^26

In the meantime, tentative agreement had been reached between

General Guadalupe Victoria and the Spanish commissioners at Veracruz
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on a treaty of commerce between Spain and Mexico. ' But the restora-

tion of absolutism in Spain, facilitated by the French invasion, spurred

Ferdinand VII to conspire for the reconquest of Mexico. Brigadier

Francisco Lemaur at San Juan de UlGa began a sustained bombardment of

the city of Veracruz on September 25. Since most of the property in

Veracruz pertained to Spaniards or to persons in the employment of

128
Spaniards, the resulting damage was principally to Spanish commerce.

New ports were being established at Sacrificio and Alvarado where goods

1 29bound for the central and southern provinces were landed. -^ Tampico

received a stimulus from the change, which made it the port for goods

1 30
bound for the northern provinces. Lemaur 's decision to shell the

city of Veracruz may have stemmed from steps taken by the Executive

Power. On September 8, the Mexican government had declared the castle

blockaded, although the republic lacked the navy needed to implement

the measure. '3' Consul Taylor at Veracruz charged that Lemaur had

threatened to bombard the city if the plan to open alternate ports was

carried out, causing the Spaniards of the city to flee to the safety

of the castle, leaving their unguarded homes to the mercy of Lemaur. ^^

The bombardment of Veracruz was sustained, at intervals, until the

capitulation of the castle in November, 1825. Contemporary observers

agreed that the lengthy bombardment of Veracruz endangered the future

of Mexico's Spaniards, providing fuel for the burgeoning anti-Spanish

133campaign. -'-'
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The commencement of hostilities by Brigadier Lemaur led to

retaliatory legislation from Mexico City. On September 30, the

minister of the treasury, Francisco de Arillaga, informed the intendent

of Veracruz, Guadalupe Victoria, that all mercantile and political

relations with Spain were to be terminated and Spanish merchant ships

134
were ordered to leave Mexican ports. "^ Evidence for the existence

of commerce between Havana and Veracruz may be found in the fact that

from 1821 until October 1823 Mexican silver pesos had been arriving

in the Cuban port transported by North American and Spanish merchant

135
ships. On October 25» the Executive Power, 1 i Ice Iturbide before

it, declared war on Spain.

The elections for the new congress resulted in a federalist

137
majority, with an anti -I turbidean orientation. The escoc^s party

no longer possessed the preponderance it had enjoyed in the first

constituent congress. Monarchists were eliminated from the new

congress, forcing the temporary retirement of Tagle and the Spaniard

Fagoaga. The new congress opened its sessions on November 1, with

the members divided into two factions: federalist and centralist.

Though there were no Bourbonists in the congress, the federalists

were prone to call their opponents by that name. Dr. Jos^ Miguel

Ramos Arizpe of Coahuila emerged as the leading spokesman for the

federalist majority, while the centralists were led by Dr. Jos4

Luciano Becerra of Veracruz, Fr. Servando Teresa de Mierrf Monterrey,

and Lie. Carlos Marfa Bustamante of the capital. '^°
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Ramos Arizpe, as president of the constitutional commission,

submitted on December 3» 1823. an Acta Constitutiva which was intended

to serve as the fundamental document of the federal republic until a

constitution could be provided. Article five, prescribing federalism

as the essential form of the new republic, was designed to fulfill the

wishes of the provincial diputations. '^° The Acta Constitutiva was

sanctioned on February 3, 1824, resulting in a victory for the provln-

1 40
cial elites over the centralist republicans.

In order to assure their victory, the provincial leaders began

organizing federalist state governments while the discussion of the

Acta was still under way. The federalists were accused of promoting

revolts in the provinces in order to assure a favorable vote in the

capital and to remove local officials who stood in the way of federal-

ization. The most important of these movements occurred in Puebla

where the federalists attempted to erect their own state government

in December, 1823. General Echavarri , the commander of Puebla and

leader of Casa Mata, attempted to sustain the new state government

142
in the face of opposition from the authorities in Mexico City.

When the Executive Power appointed General Manuel G6mez Pedraza to

assume political and military command in Puebla, Echavarri gathered

the provincial militia to withstand him. General Vicente Guerrero

was commissioned by the Executive Power to terminate the Puebla revolt.

Guerrero and Pedraza entered Puebla without resistance and the

Executive Power ordered Echavarri to appear before the government In

Mexico City.''*^
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While differences were being resolved In Puebla, a series of

revolts broke out In the south aimed at the removal of the Spaniards

from government posts and demanding, In some Instances, the expulsion

of the Spaniards from the republic. General Guerrero, who was ordered

by the Executive Power to quell the uprisings, hurried toward Cuerna-

vaca and Cua(jtla from Puebla. The presence of Guerrero was suf-

ficient to calm these revolts which, during January, I82U, occurred

sporadically throughout the south. In early January, the infantry

battalion at Q,uer^taro rebelled. Imprisoning the commander of the

province. General Nicolas Bravo was forced to suppress this uprising.

Conservative writers, such as AlamSn and Cuevas, have suggested

that the ant i -Spanish tone of these movements, excepting that of

146
Puebla, was a device to advance the federalist cause. Iturbideans

had identified the anti -Spanish cause with the federalist movement.

Pedraza focused on the Spaniards themselves as the cause of the un-

rest of 1823. He cited, of course, his difficulty with Echavarri

In Puebla, an affair in which he was by no means disinterested.

Conclusions

It seems clear that the Spanish merchants had been a motivating

force behind the removal of Iturbide, although the fall of the empire

was overtly the work of the army. AlamSn assigned a major role to

the Spaniards by fact and Implication In his treatment of the empire.

The presence of Echavarri at the head of a federalist revolt in Puebla

may indicate that some Spaniards and European Creoles, recognizing
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the inevitability of federalism in the make-up of the new congress,

148
had opted for federalized state governments of their own creation.

In retrospect, it would seem that the Spanish liberals risl<ed

the future of Mexico's Spaniards by cooperating in the removal of

Iturbide. Cuevas charged that the Spanish liberals pursued an Im-

politic course of action which would contribute to their future

1 49
persecution. It seems clear, in view of Iturbide's popularity

with the masses and the efforts of his supporters to attribute the

emperor's fall to the peninsulares, that the Spaniard's cause was

seriously undermined by January, 1824. The wealthy Spanish property

owner and merchant had been insecure under the empire and his fortune

was diminishing. Having successfully removed viceroys and defied the

Church in the past, the Spanish merchants and liberal military of-

ficers joined again to achieve a similar goal. But the movement of

1823 required the help of the old insurgents, a faction whose anti-

Spanish inclinations were well known.

The divisions which matured after the fall of the empire were

inherent in the alliance of former enemies. The provincial insurgents

would divorce themselves from the Spanish and European Creole republicans

who aspired to contr6l the provinces from the capital. The provincial

insurgents and the American Creoles generally would soon distrust the

Spaniards who had opposed Iturbide. Urged on by the iturbideans, the

American Creoles would attack generals Echavarri and Negrete for their

betrayal of the emperor. Jos4 Joaqufn Fernandez de LIzardi, using
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the pseudonym "he who never praised the evil deeds of Iturblde,"

provided in 1823 a glimpse of what the Spaniards would confront in

the years ahead:

. . . these monopolistic employees, the cause of the exhausted
state in which the Nation finds itself . . . and the asylum of

the greatest despotism [these] revolutionaries . . . who gave
us an emperor against our will, tolerated under threats and
sustained by force and, finally, this mob of monarchists,
satellites of the tyranny which they now wish to tear down, will

be the object of our criticism so that the Nation may know them
.... The Nations who have witnessed our indulgence with our
oppressors the Spaniards: what judgment might they form of the
American character . . .? Mexicans, I . . . cannot help but

feel ashamed at our weakness. '5'
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CHAPTER 111

THE OPPOSITION TO THE SPANIARDS
IN THE NEW REPUBLIC

The Revolt of General Lobato, January, 1 82^

As early as November, 1823» observed Jos^ Mar'a Bocanegra, "in-

quiet spirits" were beginning to incite anti-Spanish feeling, just as

they had done in ISIO. He placed the blame on the "intransigent

posture" of General Francisco Lemaur who commenced the bombardment

of the city of Veracruz in 1823 and continued the sporadic shelling

well into 1825. Lemaur 's attempt to destroy Veracruz led to the

creation of numerous atrocity stories which circulated freely in all

parts of the republic. Mexican resentment against all Spaniards was

intensified by the reports from Veracruz.

In the south, the Spaniards were most unpopular. Ant i -Spanish

feeling had deep roots in this region, where the guerr i 1 leros of the

long independence struggle had found support as well as recruits.

Bocanegra characterized the temper of the southerners, at this time,

as having "... forgot all rational sentiment, allowing the most

2
unbridled passions to work, in all their deformity." Many were

caught up in the inevitable force of events which obliged them to

commit acts against their wishes." Bocanegra contended that, in the

t ierra cal iente. the inhabitants were attempting to destroy the

102
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dominant influence of the Spaniards. This was particularly true of

the residents of southern haciendas, known as trapiches or benef i cios

de la cana de az(jcar . Here the Spaniards continued to work, noted

Bocanegra, "with the impudence and pride which had characterized them

•3

during the viceregal period.""^

In Cuernavaca and Cuautla de Amilpas, regions surrounded by ha-

ciendas of this type, armed movements sprang up which caused the

government in Mexico City to speculate that a general movement against

the Spaniards was under way. Spanish soldiers, who had been incorporated

into the ranks of General Nicolas Bravo's corp^ added fuel to the flames

in the south. They provoked the Mexicans by plotting a conspiracy

directed at the removal of their commander and even included the threat

of putting some towns to the sack if they were not paid their back

salaries immediately. When the plan was uncovered, some officials

acted "very unwisely." The cry "Mueran los gachupines" was spread

among the ranks, resulting in the "commission of vile and degrading

acts which shocked the entire public." The Commandant, aided by the

national militia, suffocated the movement. The Mexican unit was then

purged of its rebellious elements. In the process, "many of its

sergeants suffered the pain of death, decreed by the General in Chief,

who was complying with orders from the Executive Power." Government

orders of this type could not fail to hurt the Executive Power's image

among the military officials and troops.

The plan of rebellion formed by the Spaniards was widely publi-

cized, throughout central Mexico, a fact which contributed to the
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movements of Cuernavaca and Cua(jtla de Amilpas. The latter were

organized in support of the Mexican troops who had attempted to remove

their Spanish officers. The leaders of the anti-Spanish revolt in the

south increased its strength by recruiting partidas de tropa for the

purpose of organizing a campaign of terror against local Spaniards.

General Guerrero was able to bring the movement under control, not

by extolling the merits of the Executive Power which had sent him,

but by utilizing his personal prestige in the south for that end.

5

It appeared at this point that the ant

i

-Spanish movement had

been contained without any serious effect on the social or legal

base of Mexican society. The Executive Power had survived the early

revolts without undergoing a change in its personnel. But the revolt

of Brigadier JosI Marfa Lobato in the Federal District on January 23

was to have a much greater effect on the federal government than had

the guerrilla activity encountered in the region of Q,uer6taro and

Cuernavaca. The revolutionists' chief complaint was that the govern-

ment was made up, in the main, of European Creoles and Spaniards.

Jos^ Mariano Michelena and Miguel Dom'nguez were at the head of the

Executive Power on January 23 due to the rotation system practiced

by the six men who had made up the junta since July 1823. General

Lobato complained specifically about the presence of Domfnguez and

Michelena at the head of the government.

General Lobato spoke for the disorganized opposition of "Amer-

ican Creoles" whose cause found support in the revolt of January I82U.

Lorenzo Zavala explained Creole opinion in the following manner:
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PODER EJECUTIVO

General NicolSs Bravo^

General Guadalupe Victoria

General Pedro Celestino Negrete, Spaniard

SUPLENTES

Miguel Domfnguez

Jos^ Mariano Michelena

General Vicente Guerrero*'

SECRETARIAS DEL DESPACHO^

Lucas AlamSn Relaciones

Pablo de la Llave® Justicia

Francisco Arillaga, Spaniard Hacienda

General Jos^ Joaqufn de Herrera Guerra

^Appointed 31 March 1823
Appointed 1 April 1823

•^Appointed 2 July 1823
^Ministers who held office during the Lobato Revolt, 23~27 January 1824.

^Resigned 25 January 182^, during the Lobato Revolt.

Sources: Cuevas, p. 155; "Decreto de 31 de marzo de 1823," Leves v

Decretos . . ., II, 90; DJccionario Porr(ja . . . Suplemento
(Mexico, 1966) , p. 139.

Figure 1. The Personnel Directing the Executive Power: March 31, 1823"

October 10, 1824.
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The supporters of Iturbide attributed his fall to the Spaniards;

civil servants and military men believed that independence had

not been completed because they had before them Spaniards who

still held posts received from the Spanish Government; the

employees of rich Spaniards believed they had a right to the

properties of their masters; and even the poor attributed their

state to the opulence of their old oppressors. They remembered

the system of commercial monopoly and the favor shown peninsu-

lares in filling vacant posts; and they considered [the Spaniard's]

riches, acquired in this manner, not as the fruit of their industry

but as the effect of privileges conceded through favoritism and to

the detriment of the Creoles ... it was not uncomTK>n to see

Spaniards living in the midst of abundance after independence who

had accumulated riches from their past depredations."

Justo Sierra referred to the supporters of the anti-Spanish revolts

as pequena burguesfa (petty bourgeois). The term "American criollo,"

as defined by Hami 1
1

, includes a broader economic segment of society.

A Lorenzo Zavala or a Jos^ Marfa Tornel could not be classed with the

petty bourgeoisie. The term American creole, as used in the present

study, encompasses all the supporters of the ant

i

-Spanish movement,

whatever their economic, social or political motives and backgrounds.

By our definition, the term "creole" will include the literate mestizos

and former castas who, no doubt, thought and acted in a manner similar

to the American creole.

Michelena and Domfnguez were counted among the American Creoles

in 1809-10, but not in 1824. They lacked the prestige of the old

insurgents, such as Vicente Guerrero and Guadalupe Victoria, among

the American Creoles. Michelena and Oomfnguez owed their positions

in 1824 to having been involved in the conspiracies of Q.uer^taro and

Valladolid in I8O9-IO. But Dom'nguez had not entirely lost favor with

the Spanish government during the struggle for independence, and

1 2
Michelena had led his revolt in the name of Ferdinand VII. Oomfnguez
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and Michelena were rejected by the American Creoles who considered

them "men of intrigue and ambition."

Brigadier Lobato emerged as the spokesman for the impatient

Creoles by virtue of his leading role in the revolt of January 182^.

General Guerrero, who declined an offer of leadership in the revolt,

was not yet ready to become the military leader of the American Creoles,

As a member of the government, Guerrero supported the Executive Power

in 182^.

Peaceful relations between Spaniard and Mexican were ended by

the series of armed revolts which commenced in January 1824. General

JosI Marfa Lobato, who had been a second to General Jos6 Antonio

Echavarri in the division of Casa Mata, proclaimed a movement for the

removal of all Spaniards from government posts. Lobato's proclama-

tion followed a series of local revolts led by military officials.

The first occurred at Quer^taro on January 9, the second at Cuerna-

vaca on January 17, and the third in the Federal District led by

General Lobato on January 23. The Executive Power was visibly shaken

by the portent of these disturbances, the purpose of which was to end

the policy of empbying Spaniards which had continued Into the era of

independence. General Bravo terminated the movement at Querltaro and

General Guerrero halted the disturbance at Cuernavaca. But the move-

ment of General Lobato in the capital presented a more complex problem

and the government initially retreated In utter confusion In the face

of Lobato's threats. Zavala reported that the Executive Power was
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forced to seek refuge with the congress, fearing that it would be

abandoned by the troops.

The Mexico City garrison soon joined the revolutionists,

demonstrating by their act that support for the Executive Power was

weak among military officials. Lobato's proclamation received the

support, not only of the military In the capital, but of the "lower

1 6
orders" of the city as well. On the night of January 23, General

Lobato's troops seized the convent of BethlehemI tes on Calle San

Andres and also the barracks commonly known as "de los Gallos." From

these fortified structures, Lobato issued his ultimatums to congress.

The military commander of Jalisco was also taking steps against

the Spaniards at this time. Following the discovery of the plot among

Bravo's Spanish troops. General Luis Q.uintanar had taken steps of his

18
own to prevent a conspiracy among the military Spaniards In Jalisco.

Q,uintanar had ordered the collection of all arms possessed by Spaniards,

He had also begun the systematic removal of all Spaniards from the

military In Jalisco. The question of the Spaniards was also being

debated at this time in Puebla. " A former leader of Insurgent bands,

Vicente G6mez, who had sullied his reputation since Independence

through banditry, had raised the cry of "Mueran los gachupines" in the

south. His violent acts were frequently reported in the periodicals

of Mexico Clty.^^

The Lobato revolt, viewed In the light of these events, emerges

as a political move potentially acceptable to the Iturbidist party as

well as to the republican-minded among the American Creoles. Should
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the Iturbidist movement, centered since 1823 in Mexico City and Guada-

lajara, unite with the anti-Spanish movement in the south of the

nation, the Executive Power would be seriously undermined.

Evidence exists that Lobato offered Iturbide's close friend and

ally, Manuel G6mez Pedraza, the leadership of the movement. A general

of Pedraza's stature would have added luster and considerable support

to the movement. Pedraza's version of the offer, as well as his

refusal to accept the command are quite revealing:

. . . one afternoon in Puebla 1 received an official Inquiry from
the Ministry of Relations In which I was informed of a revolutionary
project in the Capital concerning which 1 was believed to possess
knowledge, because the Junta de Gefes y Oflciales who planned the
uprising, were thinking of making me Its leader: I responded that
I knew nothing concerning the content of their question; but that.
If I were to receive such an Invitation, I would pass It on to the
Government for Its purposes: Two hours [later] . . . Captain Al

-

vino [Angel] P^rez appeared bearing a document signed by Lobato and
several officers: It spoke of the expulsion of Spaniards, of the
forces which could be counted upon, of my nomination for the leader-
ship of the movement, and said they were waiting to execute my
orders: the official commissioned [to deliver the note] added that
the members of the Junta charged him to relay to me verbally that
should I disapprove of the project they would abandon It: I who
for self-esteem, or for whatever reason, having always paid for the
fact that people confided In me, showed the envoy the letter from
the Ministry, and I assured him that if Lobato and the other
conspirators would withdraw from their ill-advised action, their
names would never pass my lips; but that If they wished to carry
out the project, I would be relieved from my word: 1 wrote thusly
to the Government, and I also disclosed that. If my decision
seemed a bad one, they could order me relieved [as Commanding
General of Puebla]; but I would not release the communication which
I retained, and that I would only deliver It If the rebels failed
to accept my offer and proceeded with their attempt.^'

Pedraza, who was military commander of Puebla at that time,

reports that Lobato announced the revolt before receiving his reply,

22
thereby voiding the proposed agreement which was en route from Puebla.
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Pedraza, however, did not send the document bearing the names of the

revolutionists to Mexico City. ^

The possibility that Lobato either sought other support or was

initially instigated by persons whose motives were other than those

announced has been suggested. Justo Sierra revealed that Lobato:

. . . later denounced as his instigators, Michelena, who conspired
in the Executive Power in order to clear the road of ambition of

obstacles, and Brigadier Santa Anna, who was being tried at the

time for an attempted federalist revol ut ion. ^^

Santa Anna would have found his position in Veracruz, where a coalition

of Spaniards and European Creoles directed affairs, considerably en-

hanced should the government attack the vested interests of Spaniards.

Michelena's role in the movement remains uncertain, but Santa Anna's

involvement is a certainty, demonstrated by his signature on the

"plan de Lobato. "^5

The demands of the revolutionists were twofold: 1) that Domfn-

guez and Michelena, "who are to be found at the head of the govern-

ment," be removed from the Executive Power, "always preserving Sr.

Guerrero" in the government, and 2) that all Spaniards be removed from

26government posts. The revolutionists' subsequent pronouncements

repeated their call for "the renovation of the Executive Power with

Americans of acredlted patriotic sentiments and the separation of

27
the Spaniards from their government posts."

Bocanegra has provided a succinct account of the course of the

revolt.^ On the evening of January 23, the congress went Into

emergency session to discuss means for avoiding bloodshed and securing
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the Executive Power against the rebels. The Executive Power joined

the congress temporarily abandoning the National Palace. Both sides

seemed anxious to avoid armed conflict and to maintain "public

tranquility." Private property did not suffer from the actions of

either side: Lobato was exercising his "right of petition," without

contemplating actual military action. This can be seen in the diplo-

matic probing which characterized the actions of both parties.

On the morning of January 2k, the congress Issued an appeal to

the revolutionists to lay down their arms. Lobato released a state-

ment on behalf of the revolutionists, setting forth their motives and

demands. The Mexico City garrison, "almost to the man," joined the

movement. Only Coronel F^l Ix Merino and his "Infantry Regiment No. 7"

remained loyal: the government was deserted by the military In less

than 2k hours. The congress passed the entire day In secret sessions,

and the Executive Power, fearing for Its safety, remained with the

29congress in the massive structure known as "San Juan y San Pablo."

The government and General Lobato continued to exchange notes

on January 25, but without progressing toward an agreement with the

revolutionists. On January 26, the congress decreed that the reserve

officers (oficiales sueltos) must report for duty, threatening to brand

as traitors all those who failed to respond. Any who hesitated would

be declared "outside the law," that is, without legal protection.

The congress granted "extraordinary powers" to the Executive Power,

then publicly marched to the National Palace to join the government.
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Both bodies addressed the revolutionists, demanding an invnediate

termination of the revolt. The government now operated from a posi-

tion of strength. The rebels complied, with only a small group of

their adherents resisting. All opposition collapsed with the

capture of the leaders of the intransigent group on January 27.

The Executive Power, in possession of extraordinary powers

granted by congress, decreed by executive fiat penalties for the of-

ficials who had resisted too long. Bocanegra reports that when an

official named Stabol i was condemned to death, the wife of the victim

made a successful appeal to Jos6 Mariano Michelena, president of the

government. Popular rumour had connected Michelena with the revolu-

tionists and the public demonstrated little surprise when the Executive

Power after reconsidering the matter, granted an amnesty to all who

had resisted too drastically. Peace was reestablished completely by

the arrival of General Guerrero in the capital. Guerrero publicly

disapproved of the revolutionist's methods, in spite of his often

expressed view that "public opinion was against the Spaniards."^

The capital had returned to normal by January 28, when the amnesty

decree was published.

General Lobato released a "letter to the Mexican Public" on

January 29, in which he expressed the reasons for his rebellion, the

demands that he had made on the government, and his reason for abandon-

ing the attempt at this tlme.-^ Lobato attributed the revolution to a

general lack of confidence In the government "because of the Spanish

origin of its members." His own role in the revolt had been one of
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centralizing the regional elements which had lacked organization.

The goal of the movement consisted in placing its petition before

congress. The legitimacy of congress had never been questioned:

"Congress should be respected and obeyed .... We must await the

fulfillment of our demands by the congress. "-^^ Lobato assured his

supporters that their persons were safe due to the guarantees which

had been extended by congress in order to encourage the rebels to

disarm. The letter was intended to serve as a public announcement

of the agreement between Lobato and congress. The congress had

promised to consider the revolutionists' demands in exchange for the

termination of the revolt.

The thinking of Lobato and his followers on the Spanish question

and the threat to Mexican independence is clarified In his letter to

the publ i c:

Our lack of confidence in the loyalty of the Spaniards is a

natural sentiment which we share with all other nations who are

to be found in equal circumstance. There seems little hope that

Spain will recognize our independence . . . her vassals living
among us are the Instruments which Ferdinand has destined,
together with their friends and relations, to forge our chains.
The indispensable precautions taken In a state of war must not

be construed as an attack on the existence and property of the

Spaniards which all governments should defend . . . blind
confidence is the principal [cause] of the ruin of all nations.
The king of Spain cannot do anything without the Spaniards.
Britain has promised her protection against threats from Europe
and It is fitting that we should take our precautions at home
against our Spaniards. The government Is servile to our Spaniards;
the liberal party, inferior in number, resources and importance to

the addicts of the king, has appeared to be about to succomb, and

it would not be strange if, following their victory, the Spaniards
were to hand us over to the king. The purpose of this revolt has

been to avoid this by removing the Spaniards from their government
posts . . .. The solution consists in the patriotic election of
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government employees . . . and in the necessity to respect and

obey the congress, awaiting its wise determination [concerning]

the fulfillment of our demands. ^3

The line of reasoning followed by the popular faction is clar-

ified by Lobato's letter. The Spaniards could not be trusted,

especially during a state of war, because they were monarchists by

nature and because Ferdinand had chosen them to serve as instruments

in his plan for reconquest. Action was needed to reduce the internal

threat. The government had done nothing to counter the Spanish danger

and, moreover, it was actually falling under the influence of the

Spaniards. The Spaniards continued to wield influence through their

wealth, positions, and family ties. Therefore, the congress should

respond to the popular will and reduce the Spanish influence in govern-

ment. And finally, the implication was present that the congress must

act in order to avoid further revolutionary activity.

The Conflict between the Escoceses
and the American Creoles in 182^

The Spanish question would not be easily dismissed by the con-

gress. Sierra suggested, probably incorrectly, that the congressional

majority agreed with Lobato.-^ Certainly, influential members who, like

Miguel Ramos Arizpe, were identified with the federalist cause, sup-

ported the need for legislation on the question of government posts.

But the second constituent congress was not ready to deal with the

Spanish problem. On January 30 a proposition was presented in congress

"That the rights which should be enjoyed by the Spaniards residing in

the Republic during the state of war which exists between this Nation
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and the Peninsula should be regulated, as well as the conditions and

obligations with which the rights should be enjoyed. "^^ An appeal

concerning the same matter had been received from Tamaulipas, and the

congress began to consider the matter "under the influence of this

recent excitation."''

Despite Lobato's final remarks, it seems clear that the purpose

of his revolt was more than merely "placing the matter before con-

gress." Initially, Lobato and his followers had intended to effect

the removal of the Spaniards from all government posts, rather than

to merely generate a discussion of the matter in congress. The Lobato

revolt failed in its original purpose, a fact that is all the more

apparent in light of the subsequent refusal by congress to legislate

on the Spanish question in 1824. Cuevas offers several reasons for

37
the abortion of the Lobato revolt. Lobato lacked the support of

prominent generals, particularly that of Guerrero, Brigadier Santa

Anna, an early supporter of the movement, soon abandoned Lobato, of-

fering his services to the government. The property owners of Mexico

City backed the congress in its efforts to prevent an outbreak of

actual hostilities. Lobato's troops deserted him following the an-

nouncement of the amnesty offer, and Lobato himself did not wish to

confront General Guerrero militarily, following the return of the

latter to Mexico City. Finally, Cuevas asserts that Lobato came to

realize that he was merely a tool of interests within the government.

Cuevas supports the charge, made publicly at the time, that Mariano

Michelena was involved in the conspiracy. Lobato's call for the
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resignation of Michelena would seem to run counter to this interpre-

tat ion.

The fact that Lobato's revolt succeeded to the degree that it

did can be attributed to the popularity of his cause. The govern-

ment was defied with impunity and the American Creoles learned the

extent to which the military rank and file would support the anti-

Spanish banner. The American Creoles also learned, during the con-

gressional debates which followed, exactly where the second constituent

congress stood on the Spanish question. Out of these lessons would be

shaped the ideas and methods utilized by the nascent popular party,

which would make the Spanish question its principal concern. The

revolutionists of 182^ would enlist in the Yorkist lodges in 1825.

The Lobato revolt and the depredations of Vicente G6mez in the

south of Mexico state were part of a pattern of widespread insubordina-

tion by military officials and their troops. Government correspond-

ence reveals that movements occurred also in Yucatan, Jalisco, Guana-

juato, and Michoac5n in early 1824.

The revolt in YucatSn, which began on February 15f 1824, il-

lustrates the pattern of subsequent movements. State government was

formed i.. Imitation of the federal government: an Executive Power

headed the state while a constituent congress met to prepare a

constitution for the "federalized" state. On February 15. a junta

of military officials declared themselves in revolt against the

state's Executive Power and demanded "the removal of the Spaniards

from their government posts, as was done [elsewhere] according to
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reports."-'" The constituent congress in M^rida undaunted by the

i nsubordi nant officers, decreed on the same day that the Spaniards

of Yucatan should enjoy "an efficacious and positive guarantee that

their rights of liberty, property and security are and will be

perpetually inviolable." The decree was intended to provide the

legal basis for the government's defense against future anti -Spanish

revolts. Anyone who attacked, directly or indirectly, the person,

property, or rights of Spaniards residing in Yucatan was to be

prosecuted as a "conspirator against order and public security."

Anyone who, directly or indirectly, attacked authorities or officials

of the government in order to remove or insult them was to be treated

as a "conspirator against society." And, finally, the decree

guaranteed the right of legal petition against "public prevaricators"

as "sacred and Inviolable." The decree produced unrest among the

military In Yucatan and, on February 21, the officers of the gar-

rison in Campeche revolted against the state government.

Anti -Spanish feeling was too strong among the American Creoles

of YucatSn, and most of the states, to be supressed by congressional

decree. The erection of state governments in all sections of the

country invariably raised the issue of the Spanish presence and, in

numerous states, provoked disobedience among military officials who

were unwilling to accept the presence of Spaniards In the new state

governments.

Repercussions from the Lobato revolt were not limited to armed

movements against the legalization of the status quo at the local level
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The federal government was also affected. General Negrete, who had

considered resigning numerous times, removed himself from the Executive

Power. General Guerrero replaced Negrete, in conformity with the

expressed wishes of the revolutionists In the south and in Mexico

City. Pablo de la Llave had resigned the Ministry of Justice during

the revolt. The American Creoles looked to Guerrero, who represented

the "old insurgents" of the pre-lguala era, for the satisfaction of

their social and political demands.

The congress in Mexico City had agreed to consider the question

of government posts in exchange for the disarmament of the followers

of General Lobato. Having received a number of appeals from local

governing bodies, congress formed a committee on January 30 to make

recommendations on the matter of the rights of Spaniards. The com-

mittee was headed by the prominent federalist, Miguel Ramos Arizpe,

who was known to have views acceptable to the American Creoles on the

matter of Spanish employments.

Two weeks passed before the committee filed its report, or

"Project Concerning the Rights which the European Spaniards Resident

in these States Should Enjoy." -^ The specific issue, which attracted

the committee's attention, was the question of government employments.

Ramos' committee recommended the removal of the Spaniards from govern-

ment posts. Legal justification for the move was provided In article

fifteen of the Ramos report. The government was to be granted the

right:
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to suspci?.,! iny employ of the federation, without trial, for the
duration of the war with Spain, whether he be American or European,
for the purpose of varying his residence or extending a passport
for his expulsion from the country. ^

Any employee who might be suspended under the provisions of the measure

would lose neither his salary nor his right to the post. He would

continue to receive his salary, whereas his post would be restored to

him following the termination of hostilities with Spain. These

provisions were moderate due to the prevailing Spanish attitude that

one possessed a government post as property and enjoyed the emoluments

of that office as virtually an inalienable right.

The matter at issue, in the view of Ramos Arizpe, was how to

reconcile the national interest with the Spanish concept of property

and the rights pertaining thereto. The dominant Scottish Rite faction

in congress could not be expected to accept a proposal which would

threaten, even mildly, this traditional view of the rights of property.

The apparent moderation of the Ramos report was unacceptable to the

more impassioned among the American Creoles, while, to the European

Creole and to the Spaniard, the provisions of the plan represented

an intolerable threat to property and position. The structure of the

representation in congress had not been altered by the Lobato revolt.

The Scottish Rite party was still enjoying a plurality of votes In

the congress. Debate failed to produce either agreement or compromise

and the Ramos report was returned to committee. At this point, the

matter was dropped and the report was forgotten until 1827.
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While failing to produce a measure in 1824 for suspension of

the Spanish employees, the congress also failed to reaffirm the rights

of the Spaniards residing in the Mexican nation. The Ramos report was

shelved due to disagreement over the employments question, but that

same report contained the reaffirmation of the rights due to Spaniards

which had been lacking since the destruction of Iturbide's empire.

Rather than open the door which would allow the government to dispose

of the Spanish employees, the congressional majority dispensed with

the rights proposal entirely. The congress had considered the Spanish

question, as they promised Lobato, but in failing to remove the Spaniards

or even legislate on the matter, the congress forced the unyielding

American Creoles to mount a belligerent political campaign throughout

the nation to wrest control of the congress from the escoc^s party.

While the congress occupied itself with these matters, the

provinces carried on the task of reconstituting themselves as states

of the federation. The role of the provincial deputations, meeting

in the provincial capitals, was crucial in this process. "^ These

bodies, made up of Creoles, many of whom had stood up for federalism

at the Cortes of C^diz, played a major role in the formation of the

constituent congresses which prepared state constitutions. Not all

provincial deputations were unfavorably disposed toward the Spaniards.

On the contrary, that of San Luis Potosf was sufficiently favorable

toward Spanish residents to issue a "manifesto" aimed at its

constituents in defense of the third guarantee;
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The establishment of peace demands the punctual compliance with
that which was adopted in the treaties of Iguala and C6rdoba, or
of the third guarantee, conserving for the old residents from
overseas, or those who lately became rooted in our society and
the Republic of An^huac, the same rights as those of the indigenous
inhabitants, conserving them in the posts they obtain, and admit- ,

ting them with equality to all [posts] that the state may dispense. '

The manifesto noted approvingly that "the states of Guanajuato, Valla-

dolid, Q,uer^taro, Zacatecas, Puebla and Oaxaca" had expressed a similar

attitude.

The governments of many of the new states decreed measures grant-

ing protection to the Spaniards under their jurisdiction. In YucatSn

the constituent congress decreed the personal security and citizenship

of resident Spaniards on the same day that the act of federation was

passed.

The Acta Const i tut iva, or the Constitutional Act which provided

for the organization of a federal type government, was passed by the

constituent congress on 31 January 1824. This document was Inspired,

If not written, by Miguel Ramos Arizpe, an ardent federalist who, at

this time, also headed the committee which was considering the rights

of Spaniards. It was on the authority of this document that the

provinces were being "federalized." The formal constitution which

was to serve as the fundamental charter for the Federal Republic was

presented to the constituent congress in draft form on April 1 and

received final approval on October 3, 1824.

The new constitution contained a number of clauses of Importance

to the Spanish residents of Mexico. Article eighteen, for example,

defined a citizen as "one who was born or naturalized In any part of
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the republic and who was a resident ( veci no) of the same." Article

nineteen defined a citizen as "one who had resided in any part of the

republic for one year; practiced an art, industry, or profession, or

who had possessed property valued at a minimum of 6,000 pesos for one

year." By these provisions, a foreign merchant could very easily

become a citizen. Article twenty-six provided that no person

covered in either of the above articles "could be condemned without

a hearing." Nothing was said about Spaniards per se in the constitu-

tion, but the articles defining citizenship were clearly designed to

make it possible for a European to obtain citizenship in any state, as

authorized by the federal constitution. Since citizenship was vested

in the states, rather than in the Federation, any Spaniards who sought

citizenship must do so from the state governments. This fact would

force the Spaniards to curry favor with the state legislatures who had

power to decree citizenship and who frequently used that power.

While these legal changes were evolving, the American Creoles were

engaged in a fiery debate with their adversaries, the escoceses. The

pamphleteers ( fol leteros ) for the American Creole cause achieved a

level of originality which, if they are not judged too severely on

their factual competence, merits for them recognition as the creators

of a national literary form. The most productive of the propagandists

were "El Pensador Mexicano," JosI Joaqufn Fernandez de Lizardi,5' and

"El Payo del Rosario," Pablo de Vi

1

lavicencio.^^ A crucial role was

played by the popular pamphleteers In stirring hatred of the Spaniards

during the l820's. Vi 1 lavi cencio's pamphlets, for example, utilized
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satirical metaphor to portray the gachupfn as a coyote or gal ]
i -coyote

who, lacking surveillance, would devour the gal 1 i nas or ove ias . Numerous

pamphleteers of less merit were equally active.

In March, 1824, an important anonymous pamphlet, entitled "Borbonism

Unmasked," was circulated in the capital. Authored by either Villa-

vicencio or Lizardi, the pamphlet included a list of "Borboni sts ,"

containing the names of a number of important persons, many of whom

were in the government. At the head of the list was General Echa-

varri , leader of the plan of Casa Mata and prominent escoc^s and Spaniard.

This pamphlet set a precedent in the battle of words: the escoceses

would henceforth be dubbed "Borboni sts. " Some evidence exists to

54
indicate that the pamphlet launched a new Iturbidist strategy.

The escoc^s periodical El Sol attacked the pamphlet on numerous

occasions in April. General Echavarri affirmed his republican senti-

ments and demanded that the anonymous pamphleteer produce evidences

before making such damning charges.-''* Even Michelena was accused of

Borbonlst sentiments in a pamphlet issued in Guadalajara, and re-

issued in Mexico City. The pamphlet offered this as an explanation

for the persecution of Michelena by iturbide.'* Charges of "Borbonism"

were the weapon used by the American creole in 1824, whether by pop-

ular republican or by Iturbidist, against the leaders of the escoc^s

party.

The constituent congress began debating the draft of the consti-

tution in April and, at the same time, took up the question of
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sanctions against the outspoken Iturbidean faction. Rumors of

surreptitious activities on the part of the Iturbideans were being

circulated in the capital and Guadalajara. On April 23, the congress

passed a measure designed to terminate the threat forever.-*' By this

decree, all members of the Iturbidean party were declared "traitors

to the federation" for "plotting the return of their leader with a

foreign force." Moreover, the decree proscribed Iturbide himself,

and pronounced him "outside the law," should he attempt a return to

Mexican soil. The escoc^s party in the congress pushed the bill

through and actually succeeded in mustering an overwhelming majority

of favorable votes.

The escoc^s majority, fearing the growing Iturbidean party and

determined to make its decision prevail in the government, attempted

j-g

in April "to concentrate all power in the hands of one man." It

was proposed in the constituent congress, "that from the present

members of the government, one should be selected to assume command,

and he should be called Supremo Di rector. "-^-^ The escoceses hoped to

60
place their Grand Master, General Bravo, in the post. The matter

was finally resolved by means of a compromise."' Pablo de la Llave,

who was acceptable to the escoceses, assumed the Ministry of Justice

on April 21, and became official in charge of the Ministry of Rela-

tions as well on April 23, exercising both posts simultaneously. The

cabinet was now solidly escocis, with Coronel Manuel de Mier y TerSn

in the Ministry of War and an old Spaniard, Francisco Arrlllaga, in

the Ministry of the Treasury. The position of the European Creoles
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and the Spaniards appeared secure as the escoc^s party increased its

hold on the government.

Impatient voices in the congress, such as Miguel Ramos Arizpe,

refused to surrender on the matter of government posts. This matter

was brought before the constituent body a second time in April. On

April 2^ Ramos Arizpe defended the report previously submitted by his

Committee on the Rights of Spaniards:

[I] am not of the opinion that the employees have a right of
property as such, which destroys that which the nation has, like

that of the private employer to release those who do not serve him
well; and especially when you recall that the country is suffering
dilapidations due to the difficulty of removing employees; and
moreover that many of those existing today are from the time of the
Spanish government and many of them acquired their posts by means
that were employed then and which are not apt to inspire confidence.

But the congress was now more concerned about the activities of the

Iturbideans than the qualifications and rights of the Spanish employees.

Passage of the law proscribing iturbide and his followers on

April 23, set the stage for a purge in May. Twenty-four leaders of

the Iturbidean movement were arrested in the capital on the night of

May 13. Among those arrested were brigadiers Hernandez and Velazquez,

General of Division Jos^ Antonio Andrade, and the Conde del Valle.

The report was circulated that important papers, bearing names and the

plan of operations, were captured with the prisoners of Calle Celaya.

The grito to be used by the conspirators was "Dios, I ndependencia.

Heroes de Iguala." El Sol reported that the plan contemplated using

the hatred of the Spaniards as a pretext for proclaiming iturbide.

in Mexico City, Puebla and Oaxaca the revolt failed to transpire.

Only in Guadalajara, where Generals Anastasio Bustamante and Luis
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Q.uintanar had built a strong iturbidean party while heading the pro-

vincial government, did the conspiracy actually materialize. -^ Boca-

negra characterized the movement In Guadalajara as "Iturbidean" in a

speech before the chamber of deputies on June 8. It was known in

Mexico, by this time, that Agustfn Iturbide had departed London for

the coast of Mexico. Cuevas reported that the Iturbidean party

organization in Guadalajara was lead by Jos6 Manuel Herrera, former

prime minister of the empire. ' The Executive Power had acted in

May to reduce the threat from Guadalajara by replacing the governor

(jefe polftico) of Jalisco with the ant i -I turbidean general, Jos^

Joaqu(n de Herrera (no relation). The state legislature had refused

to accept the Acta Consti tut i va, and subsequently refused to accept

the new governor. The province had been in rebellion against the

68
Executive Power since January 182^.

Luis Q.uintanar was military chief of the revolt in the province

of Jalisco. His plan consisted of five points:

1. The Apostolic Roman Catholic Religion.

2. Independence.

3. Restoration of Iturbide to Mexico "and to the post which

the nation may wish to give him."

4. Removal of Europeans "from all civil, political and military

command."

69
5. "Reward for the good and punishment for the evil."

The plan found among the papers of the conspirators of Calle Celaya in

Mexico City was different in only one respect from that of Quintanar
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in Jalisco. The Mexico City plan would have called for:

... a convention which would elect a subject to rule the nation
according to the pleasure of the convention. That [this subject],
in consultation with [the convention], would remove, separate and
assign the coyotes and gallicoyotes against whom there are suspi-
cions of Borbonism and disaffection toward independence, and that
those who live peacefully among us should be guaranteed their lives
and properties and nothing more. 70

The Executive Power prepared for its clash with the rebels of

Guadalajara by placing Coronel Manuel TerSn in the Ministry of War'

72
and equipping a force of 3,000 men, under Generals Bravo and Negrete,

73
both members of the Executive Power.' It will be recalled that many

of the officers and soldiers who served under General Bravo were

Spaniards.

Bravo's forces outnumbered those available to Q.uintanar and

Bustamante and, on May 11, his troops entered Guadalajara without

resistance. By May 18, "all differences had been adjusted without

7k
the loss of life or limb.'" The state legislature had agreed to

accept the Acta Const i tut iva, according to an Iturbldean version,

"in exchange for Bravo's promise that the participants would neither

75
be tried nor lose their posts." Q.uintanar and Bustamante were ap-

76
parently arrested by General Bravo. Cuevas reports that Bravo

justified his actions before the state legislature as an attempt to

clear the way for the election of a new governor. Oulntanar and

Bustamante were eventually removed to the capital for surveillance.''

The Iturbidist movement in Jalisco was extinguished by the coordinated

action of military officials from the capital, all of whom were

escoceses.
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The prisoners token in the Federal District, though at first

condemned, either to death or to long terms of exile, were pardoned

78
in June. But the Executive Power and the escoc^s party had another

79
conspiracy to deal with by mid-June, this time in Oaxaca. The

Oaxaca revolt was similar to that recently terminated in Jalisco,

except in two particulars. It was led by General Antonio Le6n, com-

manding general of Oaxaca, but in open defiance of the state's

executive power and congress. Le6n issued no call for the return of

Iturbide, whose Imperial decree he had opposed vigorously. Le6n '

s

movement was strictly ant i -Spani sh. Utilizing the so-called "right

of petition," he appealed to the state constituent congress rather

than challenge the federal government, as the Iturbideans had done.

General Le6n's petition demanded the removal of the Spaniards

from government posts. The constituent congress referred it to a

On
committee where it was discussed and rejected on June 25. The mat-

ter was said to be within the domain of the federal constituent

congress, rather than that of a state, because of the question at

issue concerned the third guarantee which was adopted by the nation

as a whole during the first general congress. General Le6n was re-

buffed by the congress but not defeated.

The destruction of the Iturbidean party's leadership in Mexico

City and in Guadalajara damaged it beyond repair. But, had this not

been so, the actions of the constituent congress on April 28 and

Commanding General Garza of Nueva Santander on July 19 would have ended

the threat in any case. Iturbide arrived at Soto la Marina on July 14,
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only to be arrested by Garza on July 18. After consultation with the

local legislative body on July 19, Garza ordered Iturbide executed

that same afternoon. The popular reaction throughout Mexico was not

particularly profound. Periodicals carried the reports without com-

81
ment , and "none but Spaniards rejoiced in the event." A foreign

merchant-consul, residing in Veracruz, analyzed the portent of Itur-

bide's death in a report to his Secretary of State, John Q.. Adams:

How parties will now stand requires no great penetration to predict.
The Republicans will be joined by all these of Iturbide's party who
were ever opposed to Spanish supremacy and they composed his only
active effective force. The Spanish party will receive an acces-
sion of strength by the force and influence of the Clergy (who in

the establishment of the present government see the destruction of
their own power) and the Nobility and wealth of the country. I

should suppose that of the two parties, the Spanish will profit
most by the downfall of Iturbide for having money, with a corrupt
soldiery, like that of Mexico, what may not be done."^

Consul Taylor was mistaken in one respect: the American Creoles in

the officer corp could not be bought and it was they who would ulti-

mately determine the allegiance of the "soldiery." The officer corps

was the backbone of the American Creole sector of society. The removal

of Iturbide facilitated the achievement of unity among American Creoles.

Unity was essential for the destruction of the escoc^s party that

dominated the constituent congress, the cabinet and the Executive Power.

The hopes of the American Creoles rested in the approaching

elections to be held in September. The public vote would provide the

state elites with an opportunity to alter the course of action being

pursued in Mexico City. The American Creoles, lacking an organized

party, would face candidates selected by the escoc^s lodges. Sporadic
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violence was a recurring problem during the months immediately pre-

ceding the election. Luis Cuevas noted that the Executive Power

procured odditional generals, following the death of Iturbide, in

order Lo stronytlien itself. ^ Principal among these was Manuel

G6mez Pedraza "who had openly supported Iturbide during the final

days of the empire.""^ Pedraza served the Executive Power as governor

and commanding general of the State of Puebla, a region second only

to Mexico in its wealth and ecclesiastical importance. General Pe-

draza was an escoc6s in 1824, when the execution of Iturbide was car-

ried out. This event must have contributed to his eventual aliena-

tion from the escoc^s camp, and his acquisition of the ministry of

war under the Victoria government.

The violence which punctuated the pre-election atmosphere during

the summer of 1824 was generally attributed to popular anti -Spanish

feeling. The rebellion in July of General Antonio Le6n in Oaxaca,

stemmed from the state congress' defiance of Le6n's petition in June.

The Executive Power had attempted, from Mexico City, to replace Le6n

Or
with a commander who would "re-establish public confidence." The

persecution of Spaniards residing in Oaxaca commenced, evidently, on

orders from the office of the commanding general. The Spaniard Caye-

tano Machado, a collector of alcabalas (excise taxes) from Huamantla,

was assassinated by a sergeant. ° Word reached Puebla that Le6n had

ordered the alcaldes of the "Indian" villages to murder Spaniards who

passed thei r way. '
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The followers of General Le6n favored the confiscation of the

Spaniard's property as well as his post. General Victoria volunteered

to undertake the pacification of Oaxaca, while General Guerrero was

recovering from wounds received during a recent engagement .^9 Victo-

ria ended the movement in August, bringing the Le6n brothers, Antonio

and Manuel, to Mexico City to face court martial for the death of

90
Machado. The approaching elections found the congress in a con-

ciliatory mood. When the court martial found Manuel Le6n guilty,

the congress voted to exonerate him, and the Le6n brothers were re-

leased. 9' Those directly involved in the murder were executed in Puebla.

But the release of the Le6n brothers set a precedent: they would be

the first of many military officials to be pardoned for crimes com-

mitted against Spaniards.

Amid the highly charged atmosphere, the Executive Power resolved

to accept the resignation tendered by the Spaniard Francisco Arillaga

from the post of Treasury Minister. Victoria's close personal friend

JosI Ignacio Esteva acquired the post vacated by Arillaga. The new

government would require money, a commodity available in the necessary

quantities only from foreign sources. Esteva's task was to procure

93foreign loans, which he did, from Great Britain. The new "First

Magistrate" would inherit a full treasury, a heavy foreign debt, and

a vexatious, unresolved problem: the bitter conflict which was

evolving between the escoceses and the American Creoles.
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The principal candidates to present themselves for the presidency

were Nicolas Bravo and Guadalupe Victoria (whose real name was Miguel

FernSndez F^lix. The essential differences in the two candidates were

summarized by an Iturbidean:

Bravo ._. . gave greater guarantees of respect for all classes andail citizens, and of a special protection for the Spaniards
Victoria, more popular and less well disposed toward those men wholike himself had been enemies of Iturbide, was better received bythe partisans of the latter, and by the demagogues who appeared
then as the only organs of public opinion. 9h

In other words, Bravo would receive the votes of the state legislatures

dominated by the escoceses, while the remainder would devolve upon Vic-

toria. The American Creoles dominated the majority of state legisla-

tures and, therefore, Victoria was elected the first President of the

Republic of Mexico. General Bravo was granted the vice presidency for

having placed second in the voting. The Spaniards' advantage would have

been best served by the election of Nicolls Bravo.

Frustrated in 1821 by the imperial decree of Iturbide, the es-

coceses had conspired successfully to remove him in 1823 and to

achieve his assassination in 1824. Frustrated In 182^ by the

election of Victoria, the Scottish party was faced with a difficult

choice. Their goals required that they dominate the new government,

as they had the Executive Power, or destroy it as they had broken the

empire. The choice of escoc^s policy would be based upon their success

in acquiring and retaining government posts for their adherents. Any

attempt by the Victoria government, or the new congress, to increase

the number of American Creoles in public office would be met by the
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opposition of the escoceses. It was this fact, in addition to the

recognizable weakness of the Victoria government, which led the

American Creoles to organize an effective political force in 1825.

The task of the new party would be to oppose any real or suspected

attempts by the escoc^s party to undermine the Victoria government,
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CHAPTER IV

THE YORKINOS AND THE SPANISH QUESTION

The Emergence of the York! no Party

In its early nineteenth century Mexican context, freemasonry can

be said to have contained revolutionary principles. A member of an

escoc^s lodge in Mexico City in the l820's would have found it dif-

ficult to separate the teachings of his lodge from those of nineteenth

century liberalism. In 1821, the escoc^s lodges formed the "party of

progress" and, in spite of their rather aristocratic composition, they

promoted popular education of the Lancastrian school and advocated

nineteenth century liberalism. Their ideas were found in the writings

of the Englishman Jeremy Bentham, and of the Spanish economists.

Count Pedro Rodrfguez Campomanes and Caspar Melchor Jovellanos, and

the Spanish rationalistic Benedictine Benito Jer6nimo Feij6o y Monte-

negro. Bentham's work found its way onto the papal index for forbid-

3
den books in 1826.

The idea of a republic was not unacceptable to the escoceses

or, at least, to most of them. But their conception of a republic was

rather like the Roman Republic; ordered, centralized, and representing

no threat to existing class distinctions. It can be said that the

escoc^s party was willing to accept the republic proclaimed in 1824,

though it preferred to disregard the notion of "federal." It could

139
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even accept the election of General Guadalupe Victoria, though his

family origins were questionable. But the escoc^s party feared the

factions which had a voice in the new republic such as the supporters

of Iturbide, who charged the Spaniards with the fall and eventual

death of their leader, and the old insurgents, who looked to General

Vicente Guerrero to rid Mexico of its aristocracy.

The enemies of the escoceses, now that Agustfn iturbide was dead,

were all republicans also, but their conception of the perfect republic

was more akin to the "virtuous republic" of the French Jacobins,

tempered by a conception of federation which would make the federal

government responsive to the demands of the states.

Given these differences in social and political outlook, plus

the fact that the escoc^s party possessed strength through organiza-

tion, the need was present for a new party which would represent the

Jacobin tendency in the American Creole segment of society. Since

masonry had served as the vehicle which united the liberal party In

1821, It was consonant that a new masonic rite would unite the demo-

cratic party in 1825- The fact that the Victoria government and a

foreign emissary could play a role in the formation of the new rite,

conscious that it would give birth to a more democratic party,

demonstrates that the escocis party possessed numerous enemies by

1825. An attempt will be made below to explain who these enemies were

and what they hoped to gain through the formation of a new masonic

rite in Mexico.
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The yorkino party, or the political faction which emerged from

the yorkino lodges founded in 1825, viewed as its primary goal the

defense of Mexican independence against an external and internal

Spanish threat. The yorkino believed that the escoc^s was ambivalent

on the question of independence. Listening only to the will of the

Spaniards, they were unqualified to defend the nation against the

"lackeys of Ferdinand." The fact that the escoc^s party was led by

General Nicolas Bravo, an old insurgent, gave no assurance to the

yorkinos. Bravo's leniency with Spanish prisoners during the recent

war was used against him in the yorkino press; it demonstrated that

he was a European Creole, a man who could be grand master of a lodge

representing Spanish interests.

The yorkino party conceived of itself as the defender of the

Constitution of l82^, a federalist charter which would de facto cease

to be respected by the escoc^s party should the latter gain control

over the government. The escoc^s attachment to strong central govern-

ment led them to interpret the constitution in a light favorable to

strong government from Mexico City. Escocis senators supported the

position that the federal congress could strike down state laws as

unconstitutional, a position the yorkinos refused to concede. Argu-

ments of this type divided the congress, since the Constitution of

182^ provided for congressional rather than judicial revue, and

contributed to the growth of factionalism.

The yorkino party favored the creation of state and local militias,

ostensibly for the defense of local rights against the attempted
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usurpation of those rights by the federal government in Mexico City.

The rapid multiplication of yorkino lodges throughout the countryside

demonstrated the popularity of the lodges among local elites who sought

to protect their patrimony against the long arm of Mexico City. The

states would gain their local militias in l827i when the yorkinos

came to power.

To the yorkinos, the legal and constitutional basis of Mexican

society consisted, first, in the state constitutions and the laws

passed by the state legislatures; and secondly in the Acta Constitu-

tiva and Constitution of 182^, and the laws passed by the federal

congress. The plan of Iguala and the treaty of C6rdoba were not re-

cognized as a part of the legal framework. The "three guarantees" had

no legal basis. Citizenship was vested in the states: constitutional

guarantees must stem from the states themselves, not from the federal

government, whose function it was merely to comply with the wi 1 1 of the

states.

The yorkino party would not yield on the Spanish question. The

party was born amid a growing tide of anti-Spanish feeling. The

yorkinos made the anti-Spanish cause their own and this fact serves

to explain, in large measure, the party's rapid rise to power. The

yorkino lodges served the American Creole as his party, in opposition

to that of the aristocracy of the land. Despising the Spaniard, and

all men who owed their positions to the colonial order, he was radical

and politically ambitious. In his public pronouncements the yorkino

demonstrated his belief in the idea of progress.
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The yorkino wanted to possess the political and bureaucratic

offices in the government of an independent Mexico. The American

Creole desired the posts still possessed by Spaniards in 1825. Cuevas

in speaking of the birth of the yorkino party, laments that "Here

began the problem of greed to live at the expense of the treasury

which has troubled us since." Even Lorenzo Zavala, a founder of the

yorkino party, said of the new yorkinos "Each one had his motives . . ,

but was careful to protest his own lack of ambition. The yorkino

party would take up the cry sounded by General Jos6 Marfa Lobato in

January 1824, demanding the removal of the Spaniards from all govern-

ment posts. The rationale for the purge would be the state of war

which existed between Mexico and Spain and the resultant threat which

the Spaniards represented to national security.

The secrecy which surrounded the yorkino lodges and the peculiar

circumstances connected with their establishment in Mexico has given

rise to a prolonged controversy in the historical literature. The

question which has attracted the greatest attention and, consequently,

generated the polemics, has been the attempt to determine who was "to

blame" for the creation of the yorkino lodges. The emphasis on

placing guilt stems from a commitment on the part of Mexican

historians of the period to an interpretation of the yorkino impact

as harmful if not disastrous for Mexico. Unfortunately, the debate

over responsibility tends to ignore the popularity of the movement

as well as its historical basis, prefering to view it as a conspiracy

on the part of a few persons, whose motives were questionable or even

immoral

.
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Even yorkinos of the highest rank, writing in iater years,

sought to place "guilt" for the founding of their order: Zavala

"blamed" Jos6 Marfa Alpuche, and Colonel Jos6 Marfa Tornel "blamed'

Zavala. But the most frequently cited scapegoat is the United States

plenipotentiary, Joel R. Poinsett. With this charge, the plot

thickens, taking on the pernicious implications of a foreign-directed

conspiracy. This is the charge made by Cuevas, supported by Alamon

and Justo Sierra, and reiterated in our own time by Jos^ Fuentes

Mares.

Let us examine each of these arguments in turn, attempting to assay

their value. Lorenzo Zavala was the first to attempt a history of

the yorkino movement. His version of the founding and growth of the

yorkino lodges was summarized in a pamphlet written in I83O:

in 1825 Jos^ Mar'a Alpuche, a man known in Mexican affairs for

his indomitable and exalted zeal for the federal system, together
with Colonel Jos^ A. Mejfa, the Minister Esteva, the official who
was then minister of justice, D. Miguel Ramos Arizpe, and another
person, formed the project of creating yorkino lodges in counter-
position to the Scottish lodges which worked through certain
persons to govern the country. President Victoria entered Into the

project, and his intimate friend Esteva, secretary of treasury,
was the principal chief of the first societies . . .. Five
lodges were soon formed and, following their establishment, Sr.

Poinsett . . . was asked to procure through his friends the grand
regulating charters. This and the installation of the Grand
Lodge was the only intervention made by this American, so calum-
niated by the aristocrats and various European agents In Mexico
who have played a larger role in the affairs of the country than

he.

The formation of the yorkino lodges was. It Is true, a very
Important event. The popular party found Itself organized, and,

in a short time, overpowered the Scottish party which was composed,
in the main, of persons little addicted to the established order
of things. The number of [yorkino] lodges rose to 130; they were
created In all the states and they opened their doors to the
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people, who entered with fanaticism. At first, the meetings
( tenidas') were only concerned with the ceremonies of the rite,
and works of charity and functions; but later they were converted
into juntas in which public affairs were discussed. Elections,
projects of law, cabinet resolutions, the collocation of govern-
ment posts, were all treated in the Grand Lodge, where deputies,
ministers, senators, generals, ecclesiastics, governors, merchants
and all types of persons who had any influence were present. How
could a resolution made In such a society be resisted? Victoria
himself became frightened, and although he retained a great
Influence by means of Esteva, Tornel and other of his servants,
he knew that this was extremely precarious.'

Needless to say, that "other person" mentioned by the author as a founder

of the society was Zavala himself.

Emerging from Zavala's description, is a clear picture of the

American creole, in opposition to the attempt, real or imagined, of

the escoc^s party to alter "the established order of things." The

yorkino federalism is more than a political theory; it Is his defense

against the remnants of the colonial elite, as represented by the

escocis party, in Mexico City and Veracruz. Moreover, the yorkino

party appears as the government party, drawing the president into

its own camp and committing the government to the destruction of the

escoceses, "who were little addicted to the established order of things."

Zavala explained the rapid expansion of the yorkino lodges and

the role they played in Mexican society from 1825 through 1829 in his

history of the period:

The people, or at least, a great majority, were infatuated with
the popular promises of the yorklnos, who had made use of the
pretext that seemed most national [which was] that of "finish-
ing the task of removing the yoke Imposed by the gachuplnes,"
as they themselves explained it. 300,000 Creoles wanted to enter
into or to occupy the places occupied for 300 years by 70,000
Spaniards, and the yorkino faction, which had this tendency in

all Its extension, supporting the hopes and the desires of the
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mob, was a torrent which could not be resisted by the escoc^s
faction, composed of the few Spaniards that had remained, and
of the Creoles who participated in their wealth and desired a
less popular government.

8

The Yor'sist rite in Mexico became a party whose function it was to

achieve the goals announced by the American Creoles in the late

eighteenth century. The goals cf the yorkino party led Spaniards

and European Creoles to charge its members with empleomanfa , the

desire to live at the expense of the treasury.

Juan Sulrez y Navarro, writing in I85O, supported Zavala's

description of the foundation of the Yorkist rite. 9 SuSrez discounted

the importance of the United States plenipotentiary, Poinsett. He

felt that writers had been led astray by escoc^s propaganda which had

attributed everything to Poinsett in order to disgrace the yorkinos.

General Guerrero's expulsion of Poinsett in 1829 was cited by SuSrez

as certain proof that the diplomat played no important role in

yorkino decision-making.

JosI G. Cuevas, in his analysis of Mexico's ills published in

1853, places a major portion of the blame for the Introduction of

devisive masonic system into Mexico on Joel Poinsett. Cuevas was

convinced that Poinsett's intentions corresponded with the outcome,

the destruction of the "principle of union between Spaniards and

1 ..10 rCreoles. Cuevas attributed an uncanny and malicious foresight to

Poinsett

:

Poinsett was not deceived ... and did not fail to see that the
absurd ideas that were held concerning the system would rob the
government of its force, that the weak and tolerant policy adopted
by the president would make the war of parties bloody, but that
none would triumph completely, and that the expulsion of the
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Spaniards would definitively break the ties of the new society
with the old and place the republic in the situation of being
forced to seek security and progress in an unceasing change of
persons and institutions.^'

Poinsett's doctrine, which was put into practice by the yorkinos, ac-

cording to Cuevas, was that "... without numbers and popular pas-

sions they could not resist the escoceses." Therefore, Cuevas concluded,

Poinsett "... extended over all the republic agitation and evil

principles, fomenting hatred of the Spaniards in order to have them

12
expelled from the territory."

Having divulged his feelings about Poinsett, Cuevas supported

Zavala's contention that the Yorkist society served the needs of the

administration of Guadalupe Victoria by counterbalancing the influence

of the escoc^s party. ^ Cuevas evaluated the roles played by the

leaders of the movement, revealing his own opinions of their merits:

They disputed among themselves the preponderance which each thought
pertained to him, either because of his personal relations with
the president such as Esteva, or due to his greater talent and
instruction, such as Zavala, or due to his profound knowledge
of the business and intrigues of the cabinet such as Arizpe, or
due to his name among the old Insurgents such as Guerrero, or
due to the demagogic audacity that appeared In Alpuche to be a

natural instinct and a title more recommendable than that of being
one of the founders of the Yorkist rite.

Evidence for the argument that the yorkino party organized sup-

port for the government In 1825 may be gleaned from the following facts,

it was General Guerrero who served as the government's chief keeper of

the peace in 1824, while General Bravo, the vice president, was titular

leader of the escoc^s party. President Victoria, according to Lucas

Alam5n, lacked faith in the loyalty pledge made following his election

by the escoc^s leadership. -^ The government was represented In the
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yorkino Grand Lodge by Esteva, Ramos Arizpe and Tornel

.

As the yorkino party grew in strength and membership, it at-

tempted to lead the government it supported. This development found

the Victoria government helpless to resist. Justo Sierra observed

that the lodges soon became "a de facto governnnent that aspired to

subjugate Victoria's complacent administration."

Lucas AlamSn's interpretation of the introduction of the Yorkist

Rite is similar to that of Cuevas. Poinsett, once again, took the

center of the stage:

Having scarcely arrived in the character of minister plenipoten-
tiary [Poinsett] formed the plan to alter the, to a certain degree,
aristocratic character which the government had conserved, with
persons of older families, the clergy and the military possessing
influence in it, in order to substitute in its place, not a demo-
cracy, impossible in a country in which the people do not take
part in public things, but the unrestrained aspirantism of some .

individuals full of ambition and of less respectable connections.

Alamln attributed the rapid growth of the new sect to empleomanfa—the

desire to live at the expense of the treasury. There was good reason

for the Creoles to hope for their efforts to be rewarded:

[With] the Minister of the Treasury Esteva named Grand Master and
Ramos Arizpe the Venerable of a lodge, they could count on the
help of the government, so much more powerful then, in so much as

Esteva had at his disposition all the funds of the foreign loans
(empr^st i tos) : thus all who aspired to government posts, all the
aspirants to the posts of deputies, all those who wished to free
themselves from responsibility in the management of public
interests or to protect themselves from some persecution, and
finally, all lost people who aspired to make a fortune . . .

[joined]. 18

The escocis lodges were deserted by many who, like JosI Mariano Mlche-

lena, let their aspirations interfere with their loyalties.
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Though AIam5n's attack on the new yorkinos and their motives

left no room for either ideas or ideals, these were not absent. Among

the new yorkinos were men like TomSs Salgado and Prisciliano Sonchez,

autodidacts who had read their French authors well enough to have

developed strong convictions about the evil influence of the Church

on society. The yorkinos aspired for much more than public office.

They were early nationalists, American Creoles and literate mestizos,

praising things Mexican over things Spanish, Jos^ Marfa Mateos recalled

that:

. . . the escoceses made their religious ceremonies to the Virgen
del Pilar de Zaragoza and to Santiago de Galicia and the yorkinos
to the Virgen de Guadalupe.

'°

The act symbolized more than a religious preference: the choice of

Virgens indicated then, as in the twentieth century, the believer's

cultural identification.

Rejecting all evidence which supports the interpretation of Za-

vala and Tornel concerning the national origins of the yorkino move-

ment, JosI Fuentes Mares, a twentieth century author, has attempted

20
to sustain charges made earlier against Poinsett. Fuentes Mares

searched the correspondence of Minister Poinsett for some indication

of the conspiracy. He rested his case on evidence contained in a

letter from Poinsett to Rufus King, United States Minister to England,

in which Poinsett stated, among other things, that:

In order to counteract the fanatical Party in this city, and, if

It were possible, to diffuse to a higher degree the liberal

principles which have to govern the country, 1 aided and animated
a certain number of respectable persons, menof high rank and

consideration, to form a Grand Lodge of Ancient Yorkist Masons.

This I did and a numerous group of the brotherhood dined happily
in my house. 21
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Poinsett's revelations were relayed to Lord Canning by Rufus King

and the British foreign secretary reportedly found Poinsett's role

in the affair somewhat questionable. Informed of this, Poinsett

hastened to clarify his role: he had responded to a request for

assistance in obtaining the charter, he said, and he took advantage

of the oppotunity to become intimate "with the government and with

22
the Federalist Party." Poinsett's admissions confirm no more than

Zavala or Mateos had attributed to the emissary while defending him.

They do reveal a breach of diplomatic protocol but, Poinsett's admis-

sions cannot be cited as proof of the creation and management of a

conspiracy. Poinsett's unabashed support for the American Creoles

and the yorkino party, during its first years, has provided a scape-

goat for critics of the nineteenth century Jacobin movement in Mexico.

The Yorkino Party and the Spaniards, I825-I826

As General Guadalupe Victoria assumed the presidency on October

10, 1824, American Creoles and escoceses alike anticipated the selection

of a cabinet favorable to their interests. The escoc^s party, having

failed to acquire the presidency, aspired to dominate the president

through the cabinet of the new government. American Creoles, recog-

nizing Victoria's election as the result of their efforts, expected

their leaders to enter the administration.

Victoria and his advisor Esteva moved cautiously, perhaps fear-

ing the reaction of the escocis party more than the impatience of the

American Creoles. Victoria waited three months to fill the important
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Minister Minister of Minister Minister Minister of

of Justice and of of Relations
Relations Ecclesiastical War Finance

Affairs Appointed Resigned

I. Guzman Mier y Esteva 10 Oct. 11 Jan.

(0. M.O^ De la Llave Ter5n 1824 1825

II. AlamSn De la Llave Pedraza Esteva 12 Jan. 26 S.ept.

1825 1825

III. Ca.-nacho Arizpe Pedraza Esteva 30 Nov. 5 July

1825 1826

IV. Espinosa Arizpe Pedraza Esteva, 6 July 7 Marcii

de los Salgado, I826 I828

Monteros Garcfa,

(O.M.E.)° Pav6n

V. Canedo Espinosa de Pedraza Esteva 8 March 25 Jan.

los Monteros I828 1829

^Oficial mayor
Oficial mayor encargado

Figure 2. The Five Cabinets of the Victoria Government: 182^-1829.

1
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post of minister of relations. Esteva, who was acceptable to the

American Creoles, was secure in the treasury ministry. But to the

profound disappointment of the American Creoles, Victoria seemed

content to allow Pablo de la Llave and Manuel de Mier y Teran to

continue in the ministries of justice and war. Had Victoria selected

an American creole to fill the ministry of relations, the government

would have risked rebellion by the escoceses. The selection of an

escoc^s might have unleashed unrest in the streets of the capital

and in the provinces. Faced with undesirable alternatives, the new

government summoned Lucas AlamSn to the ministry in January 1825.

A European creole monarchist of proven talent, AlamSn would give needed

assurance to the escoceses. But AlamSn could provide no guarantee of

continued support from the American Creoles. Popular leaders such as

Miguel Ramos Arizpe and Manuel G6me2 Farfas could not work with the

aristocratic AlamSn.

The ministry of justice remained under De la Llave, but the es-

cocls Colonel Mier y TerSn was replaced by the escoc^s General G6me2

Pedraza in the ministry of war. This change would prove to be an

important one. Mier y TerSn was an ideal candidate, from the escoc^s

point of view. His reputation as an able soldier, his active role in

the first campaigns for independence, and his determination to defend

the Spaniards, had qualified Mier y Ter^n for the post under the

Executive Power. ^^ But the old insurgents had raised questions about

his conduct during the final years of the struggle. Mier y Ter^n was

unacceptable to the American Creoles in 1824.
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The qualifications of G6mez Pedraza were of a different order.

Though he was an escoc^s. General Pedraza had been an Iturbidist,

loyal to the very end of the empire. Pedraza had refrained from

participation in the Iturbidist movements of 1824, but his views on

the Spanish question were suspected by the escoceses. During the

election of 1824, Pedraza, as governor of Puebla, had obstructed

General Gregorio Arana's passage to the fortress of Perote.^^ General

Arana, an escoc^s and a Spaniard, had been ordered to Perote by the

Executive Power. Pedraza's refusal was interpreted as a personal

vendetta against Arana who had participated in the removal of Itur-

bide. As a result of his actions, Pedraza was prevented from competing

against General Bravo in the presidential election. The governor's

25pending prosecution had made him ineligible. The escoceses would

soon drive him from their brotherhood. Pedraza was a compromise

candidate for minister of war. His talent and political acumen would

enable him to retain his post In four consecutive cabinets, during

the years 1825-1828.

Alamln and De la Llave could not support the views of the Amer-

ican Creoles In the manner of Pedraza and Esteva. The AlamSn cabinet

survived until September 26, 1825, at which time the minister of

finance, Esteva and the .federal I st congressional leader, Ramos Arizpe,

were organizing the yorkino lodges of Mexico City.

The new administration found, like the Executive Power before

it, that the road to peace and tranquility in the new republic was
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made more difficult by the Spanish question. This vexing problem

invariably cropped up in local disputes. In February 1825, disagree-

ment between Campeche and M6rida, Yucatan posed a new crisis. The

igniting spark in Yucatan had been the passage in Campeche of a measure

which called for 1) YucatSn to remain united to Mexico under the

federal constitution adopted in the republic, 2) the continuation of

the war with Spain, and 3) the separation of the Spaniards from their

26
government posts. The measure was another in a series of attempts

by Campeche authorities to wrest control of Yucatan affairs from

M^rida. General Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna, commanding general of

YucatSn, departed M^rida for Campeche to restore his authority over

the port. The conflict involved the separatist tendency of Yucatan's

Spanish merchants who wished to avoid the interruption of their trade

with Cuba. The Spaniard's strength lay in M^rida, the capital of the

province. The American Creoles of Campeche supported by the local

garrison, were repeating their attempt of 182^. The Victoria govern-

ment soon:

, . . lost all confidence in General Santaana, and wishing to
remove him from Yucatan, determined to do it a 1 o ni 1 i tar . With
this view they appointed Genl . Ignacio Mora of Mexico, military
governor of Yucatan, putting under his command Regiment no. 9,
consisting of more than 1,000 men, and at the same time ordering
an embargo on all vessels then in this port . . .

. ^7

The expedition was forced to depart from Alvarado because the

Spanish controlled the port of Veracruz. Departure was delayed by the

?8
arrival of a Spanish squadron off San Juan de U](ja. The Yucatan

example serves to demonstrate the disruptive effect of the Spanish

question on the Victoria government.
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The continued hostility of San Juan de Ul£ja was a serious problem.

Commerce was severely limited by the threat from the castle against all

who traded with Mexico. This forced the transfer of commerce to Alva-

rado, an inadequate and inconvenient port. It was in the Interest of

the Victoria government to remove the Spanish forces from the castle

but, lacking a navy, the Mexicans were powerless to do so.

A new influx of Spaniards seems to have begun In 1825 through

the ports of the east coast. United States consul Taylor reported the

trend to his government In June:

... a number of Spaniards whose political principles are well
known to be hostile to the Independence of this country have
recently arrived here from the United States, principally from
New York, where It would appear they carried long enough to file
declarations of their Intentions to become citizens of the United
States. Upon the strength of their declarations or through other
channels they procured . . . papers as citizens of the United
States. Several, thus provided, have arrived here .... One of

these passports was from the Dept.of State . . .. The bearer of

It was recognized here to have been a colonel in the Spanish army
.... The authorities here grumble not a little of the facility -

with which their enemies obtain papers in the United States ....

The problems of Spaniards bearing United States passports demanding

entry at Mexican ports would continue to vex Mexican authorities Into

the 1830's. Lucas AlamSn, as minister of relations, was not opposed

to Spanish entry Into Mexico. The facility with which Spaniards could

obtain United States passports, especially in New Orleans, and the

decision of ministers of European Creole sentiments to tolerate this

subterfuge, made It possible for some Spaniards to enter Mexico.

The Victoria government, even during the AlamSn cabinet, was

not adverse to expelling Spaniards who were outspoken in their disapproval

of Mexican independence. For example, "the celebrated Spaniard Splnola,"
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who edited the Tampico periodical El Fi 1 ^ntropo . was exiled to New

Orleans in September, 1825, for having published the papal encyclical

condemning the revolts against Spain. -^ Spinola was commonly believed

to be an agent of Ferdinand Vll. He was perhaps typical of the

Spaniards who entered Mexico after the proclamation of Iguala. Spinola

had been exiled to the Canary Islands by the Spanish constitutional

5 1

government in l823.

Despite the changes which had occurred in Mexico, Spaniards

desired to enter the country in 1825. American Creoles considered

the tendency ill-advised in view of the state of war which existed

between Spain and Mexico. This was the rock on which the Alam^n

cabinet foundered. Opposition to Alam^n had mounted since January,

due to his stand on the Spanish question and to certain "dispositions

which he had dictated concerning passports issued to foreigners to

32
come to the republic." The attack on Alam^n was led in the congress

by Deputy Juan de Dios Canedo, an American Creole and heir to the

wealthy mayorazgo de Canedo of Guadalajara.

The second cabinet of the Victoria government was formed in

November, headed by Sebastian Camacho of Jalapa. The post of minister

of justice was entrusted to Miguel Ramos Arizpe while Pedraza and

Esteva retained the ministries of war and treasury respectively. Ca-

macho published a periodical in Jalapa, El Oriente . which was frequently

quoted in El Sol . the escoc^s periodical of Mexico City. As a liberal,

Camacho would not oppose Ramos Arizpe's attempt to bring the Church

under an effective state control. Sebastian Camacho was acceptable
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to the escocis party. The yorkino party, which was in formation at

the time of the cabinet change, would succeed in forcing Camacho from

the cabinet in July, I826.

The position of the Victoria government was strengthened In

Novembei; 1825, by the long-awaited surrender of the fortress of San

Juan de Ulfia in Veracruz bay. The capitulation of the castle on

November 16 facilitated the reopening of the port of Veracruz, an event

which led the merchants of Mexico to anticipate better days ahead. A

second result of the surrender was a reduction of the Spanish influence

in the city and state of Veracruz. The port of Veracruz had served

the Spaniards resident in Mexico, surreptitiously, as a link with

Havana. All correspondence passing through the port would now be

watched by the Mexican government. Numerous letters destined for

Havana, written by Spaniards resident in Mexico, were subsequently

captured,^-' The Spanish troops who had held the fort were to be

shipped to Havana as soon as they had sufficiently recovered from

their deprivations to make the trip.'^

With the approach of the year I826, the yorkino party was organ-

izing its lodges or "clubs" across the nation. In every state, Amer-

ican Creoles were adding their names to the rolls of the discontented.

Escoc^s lodges were being deserted by their creole membership. "Almost

without thinking it," Cuevas observed, "we confessed that without per-

secutions and without expulsion it was impossible that independence

could be assured."-^' The escoc^s influence prevailed throughout I826
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in Mexico and Veracruz, "the states that were most influential then."''

The yorkino party organized in the remaining states "under the pro-

tection of their governors and legi slatures,"'^" just as the party had

organized in Mexico City under the protection of President Victoria.

In Jalisco, the center of Mexican federalism, Governor Prisciliano

Scinchez launched an attack on the Church which included the publica-

tion of "irreligious" pamphlets.

The Spaniards of Mexico united behind the escoc^s party in I826,

fearing the apparent progress and belligerent pronouncements of their

adversaries.^' Prominent persons in the military had committed them-

selves to the defense of the Spaniards. General Manuel Mier y TerSn,

former minister of war; General Miguel BarragSn, governor of Veracruz;

General Melchor Mfizquiz, governor of Mexico; Commanding General Jos^

MorSn, jefe del estado mayor; and General NicolSs Bravo, vice president

of the republic, formed, as Cuevas noted, "a strong counterweight to

Guerrero, Ramos Arizpe, Zavala, and GOmez Pedraza." Minister of War

Pedraza was considered a member of the ant

i

-Spanish camp In I826.

The congress was not ant

i

-Spanish in I826, though it included

some members who were inclined toward the opinions of the ardent fe-

deralist Jos^ Marfa Alpuche. Congress decreed measures which were

generally considered appropriate in light of the state of war which

still existed between Spain and Mexico. A measure forbidding entry

to Spaniards was passed on April 25- The measure was not an absolute

denial, however, since article two seemed to deny the prohibition:
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Spaniards or subjects of the Spanish government who wish to come
to the republic may enter only with a passport from the govern-
ment, acquired by forwarding an appeal from their place of re-
s idence.^

Requests would be accepted beginning July 25. according to article

three. Sebastian Camacho signed the decree into law, indicating that

his views did not differ from those of AlamSn and the previous cabinet.

Needless to say, the American Creoles in congress considered the

measure inadequate.

The American Creoles achieved a victory of their own in the

next measure passed by congress. The decree of May 2, abolished for-

ever the titles of conde, marquis, cabal lero, "and all those of a

similar nature, whatever may be their origin." -^ An additional clause

provided that:

The government shall dispose that the owners of buildings, coaches
and other furnishing used in public destroy all coats of arms and
other signs that recall the old dependence and connection of this
America with Spain.

In the senate, JosI Marfa Alpuche introduced a proposal which would

have empowered the government to deny government positions to

Spaniards and to remove Spaniards from government posts while a state

of war existed with Spain. Alpuche's proposal was evaded by the

senate majority who voted to forward it to the senate comnittee on

relations, where it would remain until early 1827. The yorkinos were

winning votes in congress and, consequently, becoming more vocal on

the floor of both the chamber of deputies and the senate.

In July, 1826, Sebastiiin Camacho resigned under yorkino pressure

ostensibly to undertake a diplomatic mission to London. The negotia-

tions for a trade agreement with Great Britain were drawing to a close
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and the Victoria government proposed to send Sebastian Catiacho to

London to conclude the treaty. Camacho's resignation was not popular

among the escoceses, who had supported him as minister of relations.

His replacement threatened the escoc^s party which now lost its

voice in the Victoria government.

The new minister of relations, Juan J. Espinosa de los Monteros,

was particularly well suited to head a cabinet composed of Ramos Arizpe,

G6mez Pedraza and Esteva. Pedraza had renounced his escoc^s membership

in 1826, without joining the yorkino lodges. Esteva and Ramos Arizpe

were founding members of the Yorkist masonic lodges. Espinosa was not

a mason, and his views were similar to those of Pedraza. ^7 Events

would demonstrate that Espinosa de los Monteros, like Pedraza, was,

in inclination, a moderate yorkino without belonging to that branch

of masonry. The new cabinet was responsive to the programs and plans

of the American Creoles. The Victoria government, as reflected in its

cabinet, had now almost completed its evolution from an initially

European creole-Spani sh orientation to that of the American Creole.

The yorkinos mounted an impressive editorial campaign In late

1826, designed to attract the literate sector of society to the Amer-

ican Creole camp. Pamphleteers were actively urging the necessity of

ridding Mexico of the Spaniards, and coining new verbs such as desga -

^^^P'"^^ ^nd descoyotar to describe the process. ^S vi 1 1 avi cencio

penned at least three pamphlets in I826 to convince American Creoles

that Iturbide, who had been betrayed by the Spaniards, was not

responsible for the errors committed under his government: the fault
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49
rested with his advisors. Only in Veracruz was the Spaniard seem-

ingly immune from attack in I826: "There is evidently a feeling of

hostility in this place towards all foreigners, the Spaniards excepted,

who continue to exercise a great deal of influence."

The appearance in November, I826, of the Correo de la Federaci6n

in Mexico City, signaled the completion of the yorkino party as a new

force in the capital. The aim of the party in late I826 was to

capture federal and state offices in the December elections. The at-

titude of the yorkino party was moderate at the time of its inception,

as may be seen in the statement of the editors on November 1, in its

first issue. The editors acknowledged the fact that the Spanish

question was the crucial issue in the minds of the yorkinos. The

Correo lamented the fact that the Spaniards were viewed as unreconcil-

able enemies by the people, without distinguishing between those who

have embraced independence in good faith and those who have not. The

editors proposed to distinguish between three distinct groups of

Spaniards who merited public vigilance. The people should focus

their attention on the Spanish clergy first because the ecclesiastics

see their privileges threatened by the republic and are clamoring

against the government.-*

A second group of Spaniards were said to be working silently

to discredit the government, hoping to prevent its consolidation.

These Spaniards were the agents of Ferdinand Vll. A third group

actually favored the existing government and institutions and, con-

sequently, should not be molested. They were the unfortunate Spaniards
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who were obliged to leave Spain in order to escape death or imprison-

ment at the hands of the king. The editors reasoned that the nation

did not desire the proscription of the Spaniards. What the nation

desired was simply that the Spaniards refrain from all Interference

in publ ic af fai rs.52

The editors concluded their recommendations in the first Issue

of the Correo by asserting that the government should pursue a policy

of complete freedom of the press respecting the pamphleteers.-'-^ The

Correo would harden its stand on the Spanish question following the

revelation of the Arenas conspiracy in January I827. The attack

would ultimately be expanded beyond the Spanish clergy to Include all

Spaniards who had not played a positive role in the independence move-

ment of 1821

.

There Is evidence to indicate that, despite the Increasing volume

of the anti-Spanish campaign, individual Spaniards were still Invest-

ing In the dislocated Mexican economy. This was particularly true in

the underdeveloped Iron Industry. In I826 the Spaniard Jos^ Anaya

constructed an Iron foundry In Tuxpan, which he operated successfully

until the expulsion of Spaniards was declared In December, 1827-

The Spaniard Manuel Gutierrez acquired the Iron foundry of Coalcom^n

In 1827, even while the expulsion law was debated in congress.-'-'

Events in the states themselves must have had a greater impact

on the Spaniard's daily affairs than did the debate In Mexico City.

The campaign of local disturbances designed to provoke government
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action on the Spanish question which commenced in November, I826,

was an early indication of things to come. Impatient American

Creoles in the state capitals created local movements to promote

the removal of Spaniards from their posts and, often, their expulsion

from the state. The trend was attributed, in Mexico City, to the

approaching congressional election and to the formation of the yor-

kino party. One such disturbance, in Vi 1 lahermosa. Tabasco, was

reported by Governor Marcel ino Margal 1 i on November 21. -* A certain

Manuel Eseta had organized a disturbance demanding that Governor Mar-

gal li expel the Spaniards from Tabasco on the grounds that the nation

had never agreed to allow them to continue in their government posts.'*'

With his report, Margal li forwarded 32 pasqui nes (wall posters) which

had recently appeared in public places. The posters threatened all

"Europeans" who failed to depart from Tabasco with emasculation or

even the hangman's noose.

This state of unrest existed in some areas while the congressional

elections of December were being conducted. The victory of the yor-

kinos was assured, Cuevas contends, because Lorenzo Zavala, "the most

able and active supporter of the yorkinos," had prepared matters in

all the states, and particularly In Mexico. 5° Whether one can agree

with Cuevas' attribution of such omnipresence to Zavala, there can

be little doubt that the electoral victory was impress ive.-^"^ In the

State of Mexico, General Melchor M(jzqulz was forced to concede the

governorship to Lorenzo Zavala. The yorkinos gained control of the

state legislature of Mexico as well. Governorships and seats in the
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chamber of deputies and senate were all being contested, and the

yorkinos seized the majority of these. In addition, the majority

of seats in the federal congress now belonged to the yorkinos.

The political strength of the escoceses was reduced to a few

61
principal cities, and to the state of Veracruz, Yorkinos were

found "in even the smallest villages," denouncing the escoceses as

6?
"Borboni sts." The American Creoles would now place their demands

before the government. As the major support of the Victoria admin-

istration, they were in a position to achieve their legislative goals,

The first of these would be the remo>'al of the Spaniards from all

government posts.
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CHAPTER V

THE SPANIARDS AND THE ARENAS CONSPIRACY

The Conspiracy of January 1827

Mexican historians have voiced different opinions concerning

the nature and authenticity of the so-called Arenas conspiracy which

came to light in Mexico City on January 19, 1827. Agreement in

general, however, on the seriousness of the damage done to the cause

of the peninsular Spaniards by the discovery of a Spanish-inspired

plot against Mexican Independence and by the arrest of Spaniards

Implicated In the conspiracy. Disclosure of the Arenas affair and

the publicity surrounding the trial of the conspirators reenforced

public suspicion of the Spaniards and their supporters and defenders

in Mexico.

Numerous writers, following the interpretation of Lucas Alamin,

have denied the seriousness of the threat Implicit in the conspiracy,

while hesitating to deny the authenticity of the conspiracy Itself.'

Alam5n considered the Arenas plot "an act of dementedness." Minister

of War Manuel G6mez Pedraza and the Yorkist lodges exaggerated Its

Importance in order to discredit the escoc^s lodges who defended the

Spaniards. The escoceses denied the existence of a plot, contribut-

ing thereby to their own disgrace and ceding the advantage to the

Yorkists. Minister of Justice Miguel Ramos Arlzpe made certain, ac-

cording to Alam5n, that the prisoners "went to the gallows."

169
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Juan Suirez y Navarro, writing in I85O, accepted the Arenas

plot as a conspiracy guided by the Scottish lodges. ^ Following

the arrest of Padre Joaqufn Arenas, Su^rez asserts, the Mexican

public saw in every Spaniard an accomplice of the conspirators.

Rumors circulated and, confronted with accusations, the escoc^s press

failed to speak rationally. El Sol at first denied the existence of

the plot, arguing that it was a yorkino hoax contrived to disgrace the

escoceses. El Sol eventually resorted to accusations against the

United States plenipotentiary, Joel R, Poinsett, who was said to have

encouraged Arenas in order to disgrace the escoceses. Su^rez could

not accept the malevolent role commonly attributed to Poinsett by

conservatives in the l820's. The escoceses conspired in January,

1827, according to Sulrez, because the government, under the influence

of Minister of War Pedraza, was granting aid and protection to the

yorkino lodges.

Manuel G6mez Pedraza answered his accusers from his New Orleans

exile in 1830.3 Pedraza asserted that the Arenas affair he important

ramifications, and represented a real threat to Mexican independence.

The "parties" had taken up the matter, distorting and negating the

conspiracy to the extent that the government was required to commis-

sion a lawyer to draw up extracts of the cases which could be distributed

to the public. As minister of war, Pedraza had ordered the commandant

general to make the records of the trials available to those who wished

to compare them with the extracts. Lie. Jos^ Marfa Bocanegra was given

the task of forming the extracts.
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Bocanegra then became the best informed reporter of the Arenas

conspiracy. In 1862 Bocanegra wrote the account of the Arenas af-

fair, which appeared in his Memoria . in order to defend himself and

those who sat in judgment of General Gregorio Arana from the charge

of judicial homicide which Lorenzo Zavala had made in I83I. Boca-

negra was assessor in the Arana case, which was the most controversial

of the judicial proceedings instituted in connection with the Arenas

conspiracy.

Bocanegra 's version of the conspiracy, which was based upon his

study of the evidence presented at the trials, supported the govern-

ment's case. In other words, Bocanegra's interpretation was a

defense of Pedraza's position. SuSrez y Navarro and Jos^ Marfa Tor-

nel saw the case materials which had been turned over to Bocanegra,

a fact which may account for their acceptance of the authenticity

of the conspiracy. But only Bocanegra and Pedraza, whose reputation

was at stake, accepted unquest ioni ngly the guilt of the Spanish

generals Arana, Negrete and Echavarri. According to Bocanegra, the

threat was as real as the yorkinos and the government insisted. The

agents who were captured were only instruments of a more important

and well -placed leadership, of whom only the generals Arana, Negrete,

and Echavarri were uncovered. The yorkino position on the Arenas

conspiracy was supported, then, not by the yorkino Zavala, but by

Bocanegra and Pedraza.

The events surrounding the discovery of the Arenas affair were

reported by the government as follows. On January 18, 1827. a
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Spanish regular of the Dieguino order, Joaquin Arenas, attempted to

suborn the commanding general of the State of Mexico, Ignacio Mora,

hoping to enlist the general in a revolt for the restoration of

Spanish sovereignty over New Spain.'

The banner of revolt was to be raised on Saturday, January 20,

only two days hence. General Mora described the affair to Colonel

Jos^ Antonio Facio on the following day.° Friar Arenas had wished

to ascertain General Mora's position regarding the coming revolt.

Mora was shown a copy of the plan consisting of eighteen articles

which provided the gri to for the movement: " Viva Espana, viva la

religi6n de Jesucristo."

The plan called for the arrest of General Vicente Guerrero as

well as the president, should he refuse to embrace the cause, while

extending protection to General NicolSs Bravo in consideration of

his leniency toward Spanish prisoners during the recent civil war."^

All Spaniards were to be restored to their government posts. Repre-

sentatives of foreign governments and foreign merchants residing in

Mexico were to remain unmolested pending further notification from

Madrid. All persons who joined the movement would be amply rewarded

following the restoration of the rule of Ferdinand Vli in New Spain.'

General Mora requested information concerning "what class of

persons could be counted upon for this operation; what funds and what

1 ?assurances." ^ Friar Arenas replied as follows, according to Mora:

. . . there was a royal commissioner near the capital who was
fully authorized by the king to concede amnesties, concessions
(gracias), etc., and that if I decided favorably, he would clear
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away all doubts, and I would see the matter from its true point
of view. That my decision would be kept secret, that no one
would discover it, and that shortly I would be put in touch
with the royal commissioner. That all of the Ecclesiastical
cabildos could be counted upon, as well as the individual
ecclesiastics, with all the people (pueblos), and finally with
the commanding general of Puebla, with that bishop [of Puebla]
and the remaining persons of influence. '^

General Mora requested time to consider the matter and the friar replied

that there was little time, since the grito was scheduled for January

28. Mora then asked Arenas to return on the following day to receive

the general's final decision. Arenas accepted Mora's proposal,

cautioning the general that:

. . . if, as he hoped, 1 did not reveal the secret . . . i had
nothing to fear because my person was quite safe; but if on the
contrary, I made use of it, he would be sent to the gallows,
which would not halt the revolution, and I would be assassinated.

General Mora relayed this information to the president in person.

President Victoria thought it wise to induce the friar to repeat his

performance on the following day while witnesses listened in hiding.

The arrangement was carried out with Deputy Jos^ Marfa Tornel , Senator

Francisco Molinos del Campo and Lt . Col. Ignacio de la Garza Falc6n

and two aides,'-* in an adjoining room. Friar Arenas appeared,

verbally reproduced the nature of his mission, and was overheard by

the witnesses. In this way Deputy Tornel, a yorkino, and Senator

Molinos, an escoc^s, learned of the conspiracy. The trap was evidently

designed to forestall party rivalry. The friar repeated his earlier

statements before his accusers and was conducted to prison. His cell

in the house of Dieguinos was searched, producing "pistols, a dagger

and papers. "'°
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Bocanegra reported that the government collected information

in the Federal District and in the States of Puebla and Oaxaca which

revealed the extent of the revolutionary plan's effectiveness and

provided the necessary details for the government's case against

the conspirators. ' Mexican historians have named fourteen indi-

viduals arrested between January 19 and March 22 who were said to be

1

8

implicated in the conspiracy, but the total number was much higher.

When the names of the conspirators listed in the documents located in

the Ramo de espulsi6n were added by this investigator to those noted

in the histories of the period, the lists which may be seen below

resulted.
°

Both Su5rez y Navarro and Tornel agreed with Bocanegra's judg-

ment that the cases were based upon genuine evidence which implicated

the defendants in a pro-Spanish conspl racy. ^^ An explanation must be

found, then, for the furor created in the Mexican periodicals of 1827.

Why was public opinion so divided concerning the reality of the

conspiracy and the government's case against the conspirators?

Several explanations have been offered to this question. Su^rez y

Navarro attributed the public scepticism to the "spirit of party"

which was responsible for rumors circulated against Minister of War

Pedraza, whose function it was to prosecute conspirators, "There

were those," SuSrez concluded, "who had reason to lead public opinion

21astray by denying the existence of a conspiracy." SuSrez's comment

indicates that he believed the conspirators to be members of the

escoc^s party. The public denial of the conspiracy was sounded by
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El Sol . the periodical voice in Mexico City of the escoceses. The

Jacobin tendency was reflected In the Correo de ]a Federaci6n ,

spokesman for the Grand Lodge of the Yorkist Rite in Mexico City.

The Correo demanded action against the conspirators, whom it

identified with the Spanish community, and criticized the govern-

ment's failure to produce quick results. Mexican pamphleteers

were active as well, depicting the Spaniards as potentially subversive

if not conspiratorial by birth. •^

The judgment of Jos^ Marfa Tornel reflects his position as a

leader of the yorkinos. From July 1827, Tornel edited El Amigo del

Pueblo , a weekly periodical of Mexico City which publicized the need

for the expulsion of the Spaniards. Tornel was vigilante of the

"India Azteca" yorkino lodge which met in the castle of Chapul tepee. '^

He was a sponsor and defender of legislation designed to remove the

Spaniards from government posts and, soon after, to expel them from

Mexico. Tornel 's opinion of the Arenas affair in 1827 was that of his

lodge. -^ But evidence for the existence of a significant conspiracy

does not depend wholly on the testimony of interested parties.

Bocanegra possessed documents, which he published, that

demonstrated, in his opinion, the validity of the conspiracy. First,

Bocanegra cited an article published in a Cuban per iodi cal concerning

the failure of certain attempts by "former governmental employees in

New Spain" to restore Spanish rule:

. . . they did not suspend for even a moment their attempts to
reestablish the legitimate government of their king, and more
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Name Residence Date of

Arrest Execution

Fr. Joaqufn Arenas
General de Brigada

Gregorio Arana^
Manuel Segura
Fr. Francisco Martfnez^
Fr. Rafael Torres^

Presbftero Manuel Hidalgo
Manuel David^

Ra-n6n L6pez de Castro
Santiago Prado
Juan Ortet
Juan Gonzalez
Policarpo Puebla y Garcfa

General de Divisi6n Pedro
Celestino Negrete^

General de Divisi6n Jos6
Antonio Echavarri^

Fr. Domingo de San Jos^

Fr. Mateo MorSn

D.F. (Di
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Source A

Subte. Antonio Valdovl*
Justo Gonzalez Escalante*
Fel i pe Movel lari"

Tori bio Rubio"
Fr. Martfn Unda
Jos^ Rieza-'>'

Manuel ResquerS"
Caspar Gonzalez*
Jos^ Arrequi
Pedro Arguinosa-f

Vicente Huidobro
Antonio Rueda
Jos^ Marfa Carriaga*
Vicente Garay^
Jos6 Manuel Palacic'f

Manuel Vi torero
Miguel Gongiti*
Pedro del Val IC'V

Miguel Valladares
Gabriel Mor5n
Ysidro Alejandro Colen
Juan Robles

Sptjrge B

Presbftero Martfn Unda-V

Fr. Antonio de San Joaqufn-f (Agustino)
Fr. Manuel M^ndez"
Jos^ Arrevui
Jo3^ Osante'^'f

Antonio Puseda'V

Manuel Garay*
Vicente Hisidrovo-'f [sic]

Source C

Jos^ Viance
Fr. Francisco Antonio Arenas (Dieguino)
Fr. Manuel Munoz (Domini cano)
Fel iciano Arroyo
Francisco Ronduelas
Francisco Posadas

Source D

Manuel David^'''

Juan Bautista Soleta^'f

Policarpo Puebla"-

"Indicates a person known to have been born in Spain.

Sources: AGN:RE, leg. 9, Vol. 22, exp. 5^ ^
"A" Fol . 120: List of prisoners, sent by Pedraza to Canedo,

Ju-^e 21, IS2S.

"B" Fols. 105-105: List of prisoners, sent by the Co<-nma,-iding

General of Mexico State to the Governor of the Federal

District, June 19, I828.

"C" Fol. 9: List of prisoners freed on bond, sent by the Com-

manding General of Mexico State to the Governor of the

Federal District, June 21, I828.

AGN:RE, leg. 23, Vol. 60, exp. 110, fol. 23.

"D" List of prisoners at Puebla being exiled, sent by the

Minister of Relations to the Governor of Puebla, April 19»

1831.

Figure ^f. Thirty-Nine Conspirators of January 1827 Whose Trials Had

Not Been Completed by June I828.
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than once they were on the verge of accomplishing It during the
years 2U and 26, had they not lacked certain proffered aid, the
lack of which cost the lives of many good Spaniards, who expired
on the scaffold. 27

The term "former government employees" could have meant Creoles, but

probably meant Spaniards. Military personnel may have been intended

In the meaning of the term. More Intriguing than this, however, was

the implication that, In 1824 and 1826, prominent persons in Mexico

failed to provide the assistance expected of them for the cause of

Ferdinand VI 1.

Bocanegra possessed a second document which supported his belief

In a Spanish conspiracy. This was a written statement by the Arch-

bishop of Mexico, Dr. Manuel Posada y Garduno, concerning a visit to

New Orleans which the prelate had made in I83U.28 Archbishop Posada

reported having seen the report which the royal commissioner made to

Madrid concerning the attempted revolution of January 1827. He noted

that the royal commissioner was Eugenio Aviraneta, a Spaniard who had

lived for some time In Veracruz. ^^ Bocanegra accepted Archbishop

Posada's observations as another proof of the conspiracy. Aviraneta's

identification as the royal commissioner was accepted also by Bocanegra.

Aviraneta had returned to Mexico in August, 1829, as the political

leader of the Spanish invasion forces commanded by General Isidro Barradas.^°

Luis G. Cuevas, writing In 1854, was less certain than Bocanegra

concerning the identity of the royal commissioner. Cuevas noted that,

though Aviraneta had generally been identified as the royal conml ssloner

In the past, the belief that there had actually been a royal corml ssloner

was becoming discredited by IBJO.^' Few still believed that Spain could

have trusted such a task to a small group of priests and persons so MI-
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placed In Mexican society. But Bocanegra, who had read and condensed

the "nearly 5»000 folios" which constituted the cases against the

conspirators, could not doubt the reality of the conspl racy.^^

Minister of Relations Juan J. Esplnosa de los Monteros joined

Minister of War Pedraza in assuring the public that the conspiracy was

Indeed a reality. "^ in his Memoria to Congress on January 30, I828,

one year after the arrest of Arenas, Esplnosa launched a verbal attack

on the Spanish government for Its attempts to exploit the Instability

of the former colonies in order to restore Spanish rule in America.

Esplnosa charged that Spain had sent a "royal commissioner who, in order

to realize his plan, took charge of an Immense chain of colleagues who

in a single day might have caused a general upheaval of the existing

institutions and government." Esplnosa asserted that in the Federal

District the government had discovered "papers which gave a perfect idea

of the extension and malignant combination of the plan," which "origin-

ated in the Cabinet of Madrid." The Mexican government overcame the

plan, Esplnosa noted, by making ample use of "the great authority which

the Constitution conferred on the Executive Power for use in cases of

emergency, and in the zeal of this Government." Esplnosa concluded his

discourse by expressing his gratitude for the cooperation which the

government had received from state governors and legislatures in halt-

ing the spread of the conspiracy.^

Espinosa's concluding remarks would seem to indicate that the new

yorkino governments In the states had worked harmoniously with the Vic-

toria government In seeking out conspirators connected with the Arenas

affair. Pedraza noted In his New Orleans manifesto of I83O that the
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government had accepted a proffered alliance with the Yorltist party

in early 1827 to forestall threats to Mexican independence.

The dilemma facing the historian who would solve this riddle is

posed in the following question: did the government and the yorkinos

join forces for the sole purpose of preserving Mexican independence,

or, was their purpose the destruction of the escoc^s party? The yor-

l<inos would have replied that the latter goal, the destruction of the

escoceses was a necessary step in the assurance of the former. The

answer to this question depends upon the validity of the threat to

independence posed by the Arenas conspiracy. In the section which fol-

lows, the answer to this question may emerge through an examination of

the government's response to the Arenas affair.

The Reaction of the Victoria Government

The Mexican public found in the Arenas affair convincing evidence

of the perfidy of all Spaniards. The yorkinos spread the news ef-

fectively, contributing to the general malaise which followed the

revelation of the plot in January, 1827. There can be no doubt that

the news served to confirm the popular attitude toward the Spaniards.

It would seem also that the yorkino believed that the conspiracy was

an escoc^s -sponsored movement which had very nearly succeeded.

Virtually no one has questioned the existence of a plot of at

least local importance. The debate has focused on the matter of

Importance. The question was asked: was the Arenas conspiracy as

widespread and dangerous as the government insisted? If the government

view was correct, the plot must have originated In Spain, as the Mexican

government charged.
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This interpretation has been disputed by Jaime Delgado, a modern

student of Spanish-Mexican relations in the last century. Evidence

for Delgado's assertion that the Arenas affair did not originate in

Spain was derived from the correspondence of Francisco Tac6n and Hi-

larlo de RIvas, Spanish Ministers to the United States during the

years 1826-27. Hilarlo de RIvas, Minister at the time of Friar Are-

nas' arrest, limited his concern over the news from Mexico to a single

letter.-^' One observation made by Minister RIvas is of particular

interest: "Some say that the Mexican Government wishes to give to

this conspiracy more importance than It has in order to be able to

rid itself of some persons." Perhaps the persons Rivas had in mind

were, among others, generals Arana, Negrete and EchavarrI , all

Spaniards and leaders of the Scottish Rite party. Rivas' successor,

Francisco Tac6n, limited his concern to merely attaching a copy of the

case against General Arana to a routine dispatch, reporting the

existence of a new conspiracy in Iguala led by Andres Marfa Nieto

and the execution of the two clerics In Oaxaca who had been arrested

in connection with the Arenas affair.^

Delgado concluded that Spain's lack of Interest Indicated that

the plot was locally contrived, probably invented by the friars

Arenas and Martfnez without prior knowledge In Spain. Martfnez's

confession, which Implied a greater Importance is dismissed by Delgado

as a mere gesture of vanity. Aviraneta, who was accused by Bocanegra

of heading the Arenas conspiracy. Is simply noted by Delgado as the

head of a conspiratorial organization located in New Orleans In 1828-29.
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Delgado cites one additional piece of evidence supporting his

assertion that the Arenas conspiracy was a real but local phenomenon.

A letter from Friar Antonio Alvarez, a Dominican who departed Mexico

in December, I826, to Miguel de la Torre, Captain General of Puerto

Rico, provided further evidence that a conspiratorial plan was circulat-

ing in Mexico at the time of his departure. ^^ Alvarez spoke of the

existence of a "counterrevolution of Creoles and gachupines" and

reported that "after my departure I received a copy of the plan from

a friend of mine, a member of my Order . . .." The fact that Alvarez

reported the details of the plan in the same terms as those contained

in the plan found in Martfnez's cell convinced Delgado of the existence

of a local conspiracy.

The charge that the Mexican government wished to use the

conspiracy to "rid itself of some persons," which was included in

Minister Rivas' despatch to Madrid, was not without adherents in Mexico

in early I828. The charge was made, for example, by Lucas Alam^n, who

accused Minister of War Pedraza of launching a campaign on behalf of

the yorkino party to destroy the leadership of the escocfes party.

This interpretation was followed by Su^rez y Navarro^^ and Cuevas ^

who recognized, in addition, the motive of personal vengeance against

the enemies of Iturbide in Pedraza's actions. The developments stem-

ming from the Arenas affair which most concerned these authors was

the arrest and imprisonment of Generals Arana, Negrete, and Echavarri

and, in particular, the execution of General Arana. The execution of

a general officer was unprecedented in the civil war, as of January
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1828, excepting, of course, that of Iturbide in 1824.

Charges by Mexican historians against Pedraza are uncompromis-

ingly critical. Especially did the Yorkist Zavala, "mortal enemy" of

Pedraza, join in the attack. -^ Pedraza was charged with ordering the

arrest of the Spanish generals arbitrarily, while lacking evidence of

their complicity in the Arenas affair. Su^rez charged Pedraza with

delegating the task of trumping up charges to military officials:

colonels Andrade, Romero, Arango, and Facio.^ The colonels served

as the government's prosecutors ( f i scales) in the subsequent trials.

All but Colonel Facio were members of the yorkino party. Cuevas

thought that the painful slowness of the Arana trial, which lasted

more than a year, contributed more to the expulsion movement than the

revelation of the Arenas conspiracy itself. -*

The case against General Arana was extracted in Bocanegra's

46
memoires. The evidence used against Arana was derived from the

confessions of persons who had been imprisoned as accomplices in the

Arenas conspiracy. ' Friar Rafael Torres testified that General

Arana had been in correspondence with the elusive Manuel David who

was not captured until almost one year after the first arrests. The

two had used assumed names in their correspondence, that of Arana

being "Ger6nimo Gongoiti." A letter was found in Arenas' monastic

cell signed by "Ger6nimo Gongoiti." The Presbiter Hidalgo testified

that Arana had told David of the plan. During the course of the trial,

two officials from the Renta de Correos in Mexico City were arrested

for having extracted two letters from the mails addressed to "Ger6ninno
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Gongoiti" in order to hide evidence. Two letters addressed to Arana,

allegedly by the royal commissioner, were found in the mails. A let-

ter from the royal commissioner to one "P^rez," following the arrest

of Arana on February 5, noted that the mails would be intercepted in

Puebla to prevent letters from falling into the hands of officials

in Mexico City. An Alberto Comargo called for letters to "Gongoiti"

in Mexico City and, later, hid the suspect. Friar Martfnez in his

house. Policarpo Puebla testified that Arana and David were in touch

and that David had visited Arana in Mexico City, at the general's

invitation. David returned to Puebla with a note-book of instructions

and the information that Arana was in charge of the revolutionists in

Mexico City. David told Puebla y Garc'a that the royal commissioner

was in Mexico City. The prosecution produced a witness who testified

to having seen Arana and Martfnez together in Mexico City. One Juan

Bautista Soleta testified that he had actually been present at a meet-

ing between the defendant and generals Negrete and Echavarri while the

conspiracy was discussed. The testimony of Manuel Segura and the

confession of Padre Arenas on the day of his execution implicated

Arana. Finally, the prosecution introduced the testimony of a Lt

.

Velasco who had been imprisoned by the government for the sole purpose

of gaining the confidence and the secrets of General Arana. Testimony

of prison guards and that of Lt . Velasco indicated that Arana had

condemned himself by his own words.

The evidence mustered by Colonel Andrade and aides was considered

by the court martial to be sufficient proof of General Arana's guilt.
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The military tribunal voted unanimously for the maximum penalty:

degradation, to be followed by the firing squad. The conviction

and penalty were based upon the federal conspiracy law of May 11,

1826. General Arana met death on January 5, I828, calmly protest-

i ng his innocence to the last. "^

On March 22, 1827. Generals Negrete and Echavarri had been ar-

rested in Mexico City. AlamSn charged Pedraza with arbitrary conduct

in the arrests. -' Pedraza planned to expel Negrete and Echavarri as

"suspicious persons," AlamSn argued, in case they should not be con-

demned to a more serious penalty by the "ordinary council of war"

which was to judge the generals by "the law of September 27» l823i

which had been prorogued indefinitely on April 6, 182^." Negrete

was imprisoned in Acapulco, then removed to Toluca, moved again to

Tacubaya, and finally, placed in the old prison of the defunct in-

quisition. AlamSn reported that the case against Negrete was based

entirely on circumstantial evidence and was easily disproved by the

defense headed by Colonel Cirilo G6me2 Anaya. Negrete 's defense was

written by the eloquent and able Francisco Manuel Sanchez de Tagle,

who was at that time deputy from MIchoacSn and a leader of the

Spaniard's cause in congress.

The cases against Negrete and Echavarri were finally resolved

In mid-1828. Both men were absolved by the court, Su^rez y Navarro

charged Pedraza and the yorkino party with conspiring to remove the

generals from the public arena. The yorkino press, according to Su^rez,

invented lies and supposed crimes to attribute to them. He accused the
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52
Corrco . in particular, of having headed the campaign.

In the light of these charges, the evidence against Negrete and

EchavarrI must be weighed. Correspondence published by Bocanegra

reveals how Intimately the evidence used against Arana was linked with

53
that utilized against Negrete and Echavarri. Pedraza was accused

by five senators before the congress of "responsibility" for the

arrest of EchavarrI and Negrete. The senators demanded that Pedraza

release correspondence known to exist in the ministry of v;ar concern-

ing the arrests. Pedraza protested that, prior to June 16, I828, he

had been unable to release the correspondence which was being held

for use In the trial of Friar Martfnez. Pedraza's accusers complained

that they could have proved their charges if the ministry of war had

released the documents. In response, Pedraza promised to publish the

correspondence as soon as possible. He apparently chose to submit

the correspondence to El Agul 1 a because of its semi-official status

as well as its friendly attitude toward him.

The first letter, written from Puebla by Colonel Juan Arago

to General Ignacio Mora in the Federal District, was evidently

Intended to provide information for use in the trial of General Arana. 5^

Colonel Arago's letter reported the testimony of Juan Bautista Saleta,

Policarpo Puebla y Garcfa and Friar Rafael Torres, given in the trials

of Torres and Presblter Manuel Hidalgo in Puebla. Testimony reported

In the letter Indicated that Juan Bautista Saleta knew of a meeting

between the suspect David and the generals Arana, Negrete, and Echa-

varri In Mexico City while plans were being discussed. On that occasion,
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Arand had commented that all was ready and that he had been designated

by the royal commissioner for "Tehuantepec." Policarpo Puebla y Gar-

cfa had reportedly testified that these conversations had occurred in

an hacienda near Mexico City. Friar Rafael Torres had testified that

the meeting occurred in the hacienda de Santa Teresa. Torres repeated

a remark by David that there were "two hundred men near General Bravo

in t ierra cal iente who were receiving salaries in return for their

promise to seize the genera] should he fail to take part in the plan,"

According to Torres, the conspirators had lacked confidence in General

Bravo because, having been given knowledge of the plan, he had either

disapproved of it or shown indifference to it. Torres reported that

David had also told him that Negrete and Arana had joked about the

posts which they were to receive. The royal commissioner had allegedly

given Negrete the rank of colonel and had applied to Havana for the

pardon ( i ndul to) of Echavarri and Negrete, whose "particulars had

already been forwarded by Presbiter Hidalgo."

Colonel Andrade, in charge of the prosecution, had then recom-

mended to General Mora in a secret ietter, the immediate arrest of

generals Negrete and Echavarri. -^ The action was to be taken on the

basis of the testimony forwarded from Puebla by Colonel Arago, a copy

of which was sent to Mora attached to Andrade 's instructions. The

arrests had been carried out on the following day. Pedraza's purpose

in publishing the correspondence was to demonstrate that he had not

personally ordered the arrest of Negrete and Echavarri.
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the vice president, Nicol5s Bravo, who credited with knowledge of the

plan if not adherence to it. But General Bravo was neither tried nor

interrogated. The vice president would lead an unsuccessful revolt

on behalf of his party in late December 1827, following passage of the

first federal law for the expulsion of the Spaniards.

The question of the extent of involvement of prominent persons,

both Creole and Spanish, in the January conspiracy was never resolved.

Cuevas ' point, that those arrested were mainly insignificant priests

and friars, would imply that the conspiracy did not reach into the

upper ranks of society. This interpretation is supported by conserva-

tive contemporary writers who refused to take the conspiracy seriously.

The government's position, as supported by Espinosa and Pedraza, was

the opposite, as demonstrated by the arrest of Arana, Negrete, and

Echavarri. if the government's position was correct, one must acknowledge

that many persons were left untouched through lack of evidence to

conspire again another day. Friar Arenas' reference on January 18 to

"all the ecclesiastical cabildos, the bishop and commanding general of

Puebla" lent support to that proposition.

The state of Veracruz was untouched by the government's search

for conspirators in early 1827. The fact is striking when one recalls

that Veracruz was still an escocis stronghold. General Miguel Barra-

gSn held the offices of governor and commanding general jointly, and

the legislature was securely in the hands of an escoc^s majority. Pe-

draza reported that the federal government took precautions aimed at

neutralizing the strong position occupied by BarragSn.^" General
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Manuel Rinc6n, a yorkino,-'' was sent with a large force to Veracruz.

By this move, as in other instances, the Victoria governrr.ent contributed

CO the strengthening of the yorkino party at the expense of the

Scottish lodges. The Victoria government accepted the yorkino con-

tention that the escoc^s party was a threat to internal security and

acted accordingly. The Arenas affair was accepted by the cabinet as

a serious matter, deserving of cautious investigation and, when

evidence permitted, of supression.

The Effect of the Arenas Affair
on Mexican Pol i t i cs

Having won at the polls in late I826, the yorkinos were in a

position to chart a new legislative course in Mexico City as well as

in the states. The Arenas conspiracy presented a challenge to the

Yorkist lodges which, in the context of the struggle between the two

masonic orders, would not pass unheeded. The conflict would ultimately

lead to a military confrontation in December, 1827. The struggle for

survival, which the escoceses were destined to lose, might have been

less intense and less disruptive had it not involved opposed social

attitudes in conflict. The lodges differed on the issues which had

been first raised by the Hidalgo revolt in I8IO, and which were

temporarily smoothed over during the Iguala movement led by Iturbide

in 1821. The American Creoles had finally realized, by 1824, that

neither the plan of Iguala nor the plan of Casa Mata had provided

them with sufficient positions or what they considered to be a suf-

ficient voice in their government. The American Creoles were as
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resentful of rule by European Creoles after 182'+ as they had been of

rule by Spaniards prior to 1821. The first major step toward a

change in the social elite which had ruled Mexico was accomplished

by the voluntary migration of numerous Spaniards following the

proclamation of independence in 1821. The second step would be ac-

complished through the organized expulsion of Spaniards which would

begin in December, 1827. The efforts of the American Creole at both

the national and local level was devoted to the achievement of this

goal throughout 1827-

Minister of War Pedraza, who supervised the government's attack

on the Arenas conspiracy, understood the desperate situation in which

the escoceses and the Spaniards found themselves in 1827- He blamed

the expulsion of the Spaniards on the failure of the escoc^s party to

recognize the weakness of its position and to act accordingly, fol-

lowing the discovery of the Arenas conspiracy. His reasoning seems

sound in retrospect:

The escoceses chose to exculpate, and even to protect the con-
spirators, and the yorkinos did not lose, as one might have
hoped, the occasion to attack them with advantage; in this bat-
tle it was clear that the [yorkinos] would win, because they had

in their hands a powerful weapon: the press took part in these
debates between parties, which diffusing their mutual recrimina-
tions throughout the Republic, gave rise to the pronunci amientos
for the expulsion of the Spaniards: almost all the conspirators
pertained to [the Spanish] Nation, and the People, thinking its

independence and liberty attacked, placed itself at the disposi-
tion of those it judged to be its defenders .... If the esco-
ceses, freeing themselves from their bias, had known the dis-
advantage of their position, they would not have undertaken a

debate, which in the end produced a law ominous to many families
but indispensable when it was dictated, in order to avoid civil
war .59
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The Arenas affair, then, had important repercussions in Mexican

political life. In fact, the conspiracy had its concrete significance

in internal politics rather than in the form of an external threat.

Political conflict in Mexico by January, 1827. had reached a degree

of violence and intensity which could not admit the insignificance of

a counter-revolutionary effort on the part of less than half a hundred

Spaniards. The major parties, escoc^s and yorkino, seized the issue,

when it was presented to them, as fuel for their mutually antagonistic

propaganda. This is not to imply that there was no conspiracy, for

surely there was sufficient cause In the fact that the Church lacked

representation In either party. Since the fall of Iturbide In 1823,

the Church had been increasingly under attack and no caudlllo sufficient

to the task had as yet presented himself for her defense.

The yorklnos, with the support of the government and the Amer-

ican Creoles generally, availed themselves of their newly won polit-

ical power to dispose of their enemies the Spaniards, seizing upon

the Arenas affair as final proof of the perfidy of the Spaniards and

their European Creole allies. The anti-Spanish feeling generated by

the yorklnos during the congressional and gubernatorial elections of

late 1826 and subsequent to the discovery of the Arenas conspiracy

on January 19» 1827. would culminate in the passage of state and

national decrees aimed at the expulsion of the Spanish community. Per-

haps the Arenas affair was the Church's response to the yorkino polit-

ical victory in the states and In the federal legislature. The Church
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could have found the protection It desired under Ferdinand Vl I

.

Some light may be shed on this matter when the "5,000 fojas" of

testimony mentioned by Lie. Bocanegra come to light in the Mexican

archives.'60
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use in "other cases," threatening Bocanegra with judicial action
should the latter withhold them. Bocanegra returned extracts for fif-
teen cases drawn from 4,000 fojas, plus nine additional cases par-
tially extracted. Bocanegra noted that only the case of Padre Arenas
had as yet been published. On February 19, 1833, Manuel G6mez Pedraza
requested information from Bocanegra concerning the state of the
extracts, to which Bocanegra replied from Zacatecas that both the
cases and the extracts had been deposited in the Comandancia General
de Mexico by Facio. See the correspondence published in Memorias.
I, 414-26.



CHAPTER VI

THE REMOVAL OF THE SPANIARDS FROM GOVERNMENT
POSTS: THE FEDERAL LAW OF MAY 10, 1827

The debate on the Spanish question, which occupied a large part

of the congress* time in 1827, revealed the issues involved and the

position of factions and prominent persons on those issues. The

enemies as well as the friends of the Spaniards were forced to speak

out in public and private sessions. The social thought of the Amer-

ican Creole and of the European Creole was set forth in the debate,

in addition to their respective notions of law and economics. Influen-

tial Creoles such as Dr. Jos6 Marfa Luis Mora and Deputy Carlos Mar'a

Bustamante defended the Spaniards in the senate and chamber of deputies.

Excerpts from Mora's speeches were published in his Obras sueltas .

Bustamante was among the most active of the Spaniard's defenders

publishing his frequent speeches in the form of pamphlets. In I828,

Bustamante commenced publication of his "History of the Mi sgovernment

of Victoria," which centered upon the development of the anti-

2
Spanish movement, 1824-1828.

Two periodicals were founded in the capital in 1827 to defend

the two sides of the Spanish question. Jos^ Marfa Tornel edited El

Amiqo del Pueblo, a weekly founded on August 1, which had a federalist

and anti-Spanish orientation.^ El Amiqo was published by the same

198
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press as the Iturbidean Agui la. Dr. Mora edited a liberal weekly

founded on April II, which had as its goals the defense of the

Spaniards and the defense of free trade against protectionism. El

Observador ceased publication during the unsuccessful revolt of the

escoceses In January, 1828.^ The three major "unofficial" periodicals

of the capital dealt with the Spanish question frequently in 1827.

El Agui la . which was edited by former Iturbldeans, claimed to be

"imparclal," opposing an Indiscriminate law for the removal of Spaniards

from government posts and hesitant to endorse proscription. The Correo .

spokesman for the yorklnos of the capital, became more radical on the

Spanish question as the year progressed. The Correo advocated the

law on government posts of May, then advocated the expulsion law of

December, 1827. El Sol spoke for the escoc^s party in the capital,

opposing the restrictive and proscrlptive measures proposed in the

states and in the congress. El Sol denied the allegation of the

yorkinos concerning the involvement of Spaniards in Bourbonist

conspiracies. Each of these daily periodicals followed the congres-

sional debates closely, publishing the official abstracts of the

sessions while featuring the full length speeches of those who expressed

the position of the periodical.

No one who read the congressional debates of January and

February I827» observed Luis G. Cuevas, would have suspected that

a "revolutionary agent" sat In the chambers. 5 The congress: preoccu-

pation with routine affairs "conformed to the yorkino plan to do nothing
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against the Spaniards until the public clamor demanded it." Armed

movements against the Spaniards followed the revelation of the Arenas

conspiracy as a matter of course. On March 10, 1827» Lt . Colonel

Jos^ Marfa Gonzalez revolted in Durango and succeeded in freeing and

arming the prisoners, dispersing the state legislature, and arresting

Governor Santiago Vaca Ortfz.^ The ostensible purpose of GonzSlez's

revolt was to fill the posts In state government with centralists and

to call for the expulsion of the Spaniards. On the following day, the

troops reverted to the government when General Joaqufn Parres took

control of the city for the federal government. Military petitions

with similar motives in view quickly spread throughout the countryside.

The escoceses as well as the yorklnos were accused of fomenting

disturbances in early 1827. Petitions for centralism were attributed

to the escoceses while petitions for the expulsion of Spaniards or for

their removal from government offices were attributed to yorklnos.

The petition for centralism in Durango accompanied a call for expulsion

because the existing state executive and legislature protected the

Spaniards of Durango. As late as November, l827f Durango still had

not passed anti -Spanish legislation. The unrest which spread across

Mexico, following the arrest of Padre Joaqufn Arenas, was related to

the dissatisfaction produced among American Creoles by the continued

presence of Spaniards In government posts. The congress was provided

with adequate cause to treat the Spanish question by the increasing

threat to public peace. Moreover, It was forced to deal with the

Spanish question by Minister of War Manuel G6(T)ez Pedraza's steadfast

o
refusal to use military force against the rebels.
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Rumors that a movement was under way In the senate to pass a

general law of expulsion were circulated as early as January, 1827.

Senator Anastasio Zerecero thought it expedient to pen a public denial

of his role In the movement. Zerecero had allegedly proposed in a

secret session that the senate pass a general law of expulsion. In

his public denial, Zerecero stated that such a measure would not be

Q
convenient "at the present time."-^ The earliest proposal heard in

a public session of the senate concerning the expulsion of Spaniards

was submitted by senators Jos^ Marfa Alpuche and Acosta on January 23.

The measure called for the expulsion of all Spanish religious clergy

"who had not performed services in the cause of independence." Al-

puche and Acosta withdrew their proposal in the same session when it

met with a cool reception in the senate.

The climate of opinion on the Spanish question in the federal

congress was a reflection of the attitudes which were evolving in the

states. State legislatures were beginning to consider measures for

the definition of the legal status of Spaniards residing in the states.

The relationship between the states and the federal government, as

defined in the Constitution of 182^, had placed citizenship under the

jurisdiction of the state governments. The legislature of San Luis

Potosf ordered an Investigation of all Spaniards residing within the

state in order to determine whether they were capltulados, their oc-

cupations and the length of time they had resided In San Luis Potosf.

Spaniards who had arrived In the state after 1821 were to be considered

foreigners and, in order to remain, were required to obtain passports
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from the government, in compliance with the federal passport law of

April 25, 1826. The same legislature passed laws providing severe

penalties for crying "Viva Espana" in public, or for possessing arms

12
"without reason." The election to public office of a Spaniard who

failed to swear fealty to the new state constitution would be nul-

lified. ^ Citizenship in San Luis Potosf was acquired by simply

making the formal pledge specified in the constitution.

The federal senate in Mexico City tool< up a measure on about

February 1 which would have required an oath of allegiance from "all

foreigners who had become Mexican citizens by virtue of the plan of

Iguala."'^ The oath to be required was as follows:

I swear to renounce forever all loyalty and fidelity to whatever
nation or government, especially (here the name of his nation,

prince or government): I swear to maintain fidelity and obedience

to the laws and authorities of the Estados Unidos Mexicanos, of

which I am a citizen by the grace of her laws, and by my own

will . . ..16

The proposal was defeated in the senate. The Spaniard was never

forced to pledge his support for the national regime until passage

of the expulsion law In December, 1827. At that time, Spaniards

exempted from the law were required to swear a prescribed oath of

allegiance to the republic. By virtue of the oath originally proposed

in the senate, the president would have been empowered to apprehend or

expel all males over \k years of age pertaining to any nation with

which the republic might be at war.

The constitution passed by the State of Mexico on February lU,

1827, included provisions for naturalization and a definition of
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citizenship and vecindad (residency) amenable to the interests of the

Spaniards.' Vecindad required a year's residence within the state

and the possession of property or the practice of an occupation.

Citizenship was denied to regular clergy, but foreigners might acquire

citizenship in the state by obtaining a letter of citizenship ( carta

1 ft

de cludadanfa) from the state congress. ° Citizenship In any state

of the federation, plus a year's residence and employment within the

19
state of Mexico, automatically qualified one for citizenship. "^ In

another article, the state constitution defined citizenship as the

right to elect or to be elected. Spaniards would not find it dif-

ficult to obtain citizenship or vecindad in Mexico State.

The state legislature of Mexico modified these provisions by

a later decree in the case of Spaniards who entered the republic after

1821.21 By the terms of this law, Spaniards who had arrived following

the proclamation of independence, as well as capltulados who had

Illegally remained, were not allowed to vote, or to hold political

office, or to obtain a government post. State congresses throughout

the nation passed decrees defining citizenship in a manner favorable

to the Spaniards who had arrived prior to the proclamation of in-

dependence in 1821. Spaniards who could not meet local requirements

automatically, arranged for a senator or a deputy in the state

congress to steer a bill through the legislature, granting citizenship

In the state to the Spaniard in question. The published collections

of decrees passed by the state congresses in 1827 contain a number of
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these congressional acts. Some Spaniards who lived in the Federal

District In early 1827 obtained citizenship in a state, preferably

22
the State of Mexico, as an insurance measure.

The state and federal congresses were still hesitant as late

as February 1827 to legislate on matters which might further disturb

the Spaniards. The federal chamber of deputies refused to debate a

proposal introduced on February 19 by deputies Jos^ Marfa Bocanegra,

Jos^ Marfa Tornel , Escudero and Matfas Q.uintana, which would have

empowered the government to expel

:

. . . foreigners whose nation might be at war with the Mexican
Republic and whose conduct might be judged contrary to either
independence or the prevailing form of government . . ..23

The measure was forwarded to the chamber's commission on constitu-

tional matters where it was allowed to expire.^^ The congress with-

held passage of these measures to avoid fostering a state of anxiety

among the Spaniards, as evidenced by the fact that the Correo di s-

approved of the measures for this reason. -^

An important segment of the Spanish population had come under

attacl< in January. Minister of Justice Miguel Ramos Arizpe read a

memoria before the chamber of deputies on January k and before the

senate on January 9 which analyzed the population distribution and

income of properties pertaining to the monastic houses of Mexico.

Ramos Arizpe's memoria documented the fact that extraordinarily

large rural estates were owned by some of the smaller regular orders,

such as the Carmelites, whose membership was small and primarily
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Spanish. 2o Congressional sessions of 1827 were characterized by a

continuing discussion of the religious houses and their landed

estates. The prominence of Spaniards within the regular orders

raised the spectre of sizable receipts from land rents being used

by a few potential enemies of the republic for political ends. The

Carmelites, whose members were mainly Spaniards were the most fre-

quently attacked in the congress and in articles appearing in the

Correo. The future use of rural and urban estates pertaining to the

house of Filiplne Missionaries was debated in the chamber of deputies

In February.^'

Senator Alpuche of Tabasco had Introduced a measure Into the

senate in April, I826, for the removal of Spanish employees from

federal posts. The measure had languished in the senate's commis-

sion on internal and external relations from May, I826, until

February, 1827. Senator Matfas Q,uintero, chairman of the committee,

Informed Juan J. Espfnosa de los Monteros, the official in charge of

the ministry of relations, on February 24 that the proposal would

soon be released for debate in the senate. 28 xhe version of the

proposal released by the committee on February 26 had been reduced

to two basic propositions: that no Spaniard who had not been

naturalized in the republic be permitted to obtain a civil or ec-

clesiastical post while the state of war with Spain continued, and

that Spaniards who held posts already without being naturalized could

be removed from their posts at the behest of the federal government.
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Senator Alpuche objected to the committee's reduced version of his

proposal. Senator Acosta called the senate's attention to a resolu-

tion forwarded by the chamber of deputies. The senate suspended

discussion of the report until the senators could review the chamber's

29
resolution.

Alpuche's proposal was more comprehensive than the chamber's

resolution. The chamber of deputies was reputedly the more anti-

Spanish body of the congress, but it lacked an Alpuche to initiate

a strong proposal and force it through committee. The chamber's

resolution was not a general law regulating government posts, rather

it provided for the removal of only the Spaniards employed in the

postal service ( renta de correos) and in the maritime customhouses.-^

All proprietary employees suspended were to receive full salary and

credit for the time of their suspension in their careers. In cases

not governed by existing laws, the offices were to be temporarily

filled by those immediately below in the scale. Over three-quarters

of the deputies had voted for the resolution. '

The chamber's commission on public tranquility had produced the

resolution in response to a petition to that effect signed by sixteen

deputies. 3' The debate which had transpired in the chamber of

deputies revealed the numerous conceptions of the Spaniard's legal

position in Mexico held by the Creole deputies. Deputy Jos^ Domingo

Couto, a member of the ecclesiastical cabildo of Puebla, and Deputy Ma-

nuel SSnchez de Tagle were the most persistent defenders of the
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3 2Spaniards In the chamber.-^ Couto and Tagle charged that the proposal

would re-introduce juridical inequality, this time directed against

the Spaniards. Tagle drew upon the record of protective legislation

since 1821 to support what he termed the "onerous contract" which

the nation had made and must keep with the Spaniards. He cited a trend

of legislative guarantees which had provided "equality of opportunities

and rights." Couto and Tagle warned that passage of the measure would

reopen old wounds and stir popular indignation against the peaceful

Spaniards.

The principal defenders of the proposal were deputies Manuel

Crecencio Rej6n, Juan de Dios Canedo and the president of the com-

mission. Deputy JosI Mariano Blasco. They were quick to reply to

Couto and Tagle that the plan of Iguala and the treaty of C6rdoba

were invalid, having never been approved by the constituted authorities

of either Spain or Mexico. Blasco Insisted that the proposal under

consideration was both moderate and just. Canedo called for a stronger

measure but was inclined to accept the proposal under debate. The

Arenas conspiracy, noted Canedo, had demonstrated the insalubrious

effect of allowing Spaniards to continue in key posts. Rej6n insisted

that defensive measures were needed under the circumstances. The

measure was just, he asserted, by virtue of its liberal financial

provisions. The point was made repeatedly that the chamber would

fulfill its function as "representative of the popular will" by voting

for the measure.
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Before the resolution could be sent to the senate, two additions

to its text were proposed. Deputy Miguel Pacheco introduced a provi-

sion which would extend the terms of the resolution to Spanish military

officials. Deputy Rej6n wished to provide an exemption for those who

had served in one of the national congresses. These additions were

sent to the commission on public tranquility for study and recommenda-

tion. The committee's resolution on Pacheco's proposal was over a

month In coming. ^^ On the day of the report, the president of the

chamber, Jos€ Joaqufn de Herrera of Jalapa, had advocated a separate

measure designed to remove the Spanish officers without prejudice to

the national treasury. The new proposal was introduced for the

president by eighteen deputies who favored a stronger measure. Ac-

cording to Herrera's proposal, no naturalized citizen would be

granted a military office while Mexico was at war with the nation of

his origin. Those who actually possessed such posts would be granted

an unconditional leave of absence. Should Mexico be at war with two

or more nations, these individuals might be used against the forces

of a nation other than their own. Economy was to be achieved by

extending an unconditional leave of absence without pay to all Spanish

military officers. The commission recommended passage of Pacheco's

proposal, which would have continued the salaries of the suspended

officers.

President Herrera spoke on behalf of his own measure, noting

that the Spanish officers were resented by their own troops and that

army discipline was adversely affected as a result. Herrera lamented
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the effect that suspension with pay would have on the treasury because

the posts would have to be filled. Deputy Anastasio Zerecero defended

Herrera's measure but Deputy Jos^ Ignacio Espinosa opposed the proposal,

on the grounds that no Spanish officer had as yet been accused of

disloyalty. Espinosa warned that passage of Herrera's proposal would

discourage all foreigners who might want to join the Mexican army.

Juan de Dios Canedo of Guadalajara favored Pacheco's addition, arguing

that all posts requiring confidence should be cleared of Spaniards.

Deputy Aburto favored passage of both Pacheco's addition and Herrera's

proposal, noting that the people viewed the removal of the Spaniards

as the culmination of independence. Aburto reminded the chamber that

generals Jos^ Antonio Echavarri and Pedro Celestino Negrete had

recently attracted suspicion. Pacheco defended his addition which

he felt was justified by the presence of Spanish generals and capitu-

lados in the army.

The legislators of Jalisco had petitioned the chamber of deputies

for the passage of a measure which would expel the Spaniards from

Mexico. -^'^ Pacheco cited the popular movements in the states and the

petitions received from state legislatures, notably that of Jalisco,

as evidence of the popular desire for legislation on the question of

Spaniards occupying government posts. Pacheco concluded that, although

it would have been desirable to avoid paying the salaries, article two

had already been approved.

Pacheco's addition was approved on April 9 by a vote of 42-1 6. *

The resolution was forwarded to the senate by the chamber of deputies

In the following form:
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Article 1. While Spain fails to recognize Mexican independence,

no Spaniard may be employed in the postal service or

in the maritime customhouses, though he may have

acquired Mexican citizenship.

Article 2. Spaniards who have merited the confidence of the

nation by representing it in congress are exempted

from the effects of the above provision.

Article 3. Spaniards presently employed proprietar i
1 y in the

posts noted above and those holding military posts

who failed to embrace independence prior to the

proclamation of Iguala, will be suspended temporarily
while enjoying the full salaries of their offices and

receiving credit for the time of their suspension
toward their retirement.

Article k. Said offices, whether of a graduated scale ( de escala)

or not, will be filled provisionally in accordance

with existing laws.

But as the resolution was being forwarded to the senate, the political

climate in Mexico City was becoming increasingly charged as recrimina-

tions in the popular press reached new proportions.

In April the escoceses launched a campaign to discredit Minister

of War Manuel G6mez Pedraza following the arrest on March 22 of

generals Echavarri and Negrete in connection with the Arenas affair.-^'

El Sol criticized the Victoria government for its activities in the

Arenas case and blamed Pedraza personally for the recent arrests.

In June the campaign of criticism against Pedraza was joined by a

new periodical. El Obseryador de la Reptjblica Mexicana . El Observador

was "sustained and, at one time, financed" by the wealthy Spanish

miner Jos^ Marfa Fagoaga, and edited by the liberal Dr. Jos4 Marfa

Luis Mora.^ Senators Juan de Dios Rodrfguez and Florentine Martfnez

penned articles on laizzez faire economics for El Observador. while
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Dr. Mora wrote in defense of the Spaniards' rights. Armed petitions

aimed at the removal of the Spaniards from their government posts

began anew in April and violent acts were committed against individual

Spaniards. 3° The critics of the minister of war charged him with

complicity in the revolts due to his refusal to dispatch armed units

to suppress the movements,

Carlos Marfa Bustamante and Lucas AlamSn accused Pedraza of

desiring to foment rather than suppress the armed movements. Lorenzo

Zavala attributed Pedraza's cautious response to personal ambition

and the desire of the minister of war to succeed Victoria in the

presidency in 1829. Pedraza insisted In his defense that the

government was powerless to act, unable to trust the military officials,

and fearful of the consequences of a confrontation in which the military

officers would be forced to choose between masonic loyalty and military

duty. Pedraza maintained, in his defense, that the government was

forced to concentrate Its efforts on pacification through promises of

legal action on the revolutionists demands, including amnesty for

those in revolt, in order to avoid civil war. General Melchor M(jzquiz,

who like Manuel MIer y TerSn was resolved to defend the Spaniards,

visited Pedraza and argued for the use of force, but failed to dis-

Ul
suade the minister of war from his conciliatory course of action.

Officials with moderate views on the Spanish question came

under heavy attack from the yorkinos in April. In the senate, Jos^

Marfa Alpuche, a founder of the yorkino grand lodge, accused the

minister of justice and ecclesiastical affairs, Miguel Ramos Arlzpe,
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of treason for having appointed a Spaniard to a judgeship in Vera-

cruz. ^ The commission appointed by the senate to study the charge

decided in favor of the justice minister after receiving a communica-

tion in which Ramos Arizpe insisted that he had made the appointment

under existing laws. * Ramos Arizpe reminded the senators that the

government had not yet received a law fixing the rules regarding

naturalization and citizenship. Under these circumstances, Ramos

concluded, the government would continue to fill posts according to

existing laws. The senate rejected Alpuche's charges against the

minister of justice by a vote of 30-4.

The senate took up the resolution forwarded by the chamber of

deputies for debate on April 2k, calling on the ministers of war

Ml
and the treasury to attend the debate. The special commission

on public security, had reviewed the chamber's resolution and recom-

mended to the senate that the measure be passed as it stood. "^ The

comnission 's minority opinion, as expressed by Senator Francisco

Molinos del Campo, opposed the measure on the grounds that it exempted

present and past members of congress. Molinos presented his own plan

which called for the suspension of all Spaniards from government

posts. The chamber's resolution and Molinos' proposal differed in

that the latter extended the purge to all Spanish office-holders, as

can be seen below:

Article 1. No Spaniard may hold a government post, in spite
of the constitutional guarantees he may have
received, until Spain recognizes Mexican independence,
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Article 2. All Spaniards now employed will be immediately
separated from their posts until such recognition
occurs.

Article 3. Spaniards separated from their posts will receive
their full salaries and credit for the time of
their suspension toward their retirement.

Article k. All posts vacated will be filled temporarily ac-
cording to existing laws.

When asked to state the government's position on the resolution

forwarded by the chamber of deputies. Minister of War Pedraza replied

that the government was in conformity with the resolution. But the

ensuing debate found the senate inclined toward Mol i nos ' proposal

rather than toward the chamber's resolution. ' Senator JosI Agustfn

Paz spol<e against the chamber's resolution on the grounds that it was

contrary to existing laws. Legislation in force allowed the president

to suspend federal employees, following Judicial process, for a maximum

of three months with the loss of one-half pay. Those who were guilty,

Paz concluded, should be tried and dismissed. The entire Spanish

community should not be singled out for punishment. Senator Pablo de

la Llave, a member of the commission, noted that a lenient measure such

as the chamber's resolution was needed due to the growing dissatisfaction

in the nation over the Mexican-Spanish relationship. Llave observed

that the Spaniards who had supported independence had been persuaded by

the guarantees of Iguala and the promise of a Bourbon dynasty in Mexico.

Molinos' proposal reentered the discussion when Senator Florentine

Martfnez spol<e against the chamber's resolution. Martfnez reasoned

that the disloyal Spaniards had left when iturbide proclaimed the empire
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and when the congress had declared for federalism. But, if a law of

this type was needed, Martfnez concluded, we should accept Molinos'

proposal as the more just since it allowed no exceptions. Senator

Juan de Dios Rodrfguez protested that Molinos' proposal was unaccept-

able because it included congressmen, making the measure unconstitu-

tional. Molinos defended his proposal, asserting that the chamber's

resolution favored pre-l82l patriots over post-1821 patriots and

distinguished between Spaniards who had been members of congress and

those who had not. Molinos offered to alter his proposal so that it

would not include "publicly elected employees" and could then be

admitted for discussion.

Senator G6mez Farfas, the federalist leader, noted that three

years had passed since the congress promised a general law regulating

the possession of government posts during the revolt of General JosI

Marfa Lobato. G6mez Farfas favored Molinos' proposal which was "more

in tune with public opinion." Senator Llave reported that the special

commission on public security would support the new version of Moli-

nos' proposal. Molinos' measure was then considered as a whole and,

subsequently, accepted by a vote of 23-7. In this manner, the

chamber's resolution was dismissed and the discussion began on each

article of Molinos' proposal. A measure was usually debated article

by article after having been accepted "in general" by the senate or

the chamber of deputies.
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The first article of the proposal was placed under discussion

in the following form: "No Spaniard may exercise any charge or post

whatsoever in the Republic while the peninsula does not recognize

Mexican independence." Senator Florentino Martfnez raised an objection

to the procedure being followed by the senate. Noting that the chamber's

resolution had been discarded without coming to a vote, Martinez as-

serted that the senate as the "revisory chamber" should not disassociate

itself from the resolutions forwarded to it by the lower house. Senators

Juan de Dios Rodrfguez and Florencio Castillo disputed Martfnez's

contention, citing past practice to demonstrate its fallacy. Molinos'

proposal was returned to committee for revision as the session ended

on Apri 1 25.

Debate was resumed in the senate on April 27» when the special

commission on public security submitted a new version of article one,

which read as follows:

No individual who may be of Spanish birth will be allowed to
exercise either charge or post of any l<ind by appointment of

the general and state congresses in any branch of public ad-
ministration until Spain recognizes the independence of the
Nat ion. ^9

On the suggestion of Senator Canedo, the article was divided for discus-

sion purposes into two parts, the first part being limited to posts

filled by the federal government. Canedo and Molinos supported the

clause because it applied to Spanish employees in general without

introducing distinctions based on different classes of employees. Senator

Florentino Martfnez reiterated his contention that the only feasible

solution would be to grant the president authority to purge employees

whose loyalty was questionable. Canedo countered Martfnez's proposal
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with a warning that, should this discretionary power be granted to the

president, criticism would accrue to the executive. By exercising

this authority, CaTfedo contended, the president would be charged with

either practicing favoritism or possessing animosity toward the

Spaniards.

Senator Dr. TomSs Vargas Interrupted the debate to object to the

article's failure to include the employees of the secretariats of

both the congress and the Supreme Court. When the commission agreed

to remedy this deficiency, the first part of article one was approved

by a vote of 28-7. The commission agreed to add the phrase " . . . ap

pointed by the general powers," a change which would bring all federal

employees under the jurisdiction of the law.

The second part of article one, which referred to posts in state

governments, stirred the sensibilities of the federalist senators

and had to be withdrawn by the commission. The clause would have

authorized the federal government to remove all Spaniards from posts

filled by the state governments. Senator Canedo led the federalist

opposition to the clause, which might have set a dangerous precedent

from the federalist point of view. Canedo asserted that, should the

federal government be permitted to invade the rights of the states in

this instance, the state treasuries would find themselves forced to

pay the salaries of employees removed by the federal government.

Federalist senators insisted that jurisdiction over posts In state

government was an attribute of the state legislatures alone.
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Defenders of the Spaniards, such as senators Paz and Florentine

Martfnez, were opposed to the clause also. Llave and Molinos, both

members of the commission, had defended the second clause on consti-

tutional grounds. The congress, noted Llave, was charged by consti-

tutional provision ^3 witi the rpsponsibi 1 i ty of safeguarding the

independence and public peace of the nation. Molinos supported

Llave's argument, citing similar instances in which the federal govern-

ment had invaded the rights of the states in order to preserve peace

and order. Molinos noted that the federal government had recently

annulled all of the decrees issued by the state government of Durango

because that government had been established unconstitutionally. But

Molinos was forced to concede defeat and the principal article of the

proposal was limited in its application to employees of the federation.

Article two was presented for debate in the following form:

The provisions of the first article will be extended to include
the ecclesiastical charges and employments of both the secular
and regular clergy in the economic, governmental, and judicial
attributes. This disposition will not comprehend the Reverend
Bishops. 50

For discussion purposes, the article was divided into two parts, cor-

responding to the two sentences. Senator Jos^ Agustfn Paz opposed the

first clause on the grounds that:

. . . the civil powers could not deprive canons of their benefices
nor regulars of their prelacies which they had obtained canonical ly,

nor the ecclesiastical cabildos of the government of its diocese
without causing the delinquents of this class to go unattended by

their superiors and their respective judges.

Senator Jos^ Manuel Cevallos also objected, arguing that the general

congress could not proceed further on this matter which properly
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pertained to the states. Senators Have and G6mez Farfas countered

that the civil authority might do all that was necessary in the ful-

fillment of its function as protector of society. Among the faculties

attributed to the civil power, noted Have, was that of protecting

individuals possessing the fuero eclesiSstico from oppreslon by

their superiors. Have asserted that the measure was not an attack

on the ecclesiastical cabildos, but upon some of the individuals

pertaining to these bodies.

G6me2 Farfas pursued the argument further, noting that for the

preservation of public tranquility, it was more important to remove

ecclesiastics than military personnel since the former possessed

funds, either of their own or pertaining to their provinces or reli-

gious communities, which could be used against the nation. The

measure's proponents Insisted that the matter pertained to the

general congress rather than to those of the states because a number

of ecclesiastics held offices with jurisdiction over areas not

conforming to state boundaries.

The Spaniard's defenders raised new objections to the article.

Senator Paz noted that some ecclesiastical cabildos would be forced

to cease functioning due to the removal of a majority of their members,

Moreover, certain religious houses, notably those of Carmen and San

Fernando in the Federal District, would be unable to fill their of-

flees due to a scarcity of members. Canedo denied the validity of

this argument, reasoning that the offices could and would be filled

canonical ly with members from the lower ranks. Alpuche objected to
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the tenor of the article, since even ecclesiastics fulfilling harm-

less tasks such as "singer of masses" (cantor de misas ^ and "at-

tending chorus" (as i stir al coro ) would be excused from these functions,

Senator Rodrfguez replied for the commission that the intention of

the article was not to remove Spanish ecclesiastics from these

necessary functions. For that reason, the article said nothing about

the disposition of the rents pertaining to these offices. The clause

was approved by a vote of 27~7.

The second clause of article two, which would have preserved

the Spanish bishops In their offices, was placed under discussion.

Senators Martfnez, Berduzco and Canedo opposed the exemption of the

bishops who were "more dangerous than their inferiors by virtue of

their greater influence and resources." Senators Rodrfguez, G6n[)ez

Farfas and Molinos supported the clause in light of the scant number

of prelates actually remaining In the republic. Only three bishops

remained; the Spaniards Juan Cruz Ruiz Cabanas of Guadalajara and

Manuel Isidro Pirez of Oaxaca, and the Creole Dr. Joaqufn P^rez of

Puebla. The proponents of the measures noted that the removal of

the prelates would cause unrest and foment charges of impiety against

the congress. The presence of only two Spanish bishops posed no

problem of surveillance. But Senator Martfnez, a liberal. Insisted

that they should be removed from their temporal offices, reserving

only essential spiritual functions such as confirmation and orders for

the prelates. Senator Jos4 Manuel GalvSn proposed limiting the
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exceptions to the present bishops since additional bishops might ar-

rive to fill the vacancies, but Senator Llave considered the modifica-

tion unnecessary since "no others would come without the approval and

permission of the government by virtue of existing laws." The clause

was approved by the senate: the Spanish bishops would not lose their

posts in 1827.

At this point in the debate, the defenders as well as the op-

ponents of the Spaniards introduced additions to article two, which

had just been passed. 5' Senator Alpuche proposed that Spaniards who

had aided the cause of independence during the first epoch of the

wars, as opposed to the Iturbidean epoch, be exempted from the purge

of Spanish officeholders. Franco Coronel proposed that provision be

made to exempt those born in Spain of Mexican parents. Senators

Pedro Jos4 GuzmSn and Franco Coronel suggested that Spaniards who had

been married in Mexico be exempted. Senators Carlos Mar(a Bustamante

and Franco Coronel proposed that Spaniards who might obtain either

government posts or "facultative knowledge," which could be of use to

the government, be exempted. Senator Berduzco suggested that Spanish

ecclesiastics who had served in their positions for ten years or more

be exempted. Senator Florencio Castillo proposed that exemptions be

extended to those who, though born In the peninsula, had come to

Mexico prior to their first birthday and had remained there permanently.

The proposed additions to article two were forwarded to the special

commission on public security for advisement.

Article three was placed under discussion In the following form:
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The government shall be authorized to remove priests (curas) .

ministers ( mini stros) and curates ( doctr ineros) from their
posts when it deems necessary, for the time period indicated
In article one.

Federalists immediately objected to the application of this article to

the states, causing the commission to rephrase the article in order

to limit Its application to the Federal District and the territories.

Senator GalvSn called for a suspension of the debate until Berduzco's

proposal, which called for the exemption of all ecclesiastics who had

held their posts for ten or more years, could be considered. Accord-

ing to Ga1v4n, Spanish priests were few In number and deserved, like

the bishops, to be exempted.

Senator Canedo opposed article three because It authorized the

government to remove ecclesiastical officeholders while the executive

lacked the same authority over civil and military offices. Canedo

acknowledged, however, that there was a number of idle priests

available to take the place of any who might be suspended. Senator

Cevallos argued that respecting the missionary orders (misioneros) ,

the faculty of removal should be left to the governors of the states

who, should removal become necessary, might proceed with the ap-

propriate prelates.

Senator Llave defended article three for the commission, noting

that the article represented the lesser of two evils, separating only

the guilty at present while allowing the resulting vacancies to be

filled from the scarce number of available ecclesiastics. Article

three was approved as it stood, and Alpuche and Berduzco withdrew
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their additions in order to speed passage of the measure.-'^ Senator

Paz then adopted Berduzco's proposal as his own. The senate suspended

public debate at this point and entered into "ordinary secret" ses-

sion. 53

On April 30, article four was admitted for debate, in the fol-

lowing form: "Employees separated by virtue of this law will receive

their full salaries and credit for the time of their suspensions

toward their careers."-' The American Creoles immediately objected

to this provision. Senators Berduzco and Alpuche argued that the

Spanish employees should be considered public employees who had been

dismissed ( cesantes) and, as such, should not be credited with the

time of their suspension toward their retirement. Alpuche asserted

that a large number of Spaniards would be dismissed as a result of

this law and the senate, he insisted, lacl<ed the right to better

their lot in this manner. Senator G6mez Farfas urged that the dismissed

employees be denied their salaries as well, since, being completely at

liberty, they could shift for themselves.

The supporters of the commission's report, senators Llave and

Rodrfguez, noted that article four preserved the essence of the

chamber's resolution while demonstrating that the nation was not

removing the Spaniards out of rancor. Senator Rodrfguez noted that

the posts in question were held proprietar i ly rather than temporarily

and, therefore, under existing laws their occupants could not be

dismissed without remuneration. Government offices held permanently
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were considered to be personal property and the fruits of that

property accrued to its owner by right of law. The supporters of

the law were divided over the question of the proprietary govern-

ment posts under the republic.

The Spaniard's friends voiced concern over the effect article

four might have on the already overburdened treasury. Senator Paz

argued that article four would increase government spending and,

consequently, require an increase in the "contribution." The point

made by Senator Paz was designed to present the article as a financial

matter which fell within the jurisdiction of the chamber of deputies

rather than the senate. Molinos replied that the provision under

consideration had been initiated in the chamber of deputies. Molinos

insisted that justice demanded that the Spaniards receive their

salaries, in conformity with the provisions of the plan of Iguala,

"later ratified by the nation." The fact that the government posts

vacated by Spaniards were not being suppressed, plus the fact that

the Spaniards were ineligible for alternate positions, prevented

the Spaniards de legjbus from being classified as "dismissed employees"

(cesantes) , according to Molinos. The senator concluded that article

four must be passed because article one had been passed: the removal

of proprietary employees made remuneration necessary, regardless of

the cost. The debate concluded with a defense by Rodriguez of the

senate's right to ratify legislation which incurred expenses and to

amplify initiatives sent to it by the chamber of deputies. Article

four was approved in its original form.
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Article five was presented for debate in the following form:

"Vacancies occurring as a result of this law will be provisionally

filled in conformity with existing laws." Senator Paz objected to

article five on the grounds that a number of "facultative appoint-

ments" could not be filled by lower ranking employees. The term

"facultative appointments" (empleos f acul tat i vos ) referred to posts

which required facultative or specialized knowledge. Paz also raised

the question of the bonds ( f ianzas) required of some public employees.

According to existing law, an employee substituting for his immediate

superior in a post requiring a bond was entitled to receive the

salary attached to the posts. The question of bonds was not mentioned

in article five. Must the substitutes deposit bonds also? What was

to become of the Spaniard's bonds?

Senator Rodrfguez reminded Paz that the article called for the

provisional occupancy of the posts in order to preserve the owner's

property and that the offices were to be filled according to existing

law. Paz and Cevallos challenged the supporters of the measure to

specify which provisions regulating government posts were meant.

Rodrfguez, Alpuche and Molinos replied simply that the laws referred

to were "those applicable to the respective cases." Article five

was passed in its original form.

El Aqui la . taking note of the progress of the measure in the

senate, reasoned on May 2 that the merit of some Spaniards, who were

Indispensable In their posts, would be recognized and that exceptions
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would follow as a matter of course. The editors cited, as examples

of meritorious Spaniards: Andres del Rfo, Vicente Cervantes and

TomSs Murf i
.^^

The senate commission on public security submitted two new

articles for the law on government posts In the session of May k.^°

The opposition prevented consideration of the new articles "in

general" prior to their discussion "In particular," a move which led

Franco Coronel to protest the procedure. Rodrfguez replied that the

articles were merely additions to a measure which had already been

approved. Rodrfguez pointed out that one of the two new articles

dealt with priests and was "absolutely necessary to complete the

project." The senate agreed to discuss the articles separately.

Article seven was presented In the following form:

Priests removed from their posts by virtue of article three
will continue to receive their emoluments In the same terms,
while their substitutes, or coadjutors, will be paid by the
publ Ic treasury.

Senator Martfnez Zurlta protested immediately, arguing that since

priests will not be removed unless the government considers them

dangerous, those removed would not be worthy of recovering all of

their emoluments. G6mez Barfas and Have noted that the faculty

conceded to the government by article three was that the executive

might exercise his own volition concerning the remaining employees.

The article was approved as It stood.

Article eight extended the law to any foreigner who might be

holding a post in Mexico when a state of war was declared between
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his native country and Mexico. The article was opposed by proponents

of the law such as Canedo and G6mez Farfas as well as opponents such

as Tarrazo and Cevallos. They argued that the case would not be the

same for foreigners other than Spaniards. The Spaniards were dangerous

precisely because they were the conquerors and colonizers of Mexico.

The congress should pass a measure of this type only when and if a

situation arose demanding it. Senators Molinos and Martfnez supported

the article, stressing the point that all men are attached to the

country of their birth, making this type of law necessary. The

article was passed over the opposition of Canedo and G6mez Farfas.

The commission on public safety recommended that the majority

of the additions proposed earlier be rejected. The Bustamante-

Franco Coronel proposal survived: Spaniards considered indispensable

or possessing useful knowledge were to be exempted at the discretion

of the federal government. The Franco Coronel proposal survived also:

sons born in Spain of Mexican parents were to be excepted. The senate

rejected the addition which would have exempted Spaniards who had

served in the national congresses. Senators Alpuche and Berduzco

argued that the mere act of having been a member of congress in the

past did not indicate that an individual was above suspicion at

present. The measure under consideration did not exempt those who

had fought for independence prior to 1821, observed Alpuche and

Berduzco, and congressmen were no more deserving than "those who had

secured independence."
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The measure was forwarded to the chamber of deputies for review.

The lower house presented the senate resolution to the chamber's

special commission on public tranquility, urging the commission to

hasten its resolution. The commission presented its approval of the

senate resolution as it stood at the following session on May 7.^°

Debate was scheduled for the following day with the cabinet ministers

in attendance. El Aqui la predicted that the measure would be passed

within two days without undergoing the least alteration.

The chamber of deputies had sent a resolution to the senate on

May k concerning the capitulados who had remained in Mexico.'*" All

Spanish troops who had capitulated in 1821 under the guarantee that

they would be shipped to Spanish territory, and had not married since

1821, were to be expelled from Mexican territory, by the terms of the

chamber's resolution."^ The chamber's special commission on public

tranquility had recommended additions, which the chamber approved,

allowing the capitulados to request letters of citizenship (cartas de

ciudadanfa). The chamber's resolution became stalled in the senate

and never emerged as law. The time for expulsions, however qualified,

was not yet at hand.

Debate in the chamber of deputies on the senate's government

posts resolution commenced on May 8 and terminated on May 10 with the

law of that date. The discussion began with the approval of a motion

by Jos^ Marfa Bocanegra that the discussion be limited to the

additions recommended by the senate. ' Despite the approval of Boca-

negra's proposal, the deputies embarked upon an exploration of the
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moral questions involved, led by the defenders of the Spaniards.

Deputy Jos^ Antonio Couto headed the attack on the measure. Couto

was a member of the ecclesiastical cabildo of Puebla which, since

It included six Spaniards among Its members, would be destroyed by

the passage of the measure under considerat ion.^^

The arguments presented by Deputy Couto against the resolution

exemplified the, by this time, classic responses of the European

Creoles to the charges of the Spaniards' enemies. The law was un-

necessary due to the small number of Spaniards present in the federa-

tion. The rich and influential Spaniards had already departed.

Mexico's problems stemmed, not from the presence of the Spaniards,

but from the presence of two antagonistic parties that divided the

nation. The law would be dangerous because it would burden the

treasury and made the independence of Cuba and Puerto Rico more dif-

ficult to achieve by frightening the Spaniards who resided there.

Additional problems would arise from the fact that the new officials

would be operating without the prerequisite raise in pay and, in some

case, without depositing the necessary bonds.

Deputy Anastasio Zerecero responded to Couto's challenge. After

acknowledging that the galleries were filled with "the people who

desire this measure," Zerecero pcoclaimed that "seven years of philan-

thropic and generous" co-existence should now end in order to preserve

public peace. Prior to Lobato's revolt a petition calling for the

removal of the Spanish employees had been presented to the congress

bearing thousands of signatures. A second petition had been sent at
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the same time by a number of Mexican employees who had offered to

surrender a part of their salaries to aid the government in paying

the salaries of the Spaniards who might be removed. Zerecero equated

the removal of the Spaniards with Mexican patriotism.

Deputy Manuel Sanchez de Tagle replied to Zerecero by lecturing

the chamber on the political thought of the frenchman Daunoy. -^ Tagle

read lengthy excerpts from chapter eight of Daunoy's Essai sur les

qarant ies in order to instruct his fellow deputies on the political

importance of protecting rights constitutionally guaranteed. The

measure was intrinsically unjust and unconstitutional. The senate

had acted illegally by remitting a new measure in place of the

chamber's original resolution. The injustice of the new proposal

rested in its disavowal of established rights. The chamber must

respect principles rather than the uncontrolled will of the people.

Insurmountable complications would arise from preserving the Spaniard's

salaries. But, above all else, Tagle was concerned about the fact that,

henceforth, the Spaniards would be viewed as "proscripted persons whose

status as Mexican citizens had been revoked."

Deputy Miguel Pacheco of Jalisco replied to Tagle's discourse

by defending the "authority of the popular will," a justification

which had been stressed by Zerecero. "If the people demand more

severe measures tomorrow," Pacheco announced, "they shall have a

stronger law." The expulsion of the Spaniards was not out of the

question. Rather, expulsion would be justified "if the Spaniards

continue to plot against Independence." Within fifty days, Pacheco
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predicted, the world would know the true extent of the Arenas con-

spiracy. Generals Negrete, Echavarri and Gregorio Arana were involved

in the conspiracy and it was known that Spanish employees had been in

contact with the royal agents who arrived in 1823.

Deputy Manuel Crecencio Rej6n joined in the defense of the

measure by launching an attack on the ministry. ^5 Rej6n proposed that

the cabinet be ordered to present to the chamber on the following day

a list of the government posts granted to Spaniards during the past

two years. Rej6n wished to "make known the scandalous use which the

government has made of the faculty granted to it to fill military and

civil posts." He charged that military posts were given to "emigrant

Spaniards who had arrived at the very moment our coasts were being

assaulted." If the government had been more circumspect In this mat-

ter, Rej6n concluded, this law would be less damaging to the public

treasury.

The chamber voted against Rej6n's proposal by the margin of

35-21. Pacheco attempted to save the proposal by requesting that

the ministry produce a list, "without prejudice to the discussion,"

expressing the names, classes, time in service and salaries of all

Spanish employees. Pacheco was forced to retire his proposal. The

congress did not know in May 1827 the actual extent to which

Spaniards were employed in the federal government. As a result, the

senators and deputies were uncertain of the effect which the law might

have on the federal bureaucracy, the military, and the Church. The

Iturbidean law forbidding the classification of employees by national
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origins had effectively disguised the identity of the Spaniards In

the records of the federal government.

During the session of May 9» the chamber of deputies approved

the empleos measure, article by article. ° The vote margin on the

first article, which removed the capitulados from military office,

was ^6-11. The law was signed on May 10 and published as a bando on

May 14. "7 The laws' supporters in Mexico City gained access to the

cathedral bells and urged the president to fire a cannon volley.

68
Their request was refused.

Passage of the employments law was not celebrated by Mexico

City periodicals. The "impartial" Agui la noted the considerable

difference between Senator Molinos' original proposal and the final

product. °
El Agui la discounted rumors which held that the law was

only preparatory to the expulsion of the Spaniards. Proper exceptions,

"as demanded by circumstances," would surely be forthcoming, the

editors concluded. El Sol . having always defended the Spaniard's

interests, was distressed by the employments law.' The Correo

considered the measure necessary, under the circumstances, as well

as just, because it preserved the employees' emoluments.

A partial list of Spanish employees was published by yorkinos

in the office of Cabrera on May 10, entitled "Ejecuci6n de justicia

en coyotes despojados."72 |t was republished in November 1827 on the

eve of a new congressional debate on the Spanish question.'-' The

American Creoles succeeded, with the enforcement of this law, in
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replacing the Spaniards in their government posts. The exceptions

were rare, and limited to posts of a technical order such as

engineering or positions in the Casa de Moneda in Mexico City. The

burden on the treasury must have been great. But the Mexican aspirant

to public office was willing to pay the price. A careful study of

the cases of individual Spaniards, present in the Ramo de espul s i6n

and the Ramo de qobernaci6n. would provide a sol id idea of the extent

to which Spaniards occupied military and bureaucratic posts prior to

May 10, 1827.

The government of General Guadalupe Victoria, guided by the

counsel of its minister of war, committed itself to produce the

legislation demanded by the leaders of armed petitions in the states.

Under coercive circumstances, the federal congress passed the law of

May 10, a measure which satisfied the demands of the regional revolu-

tionists only until August 1827 when armed petitions were renewed in

order to procure a federal law for the expulsion of the Spaniards

from the nation.

The decree of May 10 provided that no Spaniard could exercise

any public, civil or military post by federal appointment until

Spain recognized Mexican independence. Included in this provision

were ecclesiastical posts of an economic, administrative, and judicial

nature for both secular and regular clergy, excluding the bishops.

The federal government was authorized to separate priests and mis-

sionaries from their posts in the Federal District and in the ter-

ritories until Spain should recognize Mexican independence. Employees
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separated by virtue of the law were to enjoy their full salaries

during their suspension and to receive credit for the period of

their suspension in their careers. Posts vacated by virtue of the

law of May 10 were to be filled provisionally in accordance with

existing laws governing replacement. Priests separated by the federal

government were to enjoy the emoluments of their posts while their

substitutes would be paid from the public treasury. Individuals born

in Spain of Mexican parents were exempted from the provisions of the

law.

The federal law of May 10 was extended, by a presidential decree

of May 18, to cover persons born in the islands adjacent to the Spanish

peninsula, 7*+ Military personnel from the Canary Islands were also

included. The Spaniards were suspended from their posts in accordance

with the terms of the law of May 10. Some priests were suspended in

the Federal District. Lucas Alamln lamented the removal of ranking

military officials such as Brigadiers Rafael Ramiro and Agustfn Bus-

til los, and the colonels Francisco Manuel Hidalgo, Jos€ Antonio Ma-

tiauda, Leandro Garcfa, Santiago Moreno, Arista, Juan Bautista Miota,

Miangolarra, Jos^ Batres and Eulogio Villa Urrutia, to name only a

few.'^ The suspended employees continued to draw their salaries, in

whole or in part. Persons immediately beneath them in the scale

fulfilled the functions of the offices left vacant, but without enjoy-

ing the salaries commensurate with their new positions.'"
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CHAPTER VI I

THE MOVEMENTS AGAINST THE SPANIARDS
IN THE STATES

The Removal of the Spanish Employees
in the States

Under the federal system in force in Mexico in 1827» it would

be necessary for each state government to legislate on the matter of

of

f

iceholdi ng by Spaniards if it wished to see them removed in all

parts of the nation. In May state legislatures began debating their

own measures for the removal of the Spaniards from state offices.

The chamber of deputies of Oaxaca forwarded a projected law regulating

state posts to the state senate on May 26. The project extended the

principal provisions of the federal law to the Spanish employees of

Oaxaca, including the clause providing for termination of the suspen-

sions upon Spain's recognition of Mexican independence. Spanish

priests and curates, excepting only the bishop, were to be suspended

and their substitutes would be selected by the bishop. All proprietary

employees were to receive full salary for the duration of their suspen-

sion. Judges of the primary court of claims ( de primera instancia)

were to enjoy their full salaries during the term of their appointments.

Non-proprietary employees would receive a salary equivalent to their

average yearly earnings during the previous five-year period.

The state law passed in Q.uer6taro on May 31 differed from the

2
Oaxaca measure in that the former said nothing about Spanish clergy.
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Suspended employees were to receive half -salary and the time of their

suspension toward their careers. The Q,uer6taro law differed from

both the federal and the Oaxaca laws in that it removed the Spaniards

from their posts in industry and commerce as well as in government.

Spaniards other than public employees were said to function within

the state with its approval and authorization. Private employees

were to be suspended also, but with their salaries intact. The state

promised to pay one-half the salary of the Spaniard's substitute, while

the employer would be responsible for the remaining half, in addition

to the full salary of the suspended Spaniard.

The first decree on the Spanish question passed by the congress

of Mexico state was concerned with Spanish ecclesiastics rather than

state employees.-' The law of June 1 granted the governor the right to

request the suspension of any Spanish ecclesiastic from his office

(dest i no) or benefice ( benef icio) . either secular or regular, by the

competent Church authority. The governor was to expel the suspended

ecclesiastic from the state, should public tranquility demand it. The

suspended Spaniard was to enjoy a part of his emoluments, according to

state laws already in effect.

The state congress of Chiapas passed a law on August 27, 1827

removing Spaniards from their posts, according to Governor Ygnacio

Velasco's Memoria of 1828. Zacatecas' state congress passed a law

removing Spaniards from government posts on September 6. ' The suspend-

ed employee was to receive two-thirds salary and the coverage of the

law was extended to ecclesiastics. No Spaniard could obtain an
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elective post in the future. Spaniards expelled from other states were

prohibited from residing in Zacatecas.

So.Tie state laws on the matter of government posts were passed in

conjunction with or as a result of the state laws of expulsion. In

MIchoacSn, for example, state posts held by Spaniard were vacated as

a result of the state expulsion decree, a fact which led to the passage

of a law on November 9 clarifying the question of the Spaniards' removal.

The MichoacSn law preserved the full yearly salary of the suspended

Spaniards, with the proviso that the maximum paid would be 1,000 pesos

yearly. The state of Mexico passed a second law on October l6, grant-

ing preference to citizens and residents of the state in the acquisition

of employments.' Perhaps this was aimed at preventing vecinos of the

capital from competing for posts in the state of Mexico.

The states decreed the replacement of the Spanish employees by

Mexicans, but on a temporary basis and without serious financial loss,

in many cases, to the Spaniards. Only in the case of Quer^taro was

the Spanish merchant covered in the employments laws. Ecclesiastics

were a special case and, except in Mexico state, when they were removed

it was only from their secular functions. After the state laws of

expulsion were passed, new laws, such as that of MichoacSn, author-

ized the state governments to allot new proprietary employments to

replace the Spaniards who were being expelled. This did not mean

that the salaries of the Spaniards would be cut off. In the state of

Mexico, for example, the families of expelled former state employees

o
continued to enjoy a pension from the state government. Spanish

6
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military officials in the states were suspended by their regional

commanders in accordance with the terms of the federal law of May 10.

The Renewal of the Expulsion Movements
In the States

The government of the State of Jalisco continued In 1827 to be

the most vocal and uncompromising focus of ant I -Spanish feeling in

the republic. Perhaps this fact was related to the separatist aspira-

tions of the western region as well as the link between the old

Spaniards and the centralist republicans and monarchists. The congress

of Jalisco scheduled an extraordinary session for July to discuss the

question of the Spanish residents and internal security. °
El Spl

feared that the goal of the yorkinos in this session would be to produce

a state law for the expulsion of the Spaniards. The fears of the

escoceses were justified. In August the state congress began debate

on expulsion proposals. The Spaniards of Jalisco were defended by

European Creoles such as Luis Cayetano Portugal and Juan Cresencio

Hermosillo. The American creole attack was led by Deputy Pacheco

Leal, whose discourses were published by the yorkino press in Mexico

City in 1829. Jalisco passed the first law of expulsion In the

republic on September 3, 1827. !

The Jalisco law as well as the subsequent state laws of expulsion

were the result of a series of revolts which increased In strength and

intensity from January through December 1827. Mexican historians have

seen a system or plan behind these movements. The armed petitions

produced results under a yorkino supported government which they failed
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to produce under the escoc^s-supported Executive Power. Armed peti-

tions of late 1826 had preceded the election of yorklst majorities

in state and federal congresses. Armed petitions preceded the pas-

sage of the federal law of May 10 and the subsequent employment laws

of a number of the states. Beginning in August an intense campaign

of armed petitions produced expulsion laws in the states and, finally,

in the federal congress. Passage of these laws was justified as the

only means of restoring public peace and military obedience. Local

military commanders either failed to restrain the disturbances or were

often themselves restrained by Minister of War Manuel G6mez Pedraza,

to the horror of the Spaniards and European Creoles.

Pedraza's contention that the government was powerless to halt

the revolt found support in the correspondence of the cabinet

ministers with the governors and commanders of the disturbed areas. ^

The movements had a popular base. Government correspondence did not

refer to the revolts as "yorki no-inspi red," nor did Juan J. Espinosa

de los Monteros, official in charge of the ministry of relations,

warn the governors against an organized masonic conspiracy. Rather,

the government instructed the governors and military commanders to

watch events closely, reporting developments to Mexico City. The

cabinet repeatedly assured the revolutionists that the state and

federal congresses would produce the laws of expulsion which the

publ ic des i red.

It is perhaps important to note that Espinosa de los Monteros

was from July 6, I826, until March 7i I828, "major official in charge
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Origin of the Revolt State or Territory Month (1827)

Guadalajara

Chihuahua

Acapuico

Ajusco

Llanos de Apam

Toluca

Orizaba

Valladolid

Oaxaca

Huamantia

Puebia

Veracruz

Atenco

Mixcoac

Ja] i SCO

Chihuahua

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Veracruz

MichoacSn

Oaxaca

Tiaxcala

Puebia

Veracruz

Mexico

Federal District

August

August

September

September

September

September

September

October

November

November

December

December

December

December

Source: Ramo de qobernaci6n . leg. 66, exps. 5, 8-13, fols. 1 -369.

Figure 6. Some Armed Petitions of 1827 Calling for the Expulsion of
the Spaniards.
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of the ministry of relations," rather than minister of relations. The

cabinet, which should have been headed by its minister of relations,

wa% from the departure of SebastlSn Camacho for London until three

months after the passage of the expulsion law, without a prime minister.

Espinosa de los Monteros, lll<e Pedraza, was sympathetic to the yorkino

cause without being a member of that brotherhood. Minister of War

Pedraza apparently directed the cabinet, to the degree that General

Guadalupe Victoria operated on the advise of the war minister. In this

state of affairs, Pedraza received the blame or the praise, depending

on whether the observer was pro-escoc6s or pro-yorkino, for the fate

of the Spaniards in 1827-28.

Sebastian Camacho returned from London in August and might have

accepted the ministry of relations post but for yorkino opposition.

Instead, he retired to Jalapa and the Victoria government continued

under the Influence of the yorkinos and its minister of war. General

Jos^ MorSn, the army chief of staff, was relieved of his post in

early November by the minister of war. Morin was an escoc^s and

an officer who had pledged his support for the Spaniards. His frequent

criticisms of Pedraza's conduct of affairs and the attacks of the yor-

kinos on the ex-Marquis of Vivanco provided the rationale behind his

removal .

'

The undeclared civil war may be said to have begun with the revolt

at Acapulco, by Lt. Jos6 Marfa Gallardo on August 27. Gallardo and

his followers, most of whom were not soldiers, robbed and killed

Spaniards near Acapulco. When notified of these developments by the
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municipal corporation of Texpan, General Isidro Montes de Oca, the com-

mander of the southern region refused to take any action of a military

nature. The Spaniards of Texpan fled to Acapulco where the local

ayuntamiento attempted to defend them, but without complete success.

General Montes de Oca refused to cooperate with the civil authorities.

Lt. Gallardo moved on to the pueblo of Atoyac where he seized a

Spaniard whom he forced to lead the band to the house of a second

Spaniard. These Spaniards were shot and their houses sacked. Gallardo

moved on collecting rifles from haciendas. When he returned to his

barracks, he had 200 men. At length, Montes de Oca received orders

from the federal government to confront the rebels. The general en-

countered Gallardo at Puerto de Coyuca where they entered into conversa-

tions which were reported to the federal government. The president

responded with the following instructions:

In view of what you have told us . . . enter into relations with
these unhappy soldiers who are fascinated by Gallardo, and assure
them in the most positive manner that the government until today
in no way considers them delinquents because it understands that
their proceedings are born of a misunderstood patriotism and not
from another less laudable motive . . . finally, that they should
not by their resistance give cause for severe measures to be
taken . . . since up to now, fortunately, there has been no need
for them . . ,.'°

In order to disperse the roving bands of armed men, the cabinet in

Mexico City rationalized criminal acts which had already occurred by

protesting that nothing had happened that could not be forgiven.

In Jalisco the law of September 3 was preceded by considerable

activity on the part of the yorkinos Anastasio Zerecero and Olloqui,

deputies from Guadalajara to the federal congress. Rumors spread in
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Mexico City tliat the grand consistory of the yorl<inos in the capital

had ordered the two deputies from Jalisco to get the measure started

in the state congress. It was also said that the grand consistory

had suggested that the military commanders of the neighboring states

promote armed petitions aimed at the expulsion of the Spaniards to

19
help achieve the measure's passage.

The yorkino leader and governor of Mexico state, Lorenzo Zavala,

attributed the campaign of violence to the yorkino lodges. The yor-

kinos believed and taught that without the expulsion of the Spaniards

"the security of liberty and national independence" could not be as-

sured. Zavala states:

As governor of the state of Mexico, I daily received denunciations
against the Spaniards of Cuernavaca. Cuautla de Amilpas and Lla-
nos de Apam who were said to be collecting arms .... All of

these charges were fictions of party . . ..^0

State governments were not always inclined to see the Spaniards

persecuted, as the Tabasco case will illustrate. In July Governor

Agustfn Ruiz de la Pena, whose faction included Spaniards, revolted

against the new legislature which had attempted to prevent his inter-

21vention in recent elections. The federal government lent its moral

support to the legislature and the regional military commander arrested

the governor, bringing the revolt to an end by October. The federal

government could act with energy and confidence in the suppression of

unpopular movements.

In August the chamber of deputies of the state of Mexico began

debate on a proposed law of expulsion. Governor Zavala, who was op-

posed to the measure, circulated a letter among the governors of all
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the states in which he protested his opposition. "^ The Chihuahua

chamber of deputies was also debating the expulsion question at this

time. Espinosa de los Monteros informed the governor of Chihuahua

that, in the opinion of the federal government, the matter was the

proper concern of the general congress since it involved a question

2k
of constitutional guarantees. The proposal was set aside by the

Chihuahua chamber in compliance with the wishes of the federal executive,

Governor Leandro G6mez of Durango ordered, on September 17» Espinosa's

letter published and circulated throughout his state to demonstrate

to his enemies the rectitude of the state government's course of

action in not passing anti-Spanish legislation. -^

Revolts accompanied the debate in Mexico state as they had in

Jalisco. For the federal government, revolts in Mexico state were of

particular importance since the Federal District was surrounded by the

state. Zavala maintained that the wealthiest Spaniards owned rural

estates in the state of Mexico. The revolts forced these Spaniards

to flee to the Federal District. In his history of the period, Zavala

argued that his vice-governor, Manuel Reyes Veramendi , and the military

commander of the southern region. General Isidro Montes de Oca, sup-

26
ported the revolts.

On the night of September 11, Lt. Colonel Manuel GonzSlez an-

nounced his revolt in Ajusco, only six leagues from the capital.

GonzSlez informed Zavala at Tlalpam of his motives, whereupon many

of the inhabitants of Tlalpam departed for Ajusco to support the revolt

which Zavala opposed. Zavala suspected eleven of the twenty-one
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deputies in the state legislature plus the vice-governor of complicity

in the movement. The conspiracy quickly spread across the state:

Colonel Espinosa in the Llanos de Apam, Pascual Munoz and RarT>6n

Parres in Toluca, General Montes de Oca and Colonel Alvarez at Aca-

pulco, all rebelled in rapid succession. A state law of expulsion

was passed on October 1 by a majority vote in the legislature.

Governor Zavala and General Vicente Guerrero persuaded all but General

Montes de Oca to disarm and await the passage of the federal expulsion

law. ' Minister of War Pedraza assured the revolutionists that they

would receive amnesty and urged them to refrain from committing ad-

ditional acts of violence.^

The local militias were important as a source of potential

armed revolutionists, in order to observe the process of an armed

petition against the Spaniards by the militia, a close look at the

revolt in Valladolid is in order. On October 23 the state legislature

was confronted with the armed militias of Tarlmbaro and Tiripitio,

commanded by the first adjutant of Tarimbaro, Ignacio VSzquez. ^ Fol-

lowing the arrival of Vazquez, the governor found that he had insuf-

ficient force to resist, since the local cavalry garrison of only

200 men would not confront the more numerous militia. Vazquez took

the title "chief protector of public opinion." In order to finance

their enterprise, the rebels took funds from the office of the tobacco

monopoly in the village of Tarimbaro. The revolutionists in Mexico

state had seized local municipal funds for their cause, setting a

precedent which was no doubt followed wherever possible by the
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revolutionists of other states. Governor Antonio Castro became

particularly concerned about Vazquez's movement after the revolution-

ist seized weapons from an hacienda owned by a Spaniard on the night

of October 25. General Vicente Filisola sent an officer to persuade

VSzquez to lay down arms, assuring him that the general would intervene

personally with the president on Vizquez's behalf. The adjutant

responded that a "patriotic junta" in Valladolid had named him to

restore peace and public order; that his division consisted of 4,000

men and 700 horses, and that his plan consisted of achieving the

expulsion of the Spaniards in order to permanently assure independence.

Vizquez promised that property would be protected, but that, should

his unit be attacked, they would fight.

The "patriotic junta" of Valladolid which Vazquez had cited as

his sponsor, was, according to Bustamante, a yorkino lodge located

in the episcopal house of Valladolid, whose prominent leaders were

Vice Governor JosI Salgado, Canon Martfn Carrasquedo and First Adjutant

VSzquez. Jos^ Salgado would soon become governor of MichoacSn. The

role of the vice governors in the state revolts was central. Since

the governor was responsible to the federal government and to the

state congress, the vice governor was able to undermine the position

of the governor, should the need arise, by contracting an alliance

with the state military commander or with a junta of officials below

the commander. The military could easily intimidate a recalcitrant

state congress, extracting an expulsion decree which conformed to the

alleged or actual state of public opinion.
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There were only 200 men of the civil militia ( cfvicos) in arms

in the service of the government at Valladolid on October 25. It was

thought that the majority of the active troops of the line were for

Vazquez. The government also thought that the revolutionists remained

close to Valladolid because they were receiving arms from the city

itself and because they hoped to intimidate the congress. New troops

arrived from Zinapecuaro on October 26 to increase the size of the

rebel forces. General Fill sola called for a council of war and

Governor Castro announced his refusal to compromise with the revolu-

tionists. A number of heads of small neighboring villages offered

local contingents to support the government. The gates to the city

were kept under heavy guard. When the rebels were reinforced with

militia from Cueneo, Governor Castro requested that the congress send

a representative to Mexico City to plead for aid from the federal govern-

ment. President P^rez Gil of the chamber of deputies, was sent to the

capital where, according to Bustamante, "he was heard with the usual

false polTtica" of Victor ia.^'^

Deputy Manuel SSnchez de Tagle of MichoacSn also requested

federal troops, as well as the replacement of Commander Fill sola, who

was suspected of complicity, by the commander at Chilapa, Colonel

O 1

JosI Esteban Moctezuma.^ Minister of War Pedraza selected Mariano

Villa Urrutia's second cavalry to reinforce Valladolid, but chose an

Itininerary which required 15 days to reach the capital of MichoacSn.

The civil militia of Valladolid demanded of the state congress that
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Filisola be kept as regional commander. On November k. Governor

Antonio Castro attempted to depart with a contingent troops for

Patzcuaro but General Filisola sent orders for a countermarch to

Valladolid. In Mexico City General Luis Cortazar, the commander

of Guanajuato, was named commander of MichoacSn, But Cortazar

could not be expected, according to Bustamante, to counter "the plans

of the Grand Lodge in Mexico City."

On the evening of November 7» a delegation appeared at the west

gate to the city of Valladolid, bearing letters for Governor Castro

which called for the expulsion of the Spaniards. The governor refused

to accede to their demands. On the following day he sent the letters

to the congress, with a note stating that, should the congress wish

to consider the matter in view of the threat from the rebels, he

would resign the governorship. When the rebels appeared on the hill

above the city on November 8, Governor Castro led his regiment out

onto the plain. Before Castro could give further orders, he was ar-

rested by his adjutant Valenzuela and two officers, Cardona and Su^rez,

who then ordered the troops to pass over to the rebels. General

Filisola informed the congress that the regiment had "defected" and

that the civil militia had followed their example. There remained to

the government, according to Filisola, only the few officials faith-

ful to Castro and the congressional guards. Filisola noted that

"all the people" were in the plain with the rebels and that Vazquez

awaited the decision of the authorities.
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The congress passed the law of expulsion, Governor Castro

resigned and VSzquez entered Valladolid, bringing with him more

than 700 of his own men, the Valladolid regiment and the civil

militia. Among those accompanying Vazquez were Vice Governor Salgado,

Canon Carrasquedo, Presbiter Carvajal and others who were reported to

be yorkinos. Two versions of the events at Valladolid were reported

to the federal government; that sent to General Jos^ MorSn by

Governor Castro and that reported by General Fill sola to the president.

While Filisola emphasized the strength of the rebels and the popular-

ity of their cause, Castro reported that the rebels possessed no more

than 100 rifles, some carried only swords or machetes, while many had

no weapon at all. According to Castro, the revolt had been decided by

betrayal rather than military strength. General Luis Cortazar arrived

shortly in Valladolid, not to suppress the revolt but to "arbitrate

between the contending parties." The interview between Cortazar and

•JO

Filisola produced no change in the state of affairs. -^

Whether Bustamante's detailed version of the course of events

at Valladolid was wholly accurate, it seemed clear that the pattern

followed by the revolution there was essentially the same as that

unfolding in Mexico state. The length of the revolt and threat to

property and personal security resulting from the revolt was in direct

proportion to the willingness of the governor and the state congress

to produce an expulsion law. Whether the Grand Lodge in Mexico City

arranged these matters, as Mexican historians have said, or the events
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were an authentic reflection of Zerecero and Berduzco's "popular will,'*

the yorkinos effectively excited popular support through propaganda and

military insubordination.

Events in Oaxaca followed a different course, perhaps because

the popular movement lacked a representative in the executive office

and a majority in the legislature. Colonel Santiago Garcfa effectively

eliminated the state government in November by seizing the capital,

arresting the military commander, and establishing a governing junta

of public safety whose job it was to enforce the plan of Garcfa. "^

The Oaxaca revolt lasted from November 20 until December 28, 1827.

During this period, the junta reviewed the status of each Spaniard

residing in Oaxaca, issuing an exemption ( resquardo) to those not

covered in the terms of the plan.'^ Garcfa published his plan on the

government press and circulated it throughout the state of Oaxaca.

The congress, failing to receive military aid from the federal govern-

ment, passed a moderate measure for the expulsion of the Spaniards.

The ruling Junta of Public Safety found the measure weak when compared

with Garcfa's plan and continued to enforce the latter. The junta

functioned as the executive authority of the state until the federal

law of expulsion reached Oaxaca.

Puebla also suffered popular unrest related to the Spanish

question in late November and December 1827. The press of El Patriota .

the yorkino voice in Puebla, issued a "plan of operations," aimed at

obtaining the total expulsion of the Spaniards from the state. The
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plan had originated in Matamoros in November and was signed by Fran-

cisco Espinosa de los Monteros, Manuel de Arruti, Juan Cortes and

Mariano Juarez, all of whom were military officials. The ayunta-

miento of Puebla treated with the revolutionists, assuring them of

their personal safety, should they surrender their arms.-*' Local

authorities were convinced that the rank and file serving under the

rebellious officers had no conception of the illegality of their

activities, a circumstance which, according to the intermediaries,

made the offer of amnesty justifiable and imperative. Governing of-

ficials were convinced in each of these revolts that the soldiery did

not recognize the extra-legal nature of their activities. Pedraza

cites this fact as the justification for the government's amnesty

,. 38
pol I cy.

By December, twenty-seven officers with their men had joined the

revolt in Puebla and act<^ of violence and looting had begun. '^-' The

revolutionists of Puebla attempted to link their cause to that of

their counterparts in MichoacSn, demanding the expulsion of the

Spaniards according to the terms of the plan of Valladolld. In order

to calm public spirit, the state chamber of deputies began debate on

an expulsion proposal. During the ensuing debates, mobs sacked

stores and homes belonging to Spaniards. A band of Spaniards from

the hacienda of San NicolSs in Chietla took up arms and was arrested

by local authorities. Governor Jos6 Marfa Calder6n dispersed the mob,

at length, with a show of force, bringing upon himself the Ire of the
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yorkino press. El Patriota circulated a pamphlet entitled "Victory

of General Calder6n," which was intended to portray the governor as

the protector of the Spaniards and to renew the demand for an expulsion

decree.

The armed petition in Puebla was renewed In December when the

state chamber of deputies produced a measure which the revolutionists

considered unsatisfactory. ' The goal was now the removal of the

governor and the chamber of deputies as well as the expulsion of the

Spaniards. The revolt took on new significance, in the view of the

federal government, when a retired military official attempted to

organize a centralist movement. This development stemmed from the

fact that the federal congress was discussing a more severe expulsion

law. The threat of a centralist revolt brought an immediate reaction

from the cabinet in Mexico City, which was not willing to extend

amnesty to revolutionists who attacked the federal system.

Minister of War Pedraza sent General Mariano Diez de Bonilla to

Puebla to protect the legal government. On December ]k, Pedraza

informed Espinosa de los Monteros that the federal expulsion measure,

having passed the chamber of deputies, was being sent to the senate

for final revision and approval, a fact which "made the reunions un-

kk ,
necessary and lacking in purpose." Calderon wrote that the revolu-

tionists in Puebla were still under arms because they wanted reas-

surances concerning amnesty. A promise to that effect was forth-

46
coming and the armed groups retired to their homes.
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The last of the series of revolts in 1827 for the expulsion

of the Spaniards occurred in the Federal District in December. The

purpose of these final movements was to coerce the federal congress

to produce an expulsion law acceptable to the revolutionists. The

civil militia of San Angel gathered in Mixcoac under Colonel Manuel

Gonzalez to petition the expulsion of the Spaniards from the Federal

District. Ignacio Esteva, governor of the Federal District and a

yorkino founder, informed the rebels that the federal congress was

"working night and day" to produce an expulsion law. Governor

Esteva made it clear that he did not consider it proper to employ force

against the legislative body.

While the government correspondence does not speak of a yorkino

plan of revolt. Minister of War Pedraza suggested as much in his New

Orleans mani festo.^*^ Zavala, a founder of the brotherhood and governor

of Mexico state at the time, pointed to a yorkino plan to make ant i

-

Spanish feeling popular. For Luis G. Cuevas and Lucas AlamSn, these

events were all a part of yorkino empleomanfa, or what Cuevas called

"a vile speculation in offices." The yorkinos endeavored to make

passage of the expulsion laws appear to be the only means of restoring

order and public order. The government agreed with the yorkinos. The

federal congress, as well as the state congresses, was intimidated by

the revolutionists, especially by those of Mexico state. By the end

of 1827 all of the states had passed measures expelling the Spaniards

from their terri tor ies.^O The policy pursued by the minister of war
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was justified on grounds that the laws were needed to assure the

future peace and preservation of the federal republic. While the

Victoria government viewed the Spaniard as an internal threat, it

was moved to carry out his expulsion more from its desire to resolve

internal tensions than from its concern for national security. An

empty treasury in Mexico City possibly contributed as much to the

federal government's weatcness as its stated view that the revolution-

ists were "misguided patriots."

The Expulsion Law of Jalisco

Jalisco produced the first law for the expulsion of the Spaniards

on September 3, establishing a pattern for the other states of the

republic.^' The Spaniards were required to depart from Jalisco within

twenty days and would not be allowed to re-enter the state until Spain

recognized Mexican independence. Exceptions were granted to Spaniards

married to Americans or who had American children, and to those who

were physically impeded from departing. These exceptions could not be

granted to capitulados, nor to Spaniards who had arrived after 1821,

nor to Spaniards who had been hesitant to pledge to accept and up-

hold national independence.

The government of Jalisco was charged with the responsibility

of seeing that no Spaniard came to reside within the state prior to

Spanish recognition. All Spaniards were declared suspended from the

exercise of their government posts, except those who had received special

appointments from the state government. All suspended employees, those
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departing as well as those remaining, were to receive their full

salaries, either until the end of their prescribed appointment or

until the end of I828, if they had been appointed on a temporary

basis. Ecclesiastics were to receive their dotations "until the

declaration and regulation of the patronage" (patronato) . Priests

were to receive an annual sum equivalent to their average remunera-

tion, calculated from a previous five-year period. Substitutes or

assistants were to receive a salary to be assigned by the government

from the state treasury, not to exceed half the dotation assigned

to the priest replaced.

Restrictions were placed upon the resident Spaniard's right of

assembly as well as his right to bear arms and to change his place

of residence. He was to appear before the local authorities on the

first day of each month. A record was to be made on each Spanish

resident, stating his name, age, marital status, residence and mode

of living. These records would be passed on to the state congress

during its sessions in I828.

The government of Jalisco was authorized to seize and administer,

for the duration of the state of war, all properties pertaining to

persons residing in enemy territory. The fruits of such properties

were to be accounted for by the government and handed over to their

rightful owners when the state of war ceased. Violators of the

expulsion law would be sentenced to five years at the garrisoned

fortress (presidio ) of Mescal a, following which they would be deported

from the state.
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Instructions for the use of officials concerned with the en-

52
forcement of the law were also issued. The official directive

provided that Spaniards excepted from the expulsion were to appear

before the authorities of their locality within twenty days to present

the personal information required for the report requested by con-

gress. Within the same period, Spaniards with physical impediments

were to appear to have their appeals judged. Transient Spaniards

were to present their passports to the first political authority

encountered within the state. If the Spaniard's documents were found

to be in order, he would be granted a safe conduct ( salvo conducto )

.

which should be reported to the state government. Local police of-

ficials ( jefes de pol icf a) were to compile a list of employees who

had been removed from their posts.

Spaniards excepted from the expulsion in Jalisco were ordered

to present the firearms which they possessed to the authorities,

following which they would be licensed to retain only those Judged

necessary for their personal defense. Local police officials were

to compile a record of the properties in their jurisdictions pertain-

ing to individuals residing in "enemy territory" in order to enable

the government to proceed In accordance with the provisions of the

law pertaining to such estates.

The Jalisco law was at once more thorough and more complex than

the subsequent state laws of expulsion. Published more than a month

prior to the Mexico state law, the Jaliscan measure became the model
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or prototype for the future efforts of neighboring states. Due to

its revolutionary implications, the Jaliscan law launched a vigorous

debate in the federal senate, the purpose of which was to resolve

the question of the constitutionality of the state law. The federal

government had maintained in its correspondence with the governments

of Chihuahua and other states where revolts had occurred in August,

that the Spanish question was a matter for the federal congress to

decide because of the constitutional guarantees involved. The

federal constitution of 182^ extended to the senate the authority of

review over legislation emerging from the state legislatures.

Espinosa de los Monteros informed the chamber of deputies as

early as September k that the expulsion measures being discussed in

some legislatures had alarmed foreigners and divided public opinion

"among people of all classes." The acting minister relayed the

government's opinion that "all decrees of this type pertain

exclusively to the national congress and should be reserved to its

deliberations." On September ]k, Espinosa de los Monteros forwarded

the expulsion law of Jalisco to the chamber of deputies where it was

sent to the commission on constitutional matters.-' The chamber was

hesitant to discuss the proposition stated by the acting minister.

The assertion that the Spanish question was a constitutional matter

appropriate to the general congress sounded like centralism to the

more ardent federalists, and, when asked to restate its contentions in

the form of an initiative, the ministry refused. The Correo asserted

that even the discussion of this question would "alarm the states. "^^
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In the senate on September 15 the commission of government

(qobernaci6n ) called for a statement of opinion by the government on

the Jalisco decree. The commission presented, in the meantime, its

resolution for discussion in the senate:

The decree published in the state of Jalisco on September 5
concerning the expulsion of the Spaniards residing in its ter-
ritory is contrary to articles kS and 50, faculty 31, of the
General Constitution and to article 30 of the Constitutive Act.

Senator Jos6 Marfa Alpuche, a member of the commission, dissented

from the majority report and presented his opinion in the session

of September 17» with Espinosa de los Monteros in attendance.^

Alpuche denied that the Jalisco law had occasioned disorders

in other states, as charged by the majority report. Disavowal of

the Jalisco law, he reasoned, would not contribute to peace. State

legislatures must determine when a law is unconstitutional. The

Spaniards who deserve guarantees should receive them but those who

do not should be expelled. Alpuche proposed a substitute resolution:

Reserve the revision of decrees from the state legislatures
concerning the Spaniards until the General Congress dictates a

law which, clearly expressing the limits granted by the consti-
tution to the states in this matter, provides guarantees for the
Spaniards and foreigners and regulates the conservation and
expulsion of capitulados and other suspicious persons.

Federalist senators warned that the general congress must not

become involved in the "internal administration of the states" by

striking down a state law without first establishing guidelines for

the use of the states in determining what is constitutional in these

cases. An important defector from their ranks was Juan de Dies Cafiedo
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of Guadalajara who, though a senator from Jalisco, supported the com-

mission resolution. Capfedo spoke for the unconstitutionality of the

Jalisco law which, he felt, violated the constitutionally guaranteed

liberty of persons to reside where they wished, threatened the social

contract and violated the fundamental guarantee of union. "The

rights of man and the citizen are sacred in a constituted republic,"

Canedo declared, "What can a few thousand disgraced men do against

seven millions with the power of the government and the army?"

Valentfn G6mez Farfas, also a senator for Jalisco, argued that

the basic premises of the resolution were false: public order had

not been disturbed by the law, nor were foreigners disturbed by it.

In order to end the violent acts against the Spaniards, congress

should dictate a measure, not against all the Spaniards, but against

the ecclesiastics, the capitulados, and "those who did not enjoy the

rights of citizenship." Senator Jos^ Agustfn Paz responded that

should the Spaniards be expelled, the paralization of commerce would

result, as well as international embarrassment. "We must learn from

the example set by our sister Colombia," Paz observed, "who due to

political differences is threatened with civil war ... in spite of

the fact that the Spaniards were expelled some years ago."

The commission of government presented a reformed version of

Its resolution on September 18:'''

The decree published in Jalisco on September 5 concerning the
expulsion of Spaniards resident in the territory of the state,
is contrary in its articles I, 2, and 3, to articles ^+9 and 50,
faculty 31, of the General Constitution and to article 30 of the
Constitutional Act.
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Senator Alpuche attempted to introduce his proposition a second time

but was prevented by a vote in which only G6mez Farfas and Acosta

joined him in voting favorably. G6mez Farfas attacked the new resolu-

tion, denying that the Jalisco decree violated individual guarantees.

G6mez Farfas observed that twelve legislators had introduced a similar

proposal into the congress of Mexico state. The courts are too slow,

he insisted, and there are too many persons involved in cases of

conspiracy already, making rapid action on cases of this type impos-

sible. The dangerous Spaniards must be removed now before they can

hurt us.

The vote on the committee resolution revealed the identity of

the hard core anti -Spanish group in the senate. The law of employ-

ments of May 10 had been created in the senate where a favorable

majority of approximately three to one existed. The expulsion question

found the senate opposed in September by nearly the same ratio: the

vote against the Jalisco law was 2k to 9- The senators who upheld

the constitutionality of the law were Acosta, Alpuche, Berduzco,

Francisco Garcfa, G6mez Farfas, Pablo de la Have, Pablo Paredes,

Juan de Dios Rodrfguez and Agustfn Viesca. The "Exalted" federalists

as they were known, were the hard core enemies of the Spaniards.

The senate, having approved the resolution condemning the Ja-

lisco law, proceeded to discuss the law article by article. Senator

Have wanted it understood that his vote against the resolution was

not an indication that he favored the Jalisco law, rather it was an

appeal for the establishment of constitutional guidelines to be
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followed by the states in these cases. Senator Canedo defended the

resolution, maintaining that the Jalisco decree violated "the

rights of man and the citizen." Senator Jos^ Marfa Castillo Por-

tugal objected to the Jalisco law because it failed to distinguish

between "good Spaniards," who possessed citizenship and the rights

extended by the constitution as a result of having joined the

independence movement, and "bad Spaniards," who, failing to join

the movement, were supposed to leave.

A distinction between Spaniards "resident in" Jalisco and

Spanish vecinos of Jalisco was made by Senator Berduzco. Since the

Jalisco decree spoke only of the former, it was not expelling

persons enjoying constitutional rights. But Cariedo, Florentino Mar-

tinez and Francisco Molinos del Campo reiterated the argument in

defense of the rights of liberty, security and property, basing their

case this time on the Spanish fuero juzgo .

The senate refused to condemn article two of the Jalisco decree,

which extended exceptions to Spaniards married to Mexicans and bachelors

with a physical impediment, since It limited article one.-* Article

eight of the Jalisco law, which expelled capitulados, Spaniards ar-

riving since 1821, and those who had resisted taking an oath of al-

legiance, was considered next by the senate. Senator Martfnez Zurita

had based his opposition to the law in general on his belief that it

violated article twelve of the plan of Iguala and article three of the

Law of April 8, 1823. But Martfnez Zurita could not oppose the article
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in question because the individuals expelled by the article were not

covered in the Iturbidean guarantees. Senator Martfnez responded

that since article one had been ruled unconstitutional, article eight

must be as well. Senator Tarrazo felt that the commission should

specify which Spaniards could be expelled and which could not be

expelled. Molinos argued that the capitulations left the capitulados

free to choose whether they wished to remain, and that the states

should not be allowed to violate these agreements. Moreover, the

legislature of Jalisco could not usurp the general government's right

to expel illegal foreigners.

The resolution was returned to the commission where after two

weeks of debate and consultation with the government a new resolution

was completed in seven articles. In the meantime, the Jalisco law was

in force and the Mexico state law was almost completed. Periodicals

in the capital showed concern over the possible loss of foreign credit

and the blow to commerce resulting from the uncertainty. El Agui 1 a

supported the view of Senator Juan de Dios Rodrfguez, that the state laws

should be suspended while the question was debated in the senate, in

order to produce a regulatory law defining the constitutional limits

of the Spanish quest ion.
''"

In the commission's discussion of its new resolution, it was

noted that "the majority of the capitulados were permitted to remain."

The committee felt that they were protected as citizens of the nation

by virtue of constitutional pacts as well as the surviving provisions

of the plan of Iguala and treaty of C6rdoba. The committee also felt
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that most of the capltulados were not specifically committed to either

leave or to remain in their capitulations. Concerning those who had

arrived since 1821, the commission believed that those who had ar-

rived with the permission of the federal government could not be

expelled by the state of Jalisco. The commission was uncertain of

exactly what was meant in the allegation that some Spaniards had

"resisted swearing allegiance." Any who had not sworn allegiance to

the constitution could be forced to do so by existing law.

The new resolution introduced on September 28, was debated article

by article rather than In general. Senator Rodrfguez insisted that

a distinction should be made between capitulados whose capitulations

committed them to depart and those whose capitulations allowed them to

remain. Senator Llave insisted that the question at issue was whether

the states could expel from their territory persons who were not

citizens of those states. Moreover, he insisted, the states may take

steps farthering the goals of the general government concerning

national security. Senator Martfnez replied that the basic flaw in

the law was that it assumed that the capitulados were not citizens

while article twelve of the plan of Iguala insisted that they were

all citizens and could remain if they chose.

Car^edo quoted from part k, article 12 of the Constitution of Ja-

lisco which stated that the foreigners resident in the state at the

time of its publication were citizens, regardless of their national

6?
origins. G6mez Farfas replied that the state of war with Spain took

precedence over previous legal considerations. Canedo responded that
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the colonization law of August 18, 1824, had encouraged foreigners

to establish themselves in the republic, without excepting Spaniards,

guaranteeing the security of their property and persons.

The Jalisco proposition contained in article four that no

Spaniard could reside in Jalisco in the future, drew the support

of Canedo. The provision was said to be constitutional because the

states could decide the matter of vecindad within their territories.

But Senator Huarte replied that the provision prohibited Spaniards

from colonizing there, violating rights granted to Spaniards by the

general government. Senator Martfnez agreed, citing article two of

the federal law of April 25, 1826, which allowed Spaniards to enter

6l
and reside where they pleased in the republic. Senator Tarrazo held

that the Jalisco provision did not violate the federal law because the

former did not prevent Spaniards from residing in the republic.

G6mez Far(as reminded the senate that the Mexican law of citizen-

ship was unlil<e that of the United States. There was no law in Mexico

granting citizenship in the nation, but rather separate state laws

granting citizenship in the states. Senator Martfnez replied that

persons residing legally in the republic may not be deprived of

vecindad, which was acquired by means of residence. Senator Rodrfguez

argued that the states had jurisdiction over vecindad. Senator Huarte

responded that the states did not have the right to deny vecindad.

The senate voted in favor of Jalisco's right to forbid Spaniards to

reside in the state in the future.
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The question of the nature of civil rights was raised by Senator

Martfnez, who argued that civil rights, as opposed to political rights,

could not be suspended for a segment of society. Senator Martfnez Zu-

rita argued that civil rights could be regulated by the sovereign

states. G6niez Farfas reinforced the argument, noting that Bentham had

stated: "When security and equality are in opposition, there can be

no doubt that equality should give way." G6mez Farfas maintained that

all members of society were subject to restrictions introduced for the

good of society. Llave and Acosta agreed, noting that the constitution

and the laws were insufficient when so many suspicious persons were

Involved.

As the discussion ended on the revised resolution, the senate was

divided into two warring camps, led by the following senators:

Ant

i

-Expulsion Pro-Expul sion

Martfnez G6mez Farfas

CaJTedo Rodrfguez

Molinos Acosta
Huarte Llave

Paz Alpuche
GalvSn Martfnez Zurita
Castillo Berduzco

Tarrazo
Estrada
Garcfa
Viesca

Among the supporters of the Spanish cause, only Canedo was a federalist,

The senate passed the final clause of the commission's revised

resolution on October 3 and the completed resolution, which declared

a number of the articles of the Jalisco law unconstitutional, was for-

warded to the chamber of deputies on October 10. The legislature of

the state of Mexico had passed its first law of expulsion on October 6.
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The Jalisco law, as a whole, had not been declared unconstitutional.

The delay occassioned by the lengthy debate in the senate had pro-

vided time for additional states to experience disorders and for

legislatures to begin debating similar laws. The Jalisco law and the

Mexico law were already in force and the congress cojld not muster the

votes necessary to declare them unconstitutional. The federal executive,

supported by the yorkino party, would not act to suppress the regional

revolts which had the support of the local yorkinos. The only solution

to the constitutional dilemma appeared to be the passage of a federal

expulsion law which would take precedence over those of the states.

1
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CHAPTER VI

THE EXPULSION OF THE SPANIARDS FROM THE STATES
AND THE FEDERAL LAW OF DECEMBER 20, 1827

The Expulsion Laws of the Remaining States

On October 6, Mexico became the second state to pass an expul-

sion measure. The law was directed at the removal of the capitula-

dos and immigrant Spaniards who had arrived since 1821, and who lacked

the legal requisites to remain in the republic. A capitulado was re-

quired to produce his capitulation and an immigrant his passport issued

by the federal government. If he could not present these documents,

he was required to depart within thirty days. The Mexico state law

separated Spaniards from their public appointments or benefices, grant-

ing half-salary to former government employees. Ecclesiastical rents

affected by the separation were to be divided between the former

Spanish employee and his American replacement. The state government

was ordered to observe the conduct of Spanish residents carefully and

Spanish gatherings were prohibited unless permission from the state

government had been obtained.

Spanish residents could not move to a new community without first

obtaining a passport. Should a Spaniard remain in a town other than

his own for three days or more, he was required to report to the local

authorities. In order to alter his place of residence, a Spaniard was

required to obtain a "certificate of good conduct" from the authorities

276
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in his former community which he was to present to the alcaldes in his

new place of residence. The state government would be informed of all

such moves. In Mexico, as in Jalisco, remaining Spaniards were ordered

to report to their local authorities on the first day of each month and

a detailed list of all the Spaniards residing in the state was prepared

by the state authorities.

The Mexico state law was ostensibly aimed at the expulsion of

only those Spaniards whose status was demonstrably illegal. The law

provided a legal basis for the vigilance over the resident Spaniards

which was considered necessary for reasons of internal security. In

practice, the law hastened the flight of wealthy Spaniards who owned

rural estates. By virtue of their departure, Spaniards who fled to

the Federal District forfeited all legal right to return to the state

of Mexico.

A Spaniard could avoid the effects of the Mexico state law by

obtaining citizenship within the state. The usual procedure consisted

of having a senator or representative propose a measure to that ef-

fect in the state congress. The senate and chamber of deputies of

Mexico state were not opposed to granting citizenship to some Spaniards

in 1827. For example, the Spaniard Ram6n Ceruti, a controversial

figure who wrote anti-Spanish articles for the yorkino periodicals of

Mexico and Veracruz, was granted citizenship on October 10. -^

A second expulsion decree, complementing the limited provisions

of the first, authorized the expulsion of the Spanish regular clergy

from the state of Mexico. Their religious houses were to be placed
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under the care of American regulars of the ssTie order designated by the

competent prelate. In cases where no American regular clergy existed,

the house with all of its estates and properties would be entrusted to

another regular order to be designated by the state government. The

friars were ordered to refrain from removing Images pertaining to their

convent or funds belonging to the religious body. The law was silent

concerning the possibility of a future return by the Spanish monks.

Prior to authorizing its publication, Governor Zavala forwarded

the decree to his council of state, which was headed by the vice

governor, Manuel Reyes Veramendi. The Council recommended immediate

circulation of the measures adding that trustworthy commissioners

should be sent to all the convents to mal<e an inventory of their pos-

sessions. Governor Zavala published the law at Tlalpam on October

28 and dispatched the commissioners who were to be paid by the religious

houses as recommended by the counci 1

.

Creole military officials were anxious to obtain guarantees of

immunity from government reprisals for their recent "petitions." The

first amnesty law for those who had tal<en up arms against the Spaniards

was passed in MichoacSn on October 16. The armed petition led by

adjutant VSzquez in MichoacSn had attracted all but a few of the military

officials of the state. The congress at Valladolid conceded amnesty

to all those who had in any way "perturbed or attempted to perturb

the public tranquility." All persons presently in prison for these

acts were to be placed at liberty, save those who had "conspired

against independence." Needless to say, the law was passed under duress,
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While these laws were emerging from the state legislatures,

the federal congress was still grappling with the constitutional issues

raised by the passage of the state laws. Deputy Jos^ Mariano Blasco of

Q.uer^taro had proposed that the chamber of deputies declare the state

laws unconstitutional. Blasco's proposal was defeated on October 8,

following a recommendation from the chamber's commissions of govern-

ment and constitutional matters that the state governments, as well as

the federal government, could expel "persons of foreign birth for the

8
good of the state or for the preservation of internal peace."

The federal chamber of deputies and the senate received the

9
second state law from Mexico on October 30. The chamber passed the

measure on to its commission on constitutional matters. The senate

forwarded the measure, which called for the expulsion of Spanish regular

clergy, to its commission on government. The senate commission presented

a resolution in the session of November 2, recommending that the senate

accept the proposal of Senator Juan de Dios Rodrfguez, that all such laws

be declared suspended until congress could legislate on the constitu-

tional question involved in the expulsion. The commission on govern-

ment was headed by the opponents of expulsion, senators Isidro Huarte

and Florentino Martfnez. The commission found all of the articles

objectionable, "inconsistent, unconstitutional and impolitic." It

proposed that the congress:

Suspend the effects of all decrees made by legislatures concern-
ing expulsion and all measures that pertain exclusively to Spaniards
within their territories until the general congress dictates means
which it thinks conducive to assure independence and public order
in all the federation.
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Senator JosI Marfa Alpuche, the federalist yorkino member of the

committee, dissented from its recommendations, presenting his view in

a minority report. ' Alpuche argued that the general congress had

never been granted the right to suspend the effects of a state law.

Only if the laws, rather than public opinion, were responsible for the

disturbances, would the congress be free to suspend those laws. The

sovereignty of the states was threatened, according to Alpuche, by the

acts of the federal congress. The law of May 10 had opened the door to

the state legislatures, leading them to believe that they could do as

they pleased regarding the Spanish question. To clash with the state

legislatures would not aid the cause of the worthy among the Spaniards.

Alpuche informed the senate:

The federation will suffer neither now nor later by the departure
of 6,000 Spaniards, as the majority of the commission supposes,
nor by the departure of 12,000 perverse Mexicans who may have
betrayed the country, and the states will expel them since they
would imperil the peace and the federal union if the legitimate
rights of the respective sovereignties were attacked.

Alpuche informed the senate that the legislature of Mexico state

had in hand the revision of the Jalisco decree made by the federal

congress and acted accordingly. Senator Alpuche proposed that the

senate adopt the following resolution:

That we suspend treating the laws dictated by the honorable
legislatures on Spaniards until the senate dispatches the resolu-
tion relative to capitulados and the general law which regulates
the conduct of the legislatures concerning foreigners.

Senator Agustfn Viesca, of the federalist camp, took an even

more extreme state's rights stand than Alpuche. According to Viesca,

the decrees of the state legislatures could not be contrary to the
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constitution or to the general laws. The federal government exercised

only the powers granted to it by the states. It had no jurisdiction

within the states themselves concerning the maintenance of public order.

Pointing to the "generosity" of the Mexico state law, Viesca noted

that, among some circles, its moderation had created dissatisfaction.

The Mexico state law had recognized the guarantees made in the plan of

Iguala and treaty of C6rdoba, which were now "notoriously null." These

contracts were invalid because, according to Bentham and Vattel , utility

1 ^was the only criterion which could make a contract binding. -^ Since the

contracts were no longer useful, Viesca reasoned, they were no longer

binding. The rebellions of capitulados in the past had revealed the

Spaniard's addiction to the king of Spain. The government which had

allowed the capitulados to remain was not chosen by the popular will.

Viesca concluded his argument by noting that the senate had already

approved the right of a state to take special police precautions In

the case of Jalisco, a fact that prevented the senate from denying

that right to Mexico.

Senator Florentino Martfnez, the most outspoken critic of the

expulsion laws, attacked the basic propositions contained in Viesca's

defense of the Mexico law. According to Martfnez, the commissiorfs

report did not offend state sovereignty. The federal government

created the states, rather than the reverse, as a certain Jalisco

periodical was proclaiming. The federal government could strike down

unconstitutional state laws. Despite Vattel 's opinion, the fundamental

social contracts were still in force.
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Senator Martfnez Zurita, of the federalist camp, defended con-

gressional review while noting that it was not specifically called for

by either the constitution or the fundamental acts. The senate should

decide the constitutionality of state laws but it should also refrain

from proposing changes in those laws. The federal law of May 10 set

the example for discriminatory legislation. Having already passed its

own discriminatory law, the federal congress could not refuse that

right to the states. Martfnez Zurita called for the return of the

resolution to the commission.

Senator Valentfn G6mez Farfas supported the federalist cause,

arguing that the general congress had never suspended a state law.

While some measures had been ruled unconstitutional, none had yet been

suspended. G6mez Farfas wished to make the senate aware that since the

measure under consideration was unprecedented, its passage would have

struck a blow at federalism.

Senator Huarte of the commission, a defender of the Spaniard's

interests, attempted to salvage the Rodrfguez proposal from the

federalist attack. He proposed that the resolution calling for the

suspension of the state laws be divided into two parts, the first

treating of laws of expulsion and the second pertaining to laws placing

restrictions on the Spaniards. Senator Viesca responded that the report

could not be divided and should not be, since it was unconstitutional

and inadmissible in any form. If the congress were to become a general

censor of state laws, It would destroy the federal pact. Viesca

lamented the fact that the senate had "discriminated against Jalisco'*
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by approving the first reprobatory ruTfng.

Alpuche concluded the federalist attack, labeling the commission's

report "subversive," because it took powers from the states and gave them

to the general congress. Senator Martfnez defended the Spaniards against

the charge that they were conspirators, noting that none had as yet

been convicted. If there had been conspiracies, Martfnez concluded,

the conspirators should be punished rather than the Spaniards as a

group.

The report was rejected by a vote of 20-9 and returned to the

commission. Once again, the senate had failed to suspend the state

decrees while the constitutional question was being resolved. The

defeat of the report on November 3 must have encouraged the besiegers

of Valladolld, who could see that no assistance of a military or

legislative nature for the government of MichoacSn was likely to come

from Mexico CI ty.

While the congress was debating the legal and moral issues sug-

gested by the state expulsion laws, the federal government was confronted

with the problem of defining Its own sphere of authority in the face

of the new state legislation. The difficulty created by the Jalisco

law was apparent by early November. Governor Juan Nepomuceno Cumplido

of Jalisco raised the question on November 6 of the status of federal

employees in Jalisco with respect to the state expulsion law.

Spaniards who had been federal employees and had enjoyed the fuero

mi U tar were threatened by an Increasing popular demand according to

Governor Cumplido, for their expulsion from Jalisco.
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Juan J. Espinosa de los Monteros relayed Cumplido's query to

the ministers of war and the treasury for advisement. Minister of

War Pedraza had replied to an earlier inquiry from the commanding

general of Jalisco that he believed the matter would be resolved by

a forthcoming decision from the federal congress concerning the

constitutionality of the Jalisco law. Pedraza repeated his view to

Espinosa de los Monteros in reply to the latter's consultation. The

office of treasury minister was vacant at the time, but Francisco Gar-

cfa, the official in charge of the ministry, replied that, aside from

the questionable constitutionality of the Jalisco law, there were solid

reasons for believing that employees of the federation could not be

affected by a state law of expulsion. He cited the recent expulsion

of Ignacio Esteva from Veracruz, which had set an "embarrassing pre-

cedent" for state-federal relations. President Victoria had appointed

the minister of treasury to the federal post of inspector of custom-

houses for Veracruz. Esteva had made the journey to Veracruz only to

find himself barred from entry by a decree of the state legislature.

The escoc^s majority in the state congress acted from fear that Esteva's

actual purpose for coming to Veracruz was to instigate and organize

yorl<ino clubs. Veracruz was the final bastion of escoc^s strength in

late 1827.

Francisco Garcfa informed Espinosa de los Monteros that a number

of former employees of the federal commissary in Guadalajara had

"responsibilities" pending with that organism and their expulsion

would be harmful to government finances. Garcfa did not elaborate on
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the nature of these obligations. Espinosa de los Monteros informed

Governor Cumplido that the president was disposed to await the decision

of the general congress in order to avoid "placing the faculties of

1

8

the supreme government in doubt." He informed the governor that

former treasury employees had financial responsibilities with the

federal government. The resolution of this ambiguous situation in

the states was facilitated by passage of the federal expulsion law

in December though the question remained due to the tendency of the

federal government to grant exceptions in 1828.

The congress of MichoacSn passed its law of expulsion on November

9, granting thirty days of grace to those who were to be expelled under

19
its terms. Provision was made for the expulsion of all Spaniards who

were not residing with their families and under fifty years of age. In

either case, to be excepted from the law a man must have resided in the

country for a minimum of thirty-five years. All capitulados were to be

expelled from the state since their presence was considered illegal.

Spaniards who might enter the state within the succeeding two years

were to be expelled as well. No Spaniard would be allowed to reside

in MichoacSn in the future unless he brought with him "an establish-

ment of known utility" and proved that he had at no time worked against

Mexican independence.

MichoacSn's Spanish state employees were removed from their of-

fices by the law and provided with an income. Spaniards who had held

their offices proprietar i 1y were to receive their full salaries in

retirement with the maximum set at 1,000 pesos annually. Their offices
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were to be filled with Americans who would become the proprietors of

the posts. The law guaranteed Spanish property, which might remain

in Mexico, as well as the right of the expelled Spaniard to take his

moveable property with him. The provisions of the law were to remain

In force until Spain recognized Mexican independence.

The MichoacSn law failed to mention any of the corporations by

name, save that of the state bureaucracy. The provision concerning

the wholesale expulsion of unmarried Spaniards under sixty years of

age was a direct attacl< on Spanish ecclesiastics, while the law failed

to deal with the subject of ecclesiastical emoluments and their future

distribution. Some influential Spaniards found It possible to escape

the expulsion provisions of the law In MichoacSn as they had in Mexico.

Antonio Cosfo, for example, was excepted by a congressional decree of

November 21, 1827» having been defended by "ninety citizens and aided

20by the government." Former Spanish employees in MichoacSn, who were

covered in the law's expulsion requirements, were ordered, by a decree

of December 5, to present a gloss of their accounts prior to their

21
departure.

The expulsion law In Tamaullpas followed that of MichoacSn by

only three days.^' The Tamaullpas law was aimed at the expulsion of

capltulados and Immigrants who had arrived since 1821. The capltula-

dos affected were those "whose respective capitulations do not allow

them to remain In the republic." The state government was granted

the right to extend a certificate of residence (carta de residencia)

to any Spaniard who had arrived since 1821 but had rendered service
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to independence. How thfs could have been possible was not clarified

in the law.

The state congress of Oaxaca passed an expulsion decree on

November 23 which, as noted above, was unacceptable to Colonel

Santiago Garcfa. A supplementary issue of El Agui la of Mexico City

was devoted to the problem created by Garcfa's rejection of the

23
congressional decree. The measure was submitted to the editors for

printing in Mexico City by an anonymous Oaxacan due to Garcfa's prohi-

bition against the publication of the decree within the state. The

Junta of Public Security, named by Garcfa, enforced the expulsion

provisions of the plan of Garcfa while ignoring the congressional

decree. The revolutionary plan called for the expulsion within three

days of all Spaniards and their families who had arrived in the state

after 1821, excepting only those who had been married to Mexicans

prior to 1821

.

By the terms of the plan of Garcfa, expelled Spaniards could take

with them only one-third of their possessions, leaving behind all

money and negotiable instruments. The "unacceptable" decree had

provided exceptions for all Spaniards married to Oaxacans and for

those naturalized within the state. The decree would have made it

mandatory for each excepted Spaniard to appear once a month before

local political authorities until Spain extended recognition to the

Mexican republic. Spanish property in the state would have been

guaranteed by the state government while Spaniards from other states
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were banned from residing in Oaxaca. The essential difference between

the Garcfa plan and the congressional decree was that only the plan

assured the expulsion of recent emigrants as well as the retention

of their capital and specie within the state.

The state congress of Coahuila y Tejas passed an expulsion law

on November 2k which granted capitulados and unmarried Spaniards thirty

days in which to depart. Among the Spanish bachelors, only those

who had lived in "the republic" for thirty or more years could remain.

This provision resulted in the departure of the Spanish missionaries

who had been working among the Indians in Coahuila and Tejas, as

well as the Spanish ecclesiastics generally. No Spaniard could enter

the state for the purpose of establishing his residence until Spain

recognized Mexican independence. This provision was intended to nul-

lify the federal colonization decree of August 18, 1824, which had

encouraged Spaniards to settle in Texas.

The civil rights of Spaniards remaining in the state were limited

by the decree. The ayuntamientos were to gather information on all

Spaniards and those remaining were to appear before the local author-

ities on the first day of each month. A Spaniard could no longer

bear arms, except after dark when he might carry a sword for his

defense. In order to travel between towns, a Spaniard was required

to carry a pass. Political activity by Spaniards was severely

circumscribed: they could neither publicly criticize the "system,"

nor meet in groups of more than three persons. Any official violating
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this law would lose his post and pay a fine of 100 pesos.

In San Luis Potosf, the congress was called Into special ses-

sion on December 1, to produce a state law of expulsion.^'' The measure

which resulted on December 7, called for the expulsion of all capitula-

dos; all Spanish immigrants who had arrived since 1821; all Spanish

bachelors who had lived in the state for three years without purchas-

ing property (bienes raices ) ; all Spanish clergy, secular and regular,

under seventy years of age and in good health; all Spaniards who had

resisted taking a pledge to support Mexican independence; and all

Spaniards who had been expelled from other states,^" Exceptions

were severely limited. The governor was allowed to select from

among the clergy those whose "doctrine and opinions" merited their

exception from the expulsion. In the future, Spaniards were to be

prohibited from coming to reside in the state. The authority of

enforcing the expulsion was granted to the prefects and sub-prefects

in the departments and partidos, and to the alcaldes primeros in the

villas. Should a local official be remiss in his execution of the law,

he would be deprived of his post. In San Luis Potosf detailed reports

concerning the Spaniards residing in the state were to be compiled

by local authorities for the use of state officials.

The state congress of San Luis Potosf also passed a "law of

public security" on December 10.^' The measure provided the death

penalty for "conspirators" as well as those who attempted to disturb

"public tranquility." The definition of conspirators included persons

who worked against either independence or the federal system. Spaniards
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were denied the right of assembly and were forbidden to possess arms

"in excess of those considered necessary for personal defense." A

violation of any of these dispositions by a Spaniard would result In

his expulsion from the state.

After serious debate had begun in the federal chamber of deputies

on the general law of expulsion, word reached the capital of the pas-

sage of a state expulsion law in Veracruz on December 4.^" The Vera-

cruz decree expelled within thirty days all unmarried Spaniards under

fifty years of age excepting those who had "served in arms in the cause

of Independence before 1827." All capltulados "who resided in the

state illegally" were forced to leave. No Spaniard would be allowed

to reside in the state in the future. All Spanish employees were

suspended with full salary and the salaries of temporary employees

were to cease when their period of appointment expired. Vacant posts

in Veracruz would be filled on a temporary basis with Mexicans.

Spaniards might take their moveable possessions with them or leave

them behind; In either case, the state guaranteed the security of

their estates. The expulsion provisions of the Veracruz law would

cease when Spain recognized Mexican independence.

In Q.uer^taro the state expulsion law, which was passed on

December 11, expelled within thirty days all Spaniards who had served

in the Spanish military in 1821 without passing over to the army of

• 29independence. ' An exception from the above provision could be obtained

by a Spaniard who was married to a Mexican or by a widower, provided he

had children and possessed "an art, office, or industry" In which he
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was actively engaged for the support of his family. In addition,

those over sixty years of age or those possessing a physical impediment

would be excepted. Spanish military men who were "notoriously dis-

affected" or who were "supposed to depart" by the terms of their

capitulations would not be eligible for these exceptions.

Spaniards who had immigrated to (iuer^taro after 1821 were also

required to depart, if they had entered the republic "without permis-

sion." All Spaniards who had come after the publication of the federal

constitution were required to leave without exception. Spanish vagrants

and the "notoriously disaffected," with either independence or

federalism, were required to depart. All unmarried Spaniards under

seventy years of age who had lived in the republic for less than twenty

years were to be expelled. The law mentioned clergy specifically,

although they would have been expelled under the "unmarried Spaniards,"

clause as they were under the provisions of most state laws.

No Spaniard could depart from (iuer^taro without first clearing

his public and private debts. Local officials were ordered to collect

data on all resident Spaniards which should be submitted for the use

of the next congress. Spaniards remaining in Q.uer^taro would be

required to make a new loyalty pledge, the form of which was set forth

in article fifteen of the state law. The names of those taking the

pledge would be published in the periodicals of Mexico City, while

the names of any who refused to do so would be turned over to the

congress within fifty days. A Spaniard expelled from another state
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could not find refuge In Quer^taro, nor could a Spaniard without a

citizenship card issued by that state reside there until Spain

recognized Mexican Independence. A Spaniard passing through the

state in transit was required to appear before the local authorities

in every town along his route. The Q,uer6taro law left few means of

escape for the Spaniard who was determined to remain.

Among the last of the states to surrender to the "popular will"

on the Spanish question was Puebla. The Creole bishop of Puebla,

Antonio Joaqufn Pirez, who had played a prominent role in the Itur-

bidean empire, was a strong defender of the third guarantee. The

Spanish regular and secular clergy were numerous in Puebla, and the

Church was supported by a strong state government headed by the

Creole, General Juan Jos^ Andrade. The Spaniards and European Creoles

of Puebla refused to surrender on the Spanish question until passage

of the federal law of expulsion seemed inevitable.

The Puebla law of December 12 called for the expulsion, within

thirty days, of all capitulados; all Spaniards who had entered the

republic since 1821, and all Spaniards who were known to be "dis-

affected" with either independence or federalism. No Spaniard would

be granted an empleo In the future, nor could he be elected to public

office In the state. Spaniards holding government posts would be

removed, enjoying their full salaries In retirement, until Spain re-

cognized Mexican independence. Employees on temporary appointments

would receive their salaries only until the scheduled expiration of

their posts. The state government was authorized to fill the vacated

posts on a temporary basis.
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The Puebla law committed the state government to enforce the

federal law which would soon emerge from the national congress. The

Puebla decree was specific about the precedence of a federal law,

which "should not be contradicted in any way by the present law."

The measure concluded with an appeal to the federal government to

dictate the measures and provide the funds needed to restore "order

and public tranquility" to the state.

The congress of Puebla decreed a general amnesty on December

16 for all who had been involved in the riots against the Spaniards.^'

All who had participated in the "armed petitions" prior to the passage

of the expulsion law on December 12, were to receive amnesty and were

secured in their posts, provided they surrendered their arms immediately

following publication of the amnesty decree.

The expulsion decree in the northern state of Durango actually

postdated the federal decree by four days. 32 Durango had remained

quiet throughout the ant i -Spanish movement. The state law of December

2^, sanctioned the expulsion of the Spaniards along lines similar to

the measure passed by other states before the passage of the federal

law. But it was more generous, in that provision was made for

Spaniards to obtain letters of citizenship which would exempt them

from the expulsion provisions. Requests for citizenship in Durango

were to be directed to the ayuntamiento of the Spaniard's town, and

from there his appeal would be forwarded to the congress by way of

the governor's office. The congress was to decide whether the Spaniard

should be granted citizenship. In order to receive the congress'
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approval, the Spaniard had to possess a political record which

demonstrated his attachment to independence, an occupation which was

"socially useful," and evidence that he had not fought for the Spanish

cause in 1821. This final provision would effectively eliminate any

Spanish troops who had entered Durango with General Cruz from Guada-

lajara in 1821.

It should also be noted that the path to exemption through citi-

zenship did not aid the cause of Spanish regular clergy who, having

renounced the world, were denied citizenship in the states of the

republic. Article ten of the Durango law stated openly that any

Spaniard who came under its expulsion provisions but obtained a favor-

able ruling from the congress on his citizenship appeal was to be

exempted from the expulsion.

The chart below attempts to illustrate the variations among the

state laws discussed above. This should not be understood as a

complete analysis since only eleven of the nineteen states are re-

presented. The laws passed in the eight remaining states have so far

eluded the author.

Several general and provocative notions emerge from a comparison

of the several laws. Only four states specifically stated that their

laws would terminate with Spanish recognition of the federal republic,

while seven states saw fit to restrict the rights of Spaniards to live

within their borders in the future. All of the states wished to expel

the capitulados who had remained in Mexico after 1821. Nine of the

eleven states included provisions which either openly or indirectly,
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by means of the "unmarried Spaniards" provision, expelled the regular

and secular Spanish clergy. Only three states exempted Spaniards who

had married and begun raising families since 1821. in late 1827. the

only course of action remaining to a Spaniard who could not obtain an

exemption in his own state, was to flee to the Federal District where

he might seel< the protection of the federal government and await the

passage of the federal law which he hoped would be more generous.

I

The Evolution of the Federal Law in the Congress

The federal senate tool< up the question of the capltulados in

its session of November 10, having received a resolution on the mat-

ter from the chamber of deput ies.-^-' The senate commission of public

security agreed that the subject would be difficult to treat without

having at hand the diverse capitulations celebrated between the Army

and the Three Guarantees and the Spanish expeditionary units. A

preliminary search revealed that many of the documents did not exist

in the offices of the ministries. Only the capitulations of San Luis

de la Paz, Jalapa, San Juan del Rfo, San Fernando Inquetlan, Puebla,

Quer^taro, and Valladolid were located by the commission. These

documents reinforced the concept previously held by the commission,

that the capltulados were not bound by their capitulations to leave

Mexico.

On the basis of these capitulations, the senate commission of

public security recommended that the resolution forwarded by the chamber

of deputies be rejected, since it had called for the expulsion of

"those whose departure had been stipulated by their capitulations."
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Following repeated attempts by Senator Pablo de la Llave to introduce

a new variation of tlie measure, the senate agreed to reject the chamber's

resolution without substituting a new proposal for the expulsion of the

capi tulados.

The entry of Spaniards into the republic was still permitted, in

spite of the state of war existing between Spain and Mexico. The law

of May 26, 1826, which permitted the entry of Spaniards and all foreigners,

came under attacl< in the senate on November 13t 1827. Senator Ber-

duzco, a federalist, introduced a proposal which would deny entry to

Spaniards while the state of war existed by revoking the law of May

26, 1826. Senator Tomlis Vargas, a centralist, introduced a new proposal

aimed at nullifying the measures passed by state and federal governments

in response to the demands of armed factions, until order had been

restored and arms were put aside:

As a consequence, the decrees of the legislature of Valladolid
concerning the expulsion of Spaniards and the admission of the
renunciation of the governor, as well as all those dictated during
the invasion, are of no value whatsoever.

In the session of November ]k, the commission of government

reported favorably on an appeal by the Spanish Carmelites of Mexico

state that the state law expelling Spanish regular clergy be suspended. ^^

The commission also approved, on November 16, Senator Vargas' proposal,

36
in a report drawn up by senators Huarte and Martinez. Senator Alpu-

che attacked Vargas' proposal, arguing that the federal senate could

not condemn the actions of either the state legislature of Valladolid

or of the "local faction" which requested It. Force was not used in
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MichoacSn, as evidenced by the fact that none of the authorities were

"forced" to resign. Senator Have supported Alpuche, noting that the

federal congress was not the "tutor of the state legislatures or the

state governments." Senator Martfnez defended the commission's report,

citing evidence provided by the federal government to show that an armed

mob had extracted the law from the legislature at Valladolid and also

the governor's resignation.

Senator Juan de Dios CalTedo demonstrated his attachment to the

federalist cause, when it clashed with the welfare of the Spaniards.

Canedo felt that time alone could cure the present infirmities of

Mexico. Congress should function "not as a professor but as a

legislator." Senator JosI Agustfn Paz stood by the Spaniards, arguing

that, should this condition in the states be allowed to persist, the

nation would "become slave to a domestic or foreign tyrant."

The congress of Tamaullpas forwarded an initiative to the federal

chamber of deputies, which was Introduced In the session of November

16, calling for the repeal of the provision for "union" in the federal

decree of April 8, 1823, and for the expulsion of the Spaniards from

the republic.-^' The first fully elaborated project for a federal law

of expulsion was introduced in the chamber of deputies on November 17

by Deputy Olloqui. The project of law submitted by Olloqui,

consisting of fifteen articles, called for the expulsion of the capi-

tulados; all Spaniards who entered the republic after 1821, and those

Spaniards who had acquired United States citizenship papers in order to

remain in Mexico.
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In the following session of the chamber, on November 19, 1827,

Deputy Anastaslo Zerecero submitted a project in twelve articles for

the expulsion of the Spaniards.-^" Zerecero's proposal called for

the expulsion of all Spaniards "who had not received guarantees by

Mexican laws," including the Spanish regular clergy.

In the session of November 20, the chamber began debate on the

proposal of Deputy Olloqui, who defended his measure as the solution

to the Spanish problem corresponding most nearly to the "will of the

people." Since the Hidalgo revolt of September 16, I8l0, was the

genuine popular movement for independence, the nation had not committed

itself to live with the Spaniards. The nation must expel the "Seguras,

Arenas, Negretes, Echavarris and all those who are suffering deserved

penalties in the prisons." It would be better to satisfy popular

demands, he argued, than to be forced to put down the disorders by

military force. Deputy Olloqui's proposal was sent to the commission

of public security, as he requested.

The second expulsion measure passed by the Mexico state legislature

which expelled the Spanish religious clergy, was disapproved by a vote

of 21-7 in the federal senate on November 22. This was the first

state expulsion decree to be declared null by the senate. ' The

resolution was forwarded to the chamber of deputies where it was sent

to the commission on constitutional matters. ^^

The congress of Guanajuato forwarded an initiative signed on

November 22 to the federal chamber of deputies requesting that the

congress "remedy the chaos by occupying itself completely with the
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question of public peace. "^^ Thirty-one deputies presented a project

of law in the session of November 25i calling for the expulsion of

the Spaniards. Deputy Olloqui, who had presented the first project

on November I7» was among the group sponsoring the project of fifteen

articles, as was Zerecero who had presented the plan of November 19.

The first expulsion proposals to be introduced into the senate

were sponsored by senators Alpuche and Berduzco, who introduced

separate measures on November 26. -* Berduzco's proposal called for

the "disarmament" of the Spaniards as well as their expulsion. On

the following day the senate agreed to send Berduzco's project to the

united commissions of government and constitutional matters.

In the chamber of deputies, the commissions of public security

and constitutional matters reported on December 5» that the measure

signed by thirty-one deputies would be reported for discussion on the

following day.^' The measure presented by the united commissions

contained three additional articles and some minor changes In word-

ing. All of the members of the united commissions, save one, Deputy

Rej6n, were among the original signers of the proposal. At the end

of the measure there now appeared a form to be used in registering

the citizenship of excepted Spaniards.

The proposal presented in the chamber of deputies on December 5.

was to be the basis of the first federal expulsion law of December 20,

1827. The chart below illustrates how the report of December 5 and

the subsequent law differed from the proposals previously made in the

chamber of deputies. It should be noted that no proposal called
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specifically for the expulsion of the secular clergy, while all

proposals and the law of December 20 called for the expulsion of the

regular clergy. It should also be noted that the final law is

basically the accepted committee report which was a modification of

the proposal submitted by the thirty-one deputies on November 28,

The final law was based upon a plan agreed upon outside the chamber

by the federalist majority, as can be seen below:

Signers of the Proposal of Nov. 28 (F) Outspoken federal i sts

Esnaurrizar Zerecero (F) Aburto
Hevia Padres Herrera (Jos^ Manuel)
Bocanegra (F) CafTedo (F) Tornel (F)
Tames Garcfa (F) Guido
Munoz Cicero Gondra
Llano P^rez Palacios Quintana (jos^ Hatfas)
Huerta Cuervo Silicio
Romero (F) Quintana Roo Pacheco (F)

Moral Escudero Olloqul (F)

Barraza Escand6n Guerrero
Liceaga

A number of the deputies who had not signed the proposal approved it

in principle and would later vote for its acceptance.

As the deputies began their discussion of the thirty-one deputies'

proposal on December 6, an appeal was received from the legislature of

Veracruz, calling for the passage of a law on the Spanish question.

Deputy Escudero suggested that the ministers be called to attend the

debate and Deputy Escand6n attempted without success to commit the

chamber to complete Its discussion on the project that same day,

prior to adjournment. Deputies Juan Jos6 Romero and Domfnguez suc-

ceeded in obtaining a resolution committing the chamber to "permanent

session, treating no other matter" and extending the dally adjourn-

ment to 7:00 p.m. until the project was dispatched. As the hour of
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adjournment neared on December 6, Deputy Zerecero moved successfully

that the session should continue until the measure was approved "in

general." His goal was accomplished at 9:15 in the evening.

The measure approved "in general" on the night of December 6

called for the expulsion of the capltulados, the "disaffected,"

those who came after 1821, the regular clergy, and unmarried Spaniards

"who have had no l<nown home during the past two years." Exceptions

could be extended to Spaniards over sixty years of age or permanently

physically disabled from departing; and those who, in the judgment

of the president and the ministry, had rendered distinguished service

to independence and had "aocredltecf their affection for our institu-

tions." A Spaniard who might be excepted under the terms of the law,

could still be expelled if he were considered dangerous by the president

and the ministry. The government was committed to pay the transporta-

tion "to the nearest foreign port" of former employees whose annual

salary was less than 1,500 pesos, as well as that of the poor and the

regular clergy whose houses lacl<ed sufficient funds. The exile of

the Spaniards was to last until Spain recognized Mexican independence.

Spaniards excepted from the expulsion were to mal<e a pledge to

the republic which included a renunciation of their allegiance to

Ferdinand VII. Those remaining were to be granted a letter of citizen-

ship similar to the copy included in the committee report. The right

of Spaniards to enter the republic was suspended until Spain recognized

Mexican Independence. Remaining Spaniards were prohibited from residing

near the coasts of the republic. An amnesty was promised to all who
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had participated in the armed petitions against the Spaniards. ^

The debate resumed on the report, article by article, on December

7f with the proponents of the measure encountering little opposition.

The first three articles were approved on December 7; the second three

on December 8; two on December 3; eight on December 10; and the final

three articles were approved on December 11. The chart below illustrates

the votes on several key articles. The provisions drawing the greatest

opposition were contained In article four, which expelled the regular

clergy, and article eight, which granted the president the power to

expel Spaniards the government considered dangerous. The opposition in

the latter case, stemmed from a fear of extending arbitrary power to

the executive.

The chamber of deputies forwarded its resolution to the senate

and, shortly thereafter, sent also an appeal from Veracruz' concerning

the inconvenience caused to British commerce by the state law of

expulsion. The British consul at Veracruz and twenty-four British

"mercantile societies" had requested that the state congress extend

the thirty-day limit for departures prescribed in the Veracruz law.

The English employed a number of Spaniards In their new mercantile

operations in Mexico, and they conducted business with the established

mercantile houses of Veracruz which were owned by Spaniards. The

Spaniards could not conclude their operations so quickly without

occasioning losses to the British as well as themselves. The expulsion

measure under consideration In the congress provided a six-month time
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limit which, when accepted, would take precedence over state provi-

sions, allowing the Spaniards more time to dispose of their interests.

The senate began debate on the chamber's resolution on December

17» with Senator Cariedo leading the defense of the measure forwarded

52
by the chamber. The session was public and the galleries were filled

with the people of the capital who, in their impatience for the law,

constantly interrupted the proceedings. The senate, after several

hours of debate, approved the resolution "in general" by a vote of

18-11 on December 17.

Discussion of the measure article by article began on December

18. -'•^ The coughing and general noise in the galleries became worse

and the senate went into secret session for one hour in order to con-

tinue. The wrath of the public was directed at Senator Paz, the most

outspoken of the opponents of the law. Exhortations from senators

Berduzco and Alpuche were needed to clear the galleries. During the

sessions of December 18-19, the senate approved all of the articles,

including an additional article sent by the chamber of deputies. The

new article deprived any revolutionists who had called for a change

in the "popular, representative, federal form of government adopted

by the Mexican nation," of the amnesty conceded in the project of law.

The only success achieved by the defenders of the Spaniards was

the acceptance of an addition to article seven, proposed by Senator

Florentino Martinez, which extended the exceptions to include:

"professors of a science, art or Industry useful [to the republic], who

may not be suspected by the government." The approval of Martfnez's
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addition required that the measure be returned to the chamber of

deputies for review. in the chamber. Deputy Anastasio Zerecero cailed

for the acceptance of the addition, which was accomplished on December

19.^ The chamber then notified the government that the project was

complete and the law was published on the following day, December 20,

1827.55

The remarks of the editors of El Aquila . published on the day of

the law's passage, reveai the optimism of the government and its sup-

porters concerning the changes in the states which would result from

the federal expulsion law:

. . . the law will be published throughout the nation; the state
legislatures will worl< to make their measures agree with the

general law, in order to avoid the very grave inconveniences
which would result from the contrary case; those who wished more,
those who wished less, and those who wished nothing will all be

silent and obedient; tranquility and confidence will be reestab-
lished, and the sorrows we have had will serve as a warning for

the future. 56

Deputy JosI Marfa Tornel , who signed the proposal of the thirty-

one deputies and supported the measures in the chamber, reflected on

these events in his Breve resena hist6rica . twenty-five years later. '

Certain it is that the majority of votes would not have been

counted in both chambers without the exigencies of the governors
to the government, and of the government to the general congress,
representing the country as devoured by anarchy and even in danger
of losing its independence if the fate of the Spaniards were not

decided quickly. It is apparent that various deputies and senators
vacilated until the end, among others Bocanegra and Tornel. Tagle
impugned the law, with an expression as eloquent as that rf an

angel . . .; Tornel, who contradicted him, eagerly solicited argu-
ments in his imagination, which his sensitive heart reproved, and
the extreme party which he adopted, preoccupied with the exag-
gerations of the epoch, caused a genuine martyrdom. It is known
that Tornel has anxiously desired and searched for a solemn oc-
casion in order to confess that he committed a lamentable error.
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that the years have made him repent of his complacency, that he
bitterly moans the damage caused to humanity and to justice, and
that he prays to heaven that his country, of such noble and
distinguished character, will never reproduce facts which history
would keep silent, If it were possible to repress them In the
memory of man. 5"
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CHAPTER IX

THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE FIRST FEDERAL
LAW OF EXPULSION: PART I

The Reaction of the Escoceses: The
Revolt of Vice President Bravo

The escoceses had witnessed the decline of their lodges and the

defeat of their program of constitutional guarantees for the Spaniards.

The passage of the federal law of expulsion, which the escoceses rec-

ognized as a threat to their existence, brought the final rupture

between the yorki no-dominated government and the moribund escoc^s

lodges. Lacking a legitimate means to participate in the government,

the escoceses supported an armed reaction which was supposed to com-

mence In Veracruz, where General Miguel Barragin was governor and

commanding general and the majority of the congress was inclined toward

the escocis cause. But BarragSn's attempt to seize the plaza of Vera-

cruz was frustrated by General Manuel Rinc6n who had been sent by

Minister of War Manuel G6mez Pedraza for that purpose.

General BarragSn was deprived of his command and replaced by

General Vicente Guerrero, the grand master of the yorkino society.

The escoceses lost Veracruz, which was their last stronghold, in this

exchange. In the meantime, an alternative plan was being put into ef-

fect by the escoc^s leaders in the capital. Pedraza asserted in his

New Orleans manifesto that he had foreseen the December revolt as early

316
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as October when the vice president. General Nicolas Bravo, began hold-

ing conferences with other escoc^s leaders in the Federal District.

Bravo was titular head of the escoc^s rite. General Bravo had been

profoundly disturbed by the arrest and lengthy imprisonment of

generals Pedro Celestino Negrete, Jos^ Antonio Echavarri and Gregorio

Arana. Pedraza claims credit for having attempted to dissuade the

vice president from heading the armed movement. The government was

powerless to move against the conspirators until the eve of the revolt,

according to the minister of war, because of Bravo's position within

the government.

The escoceses attempted to achieve their ends by means of a

revolt initiated by an old insurgent, Lt. Colonel Manuel Montano, In

the Llanos de Apam at Otumba.-^ The plan of Montano was published on

December 23, the day following the publication of the federal law of

expulsion.^ The plan called for an end to all secret societies;

the renovation of the ministry; the expulsion of the United States

plenipotentiary, Joel R. Poinsett; and the "exact and religious ful-

fillment of the constitution and the laws."

The final provision of the plan led some writers to assert that

Montano's plan called for the expulsion of the Spaniards. For example,

Lorenzo Zavala recognized the aims of the revolt but in describing the

content of its manifesto, he reported the final clause as "compliance

with the law for the expulsion of the Spaniards,"-' Luis G. Cuevas

reported the final article accurately, but noted that it was Included

in order to partake of the popularity of the federal expulsion law.
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Zavala considered the clause an attempt:

... to cover the subversive projects that existed. No further
proofs were needed than the fact that the Spaniards paid all the
expenses of this conspiracy, the leaders of which were their most
zealous partisans.'

in his manifesto from exile, Zavala portrayed the events surround-

ing the Montano revolt as a confrontation of masonic societies in arms
o

for mutual destruction. The escoceses hoped to achieve a change in

the ministry, through the removal of Pedraza, which would have enabled

them to resist the fulfillment of the yorl<ino program by the government.

The calculated attacl< on "secret societies" was an attempt to remove

the government from its position of dependency upon the yorl<ino lodges.

The plan might have worl<ed, had Pedraza and Guerrero responded less

energetically. Miguel Ramos Arizpe, the minister of justice, did not

consider the plan unjust, according to Carlos Marfa Bustamante.^ Pe-

draza stated that the escoceses' purpose was to bring down the ministry,

calm the revolts themselves, then destroy the yorkinos.'^

Minister of War Pedraza provided the most complete account of

the events at Tulancingo." Government correspondence with the

revolutionists following their capture revealed little concerning

the plan of the revolt itself. '2 General Bravo departed from the

capital for his regional base, Tulancingo, where he had operated during

the early years of the independence movement and where his family had

owned haciendas. A number of generals and officials accompanied the

vice president to Tulancingo. While en route, Bravo proclaimed his

support for the plan of Montano. '^
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Pedraza dispatched General Guerrero to Tulancingo where he ar-

rived prior to General Bravo. When the vice president appeared in

Tulancingo with 300 men, General Guerrero was waiting, only five

leagues distant, with 2,000 men. General Antonio L6pez de Santa

Anna had, "according to the escoceses to whose rite he pertained,"

ventured as far as Huamantla on his way to join Bravo in Tulancingo.^

Juan Su5rez y Navarro, however, argued that Santa Anna had been un-

justly complicated in the plan. His purpose in marching toward

Tulancingo, according to SuSrez, was to carry out an offer he had

made, in a letter to Pedraza, to crush the revolt. Bravo lacked

time to prepare at Tulancingo. Hostilities commenced and ended on

January 7» 1828, with only eight killed and a few wounded.^ Pedraza

noted that General Bravo had the poor judgment to attend a ball in

his honor on the night of his arrival in Tulancingo with the forces

of Guerrero near the city. Lucas AlamSn's version of the events at

Tulancingo differ in that an eight-hour armistice is said to have

been arranged for talks between Bravo and Guerrero, which the latter

19
violated in attacking the vice president.

General BarragSn, still governor of Veracruz though he had been

deprived of his military command, joined the state legislature on

30
January 8, in seconding the plan of Montano. The civil leaders of

Jalapa also supported the pronunciamiento. BarragSn was unable to

hold out against the forces of General Manuel Rinc6n and the colonels

Juan AzcSrate and Crisanto Castro. 2' The Veracruz legislature was

forces to recant "In a fashion damaging to their honor."" Revolts
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sprang up in other areas but they were quickly suppressed and, by

the end of January, the movement was brought to an end.^^

Alam5n noted General Guerrero's response to the victory in

the following passage:

General Guerrero, in a letter to the Yorkist lodges of the United
States, written by himself as Grand Master of the yorklnos, and
by Mejfa, who . . . had become secretary of the grand yorkino
lodge, referred to his triumph, not as that of the government
forces against sedition, but as that of a masonry against its

rival. 2^

Manuel G6mez Pedraza noted the reaction of the yorkinos to the govern-

ment's victory in his New Orleans manifesto:

The yorkinos celebrated the defeat of the escoceses, and attribut-
ing to me in great part, they praised my name to the Heavens; and
1 received their praises with the calm that comes from the study
of human volubility . . ..^5

The officers captured at Tulancingo numbered, at least, seventy-

one. The list below includes thirty-five of the major members of the

projected revolt, indicating those who were exiled on June 12, I828.

The remarkable fact that only two officials among those arrested

appear to have been a Spaniard may partly be explained as a result of

the law of May 10, 1827, which had succeeded in removing the Spaniards

from their commands in the army. It is also possible that for polit-

ical reasons General Bravo intentionally avoided including Spaniards

in his alliance. Two prominent supporters who remained in the

capital were, according to Pedraza, Jos^ MorSn, the recently dismissed

chief of the general staff, and Colonel Jos^ Antonio Facio, both

26escoceses.* Pedraza reported that they remained hidden in the house

of General MorSn for several days.
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Rank Name Ex i led

General

Lt. Col

Genera)

Colonel

Colonel
General
General
General
Colonel
Colonel

Lt. Col.

Colonel
Captai n

1st. Adj

NicolSs Bravo^
Jos^ Ignacio Gutierrez
F^l ix Trespalacios
Joaqufn Correa
Miguel Olavarrleta
Mariano Rea

Manuel Hernandez
Alvaro MuToz
Jos6 Marfa Garmendia
Jos^ Manuel Montano
Jos^ Campi I lo

Francisco Vidaurre*'

Miguel Val lejo
Antonio Ayala
Miguel Portal ,

Joaqufn Rea (Spaniard)
Mariano Urrea
Jos^ Francisco P^rez
Fernando Franco®
Miguel BarragSn
Francisco Berdejo
JosI Gabriel Armijo^
Antonio Castro"
Marcos Moreno
Crist6bal Tagle
Francisco Port i 1 la

Francisco P^rez
Mariano Vega
Manuel Linarte
Jos6 Zaldfvar
Manuel Santa Anna'
General Bravo 's only sonJ

Pedro Landero
Lui s Antepara
Jos6 Junquito (Spaniard)

Note: Only a few of the military ranks were listed in the reports.

Vice president of the republic and Grand Master of escoc^s masonry.
''Brother-in-law of General Negrete.
^Secretary to General Bravo.
Brother-in-law of General Bravo.

® Later, governor and commanding genera) of Zacatecas.
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'Governor of Veracruz.
^Comcnanding general of San Luis Potosf.

Vice governor of Veracruz.

i Brother of General Santa Anna who died aboard ship en route to exile.

'Died aboard ship en route to exile.

Sources: SuSrez y Navarro, I, 96; Cuevas, p. 285; Alam5n, V, 775; £L
Aquila . VI (June 21, I828), k; AGN:RE, leg. 9, Vol. 21,

exp. 39, fol. 8.

Figure 9. A Partial List of the Officers Involved in the Montane Revolt,
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General Bravo was conducted to the capital while a heated

debate ensued in the congress over the fate of the conspirators.

The yorkino majorities in a number of state congresses demanded the

maximum penalty for the conspirators. Among the more outspoken of

the yorkino petitioners was the leader of the Mexico state congres-

sional majority. Lie. Juan Francisco AzcSrate, formerly a marquis

under Iturbide and actually the father-in-law of Minister of War

Pedraza.^7 j^e amnesty plan introduced by Senator Florencio Marti-

nez was strongly opposed by Pedraza and numerous state legislatures.

Pedraza's stance on the amnesty question in this case differed

markedly from his position regarding the anti -Spanish uprisings of

1827» when he had appeared before the congress to appeal for an

amnesty provision. SuSrez y Navarro cites this inconsistency as proof

of Pedraza's partiality and cooperation with the yorkino party.
2°

The federal congress took a middle course, expatriating many

of those involved in the conspiracy. Pedraza had suggested this

compromise solution, which avoided the martyrdom of the escoceses,

while removing their leaders from the country. At least twenty of

the conspirators were exiled for a period of six years to Chile,

Valparaiso, Guayaquil and Lima. The exiles were embarked from the

port of San Bias with six months pay in advance on the Mexican

brigantine Riesgo on June ]2.^ The escoc^s party was destroyed by

this blow, noted AlamSn, but it was also the cause of the ruin of

the yorkinos who divided into two camps as soon as they found them-

selves without opposition. ^^
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The end of the c^coc^s party also terminated all potential op-

position, at the government level, to the enforcement of the federal

expulsion law. The ensuing conflict between the adherents of Minister

of War Pedraza and General Guerrero contributed to the production of

the second expulsion law on March 20, 1829, which was passed following

the successful revolt of the Guerrero camp after Pedraza had won the

presidential election of November, I828. The fact that the more

radical American Creoles would demand a second expulsion law suggests

that something had gone wrong with the first such law, presumably in

its enforcement. A close lool< at the process of enforcement from the

law's passage on December 20, l827f until its tentative expiration

on June 30, I828, is now in order.

The Enforcement during the First Three Months

Luis G. Cuevas ' comments on the early enforcement of the law of

expulsion outline rather closely the general trend:

The law of December 20, 1827, revealed in the exceptions which it

established all the difficulties which had presented themselves
to the congress while it was being dictated. The congress opened
the door very wide for the president to soften this measure which
lacked the extension desired by those who had pro.noted it. The
government during the first few months of execution, conducted
itself less generously than was hoped, at the same time that the
governors of the states and other subordinate authorities presented
it with the opportunity to judge the cases in a manner . . . more
convenient for the country. ^^

Cuevas viewed the documents In the iSUO's which today constitute

the Rarno de espulsi6n » His inspection of these papers led him to

conclude that:
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. . . they do not leave any doubt about the magnanimous sentiments
of a multitude of persons who, interposing their official inter-
vention or their private respects, exerted themselves in diminish-
ing the number of proscribed persons in a truly noteworthy man-
ner. But the most notable fact in all the voluminous pieces of

the expedient which was compiled, is that, almost without exception,
the pacific conduct of the Spaniards was honored; and this testimony
in those circumstances was incontestable. ^

Lucas Alamcin described the result of the law briefly in his Hi s -

toria de M6 j ico :

There appeared then the mournful spectable of the departure of a

multitude of expeditionary soldiers, which had remained in the

country by virtue of the capitulations which had assured them that
right, . . . almost all of these unfortunates had married, and had
children which they drug along in their misery, the greater part
of whom were to fill the cemeteries 6f New Orleans, where they
were conducted at the expense of the government, becoming victims
there of the rigors of climate and of the privations of all kinds
to which they were reduced. Another spectacle, no less disturbing,
was presented by the missionaries of California, religious from
the convent of Propaganda fide of San Fernando in Mexico City . . .

the inflexible Ramos Arizpe, who had a special dislike for Spanish
regulars, did not hesitate ... to give the order for the mis-
sionaries to leave . . . and the secularized missions fell into the

power of the provincial deputation whose members made ample
spoliation of [the missions] propert ies.33

AlamSn detected no leniency in the enforcement of the expulsion law.

The instructions issued by the federal government at the time of

the law's publication reveal the method whereby the state governors,

in cooperation with the federal authorities, were to carry out the

complex provisions of the law. The twenty provisions issued by the

ministry of relations on December 20, l827f are listed below.

The complexity of the law, with its numerous qualifying phrases

and less apparent escape clauses, caused the Ministry of Relations to

be besieged with inquiries from the states concerning individual cases.

The general disagreement among the state governments over certain
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A SUMMARY OF THE INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED BY THE MINISTRY OF
RELATIONS ON DECEMBER 20, 1827, FOR THE ENFORCEMENT

OF THE FIRST FEDERAL EXPULSION LAW

1. The governors of the states are to arrange for the departure within
15 to 30 days of all Spaniards to be expelled.

2. Governors must inform persons departing concerning routes and times
granted for departure. Officials along such routes must also be notified
of departures.

3. The Supreme Government shall receive reports of departures, with
routes and time granted, plus monthly listings of departures, indicating
compliance with the decree.

U. Port commanders and officials along departure routes shall notify
both the state and Supreme Government of all departures.

5. State governments shall inform the Supreme Government within 15 days,
as well as the Spaniards involved, of the individuals covered in the
except ions

.

6. A special report shall be prepared on each person considered worthy
of the exception provided by article 7.

7. State governments shall remit a report of all Spaniards remaining
to the Supreme Government within one month.

8. State governments shall send to the Supreme Government within one
month a report on the Spaniards covered in article 9,

9. State governments shall determine, with the local federal commis-
saries, the amount of aid to be granted to indigent secular clergy
for their departure.

10. Departing Spaniards may be granted from two reales to one peso
per league, according to their class and ranl<.

11. Former employees whose salaries do not exceed 1,500 pesos annually
shal 1 also be aided.

12. The government of the port states and the Supreme Government shall
be informed of the aid requirements of Spaniards by state governors.

13. The governments of port states, in agreement with local federal
comjssaries, shall pay transportation costs of indigent Spaniards,
observing the strictest economy.
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]k. Religious clergy whose convents cannot pay their transportation,
shall receive 20 reales per day's journey of 10 leagues from their
local federal commissaries.

15. Former employees shall receive their salaries, payable in the
Republic, as long as they reside in a friendly country.

16. Remaining Spaniards shall pledge their loyalty anew as soon as

possible and a record of this must be remitted to the Supreme Govern-
ment.

17. State governments shall be encharged with the enforcement of article
17 of the decree.

18. Amnesty shall be granted to all persons everywhere who lay down
arms within three days of the decree's publication in their locality.

19. A departing Spaniard with an established commercial house, who
cannot arrange the liquidation of his accounts and responsibilities
within one month, may appeal for an extension not to exceed the six

month limit established by the decree.

20. Governors of the Federal District and of the territories shall

also proceed according to these provisions.

Source: Basil io Jos6 Arrillaga (ed.), Recopilaci6n de leves. decretos .

bandos . reglamentos. circulares y providencias de los supremos
poderes v otras autoridades de la Rep(jblica Mexicana. I828-
1839. 1849-April. 1850 (17 vols.; Mexico, I83U-5O), I, IO3-O7.
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provisions of the law of December 20 led to the circulation of a

number of administrative decrees, or circulars, directing the state

governments to alter practices or establish new policies. On December

20, 1827. when the law went into effect, the ministry of relations

post was still vacant, with Juan J. Espinosa de los Monteros serving

as official in charge. Senator Juan de Dios CaPfedo would assume the

ministry on March 8, I828, and Espinosa de los Monteros would become

minister of justice. Pedraza remained in the ministry of war. Jos^

Ignacio Esteva resigned from the governorship of the Federal District

In mid-April, becoming, once again, minister of the treasury on March 8,

The difficulty of complying with the federal expulsion law within

the time permitted was raised in the correspondence between Miguel

Ramos Arizpe and Ignacio Esteva early in January.-^'* The question at

Issue was the fate of the Spanish Carmelites of the Federal District.

The governor of the Federal District, Esteva, protested to the minister

of justice, Ramos Arizpe, the impossibility of enforcing the law and

complying with the regulatory provisions issued by the ministry within

the period specified in the instructions. Q,uestions were also raised

concerning the procedure to be followed in the correspondence between

the governor of the Federal District and the cabinet. The minister

of justice had been communicating directly with the governor of the

Federal District in cases involving clergy. Esteva felt that since

his responsibility was to the ministry of relations, his correspond-

ence should pass through that channel, rather than passing directly

to the remaining ministries.
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The provisions requiring the governors to inform the federal

government concerning cases which might be decided by the president

in council of ministers, led the governor of Oaxaca, Ram6n Ramfrez

de Aguilar, to express his negative opinion of the Spaniards who

might be excepted as well as those who might be expelled under these

provisions in a confidential letter to Espinosa de los Monteros on

January U.^° Ramfrez felt that they were all dangerous. His evidence

for this charge was the participation of all the Spaniards in what

he called "the revolution of AlemSn of 1823," and the fact that they

had been "arming against Federalism." Exceptions were unacceptable

to the new rulers of Oaxaca who had succeeded the former officials

following the successful revolt of Colonel Santiago Garcfa. The plan

of Colonel Garcfa had expelled the capitulados, allowing no exceptions.

Since the passage of the law of government posts on May 10, 1827,

the federal government had experienced difficulty in replacing prominent

Spaniards in technical posts. On January 16, the minister of war

informed the chamber of deputies of the difficulty which he was en-

countering in his unsuccessful attempts to replace the two directors

of the nautical academies established in Tepic and C6rdoba both of

whom had been removed by the law.-"

Spaniards fleeing from the states often made their way to the

Federal District where they might escape the zealous eye of local

officials and find protection among the large Spanish population of

the capital. The governor of the Federal District knew of this trend,

having received reports of Spaniards entering the city from the
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captains of the guards at the city gates. Governor Esteva published a

bando on January 17 in an attempt to deal with the problem. Within

eight days all Spaniards in the Federal District were to appear In

the secretariat of the administrative offices of the district, bear-

ing signed statements listing their "name, age, nation, state,

residence, and address in Mexico City," or proof that they had obtained

from the governors of their former states legal qualification. Failure

to appear as directed would lead to prosecution under the penalties

specified in the relevant laws.

In some cases, the Spaniards excepted by the federal law had

already been expelled by a state law. Such was the case in Jalisco

where, by January 19, according to governor Juan Nepomuceno Cum-

plido, all the Spaniards who might have been excepted by articles two

and four of the federal decree had already been expelled. This in-

cluded all Spaniards married to Mexicans, supporting American children,

over sixty years of age, or physically impeded, as well as those who

had entered legally since 1821.

A persistent problem presented to the federal authorities was

the status of the Spanish crew members of the ship As ia . later called

Congreso, which had been delivered to the nation by its crew in 1821,

following the signing of the treaty of C6rdoba. The Asia had brought

Viceroy Juan 0-Don6j(j, together with his entourage, to Veracruz. The

status of the crew was affected by the fact that they had rendered a

significant service to the nation. Zavala reported that a number of

the crew members had been expelled from the state of Mexico by the
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state law. Several crew members submitted appeals for exception

in the Federal District In mid-January. On February 26 the

ministry of relations sent a circular to all of the governors, request'

i ng their opinions concerning whether the remainder of the crew would

constitute a danger to the republic. ^^ The president, In council of

ministers on May 21, determined that, in view of the governor's stated

opinions, the crew members were not dangerous and should therefore be

excepted from the expulsion provisions of the federal law.^^ The

president's decision was reiterated on November 12. The decision

affected approximately 450 Spanish crew members of whom seventeen

he
were naval officers.

Minister of War Pedraza consulted with the senate when questions

concerning the interpretation of the federal laws of empleos and expulsion

arose prior to March 8, when the office of minister of relations was

filled by Senator Juan de Dios Cafiedo. The empleos law of May 10 was

still in the process of fulfillment in certain cases after the passage

of the expulsion law. Pedraza consulted the senate on January 25

concerning the status of Jos6 Batres, first adjutant of the general

staff, who had been born in Spain of a Guatemalan father.^" Pedraza

also raised the point concerning officials born in the islands adjacent

to the Peninsula. These queries were passed on to the commission of

public security. Pedraza also requested a ruling on the fate of

Spanish soldiers who had deserted from the Mexican army. This request

was forwarded to the senate commission of war. The resolution of

these consultations was not reported in the official periodicals of the

capital

.
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A major conflict developed In late January between Governor

Zavala of Mexico state and the federal government over the enforce-

ment of the federal law of expulsion. The conflict resulted from

the different Interpretations of the exemption provision in the law

held by Governor Zavala and Governor Esteva of the Federal District.

Zavala, who had been opposed to the law from the beginning, inter-

preted the law in a fashion which would have given the state governors

the authority to extend exemptions at will. Esteva favored a strict

Interpretation which limited the authority to grant exceptions to the

president in council of ministers. As Spaniards moved from the state

of Mexico to the Federal District bearing exemptions granted by

Governor Zavala, a clash was not long In coming.

The conflict began when Zavala informed the ministry of relations

on January 30, that it was his understanding that the expulsion of

Spaniards must be approved by the president and that they must receive

their passports from the federal government. Espinosa de los Mon-

teros replied that passports were to be issued only by state govern-

ments. Zavala informed Esteva on February 28 that article two of the

federal law allowed the state governors to decide whether marriage to

a Mexican was just cause for granting exceptions. Esteva informed

Espinosa de los Monteros on March ]k of Zavala's opinion, noting that

he himself felt that the article left this determination to the

supreme government. The federal government approved Esteva 's inter-

pretation, requesting that the governor of Mexico state forward all

cases of Spaniards who might be exempted under article two for the
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consideration of the president in council of ministers.^ The

capitulado Jos^ Marfa SSnchez, whose case had originated the conflict,

was ultimately excepted due to his marriage to a Mexican. As late

as July 22, Governor Zavala was still arguing that all capitulados

married to Mexicans should be excepted. The federal government

was unwilling to concede the point as a general rule.

Article 16 of the federal law of December 20 had required that

all Spaniards excepted from the expulsion be administered an oath of

loyalty to the republic. The ministry of relations published a bando

on February 11, declaring that all Spaniards who had been allowed to

remain in the Federal District should appear in the secretariat of

the district government beginning on February 14, to take the required

oath.^^ By a second order issued on the same day Governor Esteva gave

the Spaniards eight additional days in which to appear in the secre-

tariat with documentary proof that they were eligible for one of the

54
exceptions granted by the expulsion law.-^

The governors of the states had been charged, by provision eight

of the instructions issued on December 20, to prepare a report for

the use of the federal government in determining the "danger which

might accrue to independence" from the remainder of a Spaniard in the

republic. Espinosa de los Monteros issued a circular addressed to

the governors on February 16, requesting that the governors include

in their future reports, for the use of the president and the ministers,

information concerning whether a Spaniard was married to a Mexican;
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the number of his family; the property he may have possessed, and

his age. 55

Espinosa de los Monteros presented what may have been the first

report to congress on the enforcement of the expulsion law on

February 20.5° gy (-he provisions of article 11 of the law, statements

should have been forwarded to the congress every thirty days. A mes-

sage should have been presented on January 20, but no such account has

been preserved In the Ramo de espulsion . Included in the report of

February 20 was a list of 396 Spaniards who had received passports for

their expulsion from the republic. The information compiled by the

ministry wai based on the statements submitted by the governors prior

to February 20. For this reason, the ministry's message to congress

was necessarily incomplete. For example, as noted above, the governor

of Jalisco had reported the expulsion of all Spaniards from Jalisco

who might have been excepted under the federal law. Since Governor

Cumplido submitted no figures, none were listed for Jalisco in the

report to congress. The chart below provides a statistical summary

of the lists contained in the ministry's statement.

The federal government possessed data on the progress of the

expulsion, as of February 20, from only nine of the twenty-four ter-

ritorial entities within the republic. Only insignificant progress

had been reported from Veracruz, where the concentration of Spaniards

was heavy. In the Federal District, the Spanish regular clergy of

the house of San Fernando and the Carmelites, as well as a number of

military officials, had been handed passports. Few Spanish religious
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TABLE 18

A SUMMARY OF THE REPORT SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS BY

THE MINISTRY OF RELATIONS ON FEBRUARY 20, 1828
SPANIARDS RECEIVING PASSPORTS

DECEMBER 20, 1827 -FEBRUARY 20, 1828

Areas Reported Mi 1 i tary
Personnel

Regular
Clergy

Others Totals

Federal District 52

Puebla

Veracruz

MichoacSn

Zacatecas

Durango

Guanajuato

Oaxaca

M^x i CO

Jal i SCO

Totals 52

23

11

1

1

1

37

135

30

9

7

43

2

52

29

307

210

k]

9

1

8

^3

2

52

30

396

Source: Lists found inAGN:RE, leg. 3, Vol. 8, exp. 10, fols. 1-11
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had been affected outside the Federal District and Puebla.

For the more determined among the supporters of the expulsion,

the pace of the Spaniard's exodus was considered much too slow. There

was cause to fear a renewal of anti-Spanish violence in the states in

February. The new temporary governor of the Federal District, Deputy

Jos^ Marfa Tornel , reported to Espinosa de los Monteros on February 23t

that he had learned of the activities of "agents of General [Isidro]

Montesdeoca," who were proclaiming a movement for the "general expul-

sion of the Spaniards" in the southern part of the state of Mexico.

Governor Zavala reported on February 27 that steps had been taken to

halt the activities of Joaqufn GalvSn, the brother of the bookseller

of Mexico City, who had been inciting the militias of Tlalnepantla

rO
and CuautitlSn against the Spaniards.-'

In order to enforce the expulsion law in the Federal District,

Governor Tornel issued a bando on February 26, containing new

provisions designed to end the evasion of the law which, he felt, had

59
become a serious problem. Tornel had found it difficult to enforce

the law of December 20 due to the lack of information on individual

Spaniards residing in the Federal District. The bando prohi bi ted the

departure of any Spaniard from the city without the knowledge of the

alcalde primero of the ayuntamiento. Spaniards entering the city who

had emigrated from a state or territory were to show the passport or

document which had authorized their journey. Spaniards without

documents were to be conducted to the secretariat of the Federal District

for investigation. Those who had such documents were to present them

In the secretariat within three days. The ayuntamiento of the capital
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was to supervise the compilation of a list of all the Spaniards

residing In the city, within thirty days. The list was to indicate

which of them had valid documents; the date of their entry into the

republic; whether they were capitulados; and their state, occupation,

office or mode of living. The Spaniard's statements were to be

vouched for by Mexicans "known for their honesty and patriotism."

In the course of the census the investigators were to uncover

the Spaniards who had not presented themselves before the government

of the Federal District as directed on December 2U. Any Spaniard

found to possess a passport issued for his departure would be forced

to comply with its provisions. Should a Spaniard wish to move from

his current residence, he was ordered to inform the regidor juez

mayor (alderman judge) of both his old quarter (cuartel) and of the

quarter of his new residence.

Tornel suspended the bando of February 12, issued by Governor

Esteva, which had ordered all excepted Spaniards to report for the

administration of oaths of allegiance. The order from Governor Tornel

concluded:

. . . and in the future [the oath] will only be administered,
until further notice, to those who may have obtained a passport
from the supreme government, in the proper form, in order to
leave the republic temporarily."*^

Virtually all of the excepted Spaniards in the capital had appeared at

the secretariat to make their pledges between February lU and February

19, the legal period set aside by Governor Esteva for that purpose.
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The problem created by Spaniards arriving at the ports, with or

without passports extended by the federal government, had been

complicated by the lack of a general federal passport law. Each case

required a special consultation with the capital. After numerous

appeals by the ministry for such a law, the general congress completed

6?
a passport law which was published on March 12. In the future, no

foreigner would be allowed entry into the republic unless he possessed

a passport issued by the Mexican government. All foreigners who had

entered without a passport were ordered to appear within ten days before

their local authorities to give an account of their reasons for coming

and their present occupations. Those who possessed valid claims would

receive passports through their local authorities. Legitimately

established foreigners were to enjoy all of the civil rights of Mexicans,

except the right to own rural property (propiedad territorial r6stica),

which was forbidden by law. The lands pertaining to silver mines, how-

ever, could be owned by foreigners. The law of colonization of August

18, 182^+, was declared to be in effect. A qualifying clause permitted

foreigners to purchase land in the states or in the federal territories

with the permission of the appropriate congress, making foreign owner-

ship of rural property possible. Spaniards were not specifically

mentioned in the decree.

Unrest in the capital over the lack of progress in the expulsion

of the Spaniards became more noticeable in March. Rumors of new anti-

Spanish movements and plans for insurrection circulated. On the night

of March 14, a certain Presbiter Jimenez del Rfo was arrested and
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charged with planning a conspiracy for the total expulsion of Spaniards. ^^

On March 20, Governor Tornel informed the new minister of relations,

Senator Juan de Dios CaPfedo, that Pedraza had learned of "seditious

gatherings" In the capital, attcndnd by Colonel Pedro Landero, Captain

Luis Antepara and the Spaniard, First Adjutant Jos^ Junquito. The

last named had been given his passport but claimed to have an appeal

for exception pending with the federal government. Tornel noted that

these individuals had been involved in the revolt of Montano in

January and were encouraged by "incendiary articles in El Sol ."

The president resolved the matter by transferring Colonel Landero

to Guadalajara and Captain Antepara to San Luis Potosf. "' First Adjutant

Junquito of the Fifth Permanent Battalion was expelled under article

9 of the law of December 20, after having unsuccessfully appealed for

except ion.

Minister of Relations Cafiedo made his first report to congress,

which may have constituted the third report by the ministry, on the

progress which had been made in the expulsion of "soine classes" of

Spaniards since February 20. ' The lists submitted by the ministry

were compiled from the governor's reports of the Spaniards given

passports in their states. The table bdlow summarizes the lists

submitted to congress by Canedo. Seventeen of the twenty-four entities

of the republic reported expulsion during February 21 -March 20 period.

The total number of Spaniards reported expelled during the past month

exceeded the total for the previous two months by a count of ^86-396.

The states of Veracruz and MichoacSn were still rather cautiously
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enforcing the law, while Jalisco, which had claimed the expulsion of

virtually all its Spaniards, seemed unable to provide any meaningful

reports on the process. The two most notably inactive states, in

view of the large Spanish community residing there, were Veracruz

and YucatSn. By March 20, according to the two ministerial reports,

882 Spaniards had been extended passports for their expulsion from the

republic during the three months since the passage of the expulsion

law on December 20, 1827.

Canedo received from Guadalajara in late March, a list of seventy-

68
four Spaniards who were said to be "politically dangerous." Of the

seventy-four Spaniards, forty-nine were either active or retired

military personnel. The president in council of ministers examined

the cases, expelling seven under article 9 of the law of December 20,

and excepting sixty-seven. " The news of these exceptions could not

have been welcomed by the authorities in Guadalajara.

The question of exceptions from the law of May 10 for federal

congressmen had been raised in the chamber of deputies on January 29.

The Spaniard, Cipriano Blanco, a federal deputy from YucatSn, had

petitioned the chamber for an exception from the empleos law. Deputy

Blanco's request was forwarded at that time to the commission of

public security. The senate approved the final proposal on March 21,

exempting Spaniards who had served in the federal congress since the

adoption of the constitution in 1824 from the effects of the empleos

law of May 10, 1827. The measure was opposed by those who had always

opposed exemptions from the laws of May 10 and December 20; Valentin
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TABLE 19

A SUMMARY OF THE REPORT SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS BY
THE MINISTRY OF RELATIONS ON MARCH 20, I828

SPANIARDS RECEIVING PASSPORTS
FEBRUARY 21 -MARCH 20, I828

Areas Reported
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G6mez Farfas, Berduzco, and Jos^ Marfa Alpuche. Senator Jos^ Manuel

Cevallos, who favored the exceptions, noted that there had only been

two Spaniards in congress since 182't. The senate forwarded its

resolution to the chamber of deputies where it was approved on April

72 73
2, and the exception measure became law on April 6.

The congress of San Luis Potosf passed a measure on February ]k

which attracted the attention of the federal senate in late March.

The San Luis Potosf decree provided for the following:

Article 1. No Spaniard expelled from the state or voluntarily re-

questing a passport, should he have a wife or children, will be al-

lowed to take them with him, and he will leave for the wife the

half of his fortune, if he has no children, and if he has children,

he will leave three-quarters of it.

Article 2. To the wives of the expulsos of the state shall be paid

two reales daily during their lives, so long as they do not remarry,

and if they have children, one-half real for each one, giving always

two reales to whoever should take her place in case of death, until

the girls marry or until the boys reach the age of fourteen.'^

The commission of justice recommended that the law be declared unconsti-

tut ional .

The debate divided the deputies along lines similar to those on

previous Spanish-related measures. Senator Berduzco argued that the

law protected the wives of Spaniards from being "obligated by their

husbands to leave their country." JosI Manuel Galv^n responded that

the legislative decree actually divorced husband and wife, a matter

which did not fall within the jurisdiction of the legislature. The

law, in fact, prohibited women who wished to follow their husbands

from doing so. Senator TomSs Vargas reported that, according to heresay,

the law had already Impeded some women, who wished to accompany their
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husbands, from leaving the state of San Luis Potosf. Senator Isidro

Huarte supported the opinion of GalvSn, adding that the financial

provisions included in the decree represented a "cruel attack on

property." The commission's report was approved "in general."

In this instance, Senator G6.'T)ez Farfas separated from the federal-

ist camp, opposing the San Luis Potosf law because it clashed with

"natural rights," depriving the Spaniards' wives of the liberty which

they should have to follow their husbands, and depriving children of

their fathers as well as fathers of their children.' Ramos Arizpe

also encountered a legal problem raised by the decree: Spaniards'

wives had procured passports from the federal government in order to

accompany their husbands into exile. Should the state legislature

prevent their departure, it would mean that a state could suspend the

effects of an act of the federal government. The report qualifying

the decree as unconstitutional was approved with only senators Acosta,

Berduzco, Jos4 Marfa Castillo and Miguel Duque de Estrada opposed.

By the end of March, the machinery of enforcement for the law

of December 20 was in full operation. In the Federal District Spaniards

who had appealed for exceptions on grounds of physical impediments were

appearing before a group of doctors ( junta facultativa) to have their

ailments verified.' Hundreds of Spaniards had either left the

republic, or had appeals pending with the federal government. Hundreds

more had already been excepted from the law's expulsion provisions. A

number of Spaniards expelled from the states had, evidently, slipped
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Into the capital where they might hide themselves or make their ap-

peals for exception directly to the federal government.

North American, British and French ships were heading for Vera-

cruz to fill their cabins with Spaniards bound for exile in New

Orleans, Havana or Philadelphia. Some of the more affluent Spaniards

were embarking for Bordeaux. The first several waves of Spanish exiles

were landing in New Orleans, and some of these were departing soon

after for Havana. El Pel i cano of Campeche reported as early as April

6 that "almost all" of the expelled Spaniards had reembarked at New

Orleans for Havana, at the invitation of the Spanish government of the

Island.'' This trend may not have been as prevalent as was supposed

at the time. The Spaniards knew that, should they set foot on Cuban

soil, their chances of returning to Mexico would have been decreased.

Some Spaniards failed to reach their destinations. The editors

of the Veracruzano reported on August 2 that the passengers and crew

aboard the French corvette Paquete No. 3» which had departed Veracruz

on April 3f had been butchered by the pirate Pa jaro verde whi le en

78
route to Bordeaux. The list of the victims was sumiTiarized as follows;

Spaniards 25
Mexicans, women, children and servants .... 42

Captain and crew 12.

Total 82

The morbid fact reveals the number of Mexicans who might accompany a

group of wealthy Spaniards into European exile. As the summer months

approached, the toll would increase due to the annual yellow fever

epidemics In the Gulf parts of Veracruz and New Orleans.
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CHAPTER X

THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE FIRST FEDERAL
LAW OF EXPULSION: PART I I

The Enforcement during the Second Three Months

Governor Jos^ Marfa Tornel of the Federal District, like Governor

Juan Nepomuceno Cumplido of Jalisco, was prone to consider all Spaniards

dangerous. On April 10, Tornel forwarded a list of some thirty Span-

iards to the ministry of relations for expulsion by the president in

council of ministers under the terms of article 9 of the law of December

20. Minister of Relations Juan de Dios Caffedo replied that the govern-

ment needed additional information in order to decide such cases.

Governor Tornel insisted that the information required was difficult

to obtain whereas the danger inherent in excepting these men was easily

2
ascertained. On June 19, CalSedo informed Governor Tornel of the

presidential resolution, made in council of ministers, that the govern-

ment "could not exercise the faculty granted in article 9" in the case

of the thirty Spaniards.^

Governor Tornel had provided some evidence for his mistrust of

a number of these Spaniards. For example, there were Lt . Colonel

Jos6 Fernandez Aguedo, "for a long time, editor of El Sol" : Francisco

Barrena, "a prisoner for his disaffection for independence during the

time of Sr. Iturbide"; Colonel Francisco Cos, "compadre of Arredondo";

and Julian CortSzar, who had "treated Sr. Morelos very harshly."

3^9
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Among the more prominent Spaniards excepted in this instance were the

colonels Jos6 Antonio Matiauda, Juan Gonzalez Escalante, Francisco

Manuel Hidalgo, Francisco Cos, and the ex-Count of Heras. In June,

on the eve of the expiration of article 9 Tornel would try once again

to achieve the expulsion of a large number of "politically dangerous"

Spaniards.

The fuero militar was a factor to be considered In the enforce-

ment of the expulsion law. The authority extended to the governors to

enforce the law enabled them to resolve cases involving military as

well as civilian Spaniards. Should the governor be either lax or

lenient in his enforcement of the law, with respect to military person-

nel, the state military commander might attempt to usurp the governor's

authority. The state of Puebla was a case in point. In April, the

newly appointed commander of Puebla informed the Minister of War that

no enforcement action had been tal<en in Puebla since February 10, when

his predecessor had forwarded a list of the Spaniards who enjoyed

the fuero de guerra to the governor. In the military commander's view,

it was clear that the council of government In Puebla, which had the

cases under review, was guilty of "retarding, at the very least, or

perhaps of making the compliance with the law Illusory."-'

The commander of Puebla noted that there were a number of "dis-

affected" Spaniards, Including some recently transferred from Vera-

cruz, In the state whose continuance in their military posts would be

prejudicial to the federal republic. Evidently, the law of May 10
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had not been effectively enforced In Puebia and Veracruz. The com-

mander recommended that he be allowed to enforce the expulsion law

with respect to the aforados and that those excepted from the expulsion

be dispersed about the nation in order to prevent their gaining strength

through numbers.

In reply to the commander's charges, Governor Juan GonzSlez

Cabotrano argued that, according to a circular of December 2k, 1827,

issued by the minister of war, the law was to be enforced with regard

to military personnel by the state commanders." The governor noted

that a second circular from the minister of war, dated January 2, had

granted the military commanders "all of the rights extended to the

governors, respecting those of your fuero" for the enforcement of the

law. GonzSlez Cabotrano claimed to have attempted to clarify the

situation on two previous occasions in May without receiving a reply

from the ministry of relations. The governor felt that, of the forty-

eight Spanish aforados in the state, twenty-eight should be judged by

the federal government under the authority of article 9.

On April 18 the matter was resolved by the president.' The

governors of the states were declared to possess sole authority to

enforce the expulsion law and Governor Gonzalez Cabotrano was ordered

to do so in Puebia. Caffedo's letter was lost, however, before it could

reach the governor. CafTedo informed Minister of War Manuel G6mez Pe-

o
draza of the president's decision on April 18. Governor Gonzalez

Cabotrano repeated his appeal on April 25f after failing to receive

•> 9
Canedo's resolution of the question. The presidential instructions
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finally reached Puebla on April 30, sixty days prior to the expiration

of some of the provisions of the law of December 20.

The congress was active in a number of matters related to the

Spanish question in mid-April. The minister of the treasury con-

sulted the chamber of deputies on April 12, concerning appeals re-

ceived from some Spanish employees who had been dismissed but left

with part of their salaries. The Spaniards wished to be allowed to

receive dividends or interest on the suspended portion of their

salaries. The matter was sent to the first commission of the treasury

and the commission of public security for review.

The congress passed the long-awaited citizenship law on April

]k, 1828, replacing the enactment of April 25, I826, with a more

complete measure. The new law did not terminate the effects of

article 18 of the expulsion law of December 20, which prohibited entry

to Spaniards. Under the new naturalization law, all foreigners who

had lived in the United Mexican States for a period of two years con-

tinuously could request a letter of naturalization. This meant that

Spaniards who were excepted from the expulsion could apply for

naturalization. In order to obtain the document, a "foreigner" would

be required to present "legal information" demonstrating that he was

an "apostolic roman Catholic," that he possessed a "line of business,

useful industry or income with which to maintain himself," and that he

was of "good conduct." Article I7 of the naturalization law apparently

closed the door to Spanish subjects:
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Letters of naturalization shall not be conceded to subjects or
citizens of the nation with which the United Mexican States may
find themselves at war.

But neither the naturalization law nor the provisions of article

18 of the expulsion law could prevent the entry of a Spaniard with

influence Into the republic. On April 18, 1828, the congress conceded

an exception from the provisions of article 18 to the Spaniard Bernab^

Sanchez and his son.'^

An attempt was made by deputies CaTTedo, Llano, Esnaurrlzar and

Escand6n to rescue the Inhabitants of Cuba and Puerto Rico from the

classification of "Spaniards," should any of these Immigrate to

Mexico. -^ The proposition Introduced Into the chamber by these deputies

on Apri 1 18, stated:

The natives of the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico who, emigrating
from them, may arrive at the ports of the republic and may swear
their loyalty to independence and the form of government, upon
presenting proof of their birth, shall no longer be considered
subjects of the Spanish government.

The proposal was forwarded to the commissions of public security and

government for review.

On the following day. Senator Berduzco presented a proposition

to the senate Intended to invoke stiff penalties for Spaniards who

violated the law of December 20. Berduzco's proposal was made in

the following terms:

The Spaniards expelled by virtue of the law of December 20 . . .,

who do not depart from the point of their residence and from . . .

the republic within the period designated In the passport given
them by the government, shall be penalized with six months in a

presidio, and afterwards embarked. Those who return to the
republic prior to the termination of the period specified In the
law shall suffer the same penalty and shall be reembarked after
serving their sentences.
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No Immediate action was reported on Berduzco's proposal.

The fact that Governor Lorenzo Zavala and Minister of War Pedraza

were, in the words of the former, "mortal enemies," may have contributed

to the lack of support and enforcement which the expulsion law received

in the state of Mexico. Pedraza received complaints against the governor

from local militias whose officers felt that the governor was protecting

and excepting the Spaniards of the state of Mexico. Pedraza informed

Canedo on April 2k, that the military commander of Cuernavaca, Captain

Angel P^rez Palacios, had forwarded an appeal from the civil militia

of MiacatlSn in which the militia had complained of a lack of enforce-

ment of the expulsion law in their region. The militia of MiacatlSn

lamented the fact that, when the 1 ai^ was put into effect locally, "some

Spaniards had no sooner left than they returned."

Governor Zavala communicated his version of events in Mexico to

Canedo on April 22, setting forth the provisions he had made for the

enforcement of the expulsion law.'° Zavala had ordered the ayunta-

mientos and "two or three vecinos of known probity and honor from the

proprietor class," to inform the state government concerning the

Spaniards who should be expelled under article 9 "in order to request

the required passports from the President." Regarding the other

Spaniards of the state, Zavala insisted that he had proceeded in

conformity with the law. Governor Zavala admitted having "always inclined

toward leniency when treating cases of individuals who, besides having

Mexican families, had never given cause to interpret their political

conduct in an evil sense." Zavala attributed the rebellious posture
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of the civil militia of MiacatlSn to "some persons known for their

exaltation." The governor Insisted that the remainder of "twenty-

five Spanish proprietors with their families In a territory of 100,000

souls and . . . 800 square leagues" could hardly be considered dangerous.

What was at the root of the matter, according to Zavala, was a plan

headed by Captain P^rez Palaclos at Cuernavaca and the commander of

Cuafitla, Jos6 la Piedra to "assassinate the few Spaniards who reside

legally in those towns." When informed of Zavala's observations,

Pedraza replied that if the governor would provide evidence for his

charges against P6rez Palaclos and Piedra, legal action would be

taken. '

The chamber of deputies approved a report from the commissions

of public security and government on April 28, which would exempt' "all

persons born in any part of America dependent upon the Spanish govern-

1

8

ment," from the dispositions of the law of December 20. The measure

was passed In response to the proposition submitted by Deputy Canedo

and others on April 18, and was designed to protect Cubans and Puerto

RIcans born of Spanish parents, who might wish to Immigrate to Mexico

or who were already residing in the republic.

The governor of Veracruz, General Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna,

who had replaced General Miguel BarragSn in that office following the

January revolt, had been cautious in his enforcement of the expulsion

law, if his reports to the federal government were correct. It would

appear that Santa Anna was hesitant to expel persons enjoying the fuero

mllltar or Spaniards whom he held In esteem, such as his father-in-law
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or his personal physician. Santa Anna consulted the federal government

on April 2*+ concerning the fate of pensioned former military men of

Spanish birth and merchants who were said to be the object of popular

1

9

wrath. -^ Among the Spaniards who were supposed to leave Veracruz were

some who enjoyed a military pension, as well as a certain Manuel Ro-

driguez, who owed money to the federal treasury. Santa Anna thought

that the president should decide on the fate of persons who, by the

terms of the law of December 20, were to enjoy their salaries or

pensions while residing in a friendly country. The law had conceded

time extensions to merchants who required them in order to liquidate

their accounts, but the authorities in Jalapa believed that "the in-

quietude of the public" resulted from the presence of the merchants.

Santa Anna requested a definitive ruling by the president on these

matters.

Canedo replied on April 30 that the president believed the

governor's questions had already been resolved by the Minister of the

Treasury and that Governor Santa Anna should abide by those rulings.^

The president added:

. . . you should see to the effective departure of the individuals
referred to, if they are covered in the law, keeping in mind the
circular of this date ordering the departure of the Spaniards by
the ports of the South.

The circular of April 30, noted above, was the second of two

circulars sent out by the ministry of relations on that day. The

first of these ordered the governors to remove all Spaniards residing

on the coast a distance of at least twenty leagues into the interior.
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due to the reported arrival of a Spanish squadron off the Mexican

coast. ^' The order was given on the authority of part two, article

19, of the law of December 20, which had authorized the government

to move the Spaniards from the coast should an enemy invasion appear

imminent. The Spaniards were given three days in which to move, un-

less their condition was absolutely prohibitive, in which case they

were allowed to remain in their homes until they were able to travel.

The second circular issued on April 30 forbade the departure

of Spaniards from the ports of the northern coast, ^^ and prohibited

the departure of any Spaniard through the ports of Mexico without the

express permission of the federal government. Should this permission

be granted, the departures were to be made through the Pacific ports

only. Spaniards who had not yet verified their departure, were to

place themselves at the disposition of the governments of the southern

states. A Spaniard who had obtained a passport for a temporary absence

from the republic but had not verified his departure as yet, was to

return his passport to the issuing authority. When circumstances were

changed, these persons might apply once again for permission to leave

the republic temporarily.

Instructions issued by the ministry of relations on May 7, when

the circular was published as a bando, clarified the desired applica-

tion of the new policy. -^ Spaniards from the Federal District or the

territories, who should leave in conformity with the law of December

20, were to make their departure through the port of San Bias in the
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state of Jalisco. While there were no opportunities to embark, these

Spaniards would be kept under vigilance by the state government.

Spaniards from the Federal District who had previously obtained pass-

ports for departure through northern ports and had not yet departed

were to present these documents to the secretariat within three days

in order to obtain a new route. Spaniards arriving in Mexico City,

expelled from a state or territory, en route to a southern port were

to remain in the city no more than eight days, presenting themselves

daily before the alcalde primero of the ayuntamlento during their stay.

The provision for the departure of Spaniards from the Federal District

through the Pacific port of San Bias would be the subject of a number

of appeals by Spaniards who, understandably, did not relish the thought

of rounding Cape Horn in order to reach New Orleans.

The provisions of the circular of April 30 would make a further

contribution to the decline of Tampico which, prior to that date, had

already suffered economically as a result of the expulsion and

voluntary exodus of the local Spaniards. El Agui la had reported on

April 25:

In Tampico the Spaniards have had less serenity and calm, many
have realized or maltreated their properties and have left for
New Orleans, a fact which has been a fatal blow to the commerce
of that port . . ..2^

On April 28, Governor Santa Anna ordered the Spaniards of Jalapa,

Tuxtla, Acayficam, and Hulmangul 1 1o, to move twenty leagues from the coast

until the Spanish squadron had departed from the Mexican coast. ^5
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The federal government decreed on May 1 , a new set of passport

regulations for the use of the customs authorities of the ports. ^°

Article four, part one, of the new regulations stated that:

No Spaniard or subject of the Spanish government could enter the
republic, due to the prohibitions contained in article one of the
law of April 25, I826, and repeated in article 18 of the law of
December 20, 1827.

But part two of article four succeeded in restoring the status quo

ante-bellum: "Any foreigner may disembark with a passport of the

federal government." A Spaniard with a passport issued by the federal

government would not be refused entry to Mexico.

Canedo noticed a list of 205 Spaniards extended passports by the

governor of Veracruz on April 28, published in the Noticioso comercial

y cientffico of Veracruz City on May 2.^^ The minister of relations

informed Santa Anna on May 6 that since the latter had not informed

the federal government concerning these expulsions, the president wished

to know whether they were covered in articles 1, 3 and 6, or whether

they should have been judged under article 9- If they had been given

passports because they were dangerous, the president insisted that the

passports should be collected immediately and the cases sent to the

ministry of relations, since the faculty of article 9 rested with the

federal government. CafJedo reminded Santa Anna that provision 8 of

the instructions had called for a report on each of these individuals.

Governor Santa Anna defended his actions by stating that the ma-

28
jority of these Spaniards were "covered in the law." Their cases

had been reviewed by the junta established at Jalapa in accordance

with state decree no. 86, the expulsion law of Veracruz, following
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which he "did not hesitate" to give them passports. Furthermore,

there was reason for haste because of the threat of invasion and the

fact that so many Spaniards resided near the coast. The people of

Veracruz were "in an exalted state" and the Spaniards were in persona]

danger. Santa Anna protested that the report requested in the

instructions would be impossible to compile in such a short time.

If the Spaniards could not leave the nation, they would have to leave

the state. 'This government will not respond to their appeals," Santa

Anna concluded, "because they constitute a danger here."

The governor had evidently failed to conform to the instructions

issued earlier and, caught short by the appearance of the Spanish

squadron off the coast and by the commensurate rise in ant

i

-Spanish

feeling, he had taken the politic step of expelling 205 "suspicious"

Spaniards. Canedo replied, on behalf of the president, that the

provisions of the law of December 20, regarding the reports required

concerning Spaniards expelled from the states as well as the individual

reports required for the use of the federal government in deciding

29cases under article 9, must not be disregarded. "^ President Victoria

had insisted that Santa Anna forwarded these reports "in the briefest

possible time." The president refused to surrender the faculty granted

to the federal government under article 9.

Invasion threatened and the enforcement of the expulsion law was

slowed by the provisions placed in effect to reduce the threat such an

invasion would have represented. Canedo asked the chamber of deputies

on May 7, to pass a law declaring any Spaniard who might return from
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exile "outside the law."^ According to the Minister of Relations,

the president was convinced that the law of December 20 could not

be properly enforced without the passage oF a decree "determining the

penalty which should be imposed" in such cases. Without this decree,

the Spanish government could have sent its agents into the republic.

Canedo recommended that the penalty be made applicable to any Spaniard

who might return "without the express permission of the government."

Neither the reported debates nor the collections of decrees compiled

by Basil io JosI Arrillaga or Mariano Galvin Rivera provide any indica-

tion that the law desired by the ministry was passed.

The congress completed a measure on May 17, clarifying the law

9 1

of empleos of May 10, 1827. By the provisions of the new law, only

the employees who had been removed from their positions by the law of

May 10 were eligible to receive their full salaries and to receive

full credit for the time of their suspension toward their careers.

Spaniards removed from their posts by the laws of February 9, September

21 and November 16, 1824, were to enjoy two-thirds of their final

salaries or the pension they might have anticipated in retirement,

whichever was greater. Salaries not exceeding 300 pesos per year would

suffer no diminition, since no Spanish cesado should receive less than

300 pesos per year.

The chamber of deputies passed a measure on May 19 which was

designed to prevent the acquisition of "property or rights in the nation

by either corporations or individual subjects of any other [nation]
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which might be an enemy. ""^ The decree noted that the reverse would

be "incompatible with the state of war." The implication of this

measure for the Spaniards was that in order to possess property in

Mexico, a Spaniard would have to acquire citizenship through natural-

ization, after having first been excepted from the expulsion provisions

of the law of December 20.

The minister of relations presented his monthly report on the

progress of the expulsion to the congress on May 20.^^ Either Caffedo

had failed to present a report on April 20, as article 11 of the ex-

pulsion law required, which seems unlil<e1y, or else the report was not

preserved in the Ramo de e5pulsi6n . Assuming that the latter was the

case, the lists of Spaniards excepted or given passports included in

the report of May 20, would reveal the progress of the enforcement during

the preceding month only. Table 20 summarizes the lists submitted to

congress on May 20 by Canedo.

The Ramo de espulsi6n contains no report for June 20, ten days

prior to the expiration of the faculties conceded to the government

by the law. The three reports contained in the ramo may be summarized

below, providing a picture of the enforcement of the law which ap-

proximates that received by congress.

If Senator Jos^ Marfa Alpuche's estimate, that in 1827 there were

6,000 Spaniards in Mexico, was accurate, and provided that the govern-

ment's lists were up to date, it could be asserted that, with one month

remaining in the life of article 9 of the expulsion law, only about
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TABLE 20

A SUMMARY OF THE REPORTS SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS
BY THE MINISTRY OF RELATIONS ON MAY 20, 1828

SPANIARDS GIVEN PASSPORTS AND EXCEPTED
APRIL 20 -MAY 20, I828

Areas Reporting
Spaniards Given Passports

Spaniards
Military Regulars Total Excepted

Federal District
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TABLE 21

A SUMMARY OF THE LISTS SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS
BY THE MINISTRY OF RELATIONS IN I828

BASED ON THE THREE LISTS FOUND
IN THE RAMO DE ESPULSION

Areas Reporting
Passports Reported in the Reports Total

. Passports
Feb. 20 Mar. 20 May 20^ Reported

Federal District
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one-sixth of the Spaniards had received passports. A considerably

smaller number had actually departed from Mexico. Two factors intervened

to make these figures inaccurate. First, the number of state govern-

ments failed to file reports on their enforcement of the law as

directed in the law itself and in the initial instructions. This means

that the number of Spaniards receiving passports was actually much

higher than the lists given to congress would indicate. Second, a

number of the passports issued in the states and in the Federal District

were ordered collected by the federal government following appeals by

the Spaniards concerned or following a presidential review of the

lists remitted to the federal government by the governors. This means

that the actual number of Spaniards departing was far fewer than the

number of passports issued.

The prominent Spanish military officials among the expulsos

arriving in New Orleans must have provided a ready source of recruit-

ment for the officials in Havana charged with planning an invasion of

Mexico. While the exiled officers were threatened with the loss of

their pay should they visit Havana, the former expeditionary soldiers

lacked a similar motive to prevent them from doing so. A Mexican

writing from New Orleans on April 26 reported that shortly after their

arrival, over 200 Spanish troops had submitted a representation to the

captain general at Havana through the Spanish consul in New Orleans,

soliciting an amnesty. A Captain Sanchez, who had been a lieutenant

in the expeditionary battalion of Castille, arrived shortly in New
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Orleans and secured a barracks for them while arranging for their

transportation to Havana. The exiled Spanish soldiers received two

reales per day while awaiting transportation. Captain SSnchez remained

in New Orleans to await the arrival of additional capitulados.

The suspension placed on the departure of Spaniards on April 30

was lifted by a circular of May 2k, which was published as a bando on

May 31.-'^ Canedo issued the order circular after Minister of the

Treasury Jos6 Ignacio Esteva had reported that the financial losses

accruing to the Spaniards and their families, who were to embark

through the southern ports in accordance with the order of April 30,

would have been severe. The government had decided that the danger

of Spanish invasion was not so great as had previously been supposed.

The circular of April 30 was suspended for all residents of the Federal

District except Spanish military personnel:

. . . for the present and while circumstances do not vary, Spaniards
who voluntarily, or by virtue of the law of December 20, should

leave the republic, may verify their embarkation through the port

which they may select . . ., bonded by (ca-js ionando con) a Mexican,

to the satisfaction of the government of the respective state, that

they will not go to any of the Antilles dependent upon Spain; and

it has likewise been disposed that the passports of those who may
have permission to embark from a port anywhere along the Mexican
coast, shall not be collected, and those [passports] which have

been collected shall be returned ....

The provisions of this circular were extended on June 28, to cover

military personnel as well.

Jos6 Ignacio Esteva had also persuaded the federal government

that the orders issued on April 30 for the removal of Spanish residents

from the coast twenty leagues into the interloryere working undue

hardships on the Spaniards and their families. Minister Canedo Informed
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Governor Santa Anna of Veracruz on May 2k, that, according to Esteva's

report, the Spaniards and their families who resided along the coasts

of Veracruz were suffering "losses to their interests" due to the order

of April 30.-' In view of the decreasing danger of a Spanish invasion,

the president had decided that Spaniards who, in the opinion of the

Veracruz government, "may be of a pacific conduct," should not be

obliged to move into the interior. Only "suspicious" Spaniards were

to be forced to move from the coast of Veracruz. Santa Anna was author-

ized to reinstate the effects of the circular of April 30, should the

Spanish squadron reappear off the Mexican coast. Canedo forwarded the

same message to the governor of YucatSn on June 20, but limiting its

application to "only the Spaniards of Campeche."^^

Minister of Relations Canedo, recognizing that the expulsion law

of December 20 was not being enforced with equal rigor in all quarters,

issued a circular on May 28 to all but the governors of Chihuahua, Yu-

catSn and Mexico, demanding the fulfillment of the third, seventh and

TO
eighth provisions of the initial instructions."^ Reports had not been

submitted on Spaniards who were expelled, excepted, or not covered in

the law, nor had the required lists of Spaniards considered dangerous

to the republic been remitted to the federal government by most state

governments. In the circular of May 28, the president reminded the

twenty-one governors who were remiss in their compliance, that the

law would expire within one month and, in order to complete its

enforcement, the governors should forward their reports "by the next

return mai 1
."
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Governor Tornel of the Federal District published a bando on

May 30, establishing a new period during which excepted Spaniards

might make the formal pledge required in article 16 of the expulsion

law.-^-* The pledges were to be made before the alcalde primero of the

ayuntamiento in the consistorial houses of the Federal District

between June 2 and July 19. Should any Spaniard residing in the

Federal District fail to perform the act by July 20, without reasonable

cause, he would be expelled under article 17 of the expulsion law. The

bando also lifted the prohibition of February 26, so that Spaniards

might depart through the city gates without the prior knowledge of the

alcalde primero. The provision requiring Spaniards to notify local

authorities when they wished to change their residence was also

suspended.

The federal government found it necessary to emit a new circular

on June 3, by extraordinary mail, ordering the governors once again to

comply with article 7 of the initial instructions, which had called for

lists of the Spaniards excepted from the law to be submitted within

thirty days of its publication. The lists of "suspicious" Spaniards

were still missing for some states, making it impossible for the federal

government to comply with the provision of article 9. Canedo remon-

strated with the governors who were remiss:

... by virtue of what has been said, it would be inexcusable
for your excellency to fail to remit immediately and by extra-
ordinary mail a list or census of the Spaniards actually in your
state and, in addition, a report of the opinion you may have of

each of them . . ., your excellency will be responsible if you
should not comply with your part, whereas the federal government
will have complied by means of this final Interpolation and
remi nder.
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Governor Tome) responded to the federal appeal on June ]k with

a list of forty-four "disaffected" Spaniards to be judged by the

Ul
supreme government under article 9. Tornel 's list consisted of

names only, without data for the use of the president in council of

ministers in determining "the nature of the danger" inherent in their

remaining in the republic. Canedo replied that this list was identical

to the inadequate list submitted earlier. ^ Tornel 's appeal was returned

accompanied by orders to comply with the circular of February 16.^

Tornel returned the list on June 17, protesting that:

This government has been unable to acquire these notices, nor would
it be possible to do so without revealing the secret, and if this
government recommends their expulsion, it is because it has formed
a just opinion [rather than] an unjust opinion concerning these
individual s.^^

The government reiterated its position. Insisting that the president

could not resolve these cases in council without data. ^5 Tornel respond-

ed on June 30, the final day of the life of the law, by acknowledging

simply that the president In council of ministers had not granted his

petition.^" The Spaniards listed by Tornel were among the most prominent

men of the Federal District, Including Antonio TerSn and the ex-Count

of Basoco; Brigadier Juan Dfaz, the colonels Joaqufn de Elizalde,

Lorenzo Angulo Guardamino, Justo Huidobro, and Deputy Ciprlano Blanco

of YucatSn.

The original list, which had been compiled for Governor Tornel

by "some gentlemen" of the ayuntamiento, on June 10, contained the

names of 130 Spaniards. ' The ayuntamiento and the governor of the

Federal District were hesitant to Investigate the prominent Spaniards
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of the Federal District for fear of "revealing the secret." The rumor

of the "secret list" having been sent by Governor Tornel was sufficient

to elicit three appeals to the federal government by Spaniards who

feared that their names might be on the list.

Article 10 of the expulsion law had provided for the expiration

of articles 7 and 9 at the end of six months. Tornel inquired whether

the articles expired on the 20th or on the 22nd of June. Canedo

replied on June 21 that the law would expire in the Federal District

on June 22, "at the hour of its publication." ^ Tornel stated his

concern about the public resentment caused by some exceptions. He

felt that the law should be extended. On June 23 Tornel repeated again

that the data required by the government could not be provided within a

short time.-' Tornel warned that, if the Spaniards "who should have

been expelled under faculty 9" were excepted, public opinion would be

deepl y st i rred.

The governor of the Federal District feared that many Spaniards

would be left in the republic "because of the government's refusal to

overlook normal procedures in these cases." He charged that "for

other Spaniards, your excellency did not request such instructions of

either my predecessor or of me." The collection of information about

the many Spaniards in the Federal District had proved an impossible

taslc. Tornel pleaded for three more days in which to attempt to gather

data on the more dangerous Spaniards of the Federal District.

The president replied through the ministry of relations on June

23 1 that the time aUotted for the use of the faculty conceded by

article 9 had expired on the previous day. 51 President Victoria assured
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Tornel that no resolutions taken In council would be altered since they

were made "with all circumspection and impartiality." Tornel acknow-

ledged the president's refusal to grant him "three days to spell out

the dangers which would result from the remainder of these Spaniards

in the republ ic."-'

Canedo issued a circular on June 25. clarifying the extent to

which the provisions of the expulsion law had expired. -^ Articles 7

and 9 had ceased, but since articles 1 through 6 were not specifically

terminated by a provision of the law, the president had decided to

keep them in force in order to resolve the cases still pending. The

government reserved the right to continue to resolve the cases of

Spaniards who came under the expulsion provisions of articles I, 3»

5 and 6. That is, the cases of capitulados, of Spaniards who had

entered the republic after 1821, of regular clergy, vagrants, and home-

less Spaniards, would still be resolved by the federal government,

resulting in additional exceptions or expulsions. The government also

extended its right to grant exemptions for reasons of age, illness or

for any of the other reasons listed in articles 2, h and 5. In short,

all of the articles which "were related to the compliance with

articles 1, 2, 3» ^i 5 and 6" were declared to be in force until further

not i ce

.

The government revoked on June 27 the prohibition against the

embarkation of Spanish military personnel through the northern ports. "^

The same provisions were to apply to military personnel as had been
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decreed for civilians. They were to be "bonded by a Mexican to the

satisfaction of the respective state government, that they will not

go to any of the Antilles dependent upon Spain.'

The presidential order of April 30, which had called for the

removal of all Spaniards from the coasts of Mexico in view of the

imminent danger of a Spanish invasion, was definitively revoked by

an order sent to the governors of the gulf coast states on July 19.

The government reserved the right to renew the measure in case the

Spanish squadron reappeared off the Mexican coast.

The president attempted on July 26 to provide a consistent basis

for regulating the deposits of bonds required of Spaniards departing

from the Gulf coast of Mexico.^' The circulars of May 2^+ and June 28

had called for the posting of a bond as a guarantee that the Spaniard

would not stop at a port in the Spanish Antilles. In the future a list

of Spaniards posting bonds should be remitted to the capital and the

fact should be noted in the respective passports. No Spaniard was to

be permitted to depart from a port of the Mexican coast without post-

ing such a bond in the future. Any Spaniard who refused to do so,

should be obliged to depart from one of the southern ports in Jalisco

or Oaxaca.

These circulars indicate that the federal government was indeed

resolving the cases which had been pending on June 20. The pace of

enforcement had slowed considerably from that of February and March.

The result of the expulsion law was not what its proponents, such as

Berduzco, Alpuche and Tornel , had envisioned. An English merchant,
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who had travelled through five states of Mexico in June and July of

1828, reported to his associate in Veracruz on July 15 that the rumors

they had heard about the "evil effects" of the expulsion were un-

founded: "The law of expulsion has not caused the miseries and in-

security which our colleague N . . . announced to us."-^ To the

English merchant the law had produced no harmful effects because

it had been:

. . . limited to capitulados and those introduced since the year
1821 ; that is to say, to those who possessed nothing, or who
used to possess very little.

Since the expulsos were generally not persons of wealth, the English

traveler felt that little harm had been done to the country.

The Cases of Six Prominent Spaniards

The cases of generals Pedro Celestino Negrete and Jos^ Antonio

Echavarri were complicated by the fact that the generals had been im-

prisoned for their alleged involvement in the Arenas affair. Governor

Tornel feared that, since article 9 of the law would expire in June

and the trials of Negrete and Echavarri might not be concluded by

that time, these "dangerous" Spaniards might escape prescription. Tornel

recommended to the federal government on March k the immediate expulsion

of Negrete, Echavarri and the other Spanish prisoners. 59 Canedo in-

formed Tornel on May 23 that, after serving their sentences, Negrete

and Echavarri could be expelled under article 9.

Tornel extended passports to Negrete and Echavarri on May 28,

following their acquittal by a military tribunal. Governor Tornel

reported on June 23 that he had given passports to all of the "Arenas
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conspirators" under article 9 of the expulsion law. ^2 General of

Division EchavarrI was allowed on July 28 to select the port from

which he wished to depart, but his request to depart In a ship of war

was Ignored. ^ The general was guaranteed his salary as long as he

did not reside In "an enemy country. "°^ On September 5, EchavarrI

solicited an extension of one month in order to restore his health.

President Guadalupe Victoria ordered him examined by physicians to

determine the necessity of the delay. ^5 Minister of War Pedraza argued

that the Spanish general's appeal should be denied since "It granted

him recognition unknown among the Generals of the Army."

The president ordered the departure of Negrete and EchavarrI on

September 6, noting that "one month had passed since they were set at

liberty." ' General Negrete was to depart at once, while General Echa-

varrI could await the resolution of his appeal for a time extension.

President Victoria allotted EchavarrI the remainder of the month of

September to verify his departure. ° Generals Negrete and EchavarrI

arrived in Puebla on September 17, where they halted with presidential

permission, "until the road between Puebla and Veracruz could be

placed In a state of security, "°^ since General Manuel Rlnc6n was

besieging General Santa Anna at Perote In mid-September. Governor

Joaqufn Haro y Tamariz of Puebla reported the departure of generals

Negrete and EchavarrI for Veracruz with an escort on December sJ^

In the words of Lucas Alam5n:

Spain then was clearly avenged at the hands of the Mexicans them-
selves for the injuries which those two chiefs had caused her by
means of the grand part they had played in the making of Independ-
ence. 71
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The case of Martfn Rafael de Michelena illustrates the disagree'

ment between Governor Tornel and Governor Zavala concerning the type

of Spaniard which should have been expelled. The lengthy and influence-

laden case of Michelena was forwarded to Juan J. Espinosa de los Mon-

teros on February 22.' Michelena had been a member of the "junta of

creditors to the possessions of the deceased Pedro Ram6n Romero de

Terreros" since June, 1819. Tornel pushed for his expulsion over

references in his favor from Governor Zavala, Colonel Juan Amador,

Jos6 Ram6n Malo, the secretary of state in Mexico state, and Deputy

Anastasio Zerecero of Mexico state. Governor Tornel summarized his

opinion of such recommendations on February 22:

Certifications are granted with facility, so that not only this

Spaniard but all of them can find Mexicans who will vouch for

their conduct; ... it is necessary to close one's ears to

compassion .... Michelena's solicitude should not be granted.'-'

President Victoria rejected Michelena's appeal on March 2U, granting

him time to render his accounts in connection with the Romero de

Terreros estate prior to his departure.

The case of Mateo Rubio, a wealthy Spanish merchant of the

capital, was singular in that Rubio attempted to bribe Governor Tornel

in order to have his passport withdrawn. On April I, the president

had ordered the expulsion of Rubio within 30 days.'^ When Rubio

protested that his financial affairs could not be satisfactorily ar-

ranged within a month, Canedo returned his appeal, noting that his

affairs could be handled by a proxy. ^5 Governor Tornel reported on

Apri 1 16, that Rubio:

. . . resorted to the extreme of offering me 2,000 pesos Lf I

would withdraw the passport which I had given him . . ..'
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Rubto was granted a three-nxjnth extension on April 18 to adjust

his affairs.'' This concession expired on July 1^, at which time Ca-

78
Pfedo reminded Tornel that the merchant must depart. But a new ap-

peal from Rubio appeared on July 21, in which he noted that he owed

money to the federal treasury. Car^edo requested a report from Minister

of the Treasury Jos^ Ignacio Pav6n on the matter. Pav6n reported on

79
August 5, that Rubio owed the treasury over 8,000 pesos. In the

Interest of the national treasury, Rubio was excepted from the expul-

sion in September and forgiven for his attempt to bribe Governor

Tornel. ^°

The case of General Miguel Gonzalez Saravia was affected by

Governor Tornel 's suspicion that the general had been involved In the

revolt begun by Lt. Colonel Manuel Montano in December. Canedo turned

the case over to Tornel for resolution on June ]k, since General

81
Saravia had resided in the capital for a number of years. Tornel

informed the government of June 18 that General Saravia was "connected

with those who took part in the plan of Montano," recommending the use

of article 9 in the case."^ President Victoria agreed, ordering

Saravia expelled under article 9» but only:

. . . after the trial which should be formed for his having obtained
command outside the republic and when he has executed the penalty,
to which he may be sentenced. "3

The standard charge against those suspected of implication in the Mon-

tano revolt was "having accepted command outside the republic," In

other words, from Spain. On June 23, Tornel reported expediting General

Saravia's passport "to be effective following his trial and after his

QU
sentence is served."
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The case of Brigadier Juan Orbegozo reveals how a Spaniard with

excellent military recommendations and a past free of suspicion could

obtain repeated extensions without obtaining an exception from the

expulsion of I828. Brigadier Orbegozo appealed directly to the

president on January 20, noting that he had married a Mexican on

November 21, I827f with the permission of the army. -^ Orbegozo was a

capitulado, having joined Agustfn Iturbide in August 1821. Iturbide

had attached him to Captain General Juan O-DonojG and, later, he had

been a member of the Provisional Governing Junta and a deputy in the

first constitutional congress. At the time of his appeal. Brigadier

Orbegozo was a professor of mathematics and geography, having been

removed from the army by the law of May 10, 1827-

General Manuel Rinc6n recommended Orbegozo as "singularly faith-

86
ful to independence in the present circumstances." In order to re-

solve the appeal. President Victoria wished to know whether Orbegozo

was a capitulado. Pedraza replied on April 18:

According to popular rumor, General Juan Orbegozo capitulated in

Jalapa, and subsequently, in Puebla where he was the commissioner
who signed the capi tulat ions.o7

At this time also. Brigadier Orbegozo was actively attempting with the

support of the governor of Veracruz, to obtain the contract for the

repair of the roads between Jalapa and C6rdova. His attempt was refused

88
by the president on April 18.

On April 22 the president ordered the expulsion of Brigadier

89
Orbegozo within thirty days on a Veracruz passport. Governor Santa

Anna extended a passport to Brigadier Orbegozo on April 27. Santa
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Anna reported on May I, that he had boen thinking of giving Orbegozo

"a commission concerning roads which I was going to entrust to his

90
scientific knowledge." Santa Anna forwarded Orbegozo's appeal for

a three-month extension "In order to arrange his affairs In the country."

Governor Santa Anna added his recommendation to Orbegozo's appeal. The

three-month extension was granted.

°

Santa Anna forwarded a new appeal from Brigadier Orbegozo on

July 6, petitioning the president for another time extension and for

permission to come to Mexico City where he might sell his books and

Instruments. 52 President Victoria extended his permission on July 12

to the maximum of six months permitted by the law of December 20. ^^

On October 22, Vice Governor Manuel ArgUelles of Veracruz remitted a

new appeal from Orbegozo for a further extension of time, which was

returned to the vice governor for additional Information. Arguelles

was serving as Orbegozo's attorney In the case. On November 2, General

Ignacio Mora, military commander of the state of Veracruz, reviewed the

existing file on Orbegozo In a letter to Canedo.^ General Mora recom-

mended Orbegozo as "a patriotic, useful and wise liberal." On November

II, Brigadier Manuel de Mier y Terin added his own to Orbegozo's grow-

ing file of recommendations.

Tornel forwarded a new appeal from Brigadier Orbegozo, who was

now In the Federal District, on December 16, requesting a passport to

Orizaba in order to prepare for his departure. 95 Orbegozo asked that

his salary be paid by the commissary at Veracruz. On December 17 the

government acceded to his requests. ^^ At this point, the expedient on

Brigadier Orbegozo ends abruptly. Perhaps he departed for New Orleans
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in December or, if he received a further extension, he was surely ex-

pelled by the more inflexible expulsion law of March 20, 1829.

The final results of the law of December 20 can best be shown

in statistics, which will be the task of the final chapter. To a

degree, Lucas Alamln was correct: Mexico avenged Spain by virtue of

the law of December 20. The law was a first attempt by republican

Mexico to shake off Spanish influence. She would try again with the

law of March 20, l829t ' and yet a third time when the congress of

qQ
1833 revived the law of March 20 by a decree of January 16, 1833."^

The first expulsion law had provided the pattern which would be

modified for use in 1829 and 1833.
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CHAPTER XI

THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST GENERAL
EXPULSION OF SPANIARDS

By their choice of the term "expulsion," the Creoles clearly

implied two things; first, that the movement was justified on moral

and economic grounds and, secondly, that the process was to be exten-

sive and as nearly complete as possible. On both counts, the Mexicans

were to suffer disappointments. The matter of moral justification for

the expulsion will not be treated here, since it lies outside our

competence. The present chapter will focus on the economic questions

involved in the first expulsion and, particularly, on the extent of

Spanish emigration. An attempt will be made to assess the effect on

Mexico of the first expulsion in the light of data on the occupations

of the Spaniards who were actually expelled. Long range results are,

of course, more difficult to discern. Some hypotheses will be presented,

however, though no conclusive analysis could be made without adequate

treatment of the history of Mexico during the years subsequent to the

first expulsion.

The Extent of the Expulsion

The distinction between Spaniards issued passports and peninsulares

departing from the ports should be kept in mind. As can be seen from

Tables 22 and 23, more Spaniards departed than the governors' reported

passports would indicate. A count of all the reports of passports
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TABLE 22

SPANIARDS ISSUED PASSPORTS BY THE GOVERNORS OF
STATES, TERRITORIES AND THE FEDERAL DISTRICT

DECEMBER 1827-JANUARY 1829

(Derived from reports and lists submitted by the governors to the
Secretary of Relations.)

Region Spaniards

Californias, Terr, de
Chiapas 26
Chihuahua 87
Coahui la y Tejas
Col ima, Terr, de

, 3
Distrito Federal 262
Durango 79
Guanajuato
Jalisco kS
Mexico
MichoacSn 23

Nuevo Le6n 10

Nuevo Mexico, Terr, de
Oaxaca 107
Occidente k8
Puebla 136
Quer^taro 33
San Luis Potosf 119
Tabasco 7,

Tamaul ipas 39
Tlaxcala, Terr, de k
Veracruz 7
YucatSn 60
Zacatecas 8

Total ],]0k

Note: The blank spaces indicate the absence of reports rather
than the lack of expulsions. The figures for Veracruz,
the Federal District and even Jalisco are too low as a

result of missing reports.

Source: Reports and lists submitted by the governors to the Ministry
of Relations. Mfixico. Archivo General de la Nacl6n. Ramo
de espulsi6n. legs. 2, 3, 5. 8, 9, 10.



Sources: The reports from the port commanders to the Secretary
of Relations were found in Mexico. Archivo General
de la Naci6n. Ramo de ^ spqlgj^g, legs. 3, 5, 8, 9.
Departures of Spaniards were reported in "Noticias de
las entradas y salidas de buques habidas en este
Puerto," El Agui la Hexjcap^, Vl (January 1 through Sep-
tember 12, 1828). Renewed reports of Spaniards depart-
ing appeared in "Entradas y salidas de embarcaciones ,"

Correo de la Federaci6n. Vl I (January 1 through March
20, I829).
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TABLE 23

DEPARTURES BY SPANIARDS, THEIR WIVES AND CHILDREN
AS A RESULT OF THE LAW OF DECEMBER 20, 1 827

Month Year

Reported by

the port
commanders

Departures through Veracruz as
reported by Agui la £ Correo^

Men Wives Children Servants Employees

December
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Issued by the governors resulted in a total of only \ ,]0k Spaniards,

while the port comr,ianders reported 1,771 Spaniards departing. The

absence of reports from major states such as Guanajuato and Mexico

was a factor in the understatement of the passports total. The ex-

planation for this data problem, and many others encountered in the

course of this study, was the incomplete state of the Ramo de esoul -

liin. In spite of its seventy-one volumes of documents relevant to

the topic (plus one volume of irrelevant documents), the ramo contained

some gaps.

Table 23 compares Mexico City periodical reports of departing

Spaniards with the lists submitted by the port co,Tnanders. While the

periodicals listed the wives, children, servants and employees who

departed with the Spaniards, the commanders' reports did not. E±

Aauiia and Corr?0 were incomplete sources, however, since they

reported departures from Veracruz only. But the periodical reports

of departures by Spaniards in March 1828 and in early 1829 are more

accurate than those of the port commanders. This may indicate, once

again, that relevant reports are missing from the Ramo de esnt.Kj/^^

The reports published by E] Ag^jja and the Correo reveal a sizeable

exodus of wealthy Spaniards immediately prior to the passage of the

second expulsion law on March 20, 1829. Their departures were marked

by an increase in the number of servants accompanying Spanish exiles.

These Spaniards were possibly merchants who had escaped the first

round of prescriptions.
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The overwhelming preponderance of departures through the Gulf

ports and particularly through the port of Veracruz is demonstrated

In Table 2k. The same may be said of departures by the dependents

of Spaniards, Illustrated In Table 25. It seems clear that few

Spaniards were able to take their families with them into exile.

The generally accepted belief that Spanish recognition would soon make

their return possible may have been a factor in the thinking of some.

An area In which the reports in the Ramo de espul sl6n are notably

incomplete is that of financial aid to the expelled Spaniards (vi^ti-

cos) . Table 26 summarizes the existing reports, which listed 451

Spaniards who were aided with over 12,437 pesos from various branches

of the national treasury. The governors' correspondence reveals that

many more received assistance but financial statements were seldom

remitted to the Ministry of Relations. A list of expulsos frequently

Included a note to the effect that all or most of the Spaniards

mentioned had been provided with aid at varying rates, depending upon

their social rank, but the totals were frequently absent from the

reports.

Most of the exiles went to New Orleans. Any attempt to determine

the exact number would be aided by debarkation records in New Orleans,

if such exist. Table 27 summarizes the evidence contained in the

reports of the port commanders, using the final destination of the ves-

sels carrying Spaniards as a rather unreliable indicator. It Is worthy

of note that roughly 50 per cent of the Spaniards departed on ships
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TABLE 2U

DEPARTURES BY SPANIARDS FROM MEXICAN PORTS
DECEMBER 1827-FEBRUARY 1829

(Based upon reports submitted by the port commanders to the Secretary
of Relations following passage of the law of December 20, 1827.)

PORTS

Months Campeche Guaimas MazatlSn Tampico Veracruz

December
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TABLE 25

DEPARTURES BY DEPENDEf^S OF SPANIARDS
FROM MEXICAN PORTS

DECEMBER 1827 "FEBRUARY 1829

Campeche

Guaimas

MazatlSn

Tamp i CO

Veracruz

Total

I*

320'»

365

Mexico. Archivo General de la Nacf6n. Ramo de espul si6n . legs,

. 3, 5, 8, 9.

"Noticias de las entradas y sal Idas de buques habidas en este
Puerto," El Agui la Mexicana . Vl (January 1 -September 12, I828),
and "Entradas y sal Idas de embarcaciones," Correo de la Federaci6n.
VII (January 1 -March 20, 1829).

Source: Reports from port commanders found in the above sources.
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bound solely for New Orleans. Any number of the vessels bound for

other ports may have made for New Orleans first. The table also

reveals that during the heaviest months of emigration, December 1827

through March I828, roughly 90 per cent of the Spaniards boarded

ships whose final destination was New Orleans.

The reports compiled by the governors which have been preserved

in the Ramo de espulsi6n list 2,768 Spaniards who were excepted from

the law's expulsion provisions. Table 28 reveals the distribution of

these exceptions, while noting the absence of reports from Guanajuato,

Tabasco, San Luis Potosf and the territories of Tlaxcala, New Mexico

and the Californias. Puebla, Yucatan and Oaxaca reported the largest

number of exceptions, while the Federal District reported only thirty-

one, although the capital may have contained more excepted Spaniards

than any other area. The figure for Spaniards excepted, like the

figure for peninsulares expelled, is probably lower than it should be

in reality. The sum of these two figures would mean that there were

only 3,782 Spaniards in Mexico in December I828.

The Effect of the Expulsion on the Clergy

The regular clergy of Mexico were under attack during the First

Federal Republic, because of their landholdings and the fact that

they were a corporation in which the Spaniards possessed considerable

influence. This assault virtually destroyed the traditional system

of hospitals and schools, which had been operated by them. The law

of December 20, 1827. contributed to the roughly 17 per cent reduction

in the number of religious clergy occurring between I826-28, according
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TABLE 28

DISTRIBUTION OF SPANIARDS EXCEPTED FROM
THE LAW OF DECEMBER 20, 1827

(Compiled from reports submitted by the governors of the states and

territories to the Secretary of Relations, from January 23 to

December 2, 1828.)

Political Divisions Reported Excepted

Californias, Terr. de.

Chi apas
Chi huahua
Coahui la y Tejas
Col ima, Terr, de
Distrito Federal
Durango
Guanaj uato
Jal i SCO
Mexico
MichoacSn
Nuevo Le6n
Nuevo Mexico, Terr, de
Oaxaca
Occidente (Sonora y Sinaloa)
Puebla
Querltaro
San Luis Potosf
Tabasco
Tamaul ipas

Tlaxcala, Terr, de
Veracruz
YucatSn
Zacatecas

Total

^3

89

.
3^
5

31

161

165

118

93

69

319
]k3,

45V
178
166

79
8

389
218

2,768

^Blank spaces indicate that reports from these states and territories
were not located.
"Includes 59 cases reported as undecided.

Source: Reports found in Mexico. Archivo General de la Naci6n.

Ramo de espulsl6n . legs. 2, 3, 5. 7, 9. 10.
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to the reports of the ministry of justice. Table 30 demonstrates

the distribution of the loss which amounted to 325 friars among

the various religious houses. The Franciscans, who were numerically

the largest religious brotherhood, suffered the greatest absolute

decline, losing 159 friars during the period. But the Carmelites,

who were in their majority Spanish, suffered a relatively greater

blow, losing more than 57 per cent of their membership.

In order to determine the percentages of the Mexican and Spanish

membership of the religious orders. Table 31 combines data from Justice

Minister Miguel Ramos Arizpe's reports to congress in 1827 and 1828.

Prior to the expulsion, approximately 21.8 per cent of the regulars

were Spaniards, while 78.2 per cent were Mexican-born. Among the

least "Spanish," were the Agustinians who were 92.5 per cent Mexican,

and the Mercedarians whose ranks included only one Spaniard. The

Franciscan order possessed the largest number of Spanish regulars.

The go/ernment's figures on the expulsion and exception of

Spanish regular clergy may be seen in Table 32. The figures provided

by the Ministry of Justice on the expulsion of regulars are, in the

case of the Franciscans and Carmelites, lower than the absolute

declines listed in Table 30.for these two orders. It should be noted

that eighty-three Spaniards of the Colegios Apost6licos were reported

expelled. This must have represented a serious blow to the Church in

Mexico. An undetermined part of the numerical loss suffered by the

regular orders during the I826-28 period occurred as a part of the
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TABLE 30

THE CHANGES OCCURRING IN THE NUMBER OF
REGULAR CLERGY IN MEXICO, I826-I828

Orders
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trend toward secularization which characterized the early nineteenth

century in Mexico.

The secular clergy suffered a loss of only roughly 8 per cent

during the I826-28 period. Table 32 reveals that while six of

Mexico's bishoprics suffered a decline in their numbers, four others

gained additional members. Guadalajara, Oaxaca, YucatSn and Sonora

experienced an increase in the number of secular clergy within their

bishoprics. The greatest numerical loss was suffered by the bishopric

of Puebla where seventy-six priests disappeared from the rolls. Ac-

cording to a ministerial report contained in Table 33» only eleven

Spanish secular clergy were expelled under article 9 of the law of

December 20. By the terms of the law, secular clergy were not

included in the expulsion. If the ministry report was accurate, the

loss of 289 during the 1826-28 period cannot be attributed to the

expulsion of the Spaniards.

The Results of the Expulsion

An attempt to arrive at a sound statistical evaluation of the

effect of the law of December 20 on the Spaniards requires a critical

approach to the lists of Spaniards contained in the Ramo de espulsi6n .

Table 3^ represents a final summary, based upon the lists which have

been preserved. The figures in Table 3^ may be compared with the

calculations of the Ministry of Relations completed in December, I828,

contained in Table 35.

A brief comparison of the two tables quickly reveals their great

differences. Table 3^+ Indicates that a minimum of 6,015 Spaniards

resided In Mexico in 1827. By adding the totals of Table 35 only 2, 7^+9
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TABLE 32

THE CHANGES OCCURRING IN THE NUMBER OF

SECULAR CLERGY IN MEXICO, I826-I828

Obi spados
(Bishoprics)
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TABLE 3*+

THE EXPULSION LAW OF DECEMBER 20, 1827: A SUMMARY OF

REPORTS FROM THE STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS
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data are not without a sound basis. By counting the lists of Spaniards
contained in the reports, cross-checking carefully to avoid repetition,
and comparing results with the summary presented to the congress by the
Minister of Relations, I was able to improve on the information avail-
able to the government officials in I828. The absence of reports from
Veracruz and Guanajuato seriously weaken my attempted calculation of the
total Spaniards in each category. The missing reports contributed to
the understatement of the final totals: there must have been more than
6,015 Spaniards in Mexico in 1827, but probably not more than 7,000.

Total number of Spaniards residing in each state who were ordered
expelled from that state by either the state government or the federal
government.

b
Total number of Spaniards residing in each state who were exempted
from the effects of the law by either the state or federal government.

Q
Total number of Spaniards residing in each state whose cases were
still pending following the expiration of the effects of the expulsion
law plus those Spaniards who were not discovered within the state
until the law had expired.

Minimum number of Spaniards who were residing within each state as

of December 20, 1827-

When the figure cited by the minister of relations in his report to
congress was higher than the figure derived from my own count, the of-
ficial figure was cited in parentheses. A probable explanation for

this difference lies in the fact that all of the reports were not present
in the ramos cited above.

Includes 73 Spaniards whose requests for passports were pending.

^Though the minister's report mentions only three exceptions in Veracruz,
it is probable that the actual exceptions outnumbered the expulsions.
This is born out by the fact that during the expulsion of 1829 Vera-
cruz was found to be one of the principal regions of Spanish residence
in Mexico.

My count of the lists from YucatSn resulted in perfect agreement with

the minister's reports. All the reports from Yucatan seem to have been

preserved in the Ramo de espulsi6n .

Source: Lists were located in Mexico. Archivo General de la Naci6n.

Ramo de espulsi6n . legs. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10.
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TABLE 35

THE FINAL REPORT TO CONGRESS BY THE MINISTRY OF RELATIONS ON
THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST GENERAL EXPULSION OF SPANIARDS

(Estado que manifiesta el nijmero de espanoles que se han espelido de

la repfjblica, y de los que se han declarado poder permanecer en el la

conforme a la ley de 20 de diciembre de 1827.)

Estados
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NOTAS

la Los huecos que aparecen en las columnas 2a y 't a respectivas a los

espulsados por la facultad del art. 9° y a los esceptuados de la

ley por el gobierno general, indlcan que no hay individuo alguno
de los perteneclentes a dichas columnas.

2a Los huecos que aparecen en las columnas la y 3a indican que no se

tienen aun las noticlas correspondientes de los indlviduos compren-
didos en el las, que se esperan de los gobiernos part iculares, con-
forme a las prevenciones del gobierno supremo impresas al pie de
la ley de la materia y circuladas con la misma.

3a De los territorios de las Californias no se ha recibido noticia
alguna sobre este asunto.

Mexico 31 de diciembre de I828.

Canedo

Note: This final summary was prepared by the "Primera Secretarfa de

Estado, Departamento del Interior, Secci6n Primera," for pre-
sentation to congress on December 31, I828. It was published
as Cuadro No. 1 in the Memoria submitted by Minister of Relations
Juan de Dios Canedo in 1829. The Original copy was located by

the author in Mexico. Archivo General de la Naci6n. Ramo de

espulsi6n. leg. 2, Vol. k, exp. 2, f ol . 1.
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Spaniards can be accounted for. The ministry reported only 772 ex-

pulsions and 1,977 exceptions. Table 3^ suggests that there was a

minimum of 2,293 expulsions and 3»088 exceptions, with approximately

63'+ cases still unresolved in late I828. The differences between

the two charts in terms of what occurred at the local level are as

marked as they are at the national level. For example. Table "^k

accounts for 1,337 Spaniards in the Federal District, Table 35 only

\k\.

The Ministry of Relations was in no position to calculate the

full effects of the expulsion or the total number of Spaniards residing

in the republic. Information on those expelled or excepted by the

governors of Coahuila y Tejas, Guanajuato, Mexico, Puebla, Ta-naul ipas,

Veracruz, Jalisco, Zacatecas and the Federal District had not been

received by December 31, I828, when the final report was compiled.

No notice of any kind from the territory of the Californias had been

received by December 31. All but the states of Veracruz and Guana-

juato eventually submitted some useful reports. Additional reports

may yet be located in the documentation of the relations ministry

preserved in the Ramo de qobernaci6n«

Table 3^+ was compiled from the reports extant in the Ramo de

espul s i6n. When the figure cited in the ministry's final report was

higher than the number resulting from the count of the existing lists,

the ministry's figure was used in the chart and cited in parentheses.

This procedure was based on the assumption that the ministry saw

additional lists which have not been preserved in the Raiio de e5Pulsi6n .
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The statistics contained In Table Ik reveal that the minimum

number of Spaniards residing in Mexico in 1827 was very close to the

estimate of 6,000 made by Senator Jos^ Marfa Alpuche in congress on

November 2, 1827. Perhaps the yorkinos had investigated the matter

more carefully than had the Victoria government. Since the reports

of departures contained In El Aqt|ila and the Correo demonstrate that

the figures derived from a count of the port commanders' lists are

too low for certain months, the estimate of 2,293 expulsions found

in Table 3^ would seem preferable to the total of 1,771 noted

earlier. In order to arrive at an idea of the number of Spaniards

who managed to avoid the effects of the law, the total of the cases

pending must be added to the total excepted, resulting In a new

figure of 3,772 Spaniards remaining In late 1828, or roughly 60 per

cent of the pre-expul slon Spanish population.

The number of Spaniards present in each entity of the federal

republic may be estimated by adding the figures under "Excepted" and

"Pending" for each state and territory. Table 36 presents minimum

estimates of the Spanish population before and after the expulsion

of 1827~28, which were derived from the figures in Table 3^+. The

reports were probably misleading for the Federal District where the

ministry softened the hard line enforced by Governor Tornel . Guana-

juato's Spaniards appear to have escaped the effects of the law almost

completely, a startling fact when one recalls the Hidalgo revolt. In

Jalisco also, the number of expulsos appears very small considering

the role of the state In giving Impetus to the expulsion movement.
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TABLE 36

THE FATE OF SPANIARDS IN THE FEDERAL DISTRICT
DECEMBER 1827-JANUARY 1829

8kk'

Spaniards departing:
Issued passports by the governor
Issued passports by the federal government 2qid
Passports requested voluntarily 73C

Total Spaniards departing
1 jjq

Spaniards remaining:
Excepted by the federal government cod
Employees of the federal government 136

Total Spaniards remaining 65

Minimum number of Spaniards present in the Federal
District, December 1827-January 1829

1 275

enterPH^^^h r ! 'Ti '^ ^'"^ '^^ ^^"^" ^"^ territories oftenentered the Federal District, the population of the capitalwas not stable. Spaniards were often found hiding in the

TaVoln' h
'
'^rjQ28,

the Federal District was ?he home oflarge numbers of Spaniards who had not lived there prior tothe passage of the law of December 20, 1827.

Sources: ^Calculations derived from reports in "Suplemento." El Aouila
^|21ii|lia^ VI (March 9. I828), 1-3; VI (April 5, 828) V vf^(April 30, 1828), 3; VI (May 2, I828), 2; VI (June 30! 1828),

Calculations based on lists found in Mexico. Archivo General

2? '^,'"5'^"; ^^^deesp„ls|/^n. leg. 8, Vol. 18. exps. 20,
^.21, 22, 23; leg. 9, Vol. 22, exp. 7I.
Calculations based on a list published in CfijxeodelaFede-

^jragi^n. yil (January 1, 1829), 3-k.
Calculations based on a list onhlicheri :» ci a_ • 1 i^

^Vl (March 28, I828)
,
3I,.

^"''^''^^^ ^" El Aqu i la hf^^ i ranfl .

^List located in Ramo de ft.;p||Hj(^n, jgg. 8, Vol. I9, exp. 37.
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Governor Zavala's remarks about "twenty-five Spanish families" remain-

ing in Mexico state appear curious when one notes that 157 Spaniards

were excepted from the law there.

The largest remaining Spanish populations appear to have been

concentrated in Puebla and Oaxaca but, if the truth were known, they

would probably be found to have resided in the Federal District and

Veracruz. The confusion caused by the expulsion in the capital and

the refusal of Governor Santa Anna of Veracruz to reveal his enforce-

ment actions have obscured the results in these important areas. The

states least affected seem to have been Zacatecas, where only 3 per

cent of the Spaniards departed, and Guanajuato, where only one Spaniard

was reported to have left the state. It would seem that a number of

state governments were more flexible on the Spanish question than

they might have cared to admit.

Conclusions

In order to assess the effect of the first general expulsion of

Spaniards on the course of Mexican history, it will be necessary to

ascertain which Spaniards departed Mexico and which remained. Since

the law of December 20, 1827, was not enforced evenly in all regions

of the republic, one cannot assume that the same group of Spaniards

suffered exile from each state and locality. The fact that, to a large

degree, the law was enforced by governors with differing attitudes

toward the Spaniards, created an ambiente in which uniformity was an

impossibility. The old colonial maxim of obedezco pero no cumpjo (I

obey but I do not comply) had not ceased to be applied entirely under
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the republican regime.

In order to answer the question of who was expelled, two

alternative methods of compiling occupational data on the departing

Spaniards were utilized. First, the lists of peninsulares receiving

passports were examined for occupations, resulting in the data presented

in Table 38 below. Since not all Spaniards receiving passports actually

departed, these lists may not be considered valid indicators of

departures. A more adequate source was the reports remitted by the

port commanders of Spaniards actually departing the republic. Table

3k was compiled from these lists. In this attempt, as In the first,

the evidence was considerably weakened by the incomplete state of the

occupational data included in the reports. The port co,7r«nder at Vera-

cruz--the major point of departure-failed to record the occupations

of embarkees, except for clergy and military personnel.

While Table 38 reveals the occupations of 39.9 per cent of the

peninsulares reportedly given passports. Table 39 presents similar

data for 3^.2 per cent of the Spaniards who embarked at Mexican ports

between December 1827 and December 1828. It would appear that the

failure of the port commander at Veracruz to report the occupations

of 1,13^ of the l,i+82 peninsulares who embarked there has effectively

eliminated all possibility of reconstructing the occupational picture

of more than one-half the Spanish exiles.

In order to overcome these weaknesses, data for departures from

ports other than Veracruz ha^e been compiled In Table kO. Almost 90

per cent of the occupations of Spaniards departing through the ports
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TABLE 37

ESTIMATED CHANGES IN THE SPANISH POPULATION
OF MEXICO, I827-I828

Political Divisions
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TABLE 38

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS GIVEN PASSPORTS
I827-I828

(Derived from reports of Spaniards given passports submitted by the

governors to the Secretary of Relations in compliance with the law

of December 20, 1827.)

Mi I i tary Personnel :

Generales
Mi 1 i tares

3

Sub -Total 466

Eccles iast i cs

:

Re) igiosos
Seculares
Lego

128

7

Sub-Total 136

Commercial Occupations:
Comerci antes
Pul peros
Mercaderos
Tenderos
Carni ceros
Panaderos
Dependientes de comercio
Importador
Tratante

89
5

3

2

2

2

2

1

L
Sub-Total 107

Pai sanos
Laboradores

Servants

:

Sirvientes dom^sticos
Sirvientes mineros
Si rvientes rurales

Sub-Total

8k
3^

Other Occupations:
Mar i neros
Mi neros
Sastres
Hacendados
Dependientes mineros
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TABLE 38 (cont.)

Dependientes rurales 2
Corredores 2
Barbero
Castrero
Bot i carlo
Guarda de almacSn
Contador de rentes
Plastero
Carpi ntero
Rofinoro do azOcar
Pi loto
Sigarrero
Part6n de cerdos

Sub-Total

Unemployed Persons:
Vagos 29
Tornilleros 1_1_

Sub-Total kO

Grand Total 916

Estimated number of passports 2,293
Occupations reported 916 (39.9 per cent)
Unknown occupations 1,377 (60.1 per cent)

^Included in this category were 219 Spanish prisoners of war who
were deported to Havana in April, 1828.
bin the context of the reports, paisano seems to connote "civilian"
rather than "peasant" or "farmer." Due to the large number of
military personnel in some of the reports, non-military Spaniards
in the same lists were designated "paisanos."

Source: The reports were located in Mexico. Archivo General de la

Naci6n. Ramo de espulsi6n . legs. 2, 3f 5, 8.
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TABLE 39

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS DEPARTING FROM
THE PORTS OF MEXICO, 1827-1828

(Derived from departure reports submitted by the port commanders to
the Secretary of Relat ions. ) ''<

Mi 1 i tary Personnel

:

Mexican Army
Spanish prisoners of war

Eccles last ics

:

Regulares
Seculares
Mi sioneros
Legos

Commercial Occupations:
Comerci antes
Negociantes
Mercaderos
Carnicero

Land Owners:
Laboradores
Mi neros

Servants

:

Si rvientes
Cr i ados
Coci neros

Other Occupat ions;
Carpi nteros
Zapateros
Farmac^ut i cos
Campes i nos
Hortel anos
Corredores
Sastres
Escribiente

Sub -Total

Sub -Tot a I

Sub -Tot a

I

Sub -Total

Sub-Tota]

Sub -Total

6

219
225

167

8

7

184

9^
38
II

L

12

22

10

k

3

3

3

2

2

2

JL
20
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TABLE 39 (cont.)

Grand Total 605

Spaniards reported departing 1,771
Occupations 605 (3^-2 per cent)

Unknown 1,166 (65.8 per cent)

"The departure reports from the military commander at Veracruz failed
to note the occupations of the majority of the departing Spaniards.
Moreover, it is quite possible that some of the reports have not been
preserved in the Ramo de espulsi6n . Veracruz was the port of embarka-
tion for the great majority of the Spaniards. Any attempt to ascertain
the occupational distribution of the expelled Spaniards based on the
data contained in the departure reports will be only partially suc-
cessful. The large number of clerics, for example, may be out of pro-
portion to their numerical importance in the Spanish community. Clerics
were always identified in the reports by the use of their titles. In

fact, clerics were virtually the only group identified by the military
commander at Veracruz. This can be seen from the following count of

occupations mentioned in reports from Veracruz:

Regulars 123

Seculars 2

Military 1

Prisoners of war 219

345

Source: Mexico. Archive General de la Naci6n. Ramo de espulsi6n .

legs. 3. 5, 8, 9.
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TABLE kO

OCCUPATIONS OF SPANIARDS DEPARTING FROM THE PORTS
OF CAMPECHE, GUAIMAS, MAZATLAN AND TAMP I CO

(Derived from departure reports submitted by the port commanders to
the Secretary of Relations.)

Commercial Occupations;
Comerci antes
Negoci antes
Mercaderos
Carni cero

Eccles iast ics

;

Regul ares
Seculares
Mi sioneros
Legos

Land Owners:
Laboradores
Mi neros
Campes i nos

Servants:
Si rvientes
Cr iados

Coci neros
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TABLE kO (cont.)

Grand Total 260

Spaniards reported departing 289
Occupations 260 (89.6 per cent)

Unknown 29 (lO.** per cent)

Source: Mexico. Archivo General de la Naci6n. Ramo de espul si6n .

legs. 3, 5. 8, 9.
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of Campeche, Gualmas, MazatlSn and Tampico were reported to the

ministry. These data provide a close look at the occupational

structure of the Spanish community on the frontiers of the republic

in 1827, as well as revealing the impact of the selectively enforced

expulsion law in these regions.

In terms of occupational categories, Spaniards engaged in com-

mercial occupations were hardest hit by the first general expulsion,

according to Table kO. Roughly 50 per cent of departing peninsulares

fell into this economic sector. Spanish ecclesiastics fared little

better, constituting roughly 20 per cent of those expelled. In

particular, European-born regular clergy were hard hit. At the op-

posite extreme were artisans and military personnel who composed

less than 7 per cent of the Spaniards noted in Table kO. It would

not be unreasonable to project the occupational structure revealed

in this table to the Spanish exile community at large which departed

Mexico in 1828, provided that the departures through the port of Vera-

cruz did not differ radically from those at Campeche, Guaimas, Maza-

tlan and Tampico.

If Table kO may be accepted as representative of Spanish de-

partures in 1828, one can quickly recognize the groups primarily

affected by the first general expulsion: merchants, regular clergy

and owners of rural property, in that order. Spanish military of-

ficers were hard hit, of course, but they were not a major numerical

component of Spanish society. The image of the Spaniard as a pulpero-
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a peddler of oM and vinegar—reflected his prominence in commercial

activities throughout the republic. The fact was repeatedly demon-

strated in Tables 5-I6. The evidence indicates conclusively that

commerce, as the liberals had warned, and the regular clergy, as the

conservatives had feared, were the principal corporations of Mexican

society to be damaged by the expulsion. Needless to say, these were

also the prominent sectors of Spanish society which were severely

reduced by the purge of I828.

The repercussions for Mexico, particularly in the economic and

fiscal spheres, were reflected in the changes which occurred between

1826 and 1829 in three vital areas:

1. Revenue and expenses of the Federal Government (Table k]) .

2. Customs receipts (Table ^+2)

.

3. Imports and exports (Tables k3 and kk)

.

An examination of each of these in turn will facilitate our analysis.

On the eve of the first expulsion, the income of the Federal

Government was higher than at any time since the last year of the

colony (Table 4l ) . The treasury contained a surplus of over 650,000

pesos. During the fiscal year covered by the expulsion, government

revenues and expenses each fell off by roughly 3,350,000 pesos. The

decline in government income reflected a severe reduction in custom

receipts during the same period (Table k2) . Between June I826 and

June 1828, this source provided approximately U5.5 per cent of the

revenues of the Federal Government. They began a precipitous decline

during the second half of I826, while the anti -Spanish movement reached
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TABLE k]

REVENUE AND EXPENSES OF THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT OF MEXICO, 1822-1828

($ = pesos)

Fiscal Period Revenue Expenses

1822, Independence period $ 9,328,7^0.00 $13,^55,377.00

1823 5,249,858.96 3,030.878.50

1824 15,254,601.03 15,165,876.05

1825 to September 1st 7,903,163.42 13,110,187.24

Sept. 1, 1825 to June 30, I826 14,770,733.30 13,112,200.65

1826-27 17,017,016.59 16,364,218.36

1827-28 13,644,974.69 12,982,092.86

Totals $83,169,087.99 $87,220,830.66

Source: Matfas Romero, Mexico and the United States. A Study of
Subjects Affecting their Political. Commercial and Social
Relations. Made with a View to their Promotion (New York &
London, I898) , p. 139.
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TABLE k2

CUSTOMS RECEIPTS FROM 1823 TO THE
FISCAL YEAR ENDING I828

($ s pesos)

1823 From April 1st to September 30 the receipts were
$971,3^+5.77, which for a year of 12 months would be $1 ,9'+2,691 .5^

1825 From the 1st of January to the 1st of August,
1825, the receipts were $4,472,069.37, which for
a year of 12 months would be 7,666,404.63

1825- From the 1st of September, 1825, to June, I826,
1826 $6,414,383.26, which for a year of 12 months

would be 9,621,574.89

I826-27 7,828,208.44

1827-28 5,692,026.70

Source: Mat fas Romero, Mexico and the United States. A Study of

Subjects Affecting Their Poli1;ical. Commercial and Social
Relations. Made with View to Their Promotion (New York and
London, I898), p. 145.



Source: Mat i as Romero, Mexico and the United States. A Study of
Subjects Affecting Their Political. Comnercia] and Social
Relations. Hade with a View to Their Promotion (New York
and London, I898) , p. I55.
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TABLE 43

MEXICAN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS FROM I826 THROUGH I828

($ pesos)

Merchandise
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TABLE kk

THE COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN MEXICO
AND THE UNITED STATES FROM I826 THROUGH I828

($ pesos)

Year Exports from
Mexico into

the
United States

Exports from
the United
States into

Hex i CO

Total Trade
between
the two
Countries

1826 $ 3,916,000 $ 6,281,000 $ 10,197,000

1827 5,232,000 4,163,000 9,395,000

1828 4,814,000 2,886,000 7,700,000

Totals $ 13,962,000 $ 13,330,000 $ 27,292,000

Source: A statement taken from the United States Treasury reports
by Matfas Romero, Mexico and the United States. A Study
of Subiects Affecting Their Political. Commercial and
Social Relations. Made with a View to Their Promotion
(New York and London, I898) , p. 173.
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violent proportions, and continued to plummet during the expulsion

of 1828. The peso difference between government revenues for the

fiscal years 1826-27 and 1827-28 was roughly double the peso dif-

ference in custom receipts during the same periods.

A decline of nearly k2 per cent in customs receipts from June

1826 to June 1828 reflected a radical decline in commercial activity

which had accompanied the anti -Spanish movement. The shrinkage in

this revenue, of course, was occasioned by a drastic reduction in

imports of manufactured goods from abroad during the I826-28 period

(Table ^+3). Imports declined by roughly one-third in I828 from their

1827 level. But if imports are compared for 1825 and I828, the latter

barely exceeded one-half of the former. Imports had been falling

prior to the anti -Spanish movements of I826.

The decline in demand for manufactured items may have reflected

a shrinking population of affluent European-oriented consumers. Drastic

reductions in luxury imports were recorded for the period 1827"28.

The most severe were noted in wool, silk, medicine, drugs, perfumeries,

books (blank and printed) and paper, while some luxury items, such

as China, actually made gains.

The export picture was much less conclusive during the period

1826-28. Radical fluctuations generally characterized activity,

except in one category: gold and silver. A sharp rise of approximately

112 per cent occurred in the reported export of gold and silver between

1826 and 1828. Apparently, the Spaniards were taking their specie with

them into exile, further depleting the Mexican supply in circulation.
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This trend would affect the economy in subsequent years as the

production of precious metals from Mexican mines dwindled and foreign

capital failed to revive ore production significantly in the l820's

and 1830's. In I828 gold and silver constituted roughly 85.5 per

cent of the total exports recorded. An undetermined portion of this,

of course, was exported by foreign capitalists who controlled a number

of Mexican mines.

Trade between Mexico and the United States was affected adversely

during the same period (Table Ml). While exports from Mexico to the

United States vacilated uncertainly, Mexican imports from the North

declined by approximately 63.5 per cent. Total trade between the two

countries declined by nearly 25 per cent between I826 and I828. It

can be seen, therefore, that the Spaniard, as both a merchant and a

consumer in Mexican society, would, through his departure, bring about

a severe decline in commercial activity throughout the republic. The

export economy, which had already experienced a severe decline with

independence, would be less drastically affected than the import

sector by the expulsion of the Spaniards.

The political and social results of the expulsion are less ap-

parent than the economic consequences. The Spaniard was not dispos-

sessed of his racially based aloofness in any sense, though he was

effectively removed from the offices of a public nature which had

provided him with a visible sign of grace. The European Creole who

had supported him for reasons of tradition and self interest, was cut

off, temporarily, from Spanish connections and forced to regroup under
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the banner of Church and fueros, which would soon emerge as a militant

conservative movement, devoted to ending the influence of Jacobin

tendencies in Mexican society. The revival of monarchist inclinations

among Mexican gente decente, such as Lucas Alam^n, quite possibly owed

something to their aversion to the excesses which the American Creoles

proved capable of endorsing.

More immediate political consequences were felt in late I828

and early 1829, when the alleged lack of enforcement of the first

expulsion law led militant American Creoles to reject the election of

Manuel G6mez Pedraza to the presidency and to break with constitutional

precedent by imposing their candidate, Vicente Guerrero, by force.

Calls for a new round of expulsions were heard in late I828 and the

cry was seconded by Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna. His plan of Jalapa

found support from Governor Lorenzo Zavala in Mexico State and General

JosI Marfa Lobato in Mexico City. At last. General Vicente Guerrero

had received the call of the leaders of his party with favor. General

Nicolas Bravo, who with Guerrero had calmed anti-Spanish revolts in

1824 and again in I826, was now in exile, having led the conspiracy

of December 1827. The Spaniards' traditional defenders were no longer

in a position to come to their aid. Even Pedraza, who had enforced

the anti -Spanish measures of 1827"28 in response to the wishes of the

yorkino lodges, was viewed as the defender of traditional interests

in late I828. European Creoles rallied to his support during the

presidential campaign.
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The second general expulsion law was passed on March 20, 1829»

during the brief presidency of Vicente Guerrero. As early as January,

when General Guerrero assumed effective but illegal control over the

presidential office, Spaniards began departing once again (Table 2k).

Those who had escaped the first expulsion recognized the threat posed

to their welfare by the new regime which during the revolt of December

1828 ( La acordada) had committed Itself to the passage of a new expulsion

law. The Spanish question endured in Mexican politics until Spain

recognized Mexico's independence following the death of Ferdinand VII

in 1835.

The social consequences of the first general expulsion of Spaniards

were to be found in the realm of social ideas as well as In the actual

Mexican society itself. Gente decente, persons of position and property,

throughout Mexico must have experienced uneasiness as a result of the

entry of new and formerly inferior groups of persons Into the social

elite. The traditional, prestigious and wealthy, white families of

Mexico viewed the departure of the Spaniards as a temporary phenomenon.

Eventually, it was hoped, the Europeans would be able to return and

reclaim their proper place in the social order. The emergence of a

mestizo such as Guerrero, or any of the men of obscure origins who had

sponsored the expulsion measure In the Federal Congress, was viewed

as a temporary dislocation of Mexican society. The liberals had never

intended that social guarantees be set aside. They recognized the

importance of the Spaniard and his capital for the construction of a

new society.
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The attempted return of the Spaniards was a foregone conclusion.

The second expulsion, carried out in 1829, would shocl< the gente

decente into revolutionary action. The Jacobin element in Mexican

society would be purged, in order to make Mexico safe for the tradi-

tional families to pursue their interests in commerce and the Church.

The government of General Anastasio Bustamante, led by Minister of

Relations Lucas AlamSn, in I83O represented a first attempt by the

gente decente to restore the republic to a path characterized by order

and stability. Under the guidance of Minister Alam^n, Spanish exiles

and their families began gradually to return to their adopted country.

Strong and vocal opposition to these developments was not lacking,

however, and the Spanish question was revived by ant

i

-clerical Creoles who

would have their turn in office. The reform government of 1833"3^

included in its program, as a part of the attack on the clergy and

Church property, the law of January 16, 1833, which revived the

expulsion law of March 20, 1829. The measure was aimed at Spanish

friars in particular who, in many cases, were the last guardians of

landed monastic houses.

The expulsion movement in 1827-28 failed, both in its original

goal of removing all Spaniards from Mexico and, secondly, as a defensive

measure to protect Mexican independence. In fact, it jeopardized

national independence by furnishing both officers and men for the

Spanish invasion which originated in Havana in the summer of 1829.

The movement failed to strengthen the nation economically. On the

contrary, Mexico was seriously weakened in her commerce and inter-

national trade. But, more important than economic changes, gente
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decente witnessed the destruction of social guarantees with profound

misgivings. The prelacy found the Church unable to perform its role

as traditional guardian of social guarantees. The American Creoles

had, in effect, declared war on the traditional social elite and the

remnants of the latter would soon accept the challenge. Those who

rose to the defense of traditional fueros and ecclesiastical property

in the l830's were resolved to forestall all future attacks on tradi-

tional rights and privileges.
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APPENDIX A

PLAN DE LOBATO

En la ciudad de Mexico, el 2k de Enero de 182'+,

"Reunidos los senores generales, jefes y comandantes de los cuerpos en

el cuartel del regimiento infanterfa de 1 i nea n(jm. 5» para tratar acer-
ca de la intimaci6n que hizo el soberano congreso de que depusiesen las

armas y se sometiesen bajo los auspicios del actual poder ejecutivo, y
presci ndiesen del pronunciamiento que han hecho sobre que se remueva
este, se quiten los empleos que ocupan los espaTtoles europeos, america-
nos coludidos con estos o sospechosos, y se les garantice su libertad,
que ya ha sido atentada; resolvieron a plural idad absoluta de votos:

1. Que no dejar^n las armas sin que el soberano congreso const i tuyente
renueva al actual poder ejecutivo en americanos de acreditados senti-
mientos patri6ticos.

2. Q.ue todos los esp^oles europeos en general, y americanos poco adic-
tos al sistema de libertad, sean retirados de los empleos que ocupan, en
tanto la naci6n esp^ola desiste de sus prevenciones hostiles contra los

Estados libres de America y reconoce su i ndependencia.

3. Q.ue allanados los artfculos antecedentes se les garantizara por la

asamblea representative su seguridad personal; por cuyas resoluciones,
si en el t^rmino regular no se les contestare de conformidad, saldr^n
de esta capital a ocupar los puntos, que el general en jefe C. Jos^
Marfa Lobato tuviere por conveniente, dej^ndola expuesta a las convulsiones

y movimientos del pueblo, de cuyos resultados no se hacen responsables.

Lo acordado se dirl al soberano congreso para su debido conocimiento.

Por los granaderos de la cabal lo, Jos6 Stabol

i

Por el regimiento primero de cabal lerfa, Pedro Marfa Gil

Teniente coronel del mismo, Feliciano Rodriguez
Por el regimiento cuarto de cabal lerfa, Antonio Castro
Por el quinto de cabal lerfa, Esteban Moctezuma
Por el regimiento provincial de MiacatlSn, Angel P^rez Palacios
Por el sexto de cabal lerfa, Juan Patino
Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna
Juan Jos6 Min6n
Juan Jos^ Velazquez
Mayor general , Pedro Miguel Monz6n
General en jefe, Jos£ Marfa Lobato

Source: JosI Marfa Bocanegra, Memorias para la historia de Mexico in -

dependiente (2 vols.; Mexico, 1892, 1897), I, 337-38.
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APPENDIX B

THE PLAN OF THE ARENAS CONSPIRACY OF JANUARY 1827

Bases fundamentales que han de servir para verif icar el grito
general por la religi6n y Espana

Art. 1. La religi6n de Jesucristo, segfin la santa Iglesia cat6lica
ap6stolica romana, sin mezcia de otra p(jblica o privada.

Art. 2. Para sostener el artfculo anterior volverS este pais a la
soberanfa del Sr. D. Fernando Vll (Q. D. G.) y legftimos sucesores,
proclamSndole y jurSndole de nuevo y como se acostumbra en semejan-
tes actos.

Art. 3. En todo lugar en donde se proclame este plan, se restablecer^n
i nmediatamente los ayuntamientos , y arreglarS todo como estaba en el

ano de 808.

Art. k, Los indios volver^n a gozar de todas las gracias y privile-
gios concedidos, y pondrSn sus repfjblicas como en el a'?to de 808.

Art. 5. Cesan las funciones de los enviados por las potencies estran-
geras; pero se les guardarSn los fueros y cons ideraci ones acostumbradas
entre potencies amigas, si no lo desmereciere su conducta.

Art. 6. A los estrangeros ecsistentes en el reino se les garantizan
sus vidas y propiedades, siendo ^rbitros a permanecer o salir del
reino hasta la resolucl6n del soberano.

Art. 7. Se conceda la vida a todas los que tuvieren delito de muerte
por motivos de opini6n desde el grito de Iguala, tomando partido ac-
t i vo en este plan.

Art. 8. Es llamado a tomar las armas todo mill tar que sirvi6 en el
ano de 20 para sostener los artfculos anteriores.

Art. 9- Tambi^n todos los espdftoles ecsistentes en el reino, y los
dignos americanos amantes de su religi6n y rey.

Art. 10. Todo indivi duo espaflol o del pafs, eclesiSstico o segular
que por impos i bi

1

idad ffsica no pudiere unirse a las filas, tomarS
sin embargo parte activa para defender la religi6n y el trono, con
sus instrucciones

, y se recompensarii a todos los que comprende este
artfculo y anteriores.
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Art. 11. Todo militar ser5 considerado por el empleo que obtenga
al presente, y para los ascensos se atender^ a servicios que haga.

Art. 12. Los militares que por no haber tornado parte en el plan de
Iguala hayan sufrido atrasos, ser5n remunerados al instante que se

presenten para defender este.

Art. 13. A los empleados civiles se les guardarS la misma proporci6n.

Art. 1^. Los soldados, sargentos y cabos que sirvieron en el airb de

20, y sirven actualmente presentSndose a la primera Ilamada, se les
abonar5 todo el servicio y el que no quiera servir en lo sucesivo des-
puls de arreglado el gobierno, se le darS su retiro o licencia corres-
pondiente sin detenerlo.

Art. 15. El ejircito se titular^: "El Restaurador de la fe," y se
sostendr^ de las rentas pfjblicas sin alterarlas, y de los donativos
o pr^stamos que hagan los amantes de el la, que se les bonificar^ luego
que haya fondos para ello.

Art. 16. El gefe del ejSrcito lo ser6 yo por orden de S. M. con el

tftulo de comisionado regio.

Art. 17. Al iqui^n vive? se responderS: "La f^."

Art. 18. Todo el que se oponga a lo arriba dispuesto, serS tenido como
reo de lesa-magestad divina y humana.

Dado en Mexico, a 1 2 de Enero de 27. —Juan Clfmaco Velasco.

Operaciones ocultas del plan que ant;ecede

Antes que un miembro se dirija a otro ecsamine despacio si reune las

cualidades siguientes:

la Intimo amigo de qui^n le ha de hablar.

2a Adicto a la causa de Fernando, y que a su favor se espresarl
con 61 dos o mas veces.

3a Muy reservado, que no sea f5ci 1 en manifestar sus arcanos, ni

tenga algun vicio como la embriaguez, por el que arriesgue el secreto.

ka Haca voluble en sus resoluciones.

5a Solfcito en llenar sus cargos y cuidar pri nci palmente papeles.

6a Q.ue est^ en pie en alguna ciudad a lo menos por cuatro meses.

7a Q,ue tenga otro amigo a quien poderse dirigir.
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Vistas estas cualidades en algfin sugeto, observe si las voces de
religiin o patria, el verse postergado u otra causa, o ya hable en
publico o secreto del proyecto: que lea bien las notas y pase a

ecsaminar a quien otro se dirije.

Obi igaci ones de los miembros

la Conseguir a un compatiero.

2a No descubrir, aun a costa de la vida, cosa relativa al asunto, ni

decir al que se comunique quien lo hizo con ^1, o al contrario.

3a No formar junta n? aun franquear las casas de los dos miembros
que conoce.

ka Denunciar al que hable di recta o i ndi rectamente del proyecto,
aunque no le conozca por miembro de la causa, poniendo las pala-
bras materiales que profiri6, su nombre y apellido supuesto, o
el propio si por otro no lo conoce, y el de los sugetos antes
qutenes habl6, el dia en que lo ha verificado, y cuanto ademSs
juzgue conveniente.

5a Noticiarln dentro de ocho dias los puntos siguientes:

lo Con cuanto se suscrivi6 o prest6 con r^ditos o sin el los, y
si de esto quiere poner parte o todo a disposici6n de la causa
para los gastos que se ofrezcan.

2o Las graduaciones, empleos, o estado de cada uno en general,
v.g., un gefe capit^n retirado o efectivo, un eclesiSst ico, 6-c.

,

y la poblaci6n en que se halla, con los rumbos y leguas a que
queda dicha poblaci6n de la de Mexico.

3o El dia mismo que entra cada uno, y el nombre y apellido su-
puesto que eligi6 en la firma.

ko Las juntas o reuniones de que tenga noticia, sus fines, y si

conoce a alguno de la causa en el las.

5o Si tiene varios de confianza a quienes poder invitar y quiere
hacerlo, me comunicarl la pob1aci6n en que se hallan, sus gradua-
ciones, fi-c, conforme a lo dicho arriba, ocultando siempre sus
nombres y apellidos, y no verificando la invitaci6n (si se hallan
en otra ciudad) hasta que le mande i nstrucciones de c6mo ha de re-
mitir los papeles sin riesgo.

6o Q.ue nfimero de tropas mantiene aquella poblaci6n, espresando
las veteranas y nuevamente sacadas.

7o Q.ue esperanzas funda del pueblo y tropa, segtSn el descontento
o entusiasmo que advierta.
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80 Q.ue armas y cosas (jtiles al fin, tiene en su poder, repet i r5
esta noticia cada diez armas, cinco 1 i bras de p6lvora, y cinco de
municiones que aumente.

6a 0bligaci6n: obedecer las 6rdenes que se le comunique respectivas
J si o comunes a todos.

7a Captarse la voluntad del pueblo bajo y tropa con favores, acomodos,
ouen porte, S-c.

, cuidadno por lo menos de atraer los que en estas clases
tengan algun predominio y ocult5ndoles el fin.

8a Elegir nombre y apellido supuesto.

9a Decirse mutuamente maestro y discfpulo, los nombres que eligieron
para comunicarse con el los cuando se pueda ofrecer.

10. No escribir con nombre ni letra propia, si no es desfigurado, cosa
del asunto, ni en el caso de hacerlo a mi.

11. No salir de la poblaci6n en que se halla, sin avisarme con bastante
tiempo para unir la cadena, y no si^ndole posible dejarS instruidos a los
dos que conoce donde deban entregar los papeles que circulen.

12. Escribir asuntos indiferentes a su maestro y discfpulo (si se ha-
llan en otra poblaci6n) cada quince dfas de no haber tenido noticias de
^ilos, para si fallecen o se ausentan unir la cadena.

(3. Ecsaminar los Snimos especialmente de la tropa, y mandarme notas
circunstanciadas cuando las ecsija, de los que est^n por la causa.

14. Investigar por medios estraviados y desconocidos donde hay armas,
dinero del comun, S-c, anadiendo los medios mis fSciles para que estos
renglones queden a beneficio de la causa.

15. Copiar dos planes cuando se previene en la advertencia general.

16. Otras obligaciones propias de algunos cargos, se comunicarin en
carta separada a quienes los obtengan.

Advertencias generales

la Ninguna sacar5 copia de este plan, sino que admitido, le pasari
al que consiga, feste al suyo, &c.

2a Todo aguardarin un segundo ejemplar de que sacarSn dos copias.
una Pfra su uso (si no pudiere encomendarle a la memoria) y otra que
(no pidi6ndola el inventor) pasar5n a sus discfpulos, para que estos,
quedandose con el ejemplar necesario para la copia, pasen los sobrantes
a los suyos.
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3a Todas las suscrl pciones y pr^stamos quedarln en poder del que
suscriba, y los emplearS por sf mismo en armas, soborno de tropa, u

otros objetos que se le comuniquen (jtiles al fin, y no queriendo ha-
cerlo por sf mismo avisar^.

ka El que tenga intimidad con gefes acaudalados, eclesi^st i cos y
otras personas de influjo e interns, deberS preferirlas en la elec-
ci6n a las menos utiles.

5a El que por su estado u otra cosa no pueda unirse a las files al

dar el grito, me lo avisarl con tiempo para prevenirle sus ulteriores
ocultos encargos.

6a El que tenga conocimiento con correos, arrieros o viajantes,
espero me lo comunique.

7a Si alguno tiene conducto seguro para dirigir cartas y entregar
en mano propia al capit^n general de la Habana, harS gran servicio
ponilndole a disposici6n de la causa, y se le ofrece toda seguridad
de que quedarS antes de dar peso, convencido.

i

8a El que quiera mandar papeles al gobierno espanol di rectamente,
la causa le ofrece conducto seguro, como no traiga letra ni firma
propia, y los dirija a mf.

--Juan Clfmaco Velasco

Source: Juan SuSrez y Navarro, Historia de Mexico v del General
Antonio L6pez de Santa Anna (2 vols.; Mexico, I85O-5I),
I, 390-9^.
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THE LAW OF MAY 10, 1827

Los espanoles no podrSn tener empleo de nombramiento de los supremos

poderes

.

Art. 1) Ningfjn individuo que sea espatlol por nacimiento podrS ejercer

cargo ni empleo alguno de nombramiento de los poderes generales en

cualquier ramo de la admi ni straci6n pCblica, civil y militar, hasta

que la Espana reconozca la i ndependencia de la naci6n.

Art. 2) Se extiende lo prevenido en el artfculo anterior a los car-

gos y empleos ecles i5st i cos del clero secular y regular, en cuanto

al ejercicio de sus atribuciones econ6micas, gubernativas y judiciales.

Esta disposici6n no comprende a los reverendos obispos.

Art. 3) El gobierno queda autorizado para separar hasta por el tiempo

de que habla el artfculo 1 a los curas, a los misioneros y doctrineros

del distrito y territorio de la federaci6n.

Art. U) Tampoco se comprenden en los artfculos anteriores los hijos

de mexicanos que casualmente nacieron en la penfnsula y se hallan en

I a Republ ica.

Art. 5) Los empleados que se separen del servicio en virtud de esta

ley, gozarSn todos sus sueldos, y se les abonarS el tiempo en sus ca-

rreras respectivas.

Art. 6) Los empleos vacantes por las di sposi clones que contiene esta

ley, se desempenarSn provi s ionalmente conforme a las leyes.

Art. 7) Los curas que separare el govierno en uso de las facultades
que le concede el artfculo 3, continuarSn percibiendo todos sus emo-
lumentos en los mismos tirminos que antes de su separaci6n: y los

coadjutores o sustitutos ser^n pagados de la hacienda p6b1ica.

Carlos GarcTa, presidente de la cSmara de diputados.
Tom5s Vargas, presidente del senado.
Vicente G\3ido de GUido, diputado secretario.
Jos^ Antonio Q.uintero, senador secretario.

Mexico, 10 de Mayo de 1827. A D, Tomis Salgado

Source: Manuel Dublin y Jos6 Marfa Lozano (eds.), Leqislaci6n mexicana .

Colecci6n completa de las di sposi clones legislativas expedidas
desde la i ndependencia de la Rep6blica (3'+ vols.; Mexico, 1876-

1904), II. 12.



APPENDIX D

THE LAW OF DECEMBER 20, 1827, WITH THE INITIAL
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITS ENFORCEMENT

Art. 1 Los espaTfoles capitulados y los demSs espaToles de que

habla el artfculo 16 de los tratados de C6rdova, saldr^n del territo-

rio de la reptjblica en el t^rmino que les se'nalare el gobierno no pu-

diendo pasar este de seis meses.

Art. 2 El gobierno podrS exceptuar de la disposici6n anterior:

primero, a los casados con mexicana que hagan vida maridal : segundo, a

los que tengan hijos que no sean esp^oles: tercero, a los que scan

mayores de sesenta aiRos: cuarto, a los que est^n impedidos ffsicamente

con imped imento perpetuo.

o ^^
Art. 3 Los espanoles que se hayan introducido en el territorio

de la republica despu^s del ano de 1821 con pasaporte o sin ^1, saldrin

igualmente en el t^rmino prescrito por el gobierno no pasando tampoco

de seis meses.

Art. h Las excepciones que contiene el artfculo 2° tendrSn

lugar para los que hayan entrado legft Imamente despu^s del ano de 21.

Art. 5 Los espanoles del clero regular salrSn tambi^n de la

rep6blica, pudiendo exceptuar el gobierno a los que est^n comprehen-

didos en la tercera y cuarta parte del artfculo 2°.

Art. 6 Los solteros que no tienen hogar conocido, por lo menos

de dos aTios a esta parte lo mismo que los que fueren calificados de

vagos conforme a las leyes de la parte del territorio de la rep(jblica
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donde residan, quedan sujetos a lo dispuesto en los artfculos 1°, 3°

y 5°.

Art. 7° El gobierno podr^ exceptuar de las clases de espaTioIes

que conforma esta ley deban salir del territorio de la rep(jblica, a

los que hayan prestado servicios distinguidos a la i ndependencia y

hayan acreditado su afecci6n a nuestras inst Ituciones , y a los hijos

de estos que no hayan desmentido la conducta patri6tica de sus padres,

y residan en el territorio de la rep(jblica, y a los profesores de al-

guna ciencia o arte, industria util en ella que no sean sospechosos

al mismo gobierno.

Art. 8 El presidente en consejo de ministros, y previo informe

del gobernador del estado respectivo, harl la escenci6n del artfculo

anterior.

Art. 9 En la misma forma calificarS el peligro que pueda im-

portar la permanencia en el pafs de los demSs esp^oles que no estin

comprehend idos en los artfculos anteriores, y dispondrl la salida de

aquellos que tenga por conveniente.

Art. 10 Las atribuciones que se conceden al gobierno en los

artfculos 7° y 9° cesarSn dentro de seis meses contados desde el dia

de la publicaci6n de la presente ley.

^•"t. II El gobierno darS cada mes parte al congreso sobre el

cumpi imiento de esta ley, y este en su vista podr5 estrechar el t^r-

mino que senala el artfculo anterior.

Art. 12. Los espanoles empleados cuyo sueldo no llegue a mil

quinlentos pesos, y a los que a juicio del gobierno no puedan costear
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su viage y transporte, se les costearS por cuenta de la hacienda pCblIca

de la federaci6n hasta el primer puerto de la naci6n espanola o de los

Estados Unidos del Norte, segijn elijan los interesados, procediendo el

gobierno con la m5s estrecha economfa segun la clase y rango de cada

individuo.

Art. 13° En los mismos t^rminos se costearS por la hacienda pd-

blica el viage y transporte de los religiosos a quienes no pueda cos-

tearselos por falta de fondos , la provincia o conventos a que perte-

nezcan.

Art. \k Los empleados que salgan a virtud de esta ley y eli-

jan para su residencia un pafs que no sea enemigo, disfrutarSn de su

sueldo pagadero en el punto de la repGblica que senale el gobierno.

Art. 15 La separaci6n de los espanoles del territorio de la -

republica, solo durarl mientras la Espana no reconozca nuestra inde- -

pendencia.

Art. 16 Los espanoles que conforme a esta ley pudieren per-

^

manecer en el territorio de la republica, prestar^n juramento con

las solemnidades que el gobierno estimare convenientes , de sostener

la independencia de la naci6n mexicana, su forma de gobierno popular

representativa federal, la constituci6n y leyes generales, y la

constituci6n y leyes del estado, distrito y territorios en que residan.

Art. 17 Los espanoles que reusaren prestar el juramento pre-

venido en el artfculo anterior, saldrcin del territorio de la repfiblica.

Art. 18 Se derogan los artfculos 2° y 3° de la ley de 25 de

abril de 1826, quedando en todo su vigor el 1° en que se prohibe la
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r ntroducci6n por los puertos de la repfiblica de los nacidos en Espana

o sfibditos de su gobierno.

Art. 19 Los espanoles que hayan de permanecer en la rep6b1ica,

no podrSn fijar en lo sucesivo su residencia en las contas, y a los que

actualmente residen en el las, podrS el gobierno obligarlos a que se

internen en caso de que tema una invasi6n pr6xima de tropas enemigas.

Art. 20° Se concede amnistfa a los que hayan tornado parte en

los movimientos sobre espu1si6n de espanoles, por lo respective al co-

nocimiento de los tribunates de la federaci6n, dejando a salvo el de-

recho de los estados.

Art. 21*^ La amnistfa concedida a los indlvlduos que han tornado

parte en los movimientos sobre espulsion de espanoles, no comprehende

a los que tambi^n hayan procurado un cambio en la forma de gobierno

representat i va popular federal que adopt6 la naci6n mexicana.

Se circul6 en el mismo dfa por la secretarfa de relaciones, con las

providencias siguientes:

1^ Los gobiernos de los estados dispondrSn que salgan de su

respective territorio todos los espanoles de que hablan los articulos

]0 30 5 y 6 del precedente decreto y que no se hallen en alguno de

los casos de excepci6n de los artfculos 2°, k° , 5 y 7 en el t^rmino

que los mismos gobiernos tuvieren a bien senalar a cada individuo,

dentro de un mes contado desde el dia de la publicaci6n del espresado

decreto en cada estado, y que solo por partlculares ci rcunstancias

podrSn prorogar a quince dfas mas.
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2 Los mi smos gobiernos senalar^n a los individuos que salgan

de su respectivo territorio en virtud de la anterior disposici6n, el

t^rmino proporcionado segun las distancias para su salida del terri-

torio de la repfiblica, y el derrotero que deban seguir, dando los

avisos oportunos a los gobiernos del trinsito y del puerto por donde

hayan de embarcarse, para que est^n a la mi ra de la efectiva salida.

3^ Iguales avisos darSn al supremo gobierno, publ i cindolos por

la imprenta; y sin perjuicio de ellos a la conclusi6n del t^rmino

senalado en la primera de estas prevenciones , le pasaran una note

ci rcunstanci ada de todos los individuos que hayan salido de su res-

pective territorio y de sus clases, con espresion de quedar en 6]

entera y exactamente cumpl idas las disposiciones de los citados

artfculos 1°, 3°, 5° y 6°.

k Los gobiernos del trSnsito y del puerto por conde se veri-

fique la salida, darlin los avisos oportunos al gobierno del estado

de donde hayan salido los individuos que deben caminar a embarcarse,

y los comunicarSn asimismo al supremo gobierno general.

5 Remit! r5n a este, ademSs los de cada estado, dentro de quince

dfas, contados desde la publicaci6n del precedente decreto, una nota

ci rcunstanci ada de los individuos que se hallen en algun caso de las

excepciones de los artfculos ya citados 2,4 y 5 , i nformando las

personas que en su concepto sean dignas de que se les conceda a excep-

ci6n por su afecto a la i ndependencia y forma actual de gobierno, por

su conducta pacffica y otras ci rcunstancias que los hagan recomenda-

bles en la sociedad.
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6 Igual nota pasorSn de los individuos a quienes favorezca

la excepci6n del citado artfculo 7° dando por cada persona que en su

oonceplo la merezca el informe que previene el 8°.

7^ Dentro del t^rmino de un mes contado desde la publicaci6n

de la ley en cada estado, remitirSn los gobiernos de el los una nota

individual y ci rcunstanciada de los espanoles que por las disposicio-

nes contenidas en los artfculos 2°, k°, 5 y 7° del antecedente decreto

hayan de permanecer en el territorio de la rep^jblica, y de los demis

que continuen en los ml smos estados.

8^ Dentro del mi smo t^rmino y tan luego como parezca necesario

a cada gobierno, harSn al supremo general, bajo su m5s estrecha res-

ponsabi 1 idad , el informe que estimen, justo respecto de los indivi-

duos a que se contrahe el art. 9 del espresado decreto, teniendo muy

presente que 6l mi smo ha encomendado a su celo y just i f i caci6n el

apoyo que deben tener en sus informes las providencias del supremo

gobierno general, conducentes a alejar todo peligro funesto a la naci6n.

9^ Los gobiernos de los estados, de acuerdo con los comisarios

generales o sub-comi sar ios , harSn la calificaci6n correspondiente de

la imposi bi 1 i dad que tengan algunos individuos seculares, de los que

deban salir del territorio de cada estado para costear su viage y

transporte.

10^ Del mi smo modo calificarSn la cantidad que con la mis es-

trecha economfa deba ministrarles la hacienda publica de la federaci6n

para hacer su viage hasta el puerto, segdn las distancias y la clase y

rango de cada individuo, disponiendo que con efecto se les ministre,
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no excediendo la asignaci6n que hicieren desde dos reales por legua

hasta un peso.

11^ Entre estos dos estremos har5n del mismo modo la asignaci6n

correspondiente a los empleados cuyo sueldo no llegue a mil quinientos

pesos anuales.

12^ De las cal i f i caciones que hagan los gobiernos de cada estado

en la forma esplicada, sobre la impos i bi 1 i dad de algunos individuos para

costear su viage y transporte, dar^n aviso a los gobiernos de los es-

tados a que correspondan los puertos por donde deben embarcarse y a

este Supremo gobierno.

a
13 Los gobiernos a que correspondan los puertos, de acuerdo

con los comisarios generales o sub-comi sarios dispondrSn que se costee

el transporte de cada individuo de los que se ha hablado, bajo las

cons ideraci ones y con la mSs estrechia economfa que previene el art.

12 del espresado decreto.

]k Precediendo constancia formal de que la provincia o con-

vento a que pertenezcan los religiosos de que habla el art. 13 no

tienen fondos para costearles el viage y transporte, dispondr^n los

gobiernos de los estados, de acuerdo con los comisarios, que se les

costee de cuenta de la hacienda de la federaci6n, abonSndoles lo que

corresponda a raz6n de 20 rs. por Jornada de diez leguas, seg(jn las

distancias hasta el puerto en que deban embarcarse; y para su trans-

porte por mar se observarl lo prevenido en la prevenci6n anterior.

15 A los empleados de que habla el art. lU del precedente de-

creto, siempre que acrediten su residencia en pa(s que no sea enemigo

con la cert i f i caci6n correspondiente, se les pagarin sus sueldos en

los puntos en que actualmente los cobran.
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l6^ Dispondr5n los gobiernos de cada estado que el juramento

que prescribe el art. 16 del precedente decreto lo otorguen en forma

publica, y a la mayor brevedad los espanoles de que habla, ante la

primera autoridad polftica de su residencia respectiva, y un escri-

bano o dos testigos de asistencia, estendi^ndose la dlligencia co-

rrespondiente por cada individuo, y remitiendo consecut i vamente testi-

monio de todas al supremo gobierno.

17^ Se encarga al celo de los gobiernos el m5s puntual y pronto

cumplimiento del art. 17 de dicho decreto.

18^ Para los efectos de la amnistfa de que habla el art. 20, la

publicaci6n del precedente decreto se har^ estensiva a todos los pue-

blos y lugares de cada estado, a fin de que precisamente dentro de tres

d(as de verificada en cada uno de los mismos pueblos y lugares, depongan

las arrpas los que las hayan tornado y se retiren a sus casas, en la In-

tel igencia de que por cualquier acto posterior contrario a la tranqui-

lidad no serSn comprehend i dos en la amnistfa.

19° Si entre los individuos que deben salir del territorio de

la republica conforme a los artfculos 1° y 3° del antecedente decre-

to, sin poder gozar excepciones por alguno de los artfculos 2°, k y

7° hubiere algunos con casa de comercio establecida, o que est^n en-

encargados de su giro, los cuales no puedan evacuar las 1 iquidaciones

de sus cuentas y responsabi 1 idades en el t^rmino que senala la primera

de estas prevenciones, informarin los gobiernos de los estados el que

en su concept© deba ampliarseles dentro de los seis meses a que puede
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estenderlo el supremo gobierno general , para que en el que se les

concediere salgan indefect i blemente.

20^ El gobernador del distrito y los gefes polfticos de los

territorros, procederSn en el los con arreglo a todas las anteriores

prevenciones.

Source: Basilio Jos6 Arrillaga (ed.)» Recopi]aci6n de laves, de -

cretos. bandos. reglamentos. circulares v providencias de
los supremos poderes v otras autoridades de la Rep(jblica

Mexicana. 1828-1839. 1849-abril. 1850 (17 vols,; Mexico,
183^-50), I, 100-08; Manuel Dublin y Jos^ Marfa Lozano
(eds.), Leqislaci6n mexicana. Colecci6n completa de las

di sposi clones legislativas espedidas desde la independen -

cia de la Rep(jblica (3^+ vols.; Mexico, 1876-190^), ii, 42-

48.
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